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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Glenn Anderson Freeway-Transltway (the Century Freeway or 1-105) an Los Angeles

County, to cost over two bilhon dollars, traverses nine cities and the County of Los

Angeles. At completaon m 1993, the Century Freeway will be seventeen miles long, six

lanes wide, contain areas for high occupancy vehxcles and for rail transxt; it will be

lancLscaped and noise attenuated, and it will be surrounded by thousands of units of

housing which are linked to its development.

The impacts of an injunction and a consent decree on the construction of the 1-105 and the

implementation of the Century Freeway project [the subjects of this report] have been felt

primarily in time of commencement of construction; date of completion; s~tus of

instituuonal management; some significant but not dramatic design changes and

enwronmental impact miugations; perceived costs; and controversial changes in the housing

program, and the aff’mnative actmn process. Adchtionally, Caltrans itself expenenced

modest structural changes and its relationships with other agencies and organizations have

been influenced, in some cases seriously.

In 1972, a lawsuit, gxCJik_X.~..9.1~, stopped implementation of the Century Freeway project

and resulted m an injunction. By that time approximately 18,000 people had been

displaced from the Century Freeway corridor. By the terms of the lawsuit, the then

Division of Haghways was required to develop a formal envLronmental impact statement on

the enttre Century Freeway project and to carry our additional public hearings. In 1979

patti es to the lawsmt entered into a consent decree, amended two years later, which laid out

the terms under which the project would go forward.

This injuncuon and consent decree were employed during a period of considerable

regulatory and social change which nationwide was affecting the completion of pubhc

works projects, highways in particular. The period of the Century Freeway’s early years

has been called the time of the freeway revolution. Whatever it is labelled, it provided a

context for interpretation of and response to the Century Freeway lawsuit and consent

decree. The context involved:

legal changes (environmental, transportation and housing law enactments, enhanced

access to judicial review of administrative agency acuons, codification of the gains of

the civil rights movement);



* social changes (increasing environmental awareness, the pubhc interest law movement,

demands for greater particlpatton in the workplace by women and minorities);

o economic and poliucaI changes (adoption of a federal Urban Initiatives Program,

changing leadership at Caltrans, decreased gasohne tax revenues because of the Arab

oil embargo and the use of fuel-efficient vehicles).

This report presents the results of a two year study of the Century Freeway undertaken

under a Research Tectmlcal Agreement between UCI and C2,1wans.

Investigation of the impacts of the lawsuit and consent decree required the development of a

methodology to allow meaningful comparisons of the actual project to a realistic alternative.

To address the s~ question ["what was the impact of cotn’t involvement and the

consent decree on the planrdng and completion of the Century Freeway?"] this study

addressed a fundamental preliminary question: With what should the actual scenario be

comparexi? We contrast the actual scenario [the planning and completion of the Century

Freeway subsequent to the lawsmt and with the consent decree] with a comoarison scenario

which we created by means of a survey of expert opinion. This describes the Century

Freeway as it might have been implemented had Keith v. Volpe plaintiffs and defendants

not agreed to resolve the case through a consent decree.

Some highlights of the Comparison Project versus the actual Century Freeway:

¯ GroundbreakLng for the freeway would have occurred four years earher under the

Comparison Project.

The Comparison Project would not have required nor been impacted by ongoing

supervision by the court, a hallmark of the actual project. Judicial scrutiny of the

constructaon of the Comparison Project would be ad hoc, ~dentical to that extended to a

typical freeway construction project.

The entire route of the Comparison Project would have been opened six years prior to

the projected opening of the actual Century Freeway (1987 versus 1993). The duration

of construction would have been nine years for the Comparison Project, as contrasted

vdth a projected eleven years for the actual Century Freeway.



The rouung of the Comparison Project is the same as the actual project. The

Comparison Project would contain one adchtional lane m each d~recuon (eight versus

six In total), but would be nussing the hght rail line provided by the actual Century

Freeway.

Five hundred housing units would have been constructed under the admimstration of

(~lrans in the Comparison Project, while the actual Century Freeway anticipates about

3,000 urats (replacement and replenishment ) implemented with the State Department 

Housing and Commurnty Development (HCD) as the lead agency.

¯ "Ihe Comparison Project would not have involved an Office of the Corridor Advocate to

represent those displaced by the freeway.

t AtTwmative acuon programs in the Comparison Project would be similar in kind and

amount to those routinely implemented by Caltrans. Goals for minority and women

subcontracting and employment would have been set and enforced by the Caltrans civil

r~ghts unit in Sacramento. Goals would have been the same as those required under

extant federalregulations for federal aid highway projects. Absent would be important

elements of the actual project: an independent monitoring and enforcement body (The

Century Freeway Affirmative Action Committee, CFAAC); a localized district Civil

l~Sghts Branch; and special provisions requiring participation by corridor businesses

and residents.

GENERAL IMPACTS

Our lustorical summary spans the years from 1958 to the autumn of 1990 with a focus on

the period from 1972 on.

Some startling contrasts exist in the evaluations by parties and groups of almost all

elements of implementation of the Consent Decree. To understand the story of the

C, entury Freeway is to take into account the dramatically different understandings of

costs and benefits, strengths and weaknesses that observers and veterans hold.

Overall, respondents have been dissatisfied with the history of the Century Freeway.

L~cal officials indicated that they were the most dissatisfied, while plaintiffs, CFAAC,

and other groups established by the consent decree reported being most satisfied.



® Caltrans respondents were seriously spht on the quesuon of whether the benefits of

freeway construction and design outweigh the costs.

Caltrans and local officmls were much more negative m then" evaluataons of the housing

program than were HCD, Center for Law in the Pubhc Interest and CFAAC

respondents.

¯ Overall systemic Lrnpacts were w~dely appreciated. As one local official summarized:

"I think the major benefit is sociahzing the whole system..."
at the federal level, the state level, all the way down to the
local level. It was the forerunner of the kind of consensus
building and mtemcuon among all the segments of the
constituency...ranging from the guys who even provide
material, guys who build, guys who plan, state interaction
when you acqun’e land. How you deal with people who are
chsplaced. The whole system got socmlized m a different
way so that you won’t have any of this kind of work done
without people thanking of these points that have been rinsed
in this consent decree process."

SPECIFIC IMPACT FINDINGS

[] The Century Freeway project took thousands of homes and d~splaced thousands of

corndor residents. The housing program adrmmstered as part of the settlement to

address the impact on residential opportunities in the corridor cities has had a rocky and

controversial history. By 1983 there had been four execuuve directors in the Century

Freeway Housing Program. Only forty units had been constructed. In 1986, a federal

audit was conducted which concluded that productmn costs in the program were excessive.

At that time, HCD reported a total of I690 units, obligated at $83,204 per umt and

encumbered at $92,550 per unit. As of October, 1990, Caltrans C~vil Raghts Branch

reports that $13,569,569 was paxd to prime contractors for major housing contracts and

$123,630,318 was paid for RFP contracts. A June, 1990 HCD report showed a total of

2,003 affordaNe housing units produced for $175 milhon. The average cost per unit was

$87,369.

@ Observers and officials recogmze that any agency charged with implementmg the

housing program might have had a hard ume, as the mandate in the consent decree is

complicated:
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"On the one hand then" charge appears to be the creation of
the maximum nttmber of umts from the funds available. On
the other hand they are charged with the actuevement of
various social objectives, specifically the employment of
inexperienced subcontractor fares to actually do the work°"

o HCD respondents observed that the adminislration of the housing program was

deficient at the start. HCD was unfamiliar with application of federal tughway

procedures to housing development.

¯ OveraU, respondents felt that the actual project would have a large beneficial impact on

the availability of affordable housing.

[] O~,erall, respondents evaluated the affirmative action program more favorably than

the housing program. Considerable differences exist among organizations. Caltrans and

HCD were evenly spht in agreeing that the benefits of the affirmative action programs

ou~¢elghed the costs; Center for Law and CFAAC respondents almost unanimously

felt that the benefits outweighed the costs; and local officials, although split, tended to feel

that the costs outweighed the benefits.

¯ All respondents recognized the complexity of the affn’mative action program. The

contract award process led the the list of concerns expressed by Caltrans people,

tbUowed by complexity of the substitution process and complexity of the minority and

women business enterprise (M/WBE) certification process.

[] Economic Impacts
¯ lVlonetary costs of the Comparison Project are generally perceived as much less than

tot the Actual Project under the consent decree. The five areas which were ranked

most different in the comparison with regard to monetary costs are (in decreasing order

of difference):

Housing Replemshment

Legal Support

Aff’n’mative Action Monitoring and Enforcement

Project Administration

Right of Way Property Management
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® In adchuon, Caltrans respondents mchcated significantly lower design costs for the

Comparison Project, cuing redesign necessitated m part by the consent decree.

¯ We present in nominal dollars direct monetary costs associated with elements of

implementation which derive from adoption of the consent decree.

[] Organizational Impacts

The decree had a major impact on many procedural aspects of the Century Freeway project.

But orgamzatmnal impact in Caltrans was less than expected. Many believe that the

relauvely few structural changes brought about by the consent decree will not become part

of Caltrans’ standard operating procedures in the future; although some affirmauve action

procedures have evolved to a higher status and a more permanent state.

The Consent decree forced Caltrans to "take a more serious look" a "second look" at

Caltrans’ relationship to minorities and women, both in in the realms of employment

and promotion of businesses. But the impact is not one universally credited to the

consent decree.

0 Other, more specific, organizational effects include greater consideration of the whole

environmental impact review process and Caltrans’ viewing highway building within a

larger context, that of transpormtaon development. As with many of the impact

categories in this study, there were dissenting voices: "I think it just made old engineers

bmer at lawyers."

[] V~ewing the history of the Century freeway project from an interorganizational

framework ~s crucial to its understanding. The lawsuit and the subsequent consent decree

were major external forges which radically changed the regulatory environment in which

the historically autonomous, professional and prestigious Caltrans operated.

The impacts on organizational relations are two fold: those involving effects on existing

relations between Caltrans and other state and federal agencies and those involving

Caltrans relationships w~th newly mated organizations. A full third of Caltrans

respondents view the sister organization HCD as an opponent in the implementation of

the Century Freeway Project. Conflict with HCD, housing authorities and corridor

cities is perceived to be greater in the actual project than it would have been in the
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comparison project Confhct between Caltrans and CFAAC Is percelved as endemic and

c’on~ct vath the Office of the Advocate has been considerable.

[] Impact on Freeway Design and Service
s The magnitude of design/engineering and construction logasucs challenges would have

been less on the comparison project than is seen on the actual project.

Cal~ans respondents are undecided about whether the benefits of the actual Century

Freeway design and construction process will outweigh the costs of the process.

HCD, CFAAC, FHWA and local elected officials agree that the benefits will outweigh

the costs while local admimstrative officials and contractors do not.

s The transportation components of the Comparison Project are perceived to be more

beneficial than those of the actual project.

Respondents indicated that the six lanes of mixed flow traffic will be inadequate for the

volumes expected to be traversing the corridor. Volume and level of service analyses in

this report for segments of the freeway are crude approximations in light of the absence

of available information on specific configurations of ramps and weaving section

lemgths and other data.

hlclusion of High Occupancy Vehicle lanes, light tail, and linkage with the Harbor

Freeway/Transitway are design dements perceived to promote the general welfare.

However the features of ten local interchanges and six lanes for general traffic are not

generally approved.

[] Environmental and Social Impacts

Although the long delay of the injunction period cannot be attributed to the consent decree,

many view the impacts of the injunction and those of the consent decree on the

envi~3nmental quality of the corridor as inseparable. Termination of implementation of the

Centtmy Freeway project in the early 1970s caused "blight", "chaos", "shock" and

"dev~tstation."

Pltaintiffs’ counsel conceived of and justified many of the requirements of the consent

decree as an approach to mitigation of some of the adverse impacts attributed to the

ccmstruction of the freeway.
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All orgamzanons except corridor cities found the actual Century Freeway to be

envn’onmentally superior to the Comparison Project and to have posluve envn’onmental

impact. Both short-term and long-term econormc and employment ~mpacts were

differenua/ly evaluated by Caltrans and non Caltrans respondents Overall, the greatest

long-term econon~c benefit would accrue to those residents and businesses who had

pamcipated in I-105 construcuon-related activities.

The Century Freeway consent decree concretxzed many of the social and environmental

movements of the 1970s. In the minds of some, public pohcy was brought to where it

should be: implementauon of a mammoth urban freeway project would be reformed by

comprehensive analys~s accessible to and influenced by those interested in outcomes. On

the other hand, some observers conclude that the shifts reflected m the decree sacrificed

efficiency for a vague notion of openness ha decismn making and a perversion of the role of

government and the rule of law. And, they conclude, the shifts have been very costly.

Understanding these differences in view and, in detail, the history of the implementation of

the Century Freeway project may assist poheymakers in determinations of whether and

how to use the consent decree device in conflict resolution in other circumstances.
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CHAPTER I

AN INTRODUCTION TO THIS REPORT

Ao HISTORY OF INTEREST IN STUDY OF TRANSPORTATION POLICY CHANGE

The I~atignal interest in ~he changing re~latory environment of transportation plannin~

The world of highway building has seen a revolution in the last two decades. As recently

as the late 1960’s, with little citizen participation apart from public hearings on specific mutes

(Rosener, 1975), technical experts laid oat plans for major transportation facilities and their agency

colleagues implemented those plans through standard routines. These often included non-contested

condemnation of and considerable alteration of the physical environment.

[n 1970 the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) became law and required

envirotrcnental impact assessment of every major federal action which might significantly affect the

enviror~ment. Not fully understood at the time of its enactment, NEPA represented a major change

in decisionmakSng, most especially with regard to the amount, kind and significance of information

which would be made available to government officials. One of NEPA’s progeny, California’s

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), took effect a little later. State and federal agencies learned that

business would no longer be as usual. Transportation officials faced in quick succession the

Unifom~ Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Act, the Federal Aid Highway Acts

of 1970, 1973, 1976 and 1981, the Clean Air Act, the Endangered Species Act, the Quiet

Communities Act, the National Energy Act, and UMTA’s Urban Mass Transportation Major

Capital Investment Policy. The regulatory environment underwent a major metamorphosis.

~?rivate citizens and the legal community became more vocal and more important to

wanspoxxation decisions. Technical specialists and professionals continued to play major roles, of

course, but their involvement was altered and, in many instances, severely lessened.

’in the minds of some, public pohcy is now where it should be: major public works

expenditures which alter the urban landscape should be informed by comprehensive analysis which

is accessible to those interested in outcomes, whether they be local residents, far away

envu’omaaentalists, or persons concerned with civil rights.
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But not everyone has understood or adjusted well to these sea-changes m regulation and

public policy. Some observers conclude that shifts have sacrificed efficiency for a vague nouon of

openness m decision making, or worse, for a perversion of the role of government and the rule of

law. Analysts, even those who theoreucally approve of the changes, conclude that they are very

cosily.

This Report focuses on one case which has been the subject of one version of the new

approach: the Glenn Anderson Freeway-Transltway (to which we will refer in this report as the

Century Freeway or 1-105) m Los Angeles County. The 1-105, now projected to cost over two

bilhon dollars, traverses rune ciues and the County of Los Angeles. Already a component of the

Metropolitan Los Angeles Master Plan of Freeways by 1958 (along with such now unlikely-

named projects as the Beverly Hills Freeway and the Malibu Freeway) the project began with nght

of way acquisition in 1968 only to be stalled by a federal lawsuit, Keith v, Volpe. and a seven

year injunction issued in 1972.

At completion in 1993, the Century Freeway will be seventeen miles long, six lanes wide,

contain areas for high occupancy vehicles and for rail ~nsit; it will be landscaped and noise

attenuated, and it will be surrounded by thousands of units of housing which are linked to its

development. This is a different highway product than planners in the 60’s had described. In part

it is the product of settlement of a lawsuit whose plainuffs would not have had much of a say in

transportation matters a decade earlier. It is the product in part of numerous other demands on

transportation agencies reflected in local, state and federal laws, regulations and politics.

2. The C_~ltrans Interest and the Genesis of the Io 105 Research Project

The Catiforma Department of Transportation and its predecessor, the Division of

Highways, have enjoyed the reputation as the leading tughway building agency m the United

States, if not the world. A Division of Highways report from the n’fid-1960’s stated: "Californm

has achieved what no other state or nation has accomplishcd--a network of toll-free superhighways

and freeways enabling the efficient functioning of a complex and growing society." (Division of

Highways, 1966). As of 1989, the network of highways built and maintained by the state

stretched some 15,170 males (Caltrans, 1989).

The mytlucal love of the automobile by Californians has contributed to the success of

California’s highway agencies; this has wanslated to a secondary Iove for the products and services

witch are created to serve the automobile: highways are one of these. As a recruitment brochure
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for Calu~.ns District 7 waxed, "the key to the cohesiveness of the community, the force that brads it

into one workable cnmy, is the freeway system. Being a part of the crcauon and dcvelopmcnt of

that system is the factor that makes so many Dismct 7 employees feel that they are playing a vital

role." (Division of Highways, 1967). According to another I~vision of Highways brochure from

the same, era, the question "Why freeways?" is "seldom asked anymore" by the public, "because

California’s many miles of operating freeways arc their own best salesmen." (Division of

Highways, 1966).

But CaLiformans too have reflccted the changes in attitude toward major public works

projects which influence land uses. They wcrc not immune from the dissatisfacnon with

business as usual:

’"California, like the rest of the nation, is undergoing a period of social change and unrest
particularly m urban areas where blight and disintegration are filling in the remains of
suburban migration. The public is rising in a surge of concern over all activities of
government and private enterprise, particularly those which have an ability to detrimentally
disrupt and change the cnvironment, socially, politically, or economically. Highways arc
the most often seen and used public work and arc thus a handy target." (Division of
Highways, 1969).

In addition to Keith v. Volvo. in 1972, a group of Oakland residents challenged the Grove-

ShaRer Freeway (Interstate 980) in West Oakland (West Oakland Plannin~ Commission v.

~LyJ..~tL). Other California highway controversies included La Ram Unida v. Volpc,

Environmcmal Law Fund v. Volpc, and Sierra Club v. Volvc.

B. CALTRANS AND THE PRESENT RESEARCH

l~a July, 1988, I was approached by Caltrans to inquire whether I would be interested in

undertaking a study of the 1-105, focusing on its history and on the impacts of the court

involvement in the project. The study could track directly on my interests m land use and

environmental law, citizen participation, and the reactions of organizations to legal change. I was

intrigued and I met with top Caltrans officials to see whether oar interests matched. They did and

the Tec~aical Agreement appended to this Report resulted [see Appendix A]. I then pulled together

a team of graduate students at UCI, who are co-authors of this report. Their energies, commitment

and technical sophistication allowed me to complete what evolved into a quite challenging study.
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I. The goals of the study.

The story of the Century Freeway is endlessly fascinating. It has been and will continue to

be told in many different forms. Our focus is necessarily limited and is directed by the Technical

Agreement; the concern is one of public policy.

We do not address the big hard question: should this highway have been built? Rather,

our questions arc: What influence did the lawsuit, l~,lk_X.~.Ql~, and the consent decree and the

changes that it compelled have on the 1-105: its design, its implementation, and its environmental

impact? Did they make the Century more or Iess expensive? Did they improve or jeopardize

affirmative action progrmns and their activities? Did they result in better or worse consideration of

the housing needs of affected people? Did they affect the level of transportation service of the

project? How did they affect Cal~ns itself?.

Our audience is officials in Caltrans and in other organizations who are interested in public

policy on transportation and the role of the courts.

The goal is easy to state, but it is challenging to reaILze. To look at the effects of the consent

decree evaluatively means that at the core of the research is an assessment of the costs of the

consent decree and its benefits.

2. Nature of a cost benefit analysis.

"I come from an engineering background and I was trained in how
to do benefit/cost studies on highways, and I left that background
some years ago. I discovered that what is done in the world is not
determined by benefit/cost ratios but it’s determined by politics. I
read the environmental impact report and you have here an item
called cliseconomies due to urban congestion. Okay, let’s just take
that one. Caltrans in their environmental impact report said, %Ve’re
going to have this level of traffic in the corridor and ff we build a
freeway we’ll carry it more efficiently; therefore there will be a
reduction in urban congestion and that’ll be a benefit’...[a] credit in
the benefit/cost study. The plaintiffs.., say, "that completely
misunderstands what’s actually going to happen. What’s acmaUy
going to happen is if you build the facility you’ll change land use
patterns; ... if you change land use patterns you’ll change the
demand; and if you change the demand you’ll add to
congestion...therefore what’s really happemng here is a
than a benefit.’" (Seminarist)1
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This report reflects use of the disciplming analytics of cost benefit analysis, but avoids its

highly ¢ritic~cd pohtical dimensions. Generally, we do not evaluate whether it is good or bad

public policy that impacts which we identify exist. Our aim is not a cost-benefit ratio. Rather we

have reported opportunity costs, perceived costs and benefits as defined by various groups which

have an interest in the 1-105, and actual dollar costs and dollar and objective benefits where that

information is available. We leave to others the determination whether these impacts ultimately

aggregate to an increase or decrease in the public welfare 2.

3. .’.~e Study’s focus.

Based on av~able data and on the present stage of implementauon of the consent decree

and completion of the freeway itself, this report--after an historical summary for context--addresses

the following areas of impact:

Housing: amount, location, responsiveness to needs of the displaced, and program

~zlministration;

Affn’mative action: its kind, amount and efficacy;

Costs: of construction and of other phases of project completion;

Organizational factors in Caltrans: morale, recruiting, structure, decisionmaking and

leadership;

OrganiTational relations: between and among Calwans and the State Department of

IIousing and Community Development, corridor cities, the Federal Highway

Administration, the Center for Law in the Public Interest and contractors and other

organizations estabhshed by terms of the consent decree;

F~eeway design and innovation including rail, vehicle capacity and level of service, and

local circulation; and

Environmental impact including air quality, neighborhood quality, aesthetics.
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C. SOME ORIENTING WORDS ON OUR APPROACH TO THIS STUDY

Our interviews, archival material which we have gathered, responses to our surveys and

non-structured conversations with people associated with the Century Freeway make clear that the

freeway, the injunction, the consent decree and its knplementafion are highly emotional subjects to

many observers. People blame other people, agencies blame other agencies, units blame other

units, organizations blame other organizations for major problems with each step in completion of

the I-I05, with each difficulty in a provision of the consent decree. Wc report those attitudes and

positions [and their considerable shifts and changes as people forgive, forget, and recreate events®-

as much as two decades in the past], for they are as much a part of the history of the 1-105 as are

the cost figures and quarterly report data which we summarize.

We take to this study, however, a perspective that is not fully captured by presentation of

the views of participants. We see the story of the Century Freeway as the outcome of

organizational interactions. As such, what has happened in many cases does not reflect the

intentions of any of the t)arties. As Note (1977) said: ’Tne complexity of large organizations is 

least as important a factor in the difficulty of implementing change as are incompetence and

deliberate resistance." And as Stein (1987) concluded:

"...broad based institutional change is a v~y complex process, the success of which may
ultimately rest on the cooperation of hundreds of people, many of whom are not directly
affected by the settlement order. Even if defendants arc cooperative, the ability of
administrators to modify the behavior of their staff is limited, as is their power to levy
sanctions against recalcitrant staff."

This conclusion applies to established state agencies as well as to relatively new adhoc

organizations.

The report gives special attention to ~ associated with the 1-105 because:

its history is heavily influenced by a consent decree which needs to be put into a context

and explained legally;

its history paralleled unprecedented changes in transportation and environmental regulations

and in legal requirements regarding housing displacement and resident relocation;
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the affirmative acuon requirements of the decree were taking place while major changes

were being made in the law regarding affirmative acuon on state and federally funded

projects; and

any suggestions for policy or reform which result from this case study will be implemented

through changes in legal requirements.

METHODS: HOW DOES ONE STUDY A 100 MILLION DOLLAR A MILE

PROJECT?.

1. i~tion of a Research Desi___~

:Can one think of the Century Freeway indet~endent of the lawsuit and of the Consent

~’_ To address the stm-maary question ["what was the impact of court involvement and the

consent decree on the planning and completion of the Century Freeway?"] this study needed to

address a fundamental preliminary question: With what should the actual scenario be compared?

This in fact is the core of the study and the core of the research challenge.

An obvious initial response was: "as compared to e without court

involvement". We considered several ways of creating a comparison scenario:

]~etend that the social, political, and regulatory environment of 1970-72 remained static

and that the 105 was completed "as planned."

Use a California highway project comparable in time, place, scope, and social

environment.

Use case studies from other states.

We rejected each of these approaches. We could not utilize the first because it lacks

credibility. We rejected the latter two comparison scenarios because of the absence of comparable

characteristics. There are no cases of the Century’s magnitude [linear miles through urban area];

affecting so many jurisdictions [nine]; involving the complexity of environmental challenges

[existenze, for example, of allegedly hazardous waste d-raps]; depth of housing challenge [7000

affordable housing units to be displaced in one of the country’s most expensive housing markets];
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and covering such a long period [21 years) in which regulatory changes independent of the

Centmy have been so dramatic.

2. Methodological/Research Desiml Decision

The method employed in the research is case study. A particular challenge in this type of

research is distinguishing the botmdaries between the case itself and the political, economic and

social changes in which the case is enmeshed. This challenge applies to the study of the 1-105.

For example, one observer of the Century Freeway might ascribe its inclusion of HOV lanes to the

consent decree, while another would point to the Clean Air Act of 1977 as the xmpetus bel~knd this

provision. As we describe below, we have augmented the waditiorml case study approach to

distinguish the effects of the consent decree from the effects of changes in the larger environment.

We contrast the actual scenario [the planning and complenon of the Century Freeway

subsequent to the lawsuit and with the consent decree] with a ~nario which we

created by means of a survey of expert opinion [appended at B and described below]. For most,

but not all of the impacts, our comparison is with that scenario. We anticipate our presentation in

the later chapters using the following schema:

Within general model:

Scenarios:

Actual Scenario X.

Comparison Scenario X"

Ys represent impacts ranging from financial costs of construction through effects on state agencies

such as structural chan~es in Caltrans.

Z represents factors in the larger society which may affect the Ys and therefore advise caution in

attributing the effect on Y to the nature of the scenarios. Put simply, differences between the

impacts associated with the Actual Scenario and the Comparison Scenario may have resulted from

factors which are independent of the lawsuit and the Consent Decree.
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3. Sources of Data

Prtmary data sources included in-depth interviews, a variety of archival materials, and two

mailed questionnaires.

In-Depth Interviews

The project team administered 126 in-depth interviews to people involved in a variety of

stages iJa the history of the Century Freeway. These actors were identified by their prominence in

the materials in the archives and by asking key figures in the Century Freeway whom we should

interview in order to understand the Freeway’s development. The organizational affiliations of

interviewees and the number of interviewees in each organization are listed below:

Calwans (53)

-department directors (3)

*attorneys (9)

-civil fights officials (6)

*right-of-way officers (7)

-project administrators and engineers (26)

*others (2)
Corridor Cities (12)

]Federal Highway Administration (8)

Center for Law in the Public Interest / Hall and Phillips (9)

HCD / Century Freeway Housing Program (12)

Century Freeway Affirmative Actton Committee (7)

Staff of Judge Pregerson (3)

Office of the Advocate (3)

Pre-Apprenticeship / Women’s Employment / Technical Assistance Programs (3)

Contractors (3)

Other State Officials (4)

Journalists (2)

Others U)

We have clustered responses to interview items in several areas of impact; those which

were not readily quantifiable are addressed in narrative form by interviewees.
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The interviews averaged about 1.5 hours. In light of the long history of the freeway’s

development and the scope and compleraty of the project under the consent decree, the project team

admirlisterc~l several different smactured interview formats. A copy of a representative interview

guide is presented at Appendix C.

Archival Materials

Agencies involved in implementLng the Century Freeway project were most cooperauve in

providing the research team access to correspondence, progress reports, meeting notes, newspaper

articles, hearing transcripts, court orders, legal briefs, budgets, performance audits and other

archival material. The team accessed arcbaves at the following sites: Caltrans-Sacramento;

Caltrans-Dismct 7; Century Freeway Affirmative Action Committee; Century Freeway Housing

Program; Center for Law in the Public Interest; Office of the Corridor Advocate; California State

University-Los Angeles; the Sierra Club; and the United States DL~mct Court.

Other sources of archival material included local and regional newspapers, reports by

outside consultants, and persons interviewed by the project team. We estimate conservatively that

the database contains 20,000 pages of Century Freeway-related mzterial dating to the mid-1960’s.

Mailed Questionnaires

The project team administered two mailed questionnaires to complement and supplement

the rich interview and archival information.

Through our interviews, we identified approximately 40 key figures in the story of the

freeway’s development. These peopIe either possessed a particularly high degree of knowledge

concerning the Century Freeway or had a significant impact on the course that the project has

taken. The group included heads of Caltrans and the Division of Highways, District 7 Directors, 1-

105 Project Directors, other senior Caltrans administrators, attorneys and engineers, Federal

Highway Administrators, and plaintiffs’ attorneys. The first questionnaire was pilot-tested (that is,

sent to a small sample of observers to test its validity) and then mailed to this elite group.

Questionnaire 1" Getting a Consensus. The goal of the first questionnaire was to enable

the research team to assemble a consensus, plausible scenario for Century Freeway development in

the absence of the consent decree, but accounting for the changes in law, society, and the economic
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environment referred to earher. The first quest~onnan’e asked elite respondents to perform two

major tasks. First, respondents were asked to describe the Century Freeway had the freeway

never been litigated. Second, respondents were asked to describe the freeway had the original

litigation not resulted in the present consent decree. Characteristics of the freeway in which we

were interested were the number of lanes, provision for mass transit, muting details, opening date,

provision for those displaced, and other important project features. Appendix B provides a copy

of this fwst questionnaire.

Twenty-two of the thirty-six questionnaires were completed and returned (a response rate

,of 61 pet cent). Only one plaintiffs’ attorney included in this phase of the study responded to the

questiommire. The moderate response rate was not altogether unexpected, because of the

complexJlty of the task faced by respondents and their busy schedules. Nonetheless, the

questiommires which were returned were sufficient to enable the research team to develop an

alternative freeway development scenario (which we call in this report the "Comparison Project").3

Respondents were asked to describe two Century Freeway development scenarios (no

Litigation and litigation without a consent decree). We also asked respondents to indicate which of

file two scenarios they felt was more plausible. Because an overwhelming majority of respondents

(71 percent) felt that the second scenario was the more plausible, we used responses to the

"litigation-no consent dec’re*" scenario to develop the Comparison ProjecL

We generally took the modal response for each of the items in developing the Comparison

~oject.4 Because of our pragmatic need to keep the description of the Comparison Project

relatively brief (we did not want to drown respondents to our second questionnaire in a sea of

derail, given the already difficult nature of the task they faced), and because of relatively low

;~esponse rates to some of the more "esoteric" items on the first questionnaire (e.g., whether any

DBE tectmical assistance program costs to Caltrans would be borne by other agencies at project

completion), only the most salient elements of the Comparison Project were included in the

ComparL,;on Project description. This description of the Comparison Project was a key component

of our sex:ond mailed questionnaire. Chapter Irl of this report discusses the Comparison Project in

:tom, det~dl.

Questionnaire 2: Evaluating the Options. The second questionnaire presented respondents

with two different freeway development scenarios: the actual scenario for freeway development

based on the consent decree and a Comparison Project developed by the research team in concert

with elite actors in the Century Freeway. Respondents to the second questionnaire were asked to
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evaluate both the actual fre.way and the Comparison Project in terms of monetary, environmental,

social, ~drniriistrattve, and organizational impacts. TMs questionnaxre was pilot-tested and then

mailed to 356 potential respondents, including all of the 126 persons which the team had

interviewed; addiuonal representatives of corridor dries; and addi~onal personnel in Calwans.

HCD, and CFAAC. Appendix D presents the second questionnaire.

156 persons returned the second questionnaire (response rate of 44 percent). The

breakdown of respondents by orgmizational affiliation is presented below:

64 Caltrans respondents;

16 local elected officials;

29 local administrative officials;

8 CFAAC-affiliated respondents;

2 Center for Law in the Public Interest respondents;

5 Federal Highway Administration respondents

24 HCD officials;

2 contractors;

4 respondents from Women’s Employment Program; CF Pre-Apprenticesltip Program; Technical

Assistance Program; and

2 others.

Respondents to the second questionnaire had been involved with the Century Freeway

project an average of about 9.5 years. Roughly half of the respondents worked in the freeway

corridor, and one-third of the respondents indicated that they lived in the eorridor.

Chapter 11I of this report presents an overview of both the results from the questionnaires

as well as other data sources. Chapter V through Chapter XI provide a more extensive treatment of

the results of the second questionnaire. Where appropriate, these results are presented in statistical

form.
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1 At the beginning of this study, I called together a small group of experts in transportation
planning, public law, social science and organizational research methods, and regulauon to advise
me [on a one time basis m a day long seminar] on this study. "Seminarist" refers to one who
particapated.

2 Complete cost benefit analysis becomes complex sometimes beyond the useful. On the other
hand, it is incumbent on the objective evaluator to avoid a smaplified analysis which
~’.. rather than analyzes a problem.

Consider the area of housing in the Century 105 case. Did the lawsuit and/or the consent
decree create a net housing benefit?

We do not attempt to answer that question. If we did, the following would be included in
the analysls in Chapter V:

O

decree 4-
Project],

~: houses planned to remain within corridor prior to lawsuit and/or consent
replacement housing planned prior to law suit and/or consent decree [Comparison
Need to address:

.,Quantity of unit
,’ Quality of unit
, Cost of unit
, Characteristics of identified ultimate user of unit

,, ~: houses planned to remain within corridor based on lawsuit and/or consent
decree -~ replacement housing + replenishment housing planned according to law suit and/or
consent decree [Actual Century Freeway] Need to address:

¯Quantity of units
¯Quality of umts
¯Cost of unit
¯Characteristics of identified ultimate user of unit

Comparison of expected value of each scenario based on the ~ of actually
providing housing under each scenario.

cost benefit analyses trade-offs are oftentimes a matter of considerable subjectivity. As the
design umm brought together early in the history of the Century Freeway concluded in the Gruen
Report (Gruen Associates, December, 1970), "Experience also showed that regional cost-benefits
cannot reasonably be traded off against local ones, nor community-wide one against individual
ones. By the same token, long-range costs and benefits are not always balanced by their short -
range opposites° Those in the path of a freeway are not interested in long-range benefits purchased
at their s,hort-term expense. Nor do neighborhoods that will suffer from freeway impacts find
promises of commumty-wide benefits compelling."

3 The fn~t questionnaire provided the opportunity for those surveyed to indicate their degree of
knowledge of the freeway’s history. Three individuals reported a level of knowledge below a pre-
defined threshold; we did not use theft responses in constructing the Comparison Project.
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4 There were some exceptions. Where responses to particular iterm were multi-modal (as was the
case with the year groundbreaking was said to occur), we used the median response (1978).
Another exception concerned the year the entire freeway was to have been opened. Because we
took the median response to groundbreaking date, and because we suspected that respondents’
answers regarding groundbreaking were associated with their answers regarding the year the
freeway would open, we took the median response for the year the entire route would be open
(1987).
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CHAPTER II

THE 1-105 PROJECT: AN HISTORICAL SUMMARY

qL~is chapter describes the historical setting of construction of the Century Freeway. We

summ~ze the regulatory changes which occurred in the decades of conceptualizing and

implementing the Century project We place the conflict over the Century in the context of

confhcts over urban freeways nationwide. Finally, we present, in a variety of forms, the

history of the Century Freeway itself.

q~,,ANSPORTATION PLANNING wrrHIN THE CONTEXT OF HIGHWAY

PLANNING: CHANGING STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS

.
A Brief History of the Imoacts of the Chanein~ Remalatorv Climate Nationwide

Some of the attitu~ shifts toward urban freeway construction summarized in Chapter

I can be ,explained by the changing regulatory climate nationwide. Jones (1989) hypothesizes

that a change in public attitude toward freeway building in the 1960% and 1970’s resulted in

part from 1) the increasing scale of the facil/ties that were being designed by the Division of

Highways as it took advantage of the financing available through the Interstate progrmag 2) the

exhaustion of "easy jobs" which were built in previously established transportation corridors

(the state,, was forced to seek new transportation corridors in residential neighborhoods); and 

the increasing severity of air pollution in metropolitan areas.

Changes in public sentiment were reflected in numerous laws and regulations which

applied to state highway agencies in the same period that the consent decree affected Caltrans.

We summarize those laws that affected freeway construction here after briefly presenting earlier

highway enabling law.

,1956 Highway Act of 1956
The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 and the Highway Revenue Act authorized the
largest road-building program in United States history, nearly $31 billion in federal-state
fimds over a thirteen year period - the first large scale program for the National System
of Interstate Highways initiated in 1944. The law changed the matching formula for
determining the federal share of construction costs on the interstate system from 60/40
to 90/10.
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I962 Federal Aid Highway Act of 1962.
Authorized supplemental funds for fiscal year 1963 and made authorizations for federal-
aid highways in fiscal years 1964 and 1965. As part of the cost of the highway project,
payments to persons dislocated by highway systems were approved: the Federal
Government shared up to a maximum of $200 for an individual or family and $3,000
for a business concern, farm or non-profit orgamzation. Requ~l that urban systems
be planned comprehensively, i.e. balanced with the needs of the area.

1963 Clean Air Act
Required the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) to provide "criteria
documents" on the effects of air pollutants; empowered the HEW Secretary to
investigate interstate "hot spots" of pollution; established a cumbersome but pioneering
process of federal enforcement to enjoin sources of pollution.

1965 Motor Vehicle Air Pollution Control Act
Required promulgation of first federal air pollution emissions standards to apply to
manufacturers of new vehicles and engines.

Department of Transportation Act
Declared a national policy that special effort be made to preserve the environment.
Specifically provided special protection for "4f" land eor~isting, in part, of publicly
owned parks, recreational areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and all historic sites.

Federal Aid Highway Act of 1968
Declar~ again a national policy of preservation of natural beauty of the country-side and
public park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites.
Increased the mileage of the Interstate System from 41,000 to 42,500 and extended the
completion date to 1974. Established a highway relocation assistance program to aid
pro~ owners forced to move because of highway locations, by providing relocation
payments. Requix~ equal oplxn’tunity requirements to be placed in contracts let for
bids. Required hearings on proposed highway route locations to consider proposed
locations’ impacts and effects on community environment, in addition to the then
existing criterion, economic impact. Requirements must be met before the FHWA could
fund any federal aid highway project which would cause displacement of persons living
in a highway corridor.

1969 National Environmental Policy Act (42 use 1970)
Set a national policy of protection of environmental values. Reqttired that agencies use a
systematic interdisciplinary approach to environmental planning and evaluation in
decisionmakirig that might have an impact on the environment. Required an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to be prepared for major Federal actions
significantly affecting the quality of the human envaronment.

197_____0Federal Aid I-Ilghway Act of 1970
Amended the 1968 Act by extending authorizations for the Interstate Highway System
through fiscal year 1976. Authorized states to use urban area highway funds to build
exclusive or preferential bus lanes and other traffic reducing projects. Set a deadline of
July 1, 1973, after which any interstate segments for wtuch the respective states had not
established a construction schedule would be removed by the Secretary of
Transportation from designation as a part of the Interstate System. Set a deadline of
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July 1, 1975 for states to submit plans, estimates and specifications (PS&Es) for
Interstate segments after wbach time the segments would be removed from the system if
states did not comply. FHWA to issue proc~ures necessary to assure that highway
~’ojects arc consistent with any approved plan for the implementation of air quality
standards.

Uniform Relocation and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act (23 USC 1970)
Required the state to assure "fair and reasonable" relocation payments, operate a
relocation assistance prograrn~, and assure that adequate relocation housing is available.
Specified that the requirements should bc applied to all federally funded projects.

Clean Air Act Amendment
Required evaluation of cracial projects to insure that air quality standards would not be
violated by new construction of major facilities which included highways. States
mquirezl to prepare State Implementation Plans for the attainment of primary air quality
standards.

th’otection and Enhancement of Environmental Quality
t~ecutive Order 11514 (CEQ Guidelines)
Required the issuance of compliance procedures by the DOT for the consideration of
e, nvironmental impacts. Further elaborated the purpose and policy of NEPA. Required
the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) to issue guidelines to federal agencies for
implementing NEPA.

1973 Federal Aid Highway Act of 1973
Allowed for the substitution of transit projects for withdrawn interstate portions.

1975NEPA Amendment
Cleared up a legal dispute resulting from a 1974 ruling by a federal appeals court
questioning the legality of environmental impact statements on federal projects when the
statements were prepared in part by state officials. Authorized such particapation.

1978 CEQ Regulations
Set rules for implementing the procedural provisions of NEPA including outlining
requirements for completion of an Environmental Impact Statement.

1980 FHWA & UMTA Environmental Regulations
Established FHWA and UMTA regulatory procedures for the implementation of NEPA
and the CEQ guidelines as well as the DOT Act of 1977. Governed the preparation of
EIS and related documents in addressing grant programs, highways and roads, highway
location and design, public hearings, reporting, record keeping requirements, mass
transpo~tion, historic preservation, parks and public lands.

(;hanging regulatory climate: Thus, independent of the Keith v. Volpe litigation and the

consent decree several regulatory changes were implemented which applied to state and federal

transpon~tion agencies. These included:
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3.

4.

®

Liberalized access to allow citizens to obtain judicial review of administrative agency actions
fliber~li~exl standing doctrine).

Increased reach of federal environmental hnpact analysis [EIS] requirements.

Increased reach of state environmental impact analysis [EIR] requirements.

Increased influence of the United States Enx6ronmental Protecuon Agency (EPA) especially 
review of state air quality plans.

Increased reach of the California Air Resources board (ARB).

Enhanced United States Department of Transportation authority and responsib~ty to mitigate
the impacts on housing of transportation projects.

Regional Transportation Development Program consensus in of high occupancy vehicle lane
[HOV] program implementauon.

Increased emphasis on affirmative action programs in state and federal projects. (Please see
Chapter VI)

Some case studies of the effects of regulatory change: We briefly describe some c,~e

studies outside of Southern California of the changing sentiment toward freeway and highway

program.~ in the time frame relevant to the Century Freeway.

~. The final link of Interstate 40 was to run through Overton Park in Memphis,

Tennessee. In April 1968, the Secretary of Transportation conctm’~ with the jud,~r_~_ent of local

officials that the 1-40 shouId be built through the 342 acre dry park located near the center of

Memphis. The proposed six lane highway was to separate the park’s zoo from the remainder of

the park. Twenty-six acres of the park were to be lost (Anderson, Mendelker, and Tarlock,

1984). In September 1969, the State acquired the right of way inside the park. Two months

later final route and design approval were announced.

Citizens and local and national conservation groups opposed the alignment. Plaintiffs in

Ci~izen~ to Preserve Overton Park v. Volue contended that in not supplying factual findings

with respect to any feasible and prudent alternatives or why design change could not be made to

reduce harm to the park, the Secretary’s action was invalid. The District Court and the Court of

Appeals found no basis for a determination that the Secretary had exceeded h~ authority (401

US 402).
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The United States Supreme Court (401 U.S. 402 (1971)) reversed and remanded 

further proceedings in the District Court. The reviewing court was to scrutimze the facts to

deterrmne whether the Secretary acted within his scope of authority, made a decision within the

range of choices Congress has specified, and approved the use of parklands as limited to

situations where there were no feasible alternative routes. And the court was to find whether

the secuetary could have reasonably believed that in this case there were no feasible alternatives

or that Idternatives involved unique problems.

Upon remand to the Department of Transportation, the Secretary said that he could not

approve the route. The case supports the "hard look" doctrine which evolved in the 1970’s in

admini:;trative law: court intervention is caUed upon not only in the case of procedural

inadequacies, or bypassing of the mandate of the legislative charter, but more broadly, ff the

court b~omes aware that the agency has not really taken a hard look at the salient problems,

and has not genuinely engaged in reasoned decision making (Greater Boston Television Corp.

~, 444 F. 2d. 841,850 (D.C. Cir. 1970) cert denied, 403 U.S. 923 (1971) as cited 

Anderson, Mendelkcr and Tarlock, 1983).

In other words, judicial review is no longer precluded for informal decisions made by

agencies that are authorities of the Government of the United States.

~rdY...Q~t.Cd~. In New Orleans, the freeway dispute involved the preservation of the
Vienx Can’e which had been designated a National Historic Landmark in 1966.

Preservationists argued that a proposed six lane elevated expressway would change the

charactq~ of the French Quarter. But downtown business interests welcomed the interstate as a

means lo revitalize the central business district (Baumbach and Borah, 1981). Analysis of the

proposexi project was limited to the question of whether the proposed freeway would be

feasible and whether it would alleviate waffle congestion. No report questioned the concept of

the riverfront freeway; rather all assumed that the French Quarter RJverfront was the best

location (Baumbach and Borah, 1981). In 1966, a city council vote opposed a restudy of the

freeway, to consider alternatives to the proposed route.

On February 9, 1967, preservationists fried suit in Louisiana’s Civil District Court to

prevent project construction. The plaintiffs in Baron H. de Pontalba v. City of New Orlean,S

sought a declaratory judgment maintaining that construction of the elevated freeway was

unconstitutional. (Civil Action No. 67-287, Louisiana Civil District Court as cited in Baumbach

and Borah, 1981). Relying almost exclusively on state and local law, plaintiffs asserted that the
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elevated structure violated existing statutes protecting the unique character and quality of the

French Quarter. Highway opponents noted that French Quarter property owners were bound by

state and local laws restricting architectural design and modernization of their properties to that

which maintains the quaint and distinctive character of the Vieux C.arre. Not binding the State

of Louisiana and the city of New Orleans by these same statutes would constitute a violation of

the equal protection and due-process clauses of the fourteenth amendment of the United States

Constitution (Baumbach and Bor~da, 198I).

In June the plaintiffs added the arguments that 1) final approval of the Secretary of

Transportation should be withheld until he could find that the project was based on a

"continuing comprehensive planning process" as defined in the amended Federal Highway Act;

2) that no "feasible and prudent" alternative to the use of the land existed as stipulated in the Act;

and 3) that the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation was "afforded a reasonable

opportunity to comment with regard to the undertaking" and that "the effect of the undertaking

on the historic site" had been taken into account as required by the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966 (Baumbach and Borah, 1981).

Despite the suit, the Highway Department continued considering design alternatives.

Later in 1967, plaintiffs entered into a "stipulation" with the federal government whereby the

Department of Transportation agreed not to approve the project until the Pontalba litigation was

t_~’minated. When it became apparent in 1969 that the Secretary of Transportation would

approve the expressway, plaintiffs filed a motion for a protective order asking the defendants

why they should not comply with the stipulation. Consequently, federal approval was

withdrawn, apparently because the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation had not

commented on the project (Banmbach and Borah, 1981).

The Advisory Council recommended that the Secretary of Transportation examine the

feasibility of alternate routes or designs. Although these recommendations were not binding, in

July, 1969, the new Secretary of Transportation, John Volpe, canceled the Vieux C.an~

Expressway; he found that the proposed freeway "would have seriously impaired the historic

quality of New Orleans’ famed French Quarter (Baumbach and Bcrrah, 1981)." He realized that

pending law suits would seriously delay action on the project (Baumbach and Borah, 1981).

Boston. Although the Master Plan for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts included an

eight lane "Inner Belt" as early as 1948, detailed design for the route did not begin until 1962.

The road was to join Boston, Brookline, Cambridge, and Somcrv/lle using four radiating
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throughways. Opposition to the plan began in the mid 1960’s. Community groups included

the Cambridge Comnnttee Against the kmer Belt, and Save Our Oties. Groups of MIT

scholan; joined to exert pressure on local city councils to restudy the routes. Opponents argued

that highway construction served the needs of commuters more than local residents; encouraged

decentralization and further urban sprawl; promoted despoliation of the environment; and

consumed open space, residential neighborhoods, homes and job-producing enterprises

(Boston Redevelopment Agency, 1974).

[n I969, Mayor White called for a halt on construction within Route 128, the major

roadway circumventing suburban Boston. While Governor Sargent favored he completion of

some routes, including Interstate-93, he called for a restudy of other routes in the Inner Belt.

This study was to consider not where to build but whether to build expressways and how to

integrate mass transit and other aa.file system management techniques. The Governor’s action

preceded a full scale review of Boston’s transportation planning and programs.

Governor Sargent’s Transportation Policy was announced on February 11, 1970. He

stated, "I have decided to reverse the transportation policy of the state as a whole, and, it is my

hope, effect the entire nation." He offered a plan of appeal to Congress and a proposal for a

state amendment to allow broader use of highway funds according to the Federal Highway Act

of 1970. Through th/s act more money might be available for cities to choose between

highways or mass transit. [The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1973 did include a provision for

such a choice.]

A result of the Governor’s plan, the Study Design for a Balanced Transportation

Development Program for the Boston Metropolitan Region was issued in November. The $3.5

million :study was the first to be federally funded at 90%. In October, 1972, the Boston

Redevelopment Agency announced that a new expressway serving the city was undesirable. It

stated "If we increase the capacity of the expressways feeding into downtown, we will simply

encourage greater use of the automobile, in spite of increased downtown congestion (Boston

Redevelopment Agency, 1972)."

A "reordering of priorities to public transportation oriented programs" was being

undertaken throughout Boston. Nonetheless in 1971, in ,rgl]ip.Lg~.QJ~ (328 F.Supp. 831)

plaintfff:g citing NEPA and the Uniform Relocation Act unsuccessfully sought to enjoin 1-93

from further construction (the project had received design approval in 1966). The plaintiffs,

resident.,; of Somerville, argued that the defendants must 1) utilize a systematic,
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interdisciplinary approach in the planning and decision making concerning future action on the

I- 93; and 2) submit a detailed statement on the environmental impact of the proposed highway,

alternatives to the proposed action and adverse long tc~--m environmental effects.

The presiding judge declined to grant the plaintiffs relief, stating:

"It must be presumed that Congress was aware that there wcrc unfinished and
incomplete federally aided highway projects in various stages of development when the
Act was passed and made effective 1/1/70. If Congress had not intended to authorize
federal officers to require changes in the design and construction plans of highway
projects after construction projects had been let or construction bids invited, it could
easily have chosen language to express such intention clearly."

Acknowledging recent intensification of man’s concern for the environment, the record

demonstrated that the Massachusetts Department of Public Works had considered social and

environmental effects of the proposed highway and altcmalive designs for various elements in

the highway project before the basic design report and the geometric plans were approved.

While the construction of the 1-93 continued as ordered by the Governor, the

consequence of the re-study on the 1-95 was a transfer of funds to a development project in

southwest Boston. These previously allocated freeway funds were allocated to a subway,

parklands, a new industrial park, and 1,000 units of housing.

Presently plans for the cons~’ucrion of the Central Artery are progressing in southeast

Boston. This project will involve an expansion and depression of the existing Central Artery as

well as the construction of a third Harbor runnel for high occupancy vehicles between

downtown and Logan Airport FHWA interviewees anticipate legal action by opponents.

New York. The Westside Highway constructed in the 1930s ran from the southern tip

of Manhattan to Yonkers. Its southern four miles was elevated along the Hudson River,

separating the waterfront, piers, and warehouses from the communities of Greenwich Village,

Chelsea, Clinton and lower Manhattan.

In 1973 a portion of the smmture collapsed. After inspection, the entire elevated portion

was closed. Prior to that time the FHWA had accepted the west side highway into the national

system of interstate and defense highways, ~g it eligible for 90% federal funding for any

relocation or replacement project. Construction was scheduled to take ten years, at a cost of
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$1.2 biIfion. A major portion of the highway was to be tunneled in landfill to be placed in the

Hudson River from Battery Park to 34th Street.

By spnng, 1974, seventeen project alternatives wcrc released for public comment. Tins

list was soon pared to five: I) maintcnancc; 2) reconstruction; 3) artcrial; 4) inboard; 

outboard. The first three alternatives would allow for the improvement of existing structures

and roa~Ls. The outboard and inboard alternatives would consist of new construction, utilizing

landfill ha the Hudson River. Thc latter alternatives, built as expressways, would be eligiblc for

90% federal funding. The othcrs would bc eligible for up to 70% assistance under federal

primary and secondary road grant programs. In 1977, a modified outboard alternative was

approved and cleared for final design by United States Secretary of Transportation Coleman.

]Environmentalists brought suit (Ibancz and Roberts, 1985). In Action for Rational

Transit v. Wcstsidc Highway Pro iect and Sierra Club v. U.S. Army Corns of En~ncers (536

F.Supp. 1225 and 732 F. 2d. 253 [1984]), they claimed that the Draft EIS was inadequate.

Requests for a preliminary injunction were denied. For years the action laid dormant while the

Westway project was debated and analyzed (517 F.Supp. I342).

In 1982, the court dism~sed most claims in Action for Rational Tmnfit but did enjoin

the Secretary of Transportation, preventing Federal funding for Westway on the grounds of

failure to comply with the requirements of NEPA with respect to the hnpact of the proposed

landfill on fishcry resources. ~ewisc, in ~ aU claims by the plaintiffs were

dismissed except those relating to the fisheries resources. It was later found that the Corps’

issuance, of the landfill permit was arbitrary and capricious. A court ordered restudy of the

fisheries began. Nonetheless, in 1985, "the freeway die.d, a victim of community opposition,

litigation, and diminishing political support" (Sack, 1990). The fcdcral funding that had been

designaw.£1 to build the road was allocated to other city transportation projects, primarily mass

transit and a less expensive highway along the West Side.

~. Bctwccn 1944 and 1960 preliminary studies were undcrtakcn on the planned

Intcrstalc 90 between I-5 and 1-405 in Seattle. Following a public hearing in March, 1963 on

three alternatives, the state selected a corridor which reccived Bureau of Public Roads approval

in May, 1963. In June, 1970, design hearings wcrc held. Federal officials approved the

proposed location of thc interstate and authorized acquisitions of propcrty for right-of-way (455

F. 2d I [11).
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In 1971, residents who were concerned about noise, pouution, and the scale of the road
brought an action (Lathan v. Volpe, 455 F. 2d. 1111, 9th Circuit, 1971) against the state and
fed~al highway administrations to halt further acquisitions of property until:

1) defendants compXied with the relocation provisions of the 1968 Federal Highway
Act;

2) the federal agency complied with NEPA; and

3) new public hearings on the proposed route were held.

The District Court for the Western District of Washington denied the motion. The
plaintiffs appealed. Upon appeal, a relocation plan was deemed necessary; an EIS was
required; but new public hearings were denied. AIl acquisition of property was enjoined except
for special hardship acquisition. On remand, in August, 1972, the district court found the EIS
inadequate in its analysis of ~r pollution, noise pollution; long term effects on land use and
population distribution and traffic congestion and damage to homes. The EIS also failed to give
detailed comparisons of costs and benefits for each of the stated alternatives, including that of
mass transit (350 F. Supp. 262).

In 1973, as summarized in the chronology above, aa amendment of the Federal Aid
Highway Act allowed for withdrawal of urban segments of interstates and reassignment of a
percentage of the federal money allotted for construction of these segments for use in other
wansportation projects, including mass transit. In Seattle, debate raged over this option,
although the highway department had made design changes to address some of the opponents’
objections. Changes included dedicating two middle lanes for rapid transit, the inclusion of a

180 acre greenbelt, and special landscaping of the mad as it crossed Mercer Island and entered

Seattle (Talbot, 1983).

In November, 1976, participants in a mediation process effected an inter-jurisdictional
agreement which included design and access changes (Talbot, 1983). This mediated agreement

was incorporated into the final EIS. In August, 1979, the EIS was determined adequate by the
court and the injunction was dissolved. Later, on appeal in ~, 675 F. 2d. 1085

(1982), the court affanned that decision.

These cases, as well as othersl illustrate several aspects of the changes in the regulatory
environment affecting transportation agencies which were summed above. The changes
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changes aggregate to concern that governmental agencies expand the processes revolved in
transpoztation planning;, fully comply with new environmental legislation; expand on

alternatives to originally designed transportation systems; and utilize a systematic

interdisc’iplinary approach to planning and decision-making.

B. "[’HE I-I05 IN A NUTSHELL

In this section we present an historical summary to put the subjcct-spcc;dic histories

presented in the following chapters into context. We assume that readers will have some

f~niliad,ty with the history of the 1-105. Yet our study has demonstrated the project has been

irrmaensely complicated and derailed. Fm’thermore, to understand the impacts of the consent

decree one must first understand quite fully the story of the I=105. Following are fn’st a short

narratiw, history of the Century and then a more detailed chronology of "critical events."

1. tk Short History_ of the Century Freeway: Narrative

In 1959, the C_.o_ l~fornia legislature created the California Freeway and Expressway

System, authorizing a grid-like network of freeways overlaying the entire Los Angeles basin.

One of ~ae planned freeways was the Century Freeway, roughly paralleling Century Boulevard

through southern Los Angeles County and running cast-west from San Bernardino to the

proposed Pacific Coast Freeway west of Los Angeles International Airport. Exact route

location studies commenced in 1959, and the eastern 34 miles were soon deleted from the

Century Freeway mute. The route of the remaining portion of the freeway, a 17 mile stretch

from the LAX area to the San Gabriel Freeway (I-605), was adopted in two stages. The

western half of the route was adopted in 1965, and the eastern half in 1968.

The route adoption process was not without conn’oversy. The City of Norwalk fought

successfully for termination of the freeway at the 1-605, eliminating 1.5 miles of roadway east

to the Santa Ana Freeway (I-5). The western end of the route was similarly contentious. The

City of Inglewood succeeded in having the western portion of the freeway routed to its south,

much to the displeasure of the City of Hawthorne, which would be bisected by the proposed

route. The City of Hawthorne refused to sign a freeway agreement for this route which was

later re-aligned.

The abandonment of the Embarcadero Freeway in Northern California and its

subsequent elimination from the federal interstate highway system freed federal highway funds
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to be reaUocated to other interstate ~ in California. Amendments m the Federal Highway Act
in 1968 designated the Century Freeway as Interstate 105, and funds ortginally earmarked for

the Embarcadero were directed toward the Century Freeway. As land acquisition for and

design of the Century Freeway progressed, however, so developed an organized opposition to

the freeway. A group of "Freeway Fighters" in Hawthorne sponsored a referendum on the

freeway which passed by a margin of five to one. The City of Downey sought aesthetic and

noise attenuation concessions from Caltrans before it would approve the freeway. Meanwhile,

state and federal authorities determiued that the Century Freeway project was not subject to

foraial environmental impact statement requirements enacted in 1970, because they felt that the

multidisdplinary design team had developed the project with satisfactory consideration of

social, economic, and environmental factors. The cost of acquiring land and constructing the

Century was estimated to be $501.8 million. Over 55 percent of the parcels had been acquired

by 1972 and 35 percent had been cleared; the state intended to commence construction in the

third quarter of 1972 with the goal of completion in 1977o

In February 1972, the Center for Law in the Public Interest filed a class action lawsuit

on behalf of four couples living within the proposed freeway fight-of-way, the NAACP, the

Sierra Club, the Environmental Defense Fund, and the Hawthorne Freeway Fighters. The City

of Hawthorne was added as plaintiff in April 1972. The suit sought to prevent the state from

acquiring property until environmental impact statements were approved. The suit also alleged

inadequate relocation assistance, denial of equal protection to minorities and poor residents of

the corridor, inadequate public hearings, and violation of due process.

In July, 1972 Judge Harry Pregerson ordered the state to stop work on the Century

Freeway. The preliminary injunction called for preparation of a f~al environmental impact

statement, additional hearings focusing on noise and air pollution concerns, additional studies

on the availability of replacement housing for those displaced by the project, and specific

assurance by the state that it could provide relocation assistance and payments to displacees.

The decision was upheld on appeal. Work on the Century Freeway was halted.

As the state prepared and then circulated the environmental impact statement between

1972 and 1977, the abandoned neighborhoods in the comdor deteriorated. The melange of

vacant land and deserted buildings was the scene of numerous assaults and op~sodes of

vandalism. Pressure from corridor cities on Governor Jerry Brown to promptly complete the

freeway increased. Governor Brown suggested in December I975 that the proposed ten-lane

facility be reduced to four lanes, indicating his opposition to construction of new major
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freeways in the Los Angeles area on the basis of air quality, energy, and funding constraints°
Corrido~ canes resisted that the full ten-lane facihty be constructed as proposed.

"I~ne state environmental process was completed in September, 1977, and the

environmental impact statement was then submitted to the federal government. The impact

statement called for an eight lane freeway plus a transitway. The western portion of the freeway
would be routed away from Hawthorne’s central business d/strict. In March 1978, President

Carter unveiled his National Urban PoI/cy, in which transportation programs were considered
incentiw~s to leverage urban revitalization necessary to accomplish economic, environmental,
and social goals. In October of the same year, United States Secretary of Transportation Brock

Adams Imnounced his approval of the Century Freeway as proposed. On the same day,
attorneys representing plaintiffs and defendants in the class action lawsuit announced they had
reached a tentative settlement.

Signing of the original consent decree that removed the 1972 injunction oc~ in
October, 1979. The agreement [summarized in detail below] contained provisions for the
design of the freeway, including eight lanes for general traffic and two for High Occupancy

Vehicle (HOV) lanes. In ad~tion, an "Office of the Advocate for Corridor Residents" was
established to assist displacees; the State Department of Housing and Cornmtmity Development
would develop and implement a program to relocate and rehabilitate 4200 housing units; and an
Employment Action Plan establishing an Affnmative Action Committee would be adopted to

increase minority business and employment opportunities on the project. For the fn’st time,
federal highway funds would be used to mitigate a highway’s impacts on a local housing stock
and local residents.

Design, land acquisition and clearance, and construction of several non-freeway pilot
projects immediately followed signing of the original consent decree. Early in 1981, however,
it became clear to state officials that progress on the Century Freeway was imperiled because of
federal budgetary constraints. In April 1981, the federal government announced that it would
not finance replacement housing until the state determined how the entire freeway project would
be financed. In IV’my 1981, the federal government announced it was undertaking a cost-

effect/veness study of the entire Century Freeway project. A series of meetings among federal,
state, and local officials over a period of several months resulted in a proposal to downseope the
Century Freeway project.
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In September, 1981, an amended consent decree was approved by all parties and the

court. Among other things, the dcc~e provided for:.

* sxx lanes for general traffic and two HOV lanes;

* ten transit stations and Park and Ride lots;

ten local interchanges;

* ramp metering,

landscaping and noise attenuation;

o relocation and rehabilitation or new construction of at least 3700 dwelling units;

* continuation of the Employment Action Plan; and

° continuation of the Office of the Advocate.

Groundbreaking for the first Century Freeway construction project occurred in May 1982. The

amended consent decree lef~ the decision regarding the kind of transit system to be built to the

Los Angeles County Transportation Commission. In June 1984, the commission voted to

construct a light rail transit line along the freeway.

1944

1947

1953

1956

1958

1959

1963

A More Detailed Chronology of the Century Fxceway

1944 Federal Aid Highway Act directed designation of 40,000 mile national
system of interstate highways but provided no funding.

CoUier-Burns Act passes in C~Atfomia; it allows for long-range highway
planning. Division of Highways reorganized away from single executive
control.

1953 Federal Aid Highway Act provided first funding for interstate.

1956 Federal Aid Highway Act signed; it provides for $25 biUion for interstate
roads on an approx3mate 90 to 10 federal to state ratio for the provismn of funds;
allows for Lnterstate system to be located in both rural and urban areas.

Initial route studies conducted on Route 42 Freeway (later to become known as
the Century Freeway), proposed to be construeted from the Los Angeles
InmmafionaI Airport east toward South Gate.

Century Freeway formally included by the State Legislature in the California
Freeway and Expressway System, after recommendation by a joint County and
City Advisory Committee.

Division of Highways holds public hearings concerning routing of western
portion of Century Freeway.
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6-5-65 and
8-13-65

7-65

11- I7-65

12-13-65

8-65

?-?-66

1967

3-30-67 to
4-16-68

3-20-68

4-16-68

4-22-68

10-14-68

?-%68

%?-68

1969-70

6-69 through
5-70

Route location hearings held by California Highway Commission with respect to
the western pomon of the Century Freeway. Twelve alternate locations
discussed, ranging from Century Boulevard on the north to 120th Street on the
south.

State Highway Engineer Jasper Womack recommends southerly route for
western portion of Century Freeway

California Highway Commission approves a southerly (120th Stree0 route
location for western portion of Century Freeway.

City of Hawthorne passes resolution stating the City’s opposition to execunon
of a freeway agreement between the State and the City. A freeway agreement is
required in order to close any local street to permit construction of freeway.

Riots in Watts

San Francisco rejects two interstate freeways; federal funding for routes
withdrawn from California’s interstate allocations.

Division of Highways develops its Highways Relocation Assistance Program.

Route location hearings held for eastern portion of the Century Freeway.

The 10-lane Century Freeway is designated part of interstate system, becoming
eligible for 92% federal funding. Multi-disciplinary design team approach is to
be applied to the project. Design of the project is accelerated to roeet a 1975
deadline of the Federal Aid Interstate Program.

State approves route location for eastern portion of Century Freeway.

Federal approval for western portion of Century Freeway.

Federal approval for eastern portion of Century Freeway.

California Replacement Housing Act of 1968 (the Ralph Act) passed; it allows
the Division of Highways to provide replacement housing in areas with
depressed economic conditions and inadequate housing resources.

Federal Aid Highway Act establishes requirements governing relocation
assistance.

Groen Associates conducts Design Concept Team Studies identifying
community impacts and opportunities that the adopted freeway alignment would
create.

Seven public hearings held on the design of the proposed Century Freeway.
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8-69 through
12-70

1969-72

11-69

1-1-70

3-4-70

6-70

11-23-70

2-19-71

5-25-71

8-71

9-71

2-16-72

Federal approval granted for the design of various segments of the Century
Freeway.

Freeway agreements with jurisdictions affected by the freeway completed; only
City of Hawthorne and City of Los Angeles agreements not executed. Division
of Highways had reached tentative agreement with Los Angeles, but the formal
execution of the agreement was held in abeyance because of the 1972 injunction.

Hawthorne passes resolution reafftrmlng its earl/er opposition to the adopted
route for the western pordon of the Century Freeway.

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) becomes law; requires federal
preparation and consideration of environmental hnpact statement for "major
federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human env/ronment."

Esther Keith locks front door and refuses to let right of way agent from Division
of Highways to enter her home; event thought to have triggered series of events
leading to class action lawsu/t.

Division of Highways submits Freeway Agreement to City of I-Iawthome; City
returns agreement to the Division and restates its opposdtion to the route.

CEQA enacted; CEQA requires systematic, interdisciplinary approach to
planning and design of California projects.

Division of Highways resubmits Freeway Agreement to Hawthorne.

Route locations dispute put to voters Ln Hawthorne; residents vote over 2 to 1
that the City should continue its opposition to the proposed route.

Hawthorne obtains preliminary injunction against state preventing w/den/ng of
San Diego freeway and some CF work.

Superior Court lifts prohibition on San Diego freeway widening but continues
to prohibit CF work.

Four named couples living in the route of the proposed freeway ("on behalf of
themselves and all others similarly situated"), the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, the Sierra Club, the Environmental Defense
Fund, and Freeway Fighters file motion for prel/minary injunction against John
Volpe, United States Department of Transportation Secretary; officials of the
Federal Highway Admirustration; the California Highway Commission; the
CaIifomia Department of Public Works; and other state officials seeking to halt
progress on construction of the Century Freeway. Pending the hearing on this
motion, plaint/ffs applied for a temporary restraining order. Plaintiffs contend
that state and federal defendants have not complied with CEQA and NEPA,
respectively; that state and federal defendants have not complied with applicable
relocation payment and assistance reqttirements; that the displacement of
minority members and the poor in the absence of adequate replacement housing
denies pla/ntiffs the/r rights under the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment; that state and federal defendants have not complied with the public
hearing requtrernents of the Federal-Aid Highway Act; and that the failure to
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3-9-72

4-72

5-2-72 to
5-5-72

7-7-72

7-17-72

8-3-72

8-28-72

9-11-72

10-6-72

1 I-9-72

3-7-73

4-30-73

5-17-73

comply with the public hearing requirements denies plaintiffs their rights under
the due process clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.

United States Dismct Court Judge Harry Pregerson hears oral arguments
pursuant to plaintiffs’ application for temporary restraining order. Judge
Pregerson orders defendants to refrain from evicting against one’s will anyone
living in the route of the proposed Century Freeway and from instituting any
new condemnation proceedings unless good cause was shown the Court.

City of Hawthorne added as plaintiff by motion.

Hearings held on plaintiffs’ motion for preliminary injunction.

Pregerson grants preliminary injunction enjoining defendants from all activities
in furtherance of the Century Freeway, except for activities necessary to comply
with the injunction’s provisions. Court orders preparation and consideration of
environmental impact reports required by CEQA and NEPA and additional
pubhc hearings. Court also orders state to submit specific project assurances
with respect to the adequacy of replacement housing required by the URA as
well as additional housing availability studies per the Court’s instructions.
Injunction allows state to acquire property in the freeway’s route upon satisfying
the Court that persons living on the property had freely and voluntarily decided
to relocate; injunction also allows state to perform demolition or other work in
connection with the freeway necessary to protect the public health and safety.

State defendants seek to alter prelimirmry injunction, asserting that additional
public hearings should not be required and that the state should not be enjoined
from acquiring property for the freeway while the environmental documents
were being prepared.

Federal defendants join in the state defendants’ 7-17- 72 motion.

Pregcrson hears arguments regarding defendants’ request to amend injunction;
he also grants six corridor cities which favor the continuation of the project the
right to intervene in lawsuit.

Pregerson issues second opinion, specifically refusing to alter or amend the
terms of the preliminary injunction.

State defendants ~e notice to appeal prelimirmry injunction to the Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. Appeal contests that portion of Pregerson’s order
requiring the holding of additional public hearings.

Federal defendants f-de similar notice to appeal with Ninth Circuit.

Pregerson orders State defendants to take all reasonable steps necessary to
protect buildings within the freeway right-of-way from looting, vandalism and
deterioration; also orders state defendants to obtain assistance from local law
enforcement agencies and prepare a program to deter these problems.

Federal defendants move to dismiss their appeal.

Court of Appeals issues order chsmissing feder’,d appeal.
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6-1-73

7-73

7-1-73

10-11-73

11"-9-73

12-3-73

12-7-73

1-74

4-11-74

6-12-74

9-27-74

10-30-74

12-19-74

1975

3-75 and
4-75

Pregcrson denies State’s request for blanket authorization to sell and remove
state-owned dwelling units within corridor. State is required to exercise good
faith efforts to rent and renovate each dwelling acquired in the corridor;, to file
reports describing such efforts; and to file reports describing all security and
maintenance measures taken in the corridor.

Southern California Rapid Transit District (SCRTD) Board of Directors adopts
required transit plan wluch includes incorporation of a busway in the medmn of
the Century Freeway.

Caltrans, successor agency to the California Division of Highways, is created to
administer the state tnghway program in coordination with new state functions
in aeronautics and mass transportation.

State defendants’ appeal of injunction argued before tluee-judge panel of the
Ninth Circuit.

Corridor mayors reject Mayor Bradley’s proposal to abandon freeway and use
funds earmarked for freeway on rapid transit system.

Ninth Cn’cuit Court of Appeals reverses those portions of the injunction
requiring a&l~fional public hearings on air and noise impacts of freeway.

Lu a case involving a federal-aid highway in Seattle but involving facts similar to
the Century Freeway, a different three-judge panel of the Ninth Circuit holds
that additional public hearings are required.

Housing studies ordered by Prcgerson in injunction approved by FHWA.

Opinions and judgments of both the Century Freeway appeal and the Seattle
appeal withdrawn by Ninth Circuit; Ninth Circuit orders that the two cases be
reheard together by the Court sitting en bane.

Court of Appeals, sitting in bane, heats the Century case and the Seattle case.

Court of Appeals affirms Pregerson’s order requiring additional public hearings
to consider the Century Freeway’s effects on noise and air pollution. Court of
Appeals also states that the environmental impact statement in preparation should
be made available before, and considered at, the public hearings.

State defendants file appeal regarding the addifiomd hearings with the Supreme
Court.

State circulates for public comment a draft Century Freeway EIS. Draft EIS
discussed project as a lO-lane freeway/transitway.

Layoffs at Caltrans; memorandum from Department Director describes change in
program emphasis to rehabilitation and "useable segments" projects.

Public hearings held pursuant to Draft EIS°
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4-23-75

8-27-75

12-19-75

1-21-76

3-76 to
5-76

7-18-77

7-18-77

7-21-77

8-7-77

9-15-77

9-16-77

1-4-78

3-78

Cahforrtia Highway Commission holds separate location/design hearing on
proposed "bell-shaped curve" for Century Freeway in Hawthorne.

California I-hghway Commission holds separate location/design hearing on a
modified, curved route for the Century Freeway in Hawthorne (called the
"Imperial Line").

Secretary of the California Business and Transportation Agency Donald Burns
announces support for a combined four-lane freeway/transitway facility.

Representatives of corridor cities meet to consider Burns’ proposal for a four-
lane facility.

Corridor cities pass resolutions supporting an 8-lane freeway/transltway project.

Governor Brown meets with representative of corridor cities; local officials
press for a quick decision to proceed with plans for aa 8-lane
freeway/transitway. Brent Rushforth, of the Center for Law in the Public
Interest, indicates his clients’ opposition to an 8- lane facility, and suggests that
a different or smaller project might resolve the litigation.

Director G~ianturco, in a letter attached to the proposed Final EIS, indicates that
although staff has concluded that the project should be an eight-lane
freeway/transitway, the Department is studying with&"awal of the freeway from
the interstate system and substitution with other improvements "based solely on
the matter of budget and transportation priorities."

State submits proposed Final EIS to Pregerson; report proposes eight-lane
facility with transitway in center.

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977 signed into law. These amendments require
state and local governments to develop revisions to State Implementation Plans
(SIPs) for all areas not meeting the Act’s air qua_il’ty standards by January 
1979. In non-attainment areas like Los Angeles, the revised SIPs will require
transportation controls, i.e., strategies designed to reduce emissions from
transportation-related sources by means of structural and operational changes in
the transportation system.

California Highway Commission approves Final EIS and adopts Imperial
Alignment in Hawthorne; CEQA process completed.

Final EIS sent to FHWA to begin federal (NEPA) processing.

Califorrda Air Resources Board, in a letter to U.S. Deparunent of Transportation
Secretary Brock Adams, states that the air quality impact assessment in the
Century Freeway EIS is deficient.

President Carter’s Urban and Regional Policy Group recommends National
Urban Policy; transportation considered an incentive program to leverage public
and private urban revitalization; transportation programs to be made tools to
accomplish economic, environmental, and social goals.
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3-78

3-13-78

3-27-78

5-19-78

6-78

8-24-78

10-17?-78

10-31-78

11-29-78

5-1-79

7-2-79

7-11-79

7-25-79

9-12-79

10-4-79

In letters to FHWA and the California Air Resources Board, Caltrans states its
commiunent to build high occupancy vehicle lanes m the 40-foot Century
Freeway median, as well as prowde ramp meters w~th preferential bypass lanes
for buses and cat*pools.

Hawthorne City Council votes to drop out of lawsuit as pIaintiffo

Pregerson refuses to approval removal of 450 vacant homes from freeway path.

EPA sends letter to DOT indicating its air quality concerns satisfied by redesign
of the freeway.

First drafts of proposed settlement demands circulate at the Center for Law in the
Public Interest.

US Secretary of Transportation Brock Adams tours corridor°

Brock Adar~ announces his approval of Century Freeway; attorneys announce
tentative settlement of class action lawsuit; Adams announces redesignation of
portion of Harbor Freeway as an interstate route, enabling use of federal funds
for transitway to fie into fatty on Century Freeway.

FHWA approves Final EIS for Century Freeway.

Adams agrees that federal highway funds can be used for CF housing relocation
and rehabi/dtafion program.

Completion of Caltrans’ "Norwalk to E1 Segundo Freeway/Transit’way
Community Housing Needs Study". Report focuses on the impact of 1-105
construction on the communities through which it would pass. According to
the report, the 1-105’s "aggravation of the commurfities’ already insufficient
supply of affordable housing stock is significant and should be matigated."
Possible mitigation measures include: relocation and rehabilitation of housing
units acquired for the project; construction of new units; and rehabilitation of
units outside of the 1-105 right-of-way.

Los Angeles Times reports that the Brown administration is exploring the
possibility of abandoning Century Freeway and Iransferring the construction
fund to build subway from downtown Los Angeles to the San Fcrnando Valley.

In report to Pregerson, Federal defendants formMly describe the commitment of
DOT to "accept for Federal participation whatever number of sites for housing
units that may be determined by the parues to be available for (rehabilitation and
replacement) housing" ha the corridor.

Agreement reached by plaintiffs and Calwans; eight- lane freeway proposed, to
include a two lane busway; agreement also reached on housing units, relocation
process, and minority and women employment plan.

City of Hawthorne formally requests that the Prdhninary Injunction be
dissolved.

Agreement presented to Judge Pregerson.
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10-10-79

10-11-79

10-19-79

11-2-79

2-?-80

3-31-80

4-3-80

8-6-80

11-18-80

12-24-80

1-81 to
4-81

1-22-81

2-81

3-31-81

4-8I

4-9-81

4-28-81

5-1-8I

US Secretary of Transportation Nell Goldschmidt inspects CF corridor.

Pregerson signs consent decree; injunction lifted.

Initial Housing Advisory Committee meeting.

Judge Pregerson is elevated to Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals,

Secretary Goldschmidt names Norman Emerson as special assistant to secretary
re: CF; new position is unprecedented; Emerson opens office in Inglewood.

Pregerson orders State to pay Center for Law $2.2 million in attorneys’ fees and
expense reimbursement for work performed from 1971 to 1979.

Consulting team begins work on housing plan.

Associated General Contractors fries suit challenging use of federal highway
mast funds to carry out housing plan and challenging employment action plan of
CD.

Plaintiffs and State agree on amendments to Exhibit C (employment action plan)
of the consent decree and to file an Amended Employment Action Plan.

EPA and FHWA refuse approval for initial CF conwaet (clean-up of Willco
dump) because of 12-11-80 decision to freeze funding on highway projects in
light of State of California’s failure to adopt vehicle smog inspection program.

Caltrans reviews anticipated construction contracts for the Century Freeway with
aim of splitting the project into a larger number of smaller contracts.

Pregerson denies Associated General Contractors motion; says contractors
waited too long to file suit; such intervention could cause costly delays in
project.

Publication by Business, Transportation, and Housing Agency of the 1-105
Century Freeway Pmiect Management Organization and Restmnsibihtie~.
Report acknowledges rumors that, despite the settling of the hwsuit, the
Century Freeway still may never be built.

Caltrans Director Gianturco announces CF plans in peril because it is low
priority for Reagan administration and state can’t make up financial difference.

HCD and Gruen begin preparation of Century Freeway Housing Plan.

State seeks money from federal Highway Trust Fund to build 1,000 replacement
units along corridor.

US attorney Michael Wolfson tells Pregcrson that federal government will not
finance replacement housing until state determines how freeway will be
financed.

Gianturco discloses that federal officials will conduct cost-effectiveness review
of entire CF project.
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5-81

5-4?-81

5-12-81

6-i8-81

6-30-81

7-2-81

7-16-81

7-22-81

7-29-81

7-31-81

8-5-81

8-11-81

9-4-81

9-22-81

FHWA freezes nearly all acrivity on unconstructed new In~rstate routes because
of cost constraints.

Lobbying group (Assemblyman Bruce Young, representatives from corridor
cities) meets with FHWA director Bamhart.

Consultant meetings with representatives of primary zone cities begin.

Lynn Schenk, Ghanturco, and other CA officials meet with Drew Lewis,
emphasize broad-based support for CF.

William A. Keller resigns as Executive Director of CFHP.

Barnhart tours CF corridor;, announces the foUowing possible changes: he
would approve simple six-lane freeway; would etimzaate rail and HOV
components; would reduce number of replacement dwelling units.

Caltrans and Center for Law announce their rejection of the federal
government’s scaled-down plans for CF.

Representatives of corridor cities vote to insist on eight freeway lane, two mass
transit lane CF; reversal of earlier support for federal proposal.

Caltrans proposes six freeway lanes; two lanes mass transit with convertibility to
rail; fewer on-ramps; no connection with Harbor Freeway transit system; same
number (4200) of dwelling units but reduced per t~t cost (rids is counter
proposal to FHWA for freeway and housing construction).

Kennedy resigns as CFAAC executive director.

FHWA rejects state proposal.

Federal and state officials and Center for Law announce accord; essentially
agree on state proposal, but with some reduction in number of dwelling units;
Bamhart agrees to ask EPA to lift sanctions (FHWA will fund revised Freeway
and Housing Pian)o

Mendel Hill appointed Executive Director, CFHP.

Pregerson signs amended consent decree. The amended decree makes the
following major changes from the 1979 decree:
- the number of general purpose lanes is reduced from eight to six;
- the number of local interchanges is reduced from twenty to ten;
- the median strip, instead of featuring either raft or HOV lanes, would

allow for both raii and HOV lanes; the tmnsitway will be funded by
Federal Aid Interstate funding;
the transitway connector to the Harbor Freeway is eliminated as part of
the Century Freeway project;
the amended decree establishes three different categories of housing to be
provided pursuant to the Housing Plan, and reduces the expected
number of units produced from 4200 to 3700.

The amended decree is said to offer improved procedural efficiency as well as a
$200 million savings in comparison to the fmaI decree.
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9-28-81

10-22-8 t

10-26-8 it

11-1-81

1t-27-8.[

12-1-81

2-1-82

2-18-82

3-3-82

3-8-82

3-15-82

4-26-82

4-27-82

4-30-82

5-1-82

6-14-82

6-30-82

7-15-82

7-26-82

8-6-82

8-3-82

Pregerson orders parties to the decree to file bimonthly reports with the cotn’t to
lughlight progress made in the freeway corridor and any problem areas
encountered by the parties.

Composite Housing Plan completed.

EPA exempts 1-105 from sancuons.

Sources Sought Announcement for housing issued.

First family moves into CF housing.

HCD initiates negotiations with corridor jurisdictions to determine housing
entitlement.

Clarence Broussard becomes CFAAC executive director.

HCD concludes bi-lateral negotiations with cities.

CFHP issues interim procedures manual~

Start-up of Century Freeway Pre-Apprenticeship Training Program.

HCD issues $34 million RFP for first major component of housing program;
part of the $110 million program.

All conceptual freeway agreements signed by corridor cities and LA County.
South Gate was last to be signed.

Budget Review Committee approves detailed 1-105 Construction Schedule. The
schedule shows last project to be advertised 5-90, with a 38 month construction
time.

Business, Transportation, and Housing Agency eliminates the position of
Century Project Coordinator, which had been held by Barbara Nixon Andrew.

Groundbreaking for CF project (Willco dump project).

Caltrans obtains FHWA approval for typical section and noise attenuation plan.

Caltrans obtains FHWA approval for major design features.

Housing Plan and Environmental Assessment adopted by Housing Advisory
Committee.

Pregerson grants state’s motion to file quarterly status reports instead of
bimonthly reports; changes reporting periods for all parties from bimonthly to
quarterly.

Housing Plan signed and finalized by plaintiffs and defendants.

HCD submits housing procedures manual to FHWA and Callrans for review
and comment,
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9-14-82

9-17-82

9-27-82

Fall 1982

11-11-82

11-82

4th q. 82

12-28-82

1-3-83

2-28-83

3-4-83

3-17-83

3-23-83

4-18-83

2nd q.-83

5-83

7-I0-83

8-1-83

Intemgency agreement with the Cafifornia Housing Finance Agency submatted
and revised housing procedures manual resubmitted to FHWA and Caltrans for
review.

FHWA approves HCD’s interim procedures and policies manual.

Willco Dump Phase II project advertised by Caltrans.

FHWA conducts investigation of Calwans’ certification process/District 7 Civil
Rights Branch; documents inadequacies.

First Escrow closing for porchase of CFHP unk.

Caluans Public Affairs Branch hires Thomas Knox as Century Freeway
Special/st,

Selma Gleason becomes District 7 Civil Rights Branch Chief.

Pregerson enters judgment in favor of plaintiffs, awarding plaintiffs’ counsel
$210,000 in attorneys’ fees and expense reimbursement for work performed
from 1979 to 1982.

Richard Chnsberg appointed interim assistant director for the Century Freeway
Project.

Willco Dump Phase II contract awarded to Papac and Sons

Leo Trombatore named Caltrans Dtrector.

Mendel Hill leaves position as Executive Director, Century Freeway Housing
Program. Harley Seamy appointed interim director.

John Kozak replaces Ginsberg as Chief, CF d/vision, in CT headquarters.

Caltrans announces at first status conference pursuant to amended CD that it
expects early completion for most phases of CF; Advocate charges CT failure to
address housing valuation and early eviction problems; CFAAC expresses
skepticism re: CT seriousness with regard to minorky and women
subcontracting; Phillips expresses concern with CT ability to deal with consent
decree elements. Pregerson agrees with Philhps’ suggestion that monthly
coordination meetings be conducted; orders monthly coordination meetings ha
addition to quarterly status conferences.

Jerry Baxter appointed to the "newly established position" of assistant district 7
director for I- 105.

Susan DeSantis becomes HCD Director.

Michael Houlemard Jr. appointed Executive Director of CF Housing Progr~n.

Jeffalyn Johnson and Associates begin work on 1-105 Employment Study.
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9-83
to 12-83

10-1-83

1-13-84

2-9-84

3-30-84

4-84

4-1-84

2nd q.84

6-13-84

9-17-84

11-26-84

1-14-85

1-23-85

:2-7-85

3-26-85

5-85

5-16-85

10-3-85

4th q.-85

According to HCD’s 3rd quarter i983 report, "major program reorganization
accomplished."

HCD assumes all "closing" duties and responsibilities for first RFP upon
termination of interagency contract w~th CHFA.

Callrans suspends Papac’s contract on WiUco Dump II project.

Pregerson orders Advocate to implement an appraisal review pilot program to
assess significant noncompliance by Caltrans with regard to property appraisals
and replacement housing value determinations.

Start of weekly meetings among parties to the decree to discuss proposals for
consent decree amendments.

Center for Law investigates District 7 Civil Rights Branch.

John Kozak, Chief of Division of Century Freeway for Caltrans, retires; Jerry
Baxter, Deputy District D~eetor for Century Freeway, assumes frill
responsibility for Century Freeway matters.

Caltrans reports that all freeway agreements signed.

LACTC authorizes construction of light rail in CF median.

Pregerson orders the size of CFAAC Board inca’eased from seven to nine
members; Pregerson appoints Jerome Fisher and Jesse Martinez, whose removal
by their respective appointing agency had been contested, to the two new
positions.

Hawthorne city council denies approval of CFHP RFP3- 011.

Hawthorne council approves project 2-013 subject to restrictions including that
no more than 35% of the households shall have incomes of less than 80% of the
median and that first priority shatl be given to displacees from Hawthorne.

Governor Deukmejian tours CF corridor.

Center for Law files motion with district court to enjoin actions of Hawthorne re:
restrictions on project 2-013.

Stares/settlement cortferenee re: Hawthorne 2-013; no settlement reached.

Jeffalyn Johnson Inc. completes Final Employment Action Plan.

Pregerson authorizes Murray Brown to prepare and submit a propomI regarding
his potential role as a mediator in Century Freeway disputes.

Pregerson finds in favor of Center for Law etc., enjoining Hawthorne from
restricting development of CFHP projects 20013 and 3-011.

LF. McManus listed as 1-105 project director in quarterly report.
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4-86

5-86

6-5-86

9-86

4th q.-86

8-2%86

1-5-87

3-3-87

3-12-87

5-11-87

7-1-87

8-13-87

9-87

9-28-87

9-28-87

12-1-87

12-87

12-30-87

DeSanus leaves HCD.

Broussard terminated as CFAAC Executive Director.

Robert Norr/s appointed by Pregerson to CFAAC Board.

Channing Johnson resigns as Chair CFAAC

Dave Roper listed as I-I05 project director in quarterly report.

Pregerson orders Caltrans to pay the Center for Law approximately $183,000 in
attorneys’ fees and expense reimbursement to cover the period from November
1984 to February 1986. Pregerson also orders City of Hawthorne to pay the
Center for Law, as prevailing plaintiff, approximately $182,000 in attorneys’
fees and cour~ costs.

Court requests parties to submit a short summary report on Murray Brown,
advising on h/s usefulness, continuing capacity, and areas of focus.

Homer Post appointed executive director, CFAAC.

Pregerson orders Caltrans to pay the Center for Law approximately $112,000 in
attorneys’ fees and expense reimbursement to cover the period from February
1986 to August 1986o

Pregerson orders an increase in minority employment goals to 50 percent, and
women’s goals to 10 percent. Pregerson orders Century Freeway Employment
Study Advisory Committee to update the dam in the 1985 Employment Study
and recommend new goals beginning March 1988 to the end of the project.

Homer Post discharged by CFAAC board.

Pregerson grants CFAAC amicus status.

FHWA, Caltrans, and the Center for Law begin discussions on restructuring the
CFHP.

Andrew Delgado appointed executive director, CFAAC.

"On time...On target" celebration for hitting halfway mark on Century Freeway
project held.

Agreement in principle to restructure housing In-gram reached. All units thus
far produced or in the process of being produced would be allocated to the 2200
units under the amended consent decree’s 1025 and 1175 programs; the $110
million program would begin anew under a new structure.

Publication of series of articles in The Los Angeles Times critical of CD
implementation.

Supervisor Kenneth Hahn calls for federal investigation of fraud and
mismanagement in CF project.
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3-14-88

3-16-88

4-14-88

4-14-88

4-14-88

2nd q.-88

6-23-88

9-8-88

I1-9-88

5-10-89

:5-89

~-22-89

9-21-90

Pregerson orders appointment of a Special Task Force to address problems
relating to M/WBE [minority/women business enterprise] parncipation,
achievement of employment goals, and the housing program.

Pregerson orders CFAAC to contract with Price Waterhouse to evaluate and
re,dew various problems facing minority and women business enterprises; he
also orders CFAAC to contract with Hamilton, Rabinovitz and Alschuler to
study minority and women employment problems.

Pregcrson orders an increase in its number of appointments to CFAAC Board
from two to four. Addition of Helene Smookler and Brenda Curry to the Board
thought to facilitate meeting goals for women employment.

Pregerson also amends the decree to eliminate the requirement to phase the
freeway project so that a given percentage of housing units is available when a
percentage of freeway construction contracts are awarded. In addition, the
following amendments are ordered: transfer of all existing units in the $110
rnill/on Program to the 1175 and 1025 Programs; FHWA and the State will
fund the $110 Million Program, to be completed upon agreement about a new
administrative program structure.

Pregerson orders employment goals for minorities to be 55 percent from July
1988-December 1988; 60 percent from January 1989-June 1989; and 65 percent
from July 1989 to project completion; employment goals for women will be 10
percent.

CJ. O’Cormell listed as 1-105 Project Director.

Salafai Justine Suafai appointed Women’s Outreaeh Program Administrator.

Price Waterhouse and Hamilton Rabinovitz present findings to Pregerson; both
urge stronger administration of CT).

Kenneth Leventhal & Company presents "Special Report and Recommendations
for the Century Freeway Housing Program" to Judge Pregerson. Report
recommends restructm’ing the housing program to minimize "the restrictions
imposed by interpretation of Federal Regulations... (which) have significantly
impeded the progress of housing development from the inception of the Century
Freeway effort."

John Maher appointed Executive Director, Century Freeway Housing Program.

Pregerson authorizes restructuring of housing program to inchdc Notice of
Funding Availability and Public/Private Parmership Program.

John Maher retires.

After considering "the numerous problems and issues raised" in reports for the
Second Quarter of 1990, Prcgcrson orders parties to the decree to outline
"particular steps which should be taken to correct" problems; Prcgcrson
suggests that the parties "may wish to address.., the option of shutting down
the entire project until the major problems involving housing construction and
maintenance and job training are resolved."
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C. CONSENT DECREE SUMMARY

We refer throughout this report to inchvidual sections of the consent decree. For

convenience of the reader, we lay out here the full substance of the decree°

The amended final consem decree s,gned on September 22, 1981 Is a 24-page

document. The stated purposes of the consent d~ree are to permit the I- 105 freeway to be built

according to the design standards and features described in the decree; to provide for a bus or

rail wansitway within the corridor;, to assure that the freeway does not deplcm the housing stock

in affected commumties; to ensure that project-generated employment oppommiues accrue to

affected communities; and to avoid furthcr litigation.

Four exhibits are incorporated by reference into the decree. Exhibxt A describes some of

the commitments of agencies funding the transitway. Exhibit B is thc housing relocation plan.

Exhibit C is the affmmative action plan. Exhibit D graphically depicts the locations of certain

transitway features.

The consent decree explicitly dissolves the preliminary injunction entered by the court in

1972 which halted the projccL The District Court is to retain jurisdiction regarding the consent

dccrcc until a Judgement of Dismissal is entered. The decree addresses ten substantive areas.

1. 1-105 Freeway - Desima and Oseration

The consent decree directs that the 1-105 is to be constracted as proposed in the Final

Environmental Impact StatcmenL except where specifically modified by the dccrcc itself. The

decree provides for a six-lane controlled access highway, with a not-to-exceed 64 foot median

containing a separate wansitlHOV facility capable of conversion to a light rail transit fac~ty.

Ramps to the freeway are to be metered to minimize congestion on the freeway. This section of

the decree describes the number and location of freeway interchanges, and directs that noise

attenuation and landscaping provisions analyzed in the Final EIS be incorporated.

Transit/HOV lanes in the freeway median arc m be operational at the time the freeway

opens. The decree allows the substitution of light rail for the transit/HOV lancs, and sets forth

the conditions allowing defendants to Ixovidc substitution without additional involvement by

the court. Operating costs for buses which would use the transiv, vay are to be provided by local

transportation sources.
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Transit stauons, loading platforms, pedestrian access-ways, and park-and-ride facilities

are to be operauonal at the time the freeway opens. Funds for these facihties are to be included

m project costs covered by Federal Aid Interstate funds.

",~e freeway is to provide access to Los Angeles International Awport. Priority access

to LAX is to be provided for buses and carpools to the maximum extent possible.

2. ttarbor Freeway Linkage

Federal defendants are to use their best efforts to authorize and provide funding for a

transatway on the Harbor Freeway from its intersection with the 1-105 to downtown Los

Angeles. The facility is to be suitable for buses, carpools, or rail transit. The design of the

transitway shall provide for direct linkage to the 1-105. This component is not a condition to the

construction and operation of the 1-105. Passenger stations and associated faeihties along this

transitway are to be comparable to those provided for the 1-105.2

3. tgstablishment of an "Office of the Advocate for Corridor Residents"

"]~e decree creates an Office of the Advocate to be funded in the same manner as other

project costs. The Advocate is selected by and serves at the pleasure of the plaintiffs, although

under some circumstances the Court rr~_y remove the individual serving as Advocate. The

Advocate, Caltrans, and plaintiffs are authorized to review staffing needs of the Office.

Caltrans and plaintiffs are empowered to appeal funding decisions authorized by the Director of

Housing and Community Development to the Secretary of Business, Transportation and

Housing whose judgment is final.

"Ihe Office’s duties and responsibilities include the following: a) establish and operate 

local office; b) monitor State defendants’ compliance with all applicable state and federal

regulations pertair~g to the relocation rights of displacees; c) receive and record displacee

complaints; d) provide information regarding relocation benefits; e) assist displacees who have

complaints regarding eligibility for benefits, amount of payment, or provision of adequate

replacement housing; f) assist displacees in resolving disputes with Caltrans; and g) request

Caltrans to correct any claims of significant widespread noneomplimce and to submit

recommendations for correction.
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4. Exhibit B: Housin~ Plan

See discussion of Exhibit B below.

5. Exhibit C: Emo|ovment Action Plan

See discussion of Exhibit C below.

6. Amendment to and Enforcement of Final Consent Decree

Upon motion, the decree may be modified when plaintiffs’ counsel and State and

Federal defendants agree in writing with the approval of the court. In addition, the court may

modify the decree upon motion by either plaintiffs or defendants.

Parties may apply m the court for appropriate relief ff the terms of the decree are not

complied with by any party. As a last resort, the court may issue an injunction to enforce the

terms of the decree. A pfi~ consideration in selecting a remedy for noncompliance shall be

to avoid delay of the freeway project or implementation of the housing program.

7. Nonseverability of Decree’s Pmvisi01as

The decree contains a standm’d nonseverability clause.

8. Termination of Court Jufisdicfior~

A Judgment of Dismissal will be filed upon a motion setting forth a description of how

all terms of the decree have been fully cornphed with, and absent objection thereto.

9. Attorneys’ Fees

The consent decree ~11ows plaintiffs to file an application with the court for reasonable

attorneys’ fees which are to be paid by State defendants. This portion of the consent decree

describes appeal procedures, payment schedules, and payment terms.
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10. ,Federal Participatmn

]Federal defendants are to participate m the cost of the 1-105 project in the same manner

as any other interstate freeway project cost. The decree recognizes that certain features of the

decree are unique to the 1-105 project, and describes certain provisions of the decree which

Federal defendants agree are project costs entitled to federal participation. These costs include,

but are not limited to: a) new construction and/or rehabilitation of housing as described in the

Housinl~; Plan; b) operation costs of housing project director, Housing Advisory Committee,

Office of the Advocate, and Century Freeway Affirmative Action Committee; c) rehabilitation of

housing units in excess of HUD standards; and d) relocation expenses for certain tenants

provided assistance through the Housing Plan.

Exhibit A: LACTC and SCRTD Commitments

Exhibit A contains the commitments made by the Los Angeles County Transportation

Commission and the Southern California Rapid Transit Dismct for the necessary financial

allocations to fund the requ~’ed local share for transitway support facilities and operating costs.

Exhibit B: Housing Plan

Exhibit B describes the development and implementation of the Housing Plan. Housing

is to be provided as part of the 1-105 project both to relocate persons displaced by the freeway

and to replenish the housing stock of communities affected by the freeway.

Introducldon

"l~e housing portion of the project is to consist of three major elements. The first

element, known as the "1025 Element", requires the State, acting through the Department of

Housing and Community Development (HCD), to rehabilitate or construct 1,025 housing units

pursuant to approvals given by the Federal Highway Administration prior to August 25, 1981.

The second element, known as the "1175 Element", requires the State m construct or

rehabilitate at least 1,175 units to meet the housing needs of corridor residents eligible for

benefits under the Urfform Relocation Act. These units are intended to satisfy the Relocation

Act’s requirements for "last resort housing" for remaining eligible residents within the 1-105

right-of-way. The third element is known as the "110 Element." Th~ element requires Federal
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defendants to anthonze $110 million for the State to produce the m~irnum number of housing

units which can be obtained with these funds. The decree contains a mechanism to increase this
amount if the construction cost index of new one-far~ly houses changes,3

Sta~ng and Review

Construction of the freeway was allowed to proceed prior to relocation or replacement

of housing pursuant to the decree. The decree establishes a Staghug Plan to allow freeway

construction to/mmediately proceed and ensure that at the end of the project all housing to be

provided pursuant to the dezree is actually made available. A Review Plan is also established

which would allow modification of the timing and scope of the delivery of the housing program

because of unforeseen problems. In making a determination of whether to modify the Staging

Plan, the court may consider whether the housing program has caused undue delay in

construction of the freeway, the ability of corridor communities to absorb the housing, the

effectiveness of the houshug program, and other factors.

In general, the freeway project is phased so that a given percentage of housing units is

available for occupancy when a given percentage of the freeway construction contracts is

awarded. The decree allows 25 percent of the freeway conu’acts to be awarded prior to malting

available replacement/replenishment housing. In 1988, this requirement was eliminated.

Struc~xe for Planning and Irrmlementafion

The decree directs HCD to be the lead agency responsible for the coordination and

implementation of the Housing Plan. The duties of HCD’s Project Director assigned to the 1-

105 project are to include a) acquisition of sites for replacement housing; b) preparation of 

formal Housing Plan; and c) solicitation of bids, selection of subcontractors, and letting of

contracts for work to be performed by outside consultants and contractors. The Director shall

attempt to place as many replacement units as possible in a primary zone within s/x miles on

each side of the freeway right-of-way, or in secondary or tertiary zones ff suitable sites in the

primary zone are unavailable.

The decree also establishes a Housing Advisory Com~ttee (HAC) to consult with and

provide assistance to the Project Director. Its membership shall be limited to 60 members, no

more than 33 "representatives of official agencies" invited to serve by the HCD Director and 27

jointly selected by Plaintiffs and HCD. The HAC is responsible for holding public hearings on
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the Housing Plan and approving the Plan. The State’s Secretary of Business, Transportation

and Housing is granted ultimate authority for approving the Plan.

The Housin~ Plan

"[’he decr~ sets out minimum standards to be followed in preparation of the Housing

Plan. ~ais portion of the decree specifies general categories of persons and households eligible

for renud or purchase of units under the plan, establishes a priority system for eligibility to

purchase or rent units, delineates the financial responsibilities of Federal and State defendants,

and sets standards for the use of excess property acquired for use as freeway right-of-way but

not used for that purpose.

In general, the Federal and State defendants are responsible for the funding,

development, and implementation of the Housing Plan. Caltrans shall seek reimbursement for

all project costs, and shall itself pay all ineligible costs including but not limited to housing

project ~¢lministration costs and overhead. Final budgets are subject to FHWA approval. HCD

is empowered to interact directly with Federal defendants in any activity necessary for the

implementation of the housing program.

Exhibit C: Employment Action Plan

The Employment Action Plan is comprised of three parts: first, requirements for

conlractors to hire female and minority errrployees, referred to as "employment goals"; second,

requirerr~ents for contractors to utilize women and minority subcontractors, known as "minority

business enterprises" (MBE’s) and "women business enterprises" (WBE’S), respectively; 

requirements that defendants utilize contractors and persons who reside or have businesses in

the corridor area, referred to as "regional business preferences." The exact methodology for

each of these programs is not specified in the decree, but the decree does list goals and describe

instimtio,ns created to monitor and achieve the goals.

Equal ~)portunity Employment Goals

The decree sets hiring goals for the work forces in each trade on all freeway and

housing construction projects during specified time periods. Corridor-specific data is to bc

used to establish new hiring goals for the years following 1981. The decree also requires
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Calwans to establish apprenticeship and training programs and sets standards for enrollment m
these programs.

Contractors on 1-105 projects are to exercise "best efforts" to meet the goals, and to
document these efforts. The decree establishes as sufficient ground for finding a bid or
proposal non-responsive, failure to establish an ~live acuon plan to meet the specified

employment goals.

The decree also establ/shes the Century Freeway Affirmative Action Committee
(CFAAC). CFAAC is responsible for six tasks: 1) overseeing activities and monitoring
affn’mative action compliance; 2) participating in goal setting; 3) participating in bid
conferences; 4) participating in the contract award process; 5) monitoring contractors; and 
recruiting MBE’s and women to increase minority participation on the l~roject. Members of

CFAAC are to include representatives from Caltrans, FHWA, LA County Board of

Supcrcisors, NAACP, NOW, the Merdcan-American Opportunity Foundation, and the

Governor of California. CFAAC is responsible for reporting its findings to the Court.

Minority Business Enteryr/se Pro~arn

The decree defines an M/WBE as a business which is at least 51 percent owned by one
or more minorities or women and whose management and daily business operations are
controlled by one or more such individuals. Caltrans is to set goals for M/WBE participation

based on the number of businesses in the community that have bccn identified as capable of

working on specific projects. Caltrans, with CFAAC’s assistance, is to develop outreach

programs to encourage, and technical assistance programg to assist M/WBE’s.

Caltrans is responsible for certifying M/WBE’s eligible to participate in the program.
The decree describes the eligibility crimria, requires Caltrans to publish a list of certified

MBE’s, and explains how an M/WBE subcontractor’s work counts toward contract goals.

The decree describes the process Caltrans must follow in awarding contracts, and

outlines how M/WBE participation is to influence thc award process. In general, bidders that

fail to meet M/WBE goals and fail to demonstrate reasonable efforts are ineligible to be awarded

contracts. Once a bid is awarded, the decree requires prime contractors to make good faith

efforts to substitute another M/WBE if an M/WBE subcontractor is to be replaced. The decree
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also describes duties of CFAAC and Caltrans regarding mandated pre-bld, pre-award, and pre-

construction conferences.

Re~onaI Business Preferences Program

’]De decree provides mechanisms to ensure that corridor residents and corridor

businesses have maximum opportunity to participate in jobs created by the project. For

example, contractors are not only expected to hire corridor businesses as subcontractors, but are

also expected to patronize local eating establishments, supply houses, and caterers.

Exhibit D: Transit Station Locations

This exhibit graphically depicts the approximate locations of the ten transit stations along the

corridor,

CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE CENTURY

FREEWAY AND THE CONSENT DECREE

1. Z~arly Opinions on Route Adoption. Selection and Value

The early vision for regional transportation in the Los Angeles Area is illustrated in the

Master Plan of freeways and expressways (See Figure 1/-I).

’]’he Century Freeway route was a part of the freeway and expressway system adopted

by the state legislature in 1959. The transfer of interstate funds from San Francisco’s

Embarca~lero Freeway to the Century Freeway allowed the addition of the roadway into the

interstate system. Both state and federal officials were enthusiastic about the Centm’y Freeway,

and they were attracted to the idea of replacing the Embarcadero in the system with the Century

Freeway. The legality of the transfer and the addition of Interstate mileage to the already

designatq~ system posed an obstacle to substitution. The Century Freeway had many perceived

advantages, but other states also had freeways they wished to propose for the system. Under

then existing law, the Secretary of Transportation was obliged to consider all additional

proposals competitively. In response to this dilemma, Congress approved the Howard

Amendrnent of 1967; it implicitly corSarmed the general legality of mutually agreeable interstate

route substitutions: it provided the Interstate program with a 200-mile supplement for the
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purpose of making such substitutions; and it gave the state wtuch was relinquishing a route a

limited preference when the rehnqnished route came up for re, designation (Schwartz, 1976).

Caltrans officials indicate that the transfer of funds to the Century Freeway resulted in

part because the 105 was further developed and more closely met the Interstate criteria than

others. Other potential projects were rejected:

"[he Slauson Project was not as far along as the 105 as far as locating, completing, and
pl;mning studies .... Plus it didn’t ...connect directly into LAX. Which was a recognized
need."

As well, there was a push from the Federal level to close the gaps in the grid system in Los

Angeles.

I~laintiffs recognized the centrality of the Century Corridor, but argued that other

planned roadways also served important wansportation objectives. They cite political

opposition that eliminated highways of tugher transportation priority. One attorney for the

plainfiffi; voices a sensitive yet repeated opinion when asked why plans went forward on the

Century as opposed to other proposed freeways:

’~I can only guess. One of the guesses would be having to be where it was. This was
generally through poorer neighborhoods where you can expect less opposition. Youql
reca]l, prior to this time, there was a proposed...east/west freeway north of the Century,
the: Beverly Hills Freeway. That was defeated and eliminated from the map. Well, I
don’t think it’s a coincidence. I mean, the difference between the political clout of
Beverly Hills and Watts, Wi]lowbrook, Lynwood, Downey and Hawthorne is
considerable. So I suspect this was kind of a course of least resistance from Caltrans’
pe~spective."

C~ltrans interview respondents indicate that the original purpose of the Century freeway

was to move traffic along an east/west corridor serving Los Angeles International Airport.

They emphasize that this freeway is one small part of a freeway grid serving the Los Angeles

basin and is not perceived to be more important than any other freeway. Numerous freeways

comprise: the network and the operation of any of them will affect the system more or less

equally. However both Caltrans and Federal Highway Administration officials see the

Century as a critical link in the system°

l~Mn-Caltrans respondents support the notion that the purpose of the freeway was to

provide ~an east/west connection to the airport; however, several also stress that the state may

have been looking for a place to spend Interstate highway funding.
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The factors influencing state freeway selection thus are differently understood by

respondents:

"Beverly HiUs just boom, zapped that thing in a second. The Laurel Canyon freeway is
another one that commands political opposition to it not based on any transportation
sense or justifications, but just raw power. Others too, up and down the state. As these
freeways of tugher transportation priority got delcted, the Century kept moving up.
There’s nobody down there in the south central Los Angeles area. Watts/WiUowbrook,
the communities that the freeway transgressed, have no political clout or Lrffluence or
capacity to go to Sacramento to say, %Vc don’t like this freeway or if you arc going to
build it you~,e got to take into account the effects on our commumties... (Seminarist)

Respondents also have quite different views of the factors influencing route selection.

When asked what political, transportation, or economic factors affected route selection,

Caltrans respondents refer to the resistance of Hawthorne to sign a freeway agreement and the

local opposition in Norwalk resulting in the termination of the freeway before the 605. They

indicate, and local official respondents concur, that when adopting the route for the freeway, the

State tried to work with the local officials to agree with a mutually acceptable alternative.

The City of Hawthorne’s refusal to sign a freeway agreement proved to be a successful

means by which to change the alignment of the freeway. Many people in Hawthorne objected

to the original alignment because it "would have cut the city in two." Hawthorne officials

interviewed for this study indicate that local opinion about the freeway became more favorable

after the route was changed. The majority of city offici~fls interviewed indicate that the

freeway wiU provide a benefit to wanspormtion which will be dismbuted over the corridor.

Their rejection of Mayor Bradley’s efforts at trading highway funds for mass transit confn’ms

their support for the project.

Delay is a major factor in city officia|s’ assessments of the economic value of the

freeway. While they cite a potential boon for commcr~al development around the

interchanges,they blame the delay associated with the injunction for a period of negative impact,

because property tax revenues decrcasccl and planning was not able to move forward.

During the litigation Calwans rethought the importance of continuing with the freeway.

An April 11, 1974 memo to file, indicates that consensus had been achieved at the headquarters

level, that the Century Freeway should proceed, even in light of the potential (under the 1973

Federal-Aid Highway Act) for deletion and substitution to mass transit. In 1977,the California

Office of Planning and Research released a memo outlining a strategy to be employed if the
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project continued to be stalled m court thus jeopardizing the availabihty of federal funds. Thxs

~malysis was requested by the Business and Transportauon Agency which recognized that some

l,and of mansportation facility was needed m the corridor (memo from OPR to Business

Transportation Agency, 7/12/77). The memo recommended a State declaration of intent to

complete the project as presently desxgned; xt also discussed a contangency joint effort to

develop (with local agencies) a list of altemauve projects. The effort would include a package

of corridor traffic improvements; local streeL hxghway and transit improvements; a regionwlde

transit development program; and an econotmc development component serving the

transportauon needs of the corridor and the region (memo to Mike Fischer from OPR, 7/12/77).

2. The Influence of Political Administration in the Develot~ment of the I-105

We hypothesized that the State’s treatment of the Century Freeway project might be a

function of poliucal administration. We based this thinking on the general notion that the

admmistrauon of Governor Edmund Go Brown, Jr. would reflect an anti-Century Freeway

position as a specific example of an anti-freeway and what was characterized as a "small is

beautiful" governmental philosophy. And we further hypotheslzed that the Deukmejian

Admmistrauon might be more predasposed to rapid implementation of the freeway project.

These generalities proved to be too simplistic.

It is true that Caltrans respondents overall saw the Brown administration as opposed to

freeway development m general and the Century Freeway in particular. But, as told by our

respondents, the treatment of the I-105 project by the Brown administration was influenced by

several factors and cannot be characterized as unequivocally negative toward the project.

Many Caltrans interviewees did see an anti-Caltrans attitude in the high offices of the

Brown adrmmstration and a disapproving attitude toward the Century Freeway projecL

Descriptions ranged from "generally not enthusiastic" to "very negative." And some cate a

stat~stically verifiable down-turn in highway constructaon dunng Governor Brown’s tenure

which they relate to anti freeway attitudes. But this conclusion does not translate in the minds

of interviewees to outright attempts to delay or stop the Century Freeway. And respondents

differenti~Lte the attxtudes of Caltrans Director Glanturco and her ultimate boss, Governor

Brown.

Both Governor Brown and Director Gianturco were described as generally opposed to

eeway construcuon as an answer to the State’s transportation problems:
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Many

to that

"I don’t think there’s any secret that...both Governor Brown and our
director, Adnana Glanturco, were fully tuned into basically where we
are today, that you can’t build your way out of the transportauon
mess .... You’ve got to use an integrated multimodal approach .... It’s
time we started diverting some of that money to other modes of
transportation so we can develop a system. Since we’ve focused so
much attention up to this point, we need to cut it off and just maintain
what we have and get out there and start developing something else.
Now that might have been a little too abrupt...And I think that turned
a lot of people who were highway oriented off."

respondents, however, distinguish Governor Brown’s pragmatic and political response

of Ms. Gianturco which can generally be summarized the way she did herselfi

"There’s a broader question: we saw our freeway development in Los
Angeles, as elsewhere, as being a part of a broader problem which was
how do you provide for the movement of people and goods in an
environmentally compatible economically reasonable manner. And there
was no presumption on our part that freeways were the best way to do it.
If anything, the presumption was that the wansponation system was too
heavily dependent on highways and automobiles and that if we were to
f-uL~ the legislative mandate to create a balanced transportation system it
meant we needed to start devoting attention to other modes of
trarmportation to bring them into some kind of balance with highways."

Ms. Giantumo attributed pan of her reputation to two items: depiction by a pohtician that

she "had been involved in stopping freeways in eastern Massachusetts" which she said she "had

absolutely nothing to do with" aud the unfortunate timing of her assuming office at the same

time that the infamous diamond lane on the Santa Monica Freeway was begun:

"There was a second thing that was important in the creation of that as a
reputation and that was the fact that the day that I became director of
Caltrans was the same day that the diamond land on the Santa Monica
Freeway started in operation and so I was indelibly linked with that
project. And I was its chief defender, even though I had noticing to do
with instituting it.o.I got on the wrong side of that issue pohticaLly, I
gUeSS."

Others outside of Caltrans concur:.

"Everyone would argue that she just stopped everything° But I think the
math of the matter is, it was somewhere between her desire not to do
some of these tlungs and the facL..we didn’t have a lot of money. And
so, we were always trying to figure out what to do with the limited
sources, with the limited supply we had. And you were forced to do
funny things, because you would do a federal project because you could
get 85% or 90% funding even though there was a state project that was
clearly more desirable do do, but wc didn’t have the money for it."



And others observe that even if Brown and Gmnturco may have been like-minded

p~osophlcally, they reached then- positions independently: "She had no access to the

governor’s office. She had no access to Gray Davis’ office. She’d like to tell the world that

she was carrying out the governor’s daily direction. That’s so much bullshit."

In fact that is not what she told the world in our interviews: "I did everything I could to

speed up, these things, not that I was in favor of the Century project, because I recommended

against it. But in terms of trying to slow it down, that was never my intent or Governor

Brown’s as far as I know. He never talked to me about the Century Freeway until fairly late in

the game."

Thus the Brown Administration position on completion of the Century Freeway

reflected several different Administration objectives:

"Brown asked me specifically what I thought, and I told him that the best
solution was where we were then, to get out of the mess we were in, which
was years and years and years of what I felt was a really bad situation--a lot
of right of way had been purchased and we were in the process of trying to
maintain the right of way the best way we could and [it] really did hamper
the development of the cities along the corridor as far as them proceeding
with their master plans of development.

~aad I told him in my judgment...the best way to get out of it was to
complete the freeway at that time. But, if we were sta,ning from scratch, in
knowing what the costs were at the time, that I would certainly question
whether the building of the Century Freeway...was the best use of
transportation dollars .... And he eventually decided that was the thing to do.
So I think the Brown administration wrestled with what to do."

Both Brown and Giantureo were seen as taking on a major force in trying to change

attitudes toward freeway construction. Their opinions:

"were extremely unpopular...among many interests in the state .... Not in
fire least, of course, were the highway builders whose trust fund, the
h~tghway trust fund was...really the source of bread and butter for their
businesses...and they had very much come to look upon it exactly like
~tat. That’s their money. In spite of the fact, of course, it’s taxpayers
dollars. So for Jerry to want to hold back freeways in lieu of other types
of transportation development was heresy enough. The fact that he was
also talking about using some of this money to build replacement
housing...that had been destroyed by transportation money...was even a
more controversial measure. And then you had one third element...a lot
of affn’mative action...and clearly this was...ground-breaking stuff.
TbJs was a totally different way of doing business than Caltrans had
been use to."
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3. The Brown Adm~mstmrion’s position in the negotiations of the Consent Decr~

The specific role played by the administration in formlllafing and knplemenung the

Consent Decree is a different matter. There exists a general opinion that people very close to

Governor Brown were highly influential in directing the nature of the settlement:

"And my guess that Ryphasky was getting his orders from the governor’s
office--sit down and strike the best deal you can get with the Center for Law
on the consent decree, and negotiate with them but don’t come back to us and
tell us you can’t do it or you won’t do it. And I just assumed that the consent
decree was entered into as a direct order fro the governor’s office."

Other views of the negotiations also indicate that people in Caln’ms at the highest levels were

not making decisions on the nature of the settlement itself.

"We met up in the commission room on the second floor....And every
demand that HCD and the plaintiff made--and HCD and the plaintiff were
one, were arm in arm. That’s what I remember. And it got so bad...we’d
have to agree to whatever Phillips and Don Terner asked for. And then
once we agree to that, they’d come back to the next meeting with more
demands, and to the point where Adriana said...’Let’s get out of here.
We’ll just let Dick Rypinsky take the orders.’ And that’s what happened.
So it was not a negotiated thing. It was totally dictated, the terms of that
consent decree .... Everything that the plaintiff and HCD wanted they got. I
remember thinking, ’gee, you’d think HCD was the plakntiff.’...That’s my
big contribution to your report because I remember it well."

Specifically, with regard to negotiations on the housing elements: "Oh, we knew that

we’d have to do a lot of replacement housing. Well under S 1 at the time, there was housing as

a last resort. And we had worked with FHWA and local communities, and were about ready to

come up with a written agreement between these parties. Then we started meeting with Phillips

and Terrier and Silbermzn, and we were just told this is not going to be a Caltrans right of way

program. HCD would get the whole thing. Adriana supported Calwans. I have to give the

lady some credit there."

I One interesting cbal|enge in San Francisco led to the eventual allocation of funds to the
Century Freeway. Although no legal challenge was made, citizen opposition to several
freeways in the area during the 1950s was "vociferous" (Steiner, 1978). Neighborhood groups
organized to contest proposed freeways on the grounds that they required too much property,
degraded neighborhoods, required unatlractive structures, and destroyed nclghborhood
business centers. On January 23, 1959, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors registered the
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public sentiment m Resolution Number 45-59. The resolutaon voiced the board’s opposxtion to
the cons’a’ucuon of all freeways proposed tn the San Francisco Master Plan and resulted m the
termmatton of several proposed links to the interstate system (Steiner, 1978).

2 This provision is not included in the Amended Consent Decree.

3 The $.110 million dollar program was later adjusted m $126 million. Also, in 1988, the
consent decree was amended so that units constructed under the 110 program were transferred
to the 1025 and 1175 programs. This action completed those programs.
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CHAPTER

IMPACTS: AN INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the consensus, alternative scenario for freeway development

had ]Keith v. Volpe not been resolved by the consent decrees of 1979 and 1981. It also

provtdes some of the more global evaluations of the impacts of the Century Freeway

project under the consent decree and of the Century Freeway as it might have evolved in the

absence of the decree. In addition, this chapter presents highlights of the detailed analysis

of the Cenu~y Freeway elaborated in the following chapters.

A° CIRCUMSCRIBING IMPACT ANALYSIS: DES~ON OF THE

COMPARISON PROJECT

We r~liTed early in our study that the planners of the Century Freeway and the

drafters of the consent decrees worked in the context of major changes:

legal changes (cog°, environmental, transportation and housing law enactments,

enhanced access to judicml review of administrative agency actions, codification of

the gains of the civil rights movement);

social changes (increasing environmental awareness, the so-called "freeway revolt",

the public interest law movement);

economic and political changes (adoption of President Carter’s Urban Initiatives

Frogram, changing leadership at Calwans, decreased gasoline tax revenues because

of the Arab oil embargo and the use of fuel-efficient vehicles).

In order to distinguish between the impacts of the consent decree and the impacts of the

Century Freeway, we first had to separate out the impacts on the project of changes in

society, politics, and the law. That is, we had to describe the Century Freeway as it might

have been implemented had ]~eith v. VOI_De plaintiffs and defendants not agreed to resolve

the c~e through a consent decree.



We presented to our "elim respondents" in our first questionnaire the task of

describing an alternative freeway development scenario (see Chapter I of this report for 

description of the methodology used in the first questionnai~). The chart on the following

page summarizes the Comparison Project and the actual Century Freeway.

Some highlights of the Comparison Project versus the acmaI Centmy Freeway:

Groundbrezklng for the freeway would have occurred four years earlier under the

Comparison Project. It is unclear how the Reagan administration’s economic

reassessment of all federal aid highways would have impacted the Comparison

Project. The Comparison Project would, however, have been under construction

for over two years before President Reagan’s inauguration.

The Comparison Project would not have required nor been impacted by ongoing

supervision by the court. Judicial scrutiny of the construction of the Comparison

Project would be ~d hoc, identical to that extended to a typical freeway construction

project.

The entire route of the Comparison Project would have been opened some six years

prior to the projected opening of the actual Century Freeway (1987 versus 1993).

The duration of construction would have been nine years for the Comparison

Project, as conwasted with a projected eleven years for the actual Century Freeway.

The difference of two years is the delay attributed to the consent decree.

The routing of the Comparison Project is the same as the actual project, but the

Comparison Project features some significant design differences. The Comparison

Project would cont_~in one additional lane in each dire~on, but would be missing

the light raft line provided by the actual Century Freeway.

The scope of the housing construction program in the Comparison Project is

significantly smaller than that of the actual Century Freeway. Five hundred units

would have been constructed under the administration of C~Itrans in the

Comparison Project, while the actual Century Freeway anticipates about 3,000

units implemented with HCD as the lead agency.
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SUMMARY OF SIMILARfflES AND DIFFERENCES BETWtEEN THE COMPARISON PROJECT AND THE ACTUAL CENTURY FREEWAY

CENTURY COMPARISON
FREEWAY PROJECT

FREEWAY CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

a Add~Jonal publlc hearing= would hlve been held after
luumlce of the 1972 injunction yQs yes

b Formid EnvironmentsJ ~p~"t Statement (EIS) would
be prepped yes yes

c Groundbmld(ing would have occurred in 1g82 lg79

d. Ongoing over~ght of project by ~he court fee no

Freewly opened to t~affio

more than 80

only after entre
route completed

about 20

¢s segments
are completed

~ Entire route opens in 19~3 1987

I~REEWAY DESIGN

=; Route festure= bell*~iped curve =round Hawtt~ome yes yes

h. Number of lanes for mixed flow traffic 6 lanes 8 lanes

(’-~. Numbsr of high ~cupancy vehicle (HOV) lense 2 HOV lanes 2 HOV lanes

rAul built concurrent median .~rm~sd, ~ tmnsd with freeway future r~ul/busway

~, Numb~Dr of Iocid lntsrohanges 10 16

HOUSING

Numl~Dr of repia©ement units constructed about 1,000 about 500

I:, Humber of addRion=i units constructed to replenish
housing stock in affectecl commun=b~ about 2,000 none

Dept. of Hou=ng
c, Load agency for Implemantstion of housing progrcm & Comm Dev ~=

d, Federal highwiy trust funds usecl for rep|scement hous.ng yes yes

e Feder&l hlghwey trust funds used for rep|en|ihment housing fee not apphcable

f Establi’,=hment of ¯ xpltate agency to represent t~e Intemm of
~.Antuqf Preeway al=piRcees yes no

TRAJN|NG/EMPLOYMENT/~FIRMATIVE ACTION ISSUES

a EstablL,=hment of pr~ppranticeshlp trlunsng programs for
potentJ=i construction worker=

Project requlree con~actors to ut~llzo corridor buiMnem=
and res=dents

¢ ~llsttment of = center for Cenfury Freeway employment

Establil~ment of technical m=st~ce program= for mlnonty and
women,<)wned busmems

e. Establishment of ¯ separate agency to provide an ou’~nch
program ~or potent~J female constn~ction worken~

Est~|~lhment of ¯ lep~uate =gency to monitor and enforce
compUa~nce with &ff,rmetive =ct~on procedures for Century
Preeway construction and employment

g

h. Establishment of s local C~Vanl Civil Rights office to
monitor affirmative lot=on compliance

Golds for women and minority eubconv=cting and employment
would exceed existing fe~era~ goaJs

yes

yes

no

ye# no

yes yes

yes no

no



The Comparison Project would not have involved an Office of the Corridor

Advocate to represent those &splaced by the freeway.

Affirmative action pmgams in the Comparison Proje~ would be similar/n kind

and amount to those routinely implemented by Caltrans. Goals for minority and

women subcontracting and employment would have been set and enforced by the

C.altrans eivil rights unit in Sacramento. Goals would have been the same as those

required under extant federalregulations for feAemt a/d highway projects. An

independent mon/toring and enforcement body like CFAAC would not have been

involved in the Comparison Project, nor wo~d Caltrans have included in its local

organization the District 7 Civil Rights Branch. No special provisions requiring

participation by corridor businesses and residents would have been operative under

the Comparison Project.

The summary chart provides more details on the differences between the Comparison

Project and the actual Century Freeway.

B. SOME SUMMARY INDICATORS

Both the second questionnaire and our in-depth interviews probed general costs and

benefits, general advantages and disadvantages of the consent ~e. In this section, we

present data on some of these summary indicators.

1. Satisfaction with the Project’s History_

Overall, respondents indicated that they were dissatisfied with the history of the

Century Freeway. Local offieials hadicated that they were the most dissatisfied, while

respondents from Caltrans’ "opponents" in decree implementation (plaintiffs, CFAAC, the

Advocate, etc.; see Chapter IX on interorganizational issues) reported being most satisfiecL
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"1 am satisfied with the history of the Century Freeway"

50.

40. Overall 2.51
o Caltrans 2.53
C CFL/CFAAC 3 14= 30-~" Local OfficEals 2.29
P HCD 2.77
"- 20-

10-

0-
strongly d=sagree undecidedagree strongly
d~sagree (2) (3) (4) agree

(1) (S)

F~jure II1-1

We found a significant negative association between satisfaction with the fi’ceway’s

history and level of emotional involvement in the decree’s implementation (r = -0.3 I). In

other words, the more a respondent was emotionally involved in the project, the less

satis:Sed the respondent was with the freeway’s history. We also detected a trend in the

same direction between satisfaction and degree of professional involvement (- 0.1.2). That

is, the more professionally involved one is in the decree’s implementation, the less satisfied

one is with the history of the project. We found no relationship between knowledge of the

freeway’s history and satisfaction with the project’s history.

2. Assessment of the Freeway. Housing. and Affirmative Action Com_tmnents

We posed a series of questions asking respondents to weigh the benefits of the

three most fundamental components of the project under the consent decree against their

respective costs: the design and construction of the freeway itself, the housing program,

and the affirmative action program. 1
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Assessment of the Freeway Itself

A majority of respondents felt that the benefits of the Century Freeway’s

construction outweighed its costs. We found significant differences in how organizations

balanced these costs and benefits.

"The benefits of the Century Freeway’s design and
construction outweigh the costs"

5O

1
ill,
II,

10.

strongly dIsagree undeczleclagree strongty
dasagree (2) (3) (4) agree

(i) {s)

Overaih 3.24
Caltrans. 3 02
CFL/CFAAC: 3.50
Local Off¢0als: 3.17
HCD. 3.86

Figure ill-2

Simply reporting the mean Caltrans response belies sharp inn’a-organizational

differences on this item. As the figure below shows, Calu’ans respondents were seriously

split on the question of whether the benefits of freeway construction and design outweigh

the costs.



"The benefits of the Century Freeway’s design and
construction outweigh the costs"--Caltrans only

20,

Oo

strongly disagree undec=dedagree strongly
d=sagree (2) (3) (4) agree

(1) (S)
Fcjure !11-3

We tbund no significant rcl~onship between knowledge of the costs of construction and

agreement that the benefits of freeway construction outweigh the costs. We also found no

relationship between knowledge of the transportation components of the decree and

agreement that the benefits of freeway construcdon outweigh the costs.

Assessment of the Housing Program

In comparison to the evaluation of highway costs and benefits, respondents were

less ]~kely to say that the benefits of the housing program outweighed the costs. Here

agahl, we found that organizations differed markedly on their weighing of costs and

benefits, with Caltrans and local officials being much more negative in their

evaluations of the housing program than either HCD or Center for Law/CFAAC

respondents°
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"The

4o
35

30-

= 20-
~15-

benefits of the Century Freeway’s housing
program outweigh the costs"

Overall. 2.84
Caltranso 2.55
CFL/CFAAC: 4.07
Local Officials" 2 40
HCD: 3 82

,

strongly d=sagree undec¢ledagree strongly
d~sagree (2) (3) (4) agree

(I) (s)

Fcjure ill-4

We found no significant association between agreement that the ~nefits of the housing

program outweighed the costs and either knowledge of the housing components of the

decree or knowledge of the monetary costs of housing.

Assessment of the ~tive Action Program

Overall, respondents evaluated the afYLmaafive action program more favorably than

the housing program. We found considerable differences ~mong organizations. Caltrans

and HCD were evenly split in agreeing that the benefits of the ~tive action programs

outweighed the costs; Center for Law/CFAAC respondents almost unanimously felt

that the benefits outweighed the costs; and local officials, although split, tended to feel that

the costs outweighed the ~n¢fits.
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"The benefits of the Century Freeway’s affirmative
action program outweigh the costs"

35-

30-
Overall 3.01

>’ 25= Caltrans: 2.93o
c

CFUCFAAC" 4 57= 20-o- Local Offetals: 2 55
1 5- HCD. 3.23

10-

strongly disagree undecidedagree strongly
disagree (2) (3) (4) agree

(1) (5)

Figure !11-5

There was no relationship between either knowledge of the decree’s aff’mnative action
components or knowledge of the costs of affimmtive action and level of agreement that the
bene, fits of the affirmative action components outweighed the costs.

.
Lone-Term Imoacts: Actual Centm’v Freeway vs. Comoarison Project

Enwa’onmental Impacts

We also asked respondents m assess the overall environmental impacts of both the
actual Century Freeway and the Comparison Project. Overall, respondents perceive the
actual Centre3, Freeway to be not only less environmentally destructive than the
Comparison Project, but they also felt that the actual freeway has a net positive
environmental impact. Respondents from all organizations except corridor cities found the
actual Century Freeway to be environmentally superior to the Comparison Project.
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50
45
4O
35
30-
25-

15-
10-
5-
0-

very
harmful

(-2)

Overall Environmental Impacts--
Actual Century Freeway

Overall: 0 11
Caitrans. 0 45
CFLJCFAAC: 0.42
Local Offaclals: -0.70
HCD" 0.75

somewhat rto effect somewhat very
harmful (0) benefic=al benefacJal

(-1) (1) (2)

Figure iiF6

45

35

>, 30-
o
~" 25-
¢3"

" 15’

Overall Environmental impacts--
Comparison Project

GrOUD Means

OveraJl: -0.09
Caltrans- 0.17
CFL/CFAAC: -0.50
Local Officials: -0 43
HCD: 0.10

very somewhat no effect somewhat very
harmful harmful (0) beneficial benaf=c=al

(-2) {-1) (1) (2)

Figure 1(I-7

Caltrans and HCD respondents perceived that both ~he actual and the Comparison

Project would have a net positive environmental impact; |oea| officials perceived both

projects to have a net negative environmental impact; Center for Law/CFAAC

respondents felt that the actual Century Freeway would have a net positive environmental
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impact, and that the Comparison Project would have a net negative environmental impact.

The absolute magnitude of the difference in environmental impacts between the actual and

the Comparison Project is largest for Center for Law/CFAAC respondents.

Soctal Impacts

As was the case with environmental impacts, respondents overall associated the

Comparison Project with a net negative impact, and the actual Century Freeway with a net

posi five social impact. And again, only local officials perceive the Comparison Project

as the socially superior project.

50

Overall
Actual

Social Impacts--
Century Freeway

4o
35 Overall" 9.31
30. Caltrans- 0.55¢-

= 25. CFL/CFAAC: 1.08
o- Local Offcials: -0.60P
--- HCD 1.05

very somewhat no effect somewhat very
harmful harmful (0) beneficmt benef,cml

(-2) (-1) (1) (2)
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Overall Social
Comparison

Impacts--
Project

5O

>, 4O
o

¢)= 30-
O"

- 20.

Overall: -0.02
Caltrans- 0.32
CFL/CFAAC. -0.58
Local Off¢=als -0.35
HCD: -0.15

10.

very somewhat no effect somewhat very
harmful harmful (O) bertef=ctal beneficial

(-2) (-1) (1) (2)

Figure ill-9

Caltrans respondents were the only group m evaluate positively both the social

impacts of the Comparison Project and those of the actual Century Freeway. Center for

Law/CFAAC and HCD respondents perceived net positive social impacts for the actual

Century Freeway and net negative impacts for the Comparison Project. Local officials

negatively evaluated both die actual Century Freeway and the Comparison Project. Again,

the greatest absolute difference in comparisons of the social impacts of the two projects was

perceived by Center for Law/CFAAC respondents.

We direct the reader to subsequent chapters for additional results and analysis of

responses to our second questionn_~irc. Rather than present these results in a chapter

separate from the qualitative results of the in-depth interviews, we incorporate these

questionnaire results in chapters devoted to corresponding substantive impact areas. For

example, questionnaire items concerning procedural and administrative impacts of the

freeway development scenarios arc addressed in the chapters on organizational and

mterorganizational impacts (Chapters VIII and IX, respectively).

C. ELEMENTS OF THE DECREE IN THEORY AND IN PRACTICE

We next present some general findings about ammdes toward individual elements

of the Century Freeway Consent Decree drawn from our interviews. We pay particular
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attention to those elements which interviewees ininally favored being included m the

freeway project, but which in practice have fallen short of expectauon. We also contrast

the opimons of Caltrans interviewees with those of inchviduals from other organizations.

1. _ "n I n

The Route

The great majority of interviewees approved of the freeway’s route. But even at

Caltrans, the location of the freeway was not universally approved. While the majority

of agency respondents favored the route, others felt it a poor choice:

"I think the damn thing should never have been built, and I think it
would have been better to have abandoned the project."

and

"If I could go way back and start all over again, I wouldn’t have
built k. But given where it was, the fact that the community had
been disrupted for so long, I’d have to say that...it would promote
the general welfare...But if we could go back and undo all of the
disruption, I’m convinced, in my own mind, public policy and the
general welfare would be better served by having nothing
whatsoever and the money spent m another fashion."

Non-Caltrans respondents who had reservations abut the route itself mentioned

its impact on the minority community and the perceived illogic of ending the 1-105 west of

the ][-5.

Freeway Design

A majority of respondents disapproved of the down-scoped project, but still felt

that the freeway would promote the general welfare when operational; in the words of one

Caltrans respondent, "six lanes are better than nothing." Caltrans interviewees who

opposed the six lane result cited inadequacy of service which they associate with the

scaled-down size.

Non-Caltrans respondents were somewhat mixed in their evaluations of down-

sizing but generally much more supportive than Caltrans respondents.
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Light Rail

Caltrans saw the addition of a transit component as a compromise that was

required to move forward with the project. People expresr~ed their views of the

transportation value of the provisions as "lukewarm", but were almost uniformly in

approval with the inclusion of fight rail.

Among the non-Caltrans responses which are most important is that of FHWA,

where the reaction was mixed. One high level official stated:

"I was not going to be a party m have them claim rail out of highway
funds. I did agree to allow them to have a choice ff they were
funding rail from other than highway. I agreed to design, to
accommodate, to not cut them off ff that was what they chose to go
with."

Number of Interchanges

Responses here were similar to responses to the reduction in lanes. Interviewees

generally felt that levels and patterns of traffic warranted more interchanges, but that ten

interchanges were better than none. At Caltrans and in corridor cities there is general

disapproval of the reduction in local interchanges. Opponents cited both negative impact

on local arterial congestion and on economic development within the corridor.

Interestingly, the other highway expert agency, the FHWA, was not of like mind:

"I agree with the concept [of ten local interchanges] ..... the only
reason I pause...is because we were encouraging the spacing
between the interchanges in urban areas of generally about two
miles. This freeway facility’s interchange spacing is about a mile
and a quarter and so it is going to create some traffic operation
problems and it runs up the cost..."

2. Housing Elements

The Housing Program in General

Most viewed the inclusion of the housing program in the Century Freeway project

favorably. The housing program elements in the consent decree caused the greatest



chslress among Caltrans people, even among those who were responsible for articulating

the idea that provision of housing could be seen as a n-atigation measure for the impact of

freeway construction. A variety of concerns was expressed from philosophical

opposition to the use of governmental authority to shift what were seen as legislatively

pro, tided for objectives of highway funding to equity concerns: "It’s a positive thing to

generate units...but the conferring of huge economic benefits on arbitrarily selected

individuals is a very unhappy situation."

Even those who have been involved in the housing program itself express

reservations in part because of the lack of clarity as to whether the goals of the housing

provisions are to serve displacees or the communities in which replenishment housing will

be provided. There is near uniformity of opinion that the methodology selected m Exhibit

B to execute the housing program was inappropriate.

HCD’s Role in the Housing Program

A slight majority of respondents initially favored the assigmnent of HCD as lead

agency in the housing program, but a strong majority said that in retrospect, HCD’s

selection has run counter to the general welfare. The Caitrans reaction was quite

strongly negative: HCD was described as incompetent and as having no track record in

pro, riding housing and little experience. Concluded one respondent: "I always said, ff

they could ever build a house, I’d eat it."

Center for Law interviewees acknowledged personnel problems which hampered

HCD’s ability to effectively implement the program, but cite exogenous factors

responsible for the "bureaucratic nightmare" of the program:

"HCD has never had primary responsibility for the housing
pro ram....The reality is that they have had to deal with Federal
Highways as well as Caltrans, and in Sacramento, an administration
that has second-guessed them every time they went out to buy a
pencil....That’s not in the best interest of the program."

Some respondents felt that the program could have been effected more competently

by other organizations, such as local cities, Caltrans, or HUD. Others, including a

minority of Caltrans respondents, said that given the nature of the task and how the decree

structm’ed the program, no agency could have performed particularly well.
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Use of Highway Trust Fund for Housing Program

The evaluation of the provision establishing payment for the housing program with

federal funding gencmmd a complex and qualified response from Caltrans people, with

more respondents approving than disapproving. Some objected m any pr~cdent-setting

status which might be amibuted to housing provisions on the 1-105, but they recognized

that the demographics of the corridor justified ~omc special housing provisions. Some

also recognized that the political environment at the time of the consent decree’s drafting

precluded the freeway project going forward in the absence of a housing program.

Imterestingly, our sample of FHWA interviewees also approved of this provision:

"I don’t have any problems with that. The expenditure of highway trust funds is not all

that pure--they are spending highway mist funds for all sorts of things, not just hard

consta’uction."

HCD respondents, while approving philosophically of the use of highway trust

funds to support this portion of the Century Freeway project, argued that this particular

funding strategy created problems:

"I think the program would have been more effective had it drawn
from other sources of funds as well .... But the problem was,
because ninety two percent of the money came from the federal
highway trust fund, there were the constraints that wcrc imposed
upon us (by) FHWA....We could have effectively created the
housing units, created the replenishment housing, done the
rehabilitation through the use of non-profit housing development
corporations and in conjunction with private developers without
creating a project office and a bureaucracy..., but it would never
happen as long as ninety two percent of the money came out of the
federal highway trust fund."

The Advocate

Overall, a majority of those interviewed both approved of the advocate in concept

and in practice. But the disapproval of this entity within Caltrans was strong and deep

with few exceptions. Respondents were concerned that the office duplicates agency

efforts, and that there was never a need for an Advocate in the first place:

"All over the state we have displacees. When they are abused, they
have no problem with seeking redress for those abuses. They can
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find pro bono law Fwms. They can find community interest law
firms to turn to. They can fred profit-making attorneys to ram to
who will work on contingency fees. And we can’t get away with
abusing anybody if we wanted to. Never have and never will be
able to get away with it. They have legaslators to turn to. They’ve
got a w~de variety. So they don’t need this oversight."

There was a minority position within Caltrans which approved of the Advocate:

"The Office of Right of Way, which would be involved in doing
these kinds of things, had tended to be an advocate for the Office
and an advocate for minimizing the costs of the Office in acquiring
real estate and real estate transactions. The Advocate wouldn’t care
about that. The Advocate would care about making sure the people
would get what was coming to them. So I think it’s a good deal."

In large part because of personalities within the Office of the Advocate, there is also a

concern that the Advocate has created an adversarial atmosphere in implementation of the

decree and completion of the I- 105. If the following statement of one of our interviewees

is correct, the agency has itself to blame: "[Plaintiffs] wanted something more far-

rea~.~hing, and I think the concept came from the guy that was chief counsel here at

Caltrans at the time. And he espoused this and sold it to the plaintiffs in lieu of something

else they wanted."

3. Affirmative Action Elements

Employment Provisions

The inclusion of the employment program for women and minority members

enjoyed widespread popularity. Praise for actual accomplishments of the employment

programs was more measured. Some pointed to the fact that while those actually

employed benefitted, the project as a whole suffered because it resulted in increased costs

(p~trficularly for the housing program) and resulted in delays. Others cited disappointment

thal the prograrm promised more than they were able to deliver°

The employment action program for women and minority members raised some of

the greatest concerns in Caltrans. But while respondents identified legal and policy

difficulties with the program, Calwans interviewees generally supported the concepts upon

which it was based.
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Subcontracting Provisions

Like the employment provisions, the subcontracting provisions were generally

viewed by respondents in a positive light. The condition making ineligible conn’actors

who fail to demonstrate reasonable efforts to reach minority and women subcontracting

goals was a particularly troublesome part of the consent decree for Caltrans

respondents. Although they supported the program in concept, a minority of interviewees

was concerned about its costs and complexity of the program, especially with regard to

substitution. Others felt that subcontracting goals were too high, and led to overextension

of some M/W’BEs and use of subcontractors of marginal quality. Perhaps the reason for

their ambivalence was the recognition that the !aw-indepcndent of the Century Freeway

case--was evolving in the direction of the concept included in the consent decree

provislons.

CFAAC

The evaluation of this organization within Ca|trans is very negative and the

feelings are widespread and deep. There is nonetheless a strong minority view that sees

the concept of the CFAAC as worthwhile and necessary. One reason for approval was

articulated as follows: "At the present time thc arrangement is working pretty well,

though, you know, it continues to bca pain in the neck for the bureaucrats. That’s not

necessarily a bad thing°" CFAAC respondents acknowledged the sometimes adversarial

nature of their relationship with Calwans.

A major concern evolves from the perceived delay caused by the CFAAC review

process. At one point in the 1-105 history as remembered by a Caltrans employee:"we

were running at an average of 90-120 days between advertising and award which was just

absolutely unacceptable and insane." The goal was to change that period to 45 days and

this respondent said that has been gcncrally accomplished. (We do not indcpcndently

confirm this observation.) Another major complaint from Calwans is that the services

CFAAC provides arc duplicative; but both Caltrans and others recognized deficiencies in

Caltrans own monitoring and enforcement of ~-m~tive action regtdations, both when

CFAAC was originally formed and continuing to the preset.

Perhaps surprisingly, CFAAC interviewees themselves are opposed to the

creation of the organization in its existing form. "I felt it was too little...the



processes...the various steps for appeal. I felt we needed to have more clout; otherwise,

we’re just a paper tiger." Some Center for Law mterviewees made a similar assessment

of CFAAC’s relative impotence: "It (CFAAC) acts and Caltrans says, ’Too bad.’

CFAAC appeals. Caltrans overrides the appeal." FHWA observers are mixed in their

evaduations; those who oppose focus on the impact of the alleged duplicative monitoring

of construction contracts.

4. Attorney’s Fees

Other than Caltrans respondents, interviewees tended to approve of payment of

attorney’s fees to the Center for Law in the Public Interest. Caltrans respondents often

had a very strong negative evaluation of this provision. While Calwans respondents

rec~gr~e the value of the concept of awarding fees to a prevailing public interest party,

they are "ouwaged" at the ongoing nature of the payment schedule:

"I think John Phillips and company have really captured a golden
goose here. There’s no question that they deserve a lot of credit for
the identification of the community need and for the opportunity to
address that need and have served their constituency welI by
delivering genuine economie benefits. They’ve also gotten rich out
of it. For example, in the past year we paid $395,000,
notwithstanding the fact that all the legal work has been done."

same respondent also was among a small minority who appreciated tile value

of Caltrans’ funding for displacee and EEO requirements: "C.altrans management remains

railer resistive and resentful in this area viewing these expenditures as an unjustified

diversion of money that could otherwise be spent on conerete...The fact is that by

ourselves we would not have addressed these problems. Well, I’m speaking too

eritS~cally. I’ve forgotten that we were the ones who took the original initiative and started

a replacement housing program."

Others in Caltrans approved paying fees to the Center during the decree’s

implementation, but cited "frustration" and "acrimony" arising out of fee disputes as

adw.~sely affecting the Caltrans-Center for Law relationship and, ultimately,

implementation of the decree.



D, BENEFITS OF THE CONSENT DECREE

The generally identified major benefits of the consent decree varied with

organizational affiliation but there was general agreement that the consent decrees had a

positive impact on affirmative action policy and on the overall project review process by

which presumably was meant the consideration of the various impacts at a freeway

construction project.

1. Caltrans Perspective on Benefits

Several Caltrans respondents stated simply that there were no benefits to the

consent decree. Those who identified benefits mentioned:

¯ The Housing Program

One respondent equated the housing provision with a mitigation measure common

to advanced environmental law: "I came to believe that if we’re going to replace

habitaL..for waterfowl or ducks or turtles, that we should really think about replacing

habitat, affordable habitat, for people because our typical replacement housing payments

don’t result in replacing affordable housing in a community. "

¯ The Decree Allowed Completion of the Century Freeway

¯ The Decree Provided for Mass Transit

The Decree Applied a Comprehensive Review of a Public Works Project (with
increased sensitivity to the social and environmental costs of freeway construction)

,, The Decree Provided Employment and Training Programs

The Decree Provided General, Non-Quantifiable Benefits for Minority and Female
Employees and Businesses

This pemeption expressed below is reflected elsewhere in this report:

"It has no effect except in a negative context on Caltrans. Insofar as
the positive effects on Century, and it’s had a few, especially on the
affm’native acnon....The contractors do have higher minority
business parucipation, higher women business particupation, and
probably higher minority and female employment. Regrettably,
nobody can give you honest statistics to show any of that."



The respondent also argued that the consent decree "probably helped Caltrans from the

context that the very high attainment levels of minority business have helped Caltrans

colmteract the general less than effectiveness of civil rights. So if they didn’t have the

Century Freeway to rest on, they wouldn’t look qmte as good in minority business use."

2. Non-Caltrans Per svec vnve~onB~nef~

General benefits of the consent decree cited by non-Calwans interviewees included:

The ~e Represents Compliance with Environmental Law

The Housing Program

Creation of a Model Program which Provides Needed Training,
Employment, and Subcontracting Opportunities

Actual Increases in Women and Minority Subcontracting and Employment

Application of a Comprehensive Review of a Public Works Project:

Tl~,s was a widely appreciated impact. As one local official summarized:

"I think the major benefit is socializing the whole system.., at the
federal level, the state level all the way down to local level. It was
the forenmncr of the kind of consensus building and interaction
among all the segments of the constimency...ranging from the guys
who even provide material, guys who build, guys who plan, state
interaction when you acquire land. How you deal with people who
arc displaced. The whole system got socialized in a different way so
that you won’t have any of this kind of work done without people
~g of these points that have been raised in this consent decree
process."

° Delay

Sorae saw delay as a benefit:

"I uriink there’s a benefit here in delaying this .... had we not
intervened this thing would have been built, what, ten years ago? I
don’t know how long we delayed it. And had we...not...they
would have been off doing another freeway...I don’t know of any
other freeways that are being built in the L.A. basin. So in a sense,
whiIe we didn’t stop this one, wc stopped every other one...These
are dinosaurs. They shouldn’t be built."



3. .The Distribution of Benefits

The identities of the beneficiaries of the consent decree raised modest concerns for

most of the respondents.

Caltrans respondents generally felt that the beneficiaries of the consent decree

were minority and women employees and subcontractors [and the agency itself].

However, respondents feared that beneficiaries were not and ~ not be those people who

were harmed by the 1-105 project. Nonetheless, intervSewees concluded that the analysis

of beneficiaries was complex and merited further study. Interviewees classified benefits

into several categories. One high level official summarized: "Perhaps some of the

displacees [were benefitted]-I think there were probably a lot of people helped try the

advocate in dealing with Cal~anso I don’t think the affirmative action committee had

much help for the community as such, but did for minority and female interests in total."

Another who concluded that those who were harmed by the freeway/transitway

were not the same groups as those who would benefit put b3s conclusion ha strong terms:

"...there is a missing link as far as I am concerned. I think about the guy
who is next door to the freeway who lived through ten years...of hell, that
jungle over there on the other side of the s~eet, whose property value went
down and who probably hasn’t gotten a thing out of it. who is living
through the noise and the dust of construction, all that disruption to his
family and his home. And what was he paid? He has got another three
years of toughing it out before he gets fenced and planted and settled down.
So I think there is a big delta there, a loop that doesn’t get closed."

Some of the non-Calwans respondents put the question into a social context which

makes the analysis of benefits and beneficiaries more complicated: A CFAAC

respondent described a reaction of corridor residents who have not benefitted from

construction employment opportunities: "People resent that. It’s bad enough you came

here and tore down my community and now I can’t even get a job on your crew."

On the other hand another CFAAC response was:

"I would have to say the groups they were intended to [benefit], the minorities and
women as cmployees and as businesses [were actually benefitted].. Here again, if
for nor more reason than it gave thcrn a flag to carry and it helped them not bc shy
about pursuing what they’re entided to get. They~’e enutled to a fair chance to get
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conwacts and not be cxcludcd or kept out of the process simply because of
somebody’s perceptions of them based on their gender and ethnicity. So it shored
people up, gave them that confidence, that, what I’m trying to do, xs worth trying
to do. And there are other people who are there trying to help me do it. Even ff
they didn’t get the dollars, or the work they thought they should get, or would
get."

An FHWA intcrwewee argued that the analysis of benefits demands careful

scrutiny. The interviewee used the housing example:

"You know, you work your life to get out of a community and move
to a better community and they they come along and tear down. Like
people up in the West end, Inglewood and Carson: theyYe not going
to move back to South Central L.A. You don’t know what it means
if you live out by the section near the 405, and the only thing
comparable they offer you is back over in South Central L.A., and
you have two sons, twelvc and thirteen years old, they may not
live to see fourteen. There was no sociological thought put into the
housing plan, and the people who were displaced were not the
people that benefitted."

A colleague added a pragmatic effect which addresses the relationship between harm and

benefit: "[w]c deal in real estate values which don’t include intrinsic or sentimental

values--this leads to dassatisfaction. But almost all people negotiate. Wc seldom have to

condemn an owner occupied building."

A further complication of this relationship comes from the alleged fraudulent

behavior of some beneficiaries: "Generally yes [those harmed are those benefitted]. But,

see, some of these people coming in here are big crooks. You know, they’re told in black

and white and great big letters ’thou shalt not go out and get a second mortgage on this

thing.’ We must have at least fifty of the people that have gone and done that. You’ve

got to--you know, without being a snob, you’ve got to recognize the class of people that

you’re dealing with in this mess."

E. COSTS OF THE CONSENT DECREE

The major costs of the consent decree cluster on housing costs; costs related to

delays; and costs related to the creation of new organizations. However, the perceptions

of costs, like those of benefits, range widely and there is little consensus on actual costs.
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1. Caltrans Perspective on CO~I;~

Calwans respondents employed numerous ways of accounting the costs of the

consent decree. The areas of concerns were:

- Extra costs associated with the housing program;

Extra costs associated with payment of attorney’s fees;

Extra costs associated w~th delay and its effect on the costs of freeway
construction;

Extra costs associated with dividing consu’ucfion into numerous construction
projects these t,~e two forms: [1] higher actual costs associated with the larger
number of engineering requirements, plans and adm~stration of contracts and [2]
costs associated with requiring contractors to work with subcontractors with whom
they had not worked before; and

Colts associated with support of organizations which would not exist absent the
consent decree, including bodies internal to Caltrans, such as the District 7 Civil
Rights Branch.

These costs need to bc "devalued" according to one respondent because "to some extent

the amount above what it would have cost theoretically is worth it because of the

possibilities of benefit coming."

.

A local elected official also described this need for discounting costs:

"Had the state in its administrative procedures been fair and equitable, it
would not have been grounds for court intervention in the first place.
Probably the consent decree made a mark...as a symbol to transportation
pianners that enviroranental and socie~l impact in capital projects has to be
part of that early seeping and configuration of expectations of what a
project is going to do and how you are going to go about working with the
California public...if there were additional costs...they were costs for
public benefit and they should really be viewed as that."

Non-Caltrans Pcrsoectives on Costs

CFAAC

* Costs of impact on physical land use planning in the affected communities.
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Estimated cost of $15 million to fund CFAAC,

Costs of attorney fees.

Costs associated with the court’s use of "ineffective" consultants.

Plaintiffs

Plaintiffs recognized costs to the community linked to delays in the completion of
the project: "Maybe increased shopping in their malls,..and use of their off-ramps.
And to the extent the delay cost them ten years, it cost them ten years of taxes,
business license taxes and new property taxes."

FI-DNA

¯ $50 million for administrative overhead expenses.

¯ Costs associated with the housing program.

¯ Increased right of way and construction costs due to inflation.

Co~ddor Cities

O

HCD

O

Delay: According to one City Manager:. "Extreme delay.
gets done? Is that a delay or is that a delay?"

Costs associated with attorney fees.

Costs associated with delay.

Ouestionnaire Respondents’ Perspective on Costs

I mean, god, ’93 when it

Furthermore, if we can attribute recognized costs of the actual Century Freeway

project [in a comparison with the Comparison Project] to the consent decree, our second

questionnaire identified several areas of cost concern.

First, for all groups the perception is that the monetary costs of the Comparison

Project are generally much less than for the Actual Project under the Consent Decree. The

five areas which were ranked most different in the comparison with regard to monetary

costs are (in decreasing order of difference):
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Housing Replenishment

Legal Support

Affirmative Action Monitoring and Enforcement

Project Administration

Right of Way Property Management

Caltrans respondents indicated the following five areas where costs of the Actual

Century Freeway were most different than costs of the Comparison Project:

Housing Replenishment

Affirmative Action Monitoring and Enforcement

Right of Way Property Management

Legal Support

Corridor Maintenance

Excluding Caltrans and FHWA respondents, these five areas were listed by the

remainder of respondents as most different in terms of monetary costs:

Affirmative Action Monitoring and Enforcement

Legal Support

Housing Replenishment

Housing Replacement

Project Adminisw~tion

More detailed results on the economic impacts of the decree are addressed in Chapter VII.

1We recograze that ¢hvKlmg the project into these three ~g~ete components ~s simphsuc and neglects the
connections, for instance, between construcang the Mghway and the ~¢fmmattve acaon program. These
connections are explored m considerable depth m subsequent chapte~ of the



CHAPTER IV

THE CONSENT DECREE: PRIVATIZED LAW-MAKING OR RESPONSIVE

POLICYMAKING?

A. INTRODUCTION

The vehicle used to change the history of the Century Freeway was a consent decree.

Some l~aders will be very familiar with the Century Freeway consent decree, a member of a

group of legal entities about winch relatively little may be known. Consent decrees are very

common. The exact incidence is not known but Resnik (1987 @ 46) reports that in 1985 of the

269,848 dispositions in federal court "15,661 were ’consent judgments’ while 127,919 were
, °

°~ ’disma,;sals that include but are not limited to dismissals predicated upon consent." The

Department of Justice monthly lodges a half dozen to a dozen consent decrees just in

environmental law cases (Environmental Law Re_txrrter Updatek Indeed under some law, the

government must use the consent decree mechanism.1 To understand the specific ease of the

Century Freeway decree, some background on the general ease is helpful This chapter is about

the Century Freeway consent decree; but it puts that decree into a legal context for

policyraakers.

1. .Our Apwoach in This Chat~ter

]ha this chapter, we f’LrSt define consent decree and describe its advantages and

disadvantages in ¢hspute resolution as they are understood in public policy analysis. We then

present the major milestones in the evolution of the Century Freeway decree. Following this,

we evaJLuate the decree in several ways before turning our attention to the important functions

that the rule of the judge and judicial orientation toward a decree play in its ultimate efficacy.

2. ]h’hy is the Consent DecrerLof Interest to Pohcymakers?

First, understanding of the decree may assist policymakers in determinations of

~he device m conflict resolution in other CLrCUmStanees. Of interest is: the extent to which

it can vary with the parties involved and the circumstances of the ease; the extent to which it can

be made predictable; the extent to which it can be designed to protect identified interests; and the

extent to which it can be controlled by the original parties.
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Second, and specifically, to Caltrans, future projects, such as extension of the 710

Freeway, may be sufficiendy controversial that a decision about conflict resolution and/or

litigation witl need to be made. Whether desirable or not to a particular admimstration, the

consent decree w/11 likely be suggested as a means of resolving controversies. Information

about the potential of the decree should prove useful in the analysis of how to apm, oach

settlement ff the decision is to enter a consent decree.

Third, from some perspectives on the Century Freeway consent decree it has been

difficult to know what happened in its implementation. By understanding the general case,

understanding of the s tmcific case may resulL

Fourth, through understanding of the decree, policymakers may be able to identify areas

requiring change and reform in the public interest. To what extent is the consent decree a

~, rather than a legal device that can only appear in one form, at one time, sought by one

type of litigant?

B. PUTTING THE CONSENT DECREE INTO CONTEXT

1. History 1: The Consent Decree as legally defined: and aS a Public Policy Tool

The story of the Century Freeway, while idiosyncratic in many ways, is the story of the

use of a public policy mechanism which has been much discussed, but little understood

empirically. The questions raised in the literatttre, in the state houses and in the courts about the

value of consent decrees in conflict resolution generally suggest why the Century Freeway

consent decree has been conu’oversial.

The consent decree involves comqiet resolution by means of a process that is unique

within judicial intervennon.

A large public policy and legal literature exists on the consent decree. Consent decrees

have been employed to address what some plaintiffs and activists see as the intransigence of

numerous serious public policy problems: in attempts to reform Indian schools, prisons,

educational financing systems and facilities for the de-institutionalized mentalIy ili and for the

institutionalized retarded.
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Most simply, a consent decree is an agreement formahzed by the judiciary to settle a

lawsm~ according to principles agreed to by the parnes. "Such decrees represent executive

acqme:;cence m a form of liugauon that departs from a model of juchcial acuwty based solely on

bipolar disputes over trachfional private rights" (Shane, 1987 @ 292). A consent decree has

been &;fined as a hybrid m the law. as It contains elements of both contract and in iunction.

Insofar as it represents an agreement of the parries in the settlement of hugadon, it is a contract

and its source of authority "comes from the statute that it implements" (Percival, 1987 @ 334).

and its "force comes from the parties’ agreement, not from the law that was the basis of the suit"

(EasteIbrook, 1987 @ 20).

However, the consent decree also embodies an injunction because the judge has

approved the settlement and has ordered defendants to comply with it. [There is considerable

uncertainty as to the extent to which a consent decree is aa elaboration of equity powers or

something distinctively different from the injunction which can be dissolved very rapidly.]

Resnik has written (1987 @ 43) "...those litigants who have terminated then" lawsuit by 

consenl decree have a contract that is something more (how much more is not clear) than 

~rivate contact.’ A judge has signed the contract, and that contract can be enforced as a

continuauon of the original lawsuit and, in other jurisdictions, as a judgment."

"the exact meaning of a consent decree is the subject of some differences of view in the

courts and in the legal hterature. One Federal Cn’cuit has distinguished between a "true consent

judgment" ("all the relief to be provided by the judgment and all of the wording to effectuate that

relief is ageed to by the parties" and a settlement judgment ("the parties have agreed on the

comportents of the judgment...but have not agreed on all the details or the wording of the

judgement [and]...the judge is obliged to determine the detailed terms of the relief ami the

wording" (as summarized in Resnik, 1987 @ 45).

Consent decrees can contain formal devices to monitor compliance which vary in the

terms of their intrusiveness into the defendant’s (often an administrative agency’s) actions and

in their effectiveness. The devices for monitoring can include elements as innocuous as

retention of jurisdiction to full time appointment of a special master to oversee implementation of

the deczee (Jost, 1987).

"Ihese decrees often are, ftrst, extensive as well as affmnative ha what they require;

second, they are administrative in character, setting up the courts as a new source of authority
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and accountability or as the managers of public restitutions. Thh-d, they are legislative m the

double sense of entailing fundamental alterations of pohcy direction and of frequently requL,4.ng

augmentation of financial resources. Fourth, they necessitate conthauing judicial involvement ha

their implementation and modification. Finally, often they have proved resistant to appellate

review.

2. Advantages and Disadvantages

Whose advantage and disadvantage?

As with several elements in an analysis of the Century Freeway, def’ming what is aa

advantage and what is a disadvantage of the use of the consent decree depends on perspective; it

requires tal~g the position of a plaintiff or defendant.

Because the agreement between the parties requires final approval by the court, it is

entered as a judgment in ~y cases and the legal doctrine of ~ precludes further

litigation of elairns covered ha the settlement. The consent decree enjoys a presumption of

validity and is rarely overturned. To an agency official who inherits the requirements of a

decree (and who may disagree with the vigor with whach a predecessor negotiated the decree)

this rigidity certainly is a disadvantage. To a plaintiff who worries about the changing

commitment to consent decree goals within a changing administrative agency, this characteristic

might be labeled certainty.

In genera.l, advanm~s described have been aniculate~ based on a comparison with

protracted litigation. To some extent that comparison begs the question in the Century Freeway

case, for some observers have concluded that protracted litigation was not necessary. As one

attorney for Caltraas put it with regard to the option of vigorously defending the original

lawsuit: "I told my client on more than one occasion that we should duke it out."
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Genera lly Recogmzed Advantages

Nonetheless, m this comparison advantages include:

Use of the consent decree avoids the time, expense, and risk of a trial;

It results in a detailed, far-ranging injunction;

Because it is composed by the involved parties its implementation should be more

feasible and its provisions should be more freely-tuned than one formulated by a judge;

Defendants are more likely to comply with a consent decree they helped formulate;

Consent decrees increase the proba~W of compliance because they create "useful

vehicles for court control over parties" allowing the litigants "a right-of-return and

preferred access not only to the federal courts but perhaps to the very judge who

participated in the negotiation of, approves and, in any event, entered the decree";

"Consent is a preferable basis for action because the parties are exercising their own

powers, because the parties have better information than courts can ever have, because

the parties may do voluntarily what they may not do under compulsion" (Resnik, 1987

@ 71);

Use of the decree can provide one of two important advantages to deferral ant agencies: a)

it can avoid judicial interference with the agency’s preferred remedial plan; and b) "an

agency may...avoid a judgment on the merits on a broad question of law that could be

decided in a mamaer that would have an adverse impact on other agency prograrn.~"

(Percival, 1987 @ 331); and

Avoidance of the "Prisoner’s Dilemma": "Consent decrees enhance the prospect of

settlement by providing an efficient mechanism for enforcement of settlement

agreements" (Percival, 1987 @ 334).
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Generally Recognized Disadvantages

"Negotiation is conventionally perceived as a relatively norm-free
process centered on the transmutation of underlying bargaining
strength into agreement by the exercise of power, horse-trading,
threat and bluff." (Shane, 1987 @ 274-5, quoting Professor Melvin
Eisenberg)

Similarly, in the absu’act, difficulties or problem areas with the use of the consent decree

are several; some are legal and some are socio-legal.

The consent decree circumvents the rule of law. By avoiding what some legal theorists

consider the normal tr~5_idons of process established to adjudicate constitutional rights,

the consent decree appropriates public power for private purposes. "Trial and judgment

exist not just for the benefit of the parties, but are intended to serve public purposes, and

thus cannot be waived or otherwise disposed of by the parties, and, if they have a basis

in Article HI or precepts of natural law as to what it means to act as a court, may even be

beyond the reach of the legislautre" (Fiss, 1987 @ 15). Resnik has noted that "(w)hen

interpreting a decree, judges are to enforce the bargaia made by the parties rather than the

purposes of the legislation that gave rise to the underlying action.’’2 Resnik characterizes

the law on consent decrees as "ultimately muddy" after describing recent case law

changes which she concludes raise several legal issues which now cons~aLu judges in the

entering and modification of consent decrees.

A corollary of the above is the criticism that consent decrees bootstrap courts to powers

that they would not have under existing law. However, the United States Supreme Court

has held that "...to the extent the consent decree is not otherwise shown to be unlawful,

the court is not barred from entering a consent decree merely because it might lack

authority...to do so after a trial."3

Consent decrees do not reflect the benefits of the true adversariness of adjudication:

"...an agency’s settlement may bc shaped more by the agency’s internal political agenda

or by its responsiveness to an ongoing relationship with the suing party or parties than by

a faithful, disinterested assessment of the most appropriate implementation of its statutory

responsibilities" (Shane, 1987, @ 272).
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Ilt is not legally clear whether public participation requirements are triggered by settlement

by means of a consent decree. Should serding be considered a discreaonary acaon,

fllercforc subject to partlclpation requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act?

C~msent decrees affect people who are not parties to the case who deserve an oppornmity

to be heard (Schwarzchild, 1984; Shane, 1987; Anderson, 1986). "It is not only that

bargaining goes on behind closed doors, and thus is inaccessible to public scrutiny, but

a~[so that the bargaining is dominated by, and is conducted for the purpose of furthering,

file interests of the parties who are in control of that process" (Fiss, 1987 @ 11).

Similarly, consent decrees "bind successors in office, even though they have not

consented to the settlement of the decree, and are not fully or adequately represented in

the bargaining process..." (Fiss, 1987, @7).

Consent decrees often require agencies to take action without appropriated funds.4

While "[f]edcral judicial authority to direct the expenditure of funds is strictly

constrained," in practice a judge can state the option of implementing reforms, closing a

fitcility or otherwise altering services in ways which practically require fund expenditure

(Note, 1977).

Consent decrees raise important issues of separation of powers. That doctrine in its

simplest form reflects the constitutional assignment of differing responsibilities and

authorities to the branches of government and protects the encroachment on a branch by

mmther branch. The "categorical" model of the doctrine holds that "a fundamental aim of

public administration is to confine Congress, the executive, and the courts, respectively,

to three categories of tasks--making, implementing, and interpreting law" (Shane, 1987,

@278). The consent decree, argues its detractors, violates the separation of powers

&~a’ine by allowing the judiciary m act in an executive and even in a legislative capacity

through its far-ranging orders, sometimes not constrained by standards.5 The concern

over this doctrine extends into three areas: enforcement of the decree; interpretation of t.he

decrees; and entertaining requests for modification of decrees (Shane, 1987 @ 268).

Caurts, which speak the lang-tmge of legal rights, are placed in consent decree oversight

in positions of having to treat detailed remedies, costs and benefits (Note, 1977).

Judicial identification of the administrative issues which relate to crafting a meaningful

remedy is not easy.
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Consent decrees raise the question whether "a judge who helps shape a proposed consent

decree can fairly adjud/cate e~ther the adequacy of the represenmtmn or the adequacy of

the compromise itselfo.°How can we expect a judge who helps fashion a settlement to be

open to the possibLt/ty that the bargain made is not a good one-or is simply not one a

litigant wants?" (Resnik, 1987 @ 97).

More practical problems of formulation and implementation derive from the difficulty

courts may have in determining who are the proper parties to negotiate consent decrees.

Judges may indulge in several erroneous assumptions:

16

2.

.

4.

5.

Plaintiffs have discen~ble, homogeneous interests;

Defendants are officials of organizations with an identifiable and coherent

structure;

The relevant org~ons are before the court;

The defendant organizations have rehfively consistent interests; and

Plaintiffs and defendants are on opposite sides of the case,

A corollary is a concern with "the flow of information from all interested parties..."

which is jeopardized by incomplete representation of parties (Lawson, 1983).

In making the above assumptions, courts often ignore patterns of administrative agency

behavior that have been widely studied by students of org~iTation theory and of

bureaucratic pohtics.6

3. History_ 2: The 1-105 Consent Decree

We have summarized the history of the decree in Chapter 11. Provisions of the decree

itself are also described in Chapter If. Here we present a few important milestones in the

history as perceived by interviewees as a means of helping to understand varying perspectives

on the consent decree.

Plaintiffs’ Goals m the Litigation

Some perceive that a key event in the history of the freeway was a change in plaintiffs’

goals regarding the litigation from unequivocal opposition to any freeway to a pragmatic
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wilhngness to accept some form of freeway in the corridor. This perception is most common

among lahe defendant organizations. According to a semor Caltrans engineer:

"They stated it right up front at the begmnmg....We want to stop
rd~s project. We want money to go to transxt .... I think maybe the
hand-writing was on the wall as far as they were concerned despite
their efforts to kill the project. Even with the support of the Brown
admimstration they were not going to do it."

Other Calwans respondents perceived disnnctions among the named plaintiffs:

"They intended to kill tlns freeway. They announced that this
freeway would never be built, penod. That is the attorneys. Now,
the goal of the indaviduals who were named plaintiffs...was to
enhance the compensation they would get for their
homes .... NAACP, I don’t know what their role was. The national
fi~Iks I don’t think wanted to be involved in this at all...But the
attorneys for the Center, they were the moving factor...And they
t~mded to act as the party’s liugant rather than the counsel...Did (the
goal) change? Yes. They reahzed that they would never achieve
that end....As years went by, I think they realized that the society in
tlmt area would not allow the freeway to die."

Our interviews with Center for Law attorneys handling the case prior to the consent

decree indicated differences among them with regard to the goals of the lawsuit. According

to one atlorney:

"...Hawthorne had one goal, although when they joined our suit
they never expressed it....I believe the city was pnmarily interested
~ the route change. So they were a very provincial interest.
C’learly, most of the other plaintiffs had a variety of goals. The
Keiths and the individuals wanted that freeway stopped .... (T)he
Sierra Club, I think, clearly believed the same thing. They wanted it
slopped. But in addition to that, they wanted the law complied
with .... Do you want to know what my goal was?...I mean, I’m an
envtmnmentalist, right? I wanted to stop the freeway."

According to mother attorney for the Center for Law, the goal was:

"(’,to) stop until thorough environmental analysis was done, and that
c~uld lead to scrapping or at least (delaying the project) until
redesigned...Not many of us believed we could stop the project for
evermore, even at the beginning."

Some attorneys for plaintiffs acknowledged housing concerns which functioned as

opposition to the freeway itseLf."
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"...(O)ur feeling was not that it was a bad idea to build a freeway.
We didn’t have any opinion on that, at least I dadn’t and I’m not
aware that any of the clients did. But the housing needs had to be
met and that was what we cared about .... There were some
people...whose posiuon was that given the vacancy rate aa housing
m the Los Angeles area that was within the means of these
displacees, that it would be impossible for the highway department
to meet those needs without building housing which was simply
beyond anything that they would then consider. So that really, this
lawsuit was going to have the effect, whether or not it was intended,
of stopping the freeway."

The Decision to Settle

Plaintiffs’ attorneys arrived at the decision to settle the lawsuit in the spring and summer

of 1978. Interviews with plaintiffs and analysis of archival materials from that period indicate a

number of factors whach influenced the settlement decision:

Questionable prospects of having the courts nile the EIS inadequate. A legal analysis of

Ninth Circuit EI$-adequacy cases prepared at the Center for Law in July 1978 indicated

"very little in these fact situations which is helpful to us. The only case in which (the

Ninth Circuit) upheld the lower court decision that an EI$ is inadequate was presented in

an opimon only two paragraphs long" (’Internal Center for Law memorars:lum from Jorge

to Century Freeway Team, July 28, 1978).

Questionable prospects of having a court reject the project on the basis of Clean Air Act-

related consistency requirements.

Desire to avoid of a lengthy and cosily trial.

A perception that litigation was "a blunt instrument with limitations", unfit to tailor an

acceptable outcome (Notes on "History of Litigation," Center for Law, not dated).

Reliance on Caltrans to fashion an appropriate resolution to the lawsuit was unacceptable

because "Caltrans was ill-equipped on their own to come up with an analysis that would

support the building of this freeway and that would meet the requn’cmcnts of the last

resort housing laws. °’

Deterioration of the freeway corridor. No one disputes the fact that the injunction

imposed significant hardships on corridor residents and communities. In an undated
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"Talking Paper" plaintiffs state that because of "emotional and community chstress of

corridor residents during the suit, we are willing to settle."

Settlement would resuk in defendants’ unambiguous commitment to plaintiffs’ desired

transportatmn outcome: "Settlement is a rare opportunity to obtain enforceable, well-

coordinated commitments from all governments having to do with the Century to a

project with transit as wen as freeway features" (undated "Talking Paper").

A comprehensive settlement could "reconcile different client interests" in a package

"acceptable to all" (Notes on "H~story of Litigation,"Center for Law, not dated).

’The earliest dated drafts of "Settlement Demands" that we obtained from Center for Law

archive,,; place primary emphasis on achieving transportation objectives. An internal Center for

Law memorandum dated June 26, 1978 describes in detail various median treatments for the

Century Freeway, possible pedestrian bridges over the road, and noise mitigations. There is no

outright demand for a housing program on a scale as that currently being implemented. Listed as

an "area of concern" regarding future review of court-ordexv.xl housing studies is "the finding of

adequate replacement housing for low and moderate income persons. If possible, we should

require construction of new housing." Similarly, an affirmative action program similar to that

described in Exhibit C is not yet contemplated. Under the heading "Minority Hiring," the entry

reads ’"Ib the extent that minority hiring on freeway construction is not already required by law,

we could increase this requirement."

Settlement of the lawsuit was contingent upon the state’s receptiveness to the terms of the

Iawsuit. Rank and file Caltrans engineers and administrators, most of whom thought that

plaintiffs’ original allegations in the lawsuit were groundless, opposed the negotiations which led

to the signing of the consent decree. One Caltrans engineer summarized: "In a lot of ways we

found ottrselves at odds with out own director on the way it should be settled. In a lot of eases

we felt that [Director Gianturco] was in their camp and not ours." Plaintiffs’ transportation

demand.,; were certainly in step with the direction in transportation policy being pursued by

Governor Brown and Caltrans Director Gianmrco, as we summarized in Chapter II.

Many senior C_.altrans officials equated the Brown policy with a no-build policy:

"I was really ambivalent about Brown and Adriana, because...I felt
~ttat there had to be alternatives to the automobile. But to use that as
an excuse for shutting everything down was the principle indictment
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of the Brown ~dn~nisa’afion. There were times when I was ready to
rcslgn because of the conditions that were imposed by the du’ector
on those that were m the field. The lack of comprehension of what
went into where we were at the time and that you cannot change
overnight an organization or a traffic or transportation plan .... that
you can nibble at the edges, but you can’t shut it down and change
direction."

These and other officials cite political expediency as being the state’s primary reason for

accepting the proposed terms of the Century Freeway settlement:

’The Carter staff...looked for things that they could capitalize on to
help boost Carter’s image [in his Presidential bid] .... They put a lot
of emphasis on his urban policy. But in order to take that urban
policy program out on the campaign trail you had to have some
success stories to tout, and there weren’t many .... One of the things
[which could be turned into a quick success story]...was this
Century Freeway litigation. That is totally urban policy
based....Everything that the plaintiffs were asking for was
consistent with what Carter was saying in his urban policy
message .... The Carter people said ’you want to get back in good
with us,’ give us Century Freeway, and Jerry Brown told Adriana,
’sign it,’ in order to reconcile the relationship between Jerry Brown
and the Democratic Party ha Washington....That’s really how that
consent decreeo.ogOt signed°"

The deteriorated state of the corridor contributed to some senior Caltrans aclminisWators’

receptivity to a settlement proposal:

"I think everybody, including us, recognized that there was a detrimental
impact on housing supply,...on the economy of the commurdty,...on the
availability of jobs. And this evolved over a period of time as the situation
kept worsening....I think it got to the point where, before the consent decree
was signed, everybody had a pretty common goal of trying to make the
situation fight. I think this included the people who were opposed to the
project, to begin with, and us. Now, we may not have agreed to the extent
we should have_but I think the programs that evolved were an effort to
address the issues that were of major common concern by the time it got to
the point where we were actually negotiating a closure to the court issues."

The decision to settle was neither uniformly applauded within Caltrans or outside of the

Department. A Sierra Club official close to the case thought that litigation should have bccn

continued:

"...I can tell you, I did not want to settle, personally, and was only
convinced to do so...when I realized that the Center really was not willing
to continue to make the kind of commkmcnt that would be necessary to
litigate this case. (Center for Law attorneys Rushforth and Sutherland)
had gone and left (it) to John (Phflhps) and (if) he didn’t want to continue
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to liagate it, it wasn’t going to bc lhigated well and vigorously .... And so I
don’t know what got him to that posmon except that John has always been
more interested in negouatmg deals than he has in outright hammenng
[itigauon."

Scttlenaent Negotiations

Most Caltrans interv/ewees felt that the terms of the decree were never negotiated, but

mthcr were dictated to them by the Center for Law through sympathetic Brown administration

officials. Indeed, the consent decree signed in 1979 contains virtually all of plaintiffs’ original

settlement demands, and excccds those demands in thc area of affirmative action. Caltrans

officials doubt that several of the dccrcc’s components would have existed had litigation bccn

continued. Said one Caltrans aRorney:

"Caltrans had virtually nothing to do with the creation of the terms of the
agreement which it signed. This was the governor’s office initiative. I
Ithink ff it had been left to Caltrans probably there would not have been a
consem decree but we would have gone to court. The point being that this
consent decree...is rather unique in that the benefits achieved and the
Ithings agreed to be done by Calwans greatly exceeded anything that the
court might have ordered...at the conclusion of litigation. I doubt very
seriously, for example, whether the court would have had either the power
or the desire to mandate the construction of 4,000 units of housing. I
don’t think the court would have had the jurisdiction to require the creation
of CFAAC, for example, or the Corridor Advocate. So these things were
c.-a’eated only because Caltrans or---because the Brown administration was
willing to agree to them....This was a rather strange de, eree in that it really,
I think, gave more to the plaintiffs than even the plaintiffs had demanded."

The principal negotiators of the decree’s provisions were, on plaintiffs’ side, John

Phillips: and on state defendants’ side, Caimans attorneys Joe Montoya and Richard Rypinsky.

Mr. Montoya handled the first two round of negotiations for Caltrans, with Mr. Rypinsky

handling the remainder.

The basic components of the decree were in place after the first few negotiating sessions:

"The Center made a series of demands, things that they wanted in the
consent decree, and they were in the categories that you presently see in
l~ere: the construction, the housing program, the civil rights program,
n’ansit.,..We’d all sit down and try to come to some resolution to
opposing positions in each of those categories."

"I can only describe it as funny negotiation. It wasn’t negotiation in the
sense on most issues that I thought of negotiation because the director
agreed on the housing goals, for example, that the Center was proposing.
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And so on that issue it was a matter of just how much and how
broad.o..The (Caltrans) director agreed with the goals of the set-asides,
the work going to minority groups. It was simply a matter of how
much."

Early in the negotiauons, however, there were issues around which heated debate took

place. These included the size of the housing program, the duties of the ombudsman to become

known as the Corridor Advocate, and the assignment of lead agency for the housing program.

The author of an internal Calu’ans memorandum (February 15, 1979) describing the ongoing

legal proceedings wrote that there were six issues "upon which I would stand or die."

Opposition to HCD taking responsibility for the housing program was one of those issues. The

memo concludes:

"I am at a complete loss for recommendations for furdacr conduct
other than to suggest that we should continue to pressure them for
further discussion to resolve these issues. I like your suggestion of
dcfen’ing the Sacramento meeting until all issues other than HCD
control are resolved. In rewewmg the notes I made of our telephone
conversation in which you gave me several stand or die positions, I
find that wc re, ached three of those six positions and I most strongly
took that position at those times. Two things sorely trouble me. At
the present time I feel firmly convinced that ff those positions
change I will no longer bc able to participate in these negotiations.

"The second problem area resolves our possible remedies. There
was a time when I firmly believed that we could coerce ~aningful
settlement discussions by filing a motion for the lifting of the
injunction. I feel that in the present posture of this litigation such a
motion would bc futile ff contested. I believe that our
communications with the Center for Law have totally destroyed the
ability to defend the EIS in the event of subsequent hdgation. As a
result, I am at a total loss in ascertaining appropriate ways to make
the settlement discussions meaningful."

Some Caltrans officials privy to the negotiation sessions found the HCD/Center for Law

relationship particularly troubling: "HCD and the plaintiff were one, arm in arrn...It got so bad

as wc went along...through the agency’s [Business, Transportation and Housing] influence,

we’d have to agree to whatever Phillips and [HCD Director] Terrier asked for. And then once

we agreed to that, they’d come back to the next meeting with more demands."

Drafts of the consent decree and the Exhiblts wcrc circulated to senior Caltrans

administrators in Civil Rights and Right of Way. These admi,.isU’ators were not authorized to

"veto" major elements of the decree. They describe their roles:
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"(W)e were asked to comment upon draft consent decrees. And our
comments were ignored m many instances .... Minor things were
done to the drafts before it became final~zed,..My recoUecuon was
fl~at it was pretty weU a done deal as to having an advocate, having a
housing element. It was just, you know, these are some wording
changes that we could suggest that might make the settlement
palatable."

%Ve were in...the role of reviewing some of these consent decrees,
or drafts of the consent decree as things developed, and I think our
attorney’s direction was, ~’hat can’t you live with?’"

"[ got...the Exhibit C information. And I was supposed to rewrite it
and change it any way that I thought it would be better, which I did
fi~r a while. And then as negotiations proceeded, we started getting
these instructions...The only comment Rypinsky wanted from us
was (if a portion of the decree) was so bad that it would be worth
not having a freeway for...(I) would look at Exhibit C... and say,
’well, tlus doesn’t make sense, but it isn’t important enough to stop
the whole project.’...I don’t think it was a good practice simply
be.cause you need to have people say, ’these are my concerns’ and
that stifles that kind of comment."

Officials of corridor cities were also afforded the oppommity to review and comment on

drafts of the consent decree, but played no significant role in its negotiation. By this time, most

of the concerns of corridor cities had already been addressed. According to one official from

Downey:

"]I’m not so sure we wanted to play...a greater role. At that time our
rrtain interest was to get the thing going because we were suffering from
r&e injunction. We wanted to get those houses out of them. We even
went in and tried to get the court to allow us to just move some out to sell
m~d work with Caltrans....There was really nothing in the lawsuit at that
ttme that was in our interest...we’d gotten everything we wanted."

,Other city officials doubt that corridor cities would have had the wherewithal to play a larger role

~’~ven had they wanted to:

"WeU, in the first place, there wasn’t a sophisticated enough staff hem at
the time,o..when that was going. It was mostly in the hands of the city
council which at the time was comprised of elderly gentlemen who were
nIx into and never were in the mainstream of environmental thinking....I
don’t think they’d ever had a good urban planner in the city. So (the
city’s involvement in negotiations) would not have made any difference.
It would all have been gut reaction and just shooting from the hip."

Interviewees suggested that the biggest hurdle in the negotiations was getting agreement

on the size and scope of the replenishment housing program. Plaintiffs originally wanted one for
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one replacement of affordable units, which would have meant a 7000-plus unit housing

program_ A Cahrans attorney describeA the controversy and the role he played in it:

"...(T)hat became the biggest stumbling block in the negotiations, and 
realized that ff negofiauons were to succeed, it would probably require
some concession in that area. And I have to strike my breast and say that
I was the culprit that came up with the device that allowed that to go
forward. We were back in Washington. The plaintiffs were demanding
that it be in the~ under what is referred to as the last resort housing
program under the federal laws. And I kept telling them that there was
no way they could convince the federals that this was last resort housing
because all of the studies showed there was no need for last resort
housing, with the exception of maybe one or two units in a given
segment....I came up with the idea--not new to me--that had been used
before but never in this structure of determining that low income housing
replacement was mitigation of an enviroranental impact. And ultimately,
that was grabbed up and ultimately accepted by the federals. And that’s
why we’re stuck with the program, I have felt guilty about that for
years."

Like the housing program, negotiations conccn~g the affn’mafive action program were a

matter of "how much,", not "if". Here, Caltrans participants believed that the Center for Law

got more than they asked for:.

"(T)hey tacked on the civil fights type things. I don’t think the
Center for Law had any interest at all, even though NAACP was
allegedly their client. I don’t thing the Center had interest at all in
civil rights until at the very end, kind of as a second thought."

"It blew the Center’s mind to find out we were as liberal as we
were. In fact, initially we were showing them that they were
demanding what we already had in place .... Once they found that
out, then they raised their demands, and they got anything they
wanted."

Settlement Negotiations Revisited

Early implementation of the consent decree, according to the first quarterly progress

report on the project’s status, was "painfully slow." The project under the consent decree was

acknowledged to be the most complex undertaking of its kind because of the magnitude of the

housing challenge and the number of organizations which had to interact in novel ways. Even

before these new relationstfps could be cemented (for better or for worse), budgetary constraints

at both the state and federal levels and political changes at the federal level threatened completion

of the project.
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Some observers at Cakrans of the project pereewed that the project had less than full

support at FHWA even before the change in federal administrations early in 1981:

"The Federal Highway Administration people, before the Reagan
~:lm,nistration, were somewhat supportive of the original pro3cct. So
they seemed to be. By the time the Reagan administration came in, the
project had become sort of a joke with the Federal Highway people in
terms of, ’Oh, god, how did we ever get into tlus?’...So they were
beginning to take more of an active role in reducing the bag of money as
I recall .... (T)he Federal Highway Administration people sort of felt
negauve all the way along, I think, and until the Reagan administration
came in, they really didn’t feel they had the clout to sort of come down."

A senior HC’D official involved in consent decree negotiations suggests that a major reason for

FHWA’s original support of the consent decree was that settlement avoided a trial which could

have restflted in a court order demanding construction of housing units. FHWA officials wanted

no prccedem-setting decision.

FHWA officials under President Reagan inherited an agreement that they wanted no part

of. Theh" opposition to the project under Administrator Ray Bamhart was unambiguous.

Reasons for the opposition, according to senior FHWA officials, included economics and

philosophy:

’"Nell, part of it stems from the administration and Barnhart as a good,
f~dthful Republican’s conservative philosophy. And I think we have to
al:rpreciate that the consent decree was executed, signed, agreed upon
during a different...administration and I think part of that
administration’s agenda was urban redevelopment and revitalization and
fftat type of thing. I don’t think they saw any problem using highway
trust funds (for those purposes) whereas I flunk the different (new)
administration didn’t see it the same way.

"(The decree) was an abomination and an abuse of power of the
judiciary....We had provision for the purchase of homes in the Uniform
Relocation Act and that’s valid public policy but to go beyond that for
more matigation was unfair to other taxpayers in the country .... If we
applied (the decree’s standards for replacing housing) across the board,
we would have destroyed the highway program."

Administrator Bamhart proposed a sharply-sealed back highway and housing program

that was tmacceptable to the State. Senior official in the Brown administration, including

Caltrans ]Director Gianturco, HCD Director Terrier, and Business, Transportation,and Housing

Agency Secretary Lynn Sehenk, along with plaintiffs’ attorneys, met with Barrahart in
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Washington to try to negotiate a compromise. Director Gianturco headed the State’s negotiating

team. Recalls one Brown _~clmirdswation official:

"Everything was worked out...face to face. All the major provislons
were worked out. This was a day-long meeting, or maybe a day and a
half between (Gianturco) and Barnhart .... flt) may have been broken 
into two or three sessions, but that’s what it was .... the final legal
language which was..ominor, didn’t slow things down working out the
revised wording....Wc got the imprcssion...that they were obviously
ready to make pretty major concessions, because we went in there with a
real hard line attitude that wc would not accept anything less than
whatever it was we were asking for."

Others involved recall the negotiations as difficult:

"it seemed like everything was a problem,...like there wasn’t anything
that went smoothly, easily...that you could come to rapid agreement
on .... [The source of the difficulty was] all of us. Everybody wanting to
push their own agenda as far as you could."

Chapter II of this report presents a smmnary of the amended consent decree.

° History 3: Critical Events in Decree Formation and Implementation

"The consent decree might have actually been more helpful to Caltrans ff
k had come much earlier in the process because it might have brought in
all these other comqicting jurisdictions as parties. Rather than have
council blocking a street there might have been more councils speaking
through their lawyers. It might have developed a much more rational
plan with different ’goodies’ for the cities." [Seminarist ]

As might be expected with implementation of a consent decree, the outcome and the

evaluation of outcome may turn on critical events or decisions, Observers of the history of the

Century Freeway consent decree cited several [listed below by organizational affiliation]:

Caltrans

the decision to compromise early in the litigation, rather than to litigate fully; failure to

pursue avenues of appeal;

an overall change in societal values ["regarding mass transit, minority businesses, civil

rights..."] which set a context for reactions to specific provisions;
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changes m the political admimstration at the state and federal levels wluch countered
continuity m implementation even of non-connvversial provisxons;

the Willco Dump affirmative action dispute and the expense encountered in disposing of
hazardous materials found at the site;

early disagreements w/th CFAAC, including over the advisabRity of utilizing the pre-bid
conference;

¯ ~te realizauon of some minority participation objectives;

the absence of a Calu~ans constituency in the minority community which would have
allowed for challenges to interpretations which were less politically sensitive; and

/~tial negative rulings by the Court which made the agency reticent to legally challenge
aspects of decree implementation.

CFAAC

gldning early agreement to break up the project construction into a larger number of

relatively smaller consmaction projects;

¯ the Court’s acceptance of CFAAC’s approach to M/WBE goal setting;,

staff changes, including the loss of Mr. Broussard and the failure to appoint a director
dLaing a long interim- and

¯ the rcsmlcmring of the housing program.

Center for Law

¯ ct~nges ha personnel in major roles in CFAAC and Caltrans.

FHWA

¯ the restructuring of the housing program;
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* the incorimration of extant DOT regulations into Exhibit C; and

the convergence of the substance of aspects of the consent decree with the political

relationship of President Carter and Governor Brown.

HCD

decision that two-step procurement rules would apply to housing program and that

contracts could not be let on a sole source basis; and

early lack of progress in housing construction Ca critical non-event because it caused the

legislature, it caused federal government, it caused all of the others sitting on the outside

watching it who had some control over the destiny to be re.al skeptical, and as a result to

get more and more involved in the process.").

Others

¯ the impact of double digit inflation on the buying power of money in the mast fund; and

¯ changes in the Federal administration.

C. EVALUATING THE CENTURY FREEWAY CONSENT DECREE

An evaluation of whether the Century Freeway consent decree is a "good" decree

depends upon one’s perspective. This section examines the strengths and weaknesses of this

decree from the perspectives of parties involved in its implementation along criteria of the

parties’ own choosing.

1. The Century_ Freeway D~cree Compared to What7

Few of the principal players in the Century Freeway decree had experiences with the

consent decree approach prior to their involvement in the 1-105 project. Comparisons with

other consent decree involvement proved difficult for respondents since there was a surprising

lack of experience with employment of decrees by any group of respondents.
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Among Caltrans respondents only a small minont-y had worked with other decrees;

those who did had positive associations. Perhaps the absence of difficulty in these slmauons

(wtuch were much simpler than the Century Freeway) ill-prepared Caltraus people firom

realRstw.ally responding to the proposed Century Freeway decree. Snmmarized one Caltrans

attorney:

"We had entered into a consent decree under almost identical
circumstances in West Oakland...Grove Shafter...it was extraordinarily
quick and clean...contrasted with Century. In that case we agreed on a
replacement housing progam which was carried out rather
expeditiously....There had been demands by plaintiffs for an arrangement
similar to...CFAAC which we declined....The community has gotten
more in the way of housing, clearly gotten more in the way of housing,
than they would otherwise have."

]Plaintiffs did have experience with the consent decree vehicle but these involved

emplo~anent rights [Title’/], school desegregation, and anti-trust lawsuits.

2. :Neakn~sses of the Century_ Freeway Consent Decree

We asked interviewees to describe weaknesses in the consent decree. Definition of the

major weaknesses of the consent decree varied by organizational affiliation but there was

agreement about the absence of a dispute resolution mechanism.

Caltrans

® Creataon of new organizataons which act in an adversarial manner;,

- Disruption of sausfactory decisionmaking processes;

Looseness in language ("It’s almost as ff lawyers didn’t draft it as much as social

scientists might draft--I don’t mean that in a disparaging sort of way.");

* Failure to specify how compliance was to be measured;

¯ Inappropriate scope ("tried to do too much");

¯ Imbalance in bargaining power among the parties; and
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* Absence of an independent mediation body or other mechanism for dispute resolution.

Even within Caltrans, respondents did not converge on all of these items, including what

one might consider the predictable first Item. One interviewee offered an uncommon view of a

f~er CFAAC executive director:.

"He was made into an issue in and of himself. Hc was frequently
characterized as having personal reasons, his personal vendettas m
this or that. .... Once you do that organizationally, you can pretty
much ignore everything he says, and a lot of what he said was
fight. [And another federal administrator], who was just an
incredible shock to us, the way she acted and what she did, a lot of
what she said was fight. It’s the way she said it that allowed the
organization to ignore her."

CFAAC

* Lack of defmiuon of CFAAC authority and vagueness of its role;

* Absence of an enforcement mechanism;

- Placement of final authority on disputes with Caltrans;

* Failure to provide guidelines on interpretation/implementation;

¯ The housing program; and

The absence of an independent med/ation body or other mechanism for dispute

resolution.

Center for Law

Absence of a special master for enforcement;

¯ Granting too much power to Caltrans visa vis dksputes with CFAAC; and

¯ The housing program,
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HCD

,Conflict between the need to produce housing and m~ximizafion of participation by

’women and minoriues.

Advocate

Ambiguity in defining the role of the Advocate.

FHWA

The absence of an independent mediation body or other mechanism for dispute

resolution; and

- Ambiguity regarding the role of CFAAC.

An FHWA respondent explained another failure of the consent decree, that mandating

employment of corridor residents:

"...they said 75% of a contractor’s work force has to come from the
area in which the project is situate& But they...didn’t deal with
reality. In the real world, 90% of all major construction prime
contractors m’e signatory to collective bargaining agreements which
say they can’t hn’e off the street."

We also asked interviewees which aspects of the decree were unsuccessful or unrealized.

The most cited unsuccessful or unrealized provisions of the consent decree were those

addressing affirmative acuon employment and subcontracting goals.

¯ The employment plan;

¯ ]haadequate use of minority financial institutions;

The regional business preference program;

® The failure to effect a commitment to affirmative action goals by Caltrans personnel; and
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Inadequate enforcement of affirmative acuon goals.

This failure was contrasted with success in other areas of the affirmative acuon program. One

CFAAC interviewee smnmafized:

"I think we have a good...relationship of working with ~Calwans] and
establishing goals; creating those opportunities; having a bank of
businesses who can take advantage of those opportunities; and hopefully
making the certification process not such a difficult one or a lengthy one;
letting employees know what they have to do; working with the unions.
I think that the one element that has not really come about has just been
enforcement. There’s nothing there that can either motivate folks to
eliminate some of the obstacles because businesses get the work or
employees get the job. Subtle forms of discrimination."

3. Strenmhs of the Century Freeway Consent Decre~

The major strengths of the consent decree as ciwM by intcr~ewccs were the existence of

the housing program; the hmovative rezluked approach to review of a public works projects; and

the treatment of minority employment concerns. But responses varied by organizational

affiliation and Calwans interviewees were hard pressed to articulate any major strength. The

most-often cited strengths were as foUows:

* The decree allowed completion of the Century Freeway;

Exhibit C, and resulting creation of CFAAC and increased participation of women and

minorities in the project;

* The inclusion of the housing program in the overall project;

The application of a systematic, comprehensive evaluation approach to a major

wansportation project. Said a senior Caltrans administrator:

"The major strength is that it was the first time that ...the impacts of
public transportation, the broad impacts...were considered fully. So that
when you build a project, you take into consideration what is the effect on
the housing market .... what you’ve done to decrease the demand for
alternative forms of transportation. Every time you build a freeway, the
likelihood of a mass transit system goes down...AU of the social and
environmental issues were purportedly addressed in the decree. So in
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principle, it was an outstanding example of what decislonmakers ought to
consider in any public transportaUon project."

Provided a model of innovation in creating a transportauon network;

increased assistance for digplacces through Advocate; According to an attorney for the

Center for Law:

"I can attest to true success there, perhaps not in terms of every time there
was a complaint received a corresponding productive result, or resolving
the issue occurred. But there are enough instances where people were
really saved and put into good housing and put on their feet and the decree
did that."

Increased minority awareness of impacts of public works projects.

PROCESS, STRUCTURE, AND CONTENT: THEORY-BASED EXPLANATION OF

"[’HE CENTURY FREEWAY CONSENT DECREE

"the academic literature (summarized in Section B. 2. above) on the general advantages

and disadvantages of the consent decree approach suggests a number of critical "ingredients" in

any successful consent decree7. These ingredients take the form of critical processes during

and after decree formulation, as well as structures and elements within a particular consent

decree.

We presented interviewees with a set of sixteen sentences, derived from this literature,

describing an hypothetical, idealized consent decree. We asked (i) whether the sentences

describM the Century Freeway decree and (ii) ff the accuracy or inaccuracy of these sentences

were impor~t in understanding how the Century Freeway decree has been implemented.

~M1 of the descriptors were perceived by a majority of respondents as important in

explaining implementation of the Century Freeway decree. Analysis of the responses to

inchwdual sentences is presented below starting with those sentences perceived by the most

respondents as important, proceeding to those sentences which respondents were less likely to

deem important.
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L’The decree recognizes and overcomes potential bureaucratic rivalries and inertia which

could be obstacles toLmplernentation."

Respondents were unanimous in their assessment that the accuracy (or inaccuracy) of this

clement is important in understanding the I-105 decree’s implementation. By a margin of 3 to

1, respondents felt that the sentence was inaccurate.

According to most respondents, the decree at best does not overcome bureaucrauc

rivalries, and at worst, the decree creates new rivalries where none had existed in the past. A

Caltrans respondent cited the structure of the dispute resolution process for the Advocate’s

budget:

"It’s a perfect example [that] people don’t have a clue about organizational
realities .... If we don’t like the Advocate, we can have HCD approve the
budget of the Advocate and then us pay for it. But ff we don’t like it, we
can go to Business and Transportation Agency’s secretary. All that has to
assume is that our d/rector fights with the director of HCD and goes to the
agency, which is over both of us and have them decide in favor of one or
the other over something as insignificant as the Advocate. It just doesn’t
happen. All it does is cause HCD to be upset about having to develop the
budget and drag their feet while they’re doing it and us to s/t over here
and complain constantly about them wasting our money."

Other Caltrans respondents evaluated the deca’ee and its organizational arrangements more

generally. For example, a senior engineer in headquarters:

"Bullshit. It does exactly the contrary. It just creates more bureaucracies,
and bureaucracies in and by themselves, regardless of the Century
Freeway and everyth/ng else, are rivals and become contestants,
combatants damn near, you know, adversaries° It took a two-cornered
fight between the state and the reds and introduced a second state agency,
a consent decree, a whole lot of others."

CFAAC respondents also perceive bureaucratic rivalries as obstacles to implementation.

According to one CFAAC board member:.

"It did noth/ng to address that....The decree would have been a hell of a
lot better ff it had made clear certain things. I’ll give you an e×ample. On
the budget it says Caltrans shall fund CFAAC. WeLl, how Caltrans took
that was, you must come on bended knee and beg us for the money. My
interpretation...is, ’huh-uh, gang, it says you shall fund us. Here’s our
budget, give us the money. If you have a problem with that, then we go
to court. But in the meantime, you give us the money.’ ...The decree,
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the judge, in my opmmn, should have rcahzed that and set forth a
mechanism for detcrm~rdng and dealing with that."

An oft-cited bureaucratic "obstacle" was the imposition of Ft-IWA regttlations, tailored to

road construction, on HCD, which was charged with housing construction. One HCD official

said tha~t this arrangement was partly responsible for "more overlapping checks and balances and

asslgrm:tents of responsibihties than any other program that I have been associated with...in state

government for 25 years." FHWA interviewees sought to justify FHWA’s intense scrutiny:

"There was a lot of pressure on the housing program to do things quick and
perhaps dirty...There’s a lot of funds involved and we’re not the front line
on administering. The fact that we required people to proceed very
caunously and have specific procedures and go through a fairly lengthy
process has probably slowed things down m some respects, but I think has
also protected public funds better than they might have been protected
otherwise."

,An Executive Director of CHIP indicated that the stigma surrounding the Century

Freeway project exacerbated rivalries and inertia:

"In some ways the decree created new bmeaueratic rivalries
which...becarne obstacles to the implementation because often times
lahose in bureaucratic positions with the authority to approve, would
just sit on it. [They were] scared that compliance was in conflict
,~th their achievement of their position, or career. There weren’t
real clear messages that ff you made this happen at Century Freeway
that this was good for your career."

~’The decree establishes ways for parties to gain reliable information on compliance."

]By a ratio of 24 to 1, respondents indicated that this statement was important in

tmderslandmg how the decree was implemented. But respondents were about evenly split in

their assessment of whether the sentence was accurate.

Some in Caltrans thought that CFAAC had failed to establish reliable databases. And

those in Caltrans who thought the decree did establish ways to gain reliable information on

compliance didn’t necessarily believe that useful or reliable information was always produced:

"W~rell, it established some methods. And to the extent--I mean,
~reliability is going to be debated by both sides. The problem was with
the Century that the Center continually pohticized any data they had.
They were always looking to ratchet the leverage they had up a notch."
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Others in Caltmns perceive that assessing the reliability of information is difficult when

"compliance" with the decree is so hard to det’ine:

’~’Ymt may have been the intention originally, but I don’t know that
anyone could safely rely after the fact that there’s been compliance
just because a contract was awarded or it was designed or goals
were approved or what have you for a given project. I think all that
meant was that It managed to get through the hurdles."

As another Caltrans administrator stated: "There are so many, many gray areas in compliance°"

Center for Law respondents also question whether the decree adequately spells out what

consututes eomphance. They share concerns that, espec~aliy early in decree implementation,

w.formation on compliance was not compiled.

CFAAC respondents point out that the decree does contain a provision for free

information exchange, but that that provision is no guarantee that infonmtion on compliance is

even available, much less reliable. They point to Czdu*ans as the agency which should be

tabulating necessary data:

"One of my big criticisms is that from the very beginning Caltrans has not
had proper systems in place to collect, tabulate, and maintain accurate data
files, data bases. This not only goes for certification. There has not been
any tracking of MBEs in the system...I mean, no tracking at atl and just
no collection of the data. And I guess an unwillingness to do it. They
always cite budget issues and the inability to work with headquarters in
this manner."

One of the drafters of Exhibit C never anticipated the magnitude of eventual problems with

unreliable data:

"The key word there is reliable. Certainly this decree did provide an
opportunity for fo11~ to get information, but, you know, the reliability of
iv, formation is never any better than the folks who were gathering It and
disseminating it....I have seen even in some of the things that we thought
we were setting up as independent operations who would not be subject
to, let’s say, undermining by one pohtical interest or another
.... specifically .... CFAAC...for years gathered data to the extent it could
and there were problems eventually on that too. But gathered data on
minority and women-owned firms contracting on the projects:...the
complaint [was] expressed as late as 1987 that they didn’t know, neither
the staff nor the board of (CFAAC) knew whether in fact those f~ms
actually got the dollars through project execution that were indicated that
project did at contract award. That’s kind of a fundamental end result to
]¢a’low."
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"The court was willin~ to assume a central role in implementing the decree and

tJemonstrated a commitment to effective enforcement~

Respondents almost unanimously agreed that the role played by the judge is

important in understanding the direction taken in the I-I05 decree’s implementation. By a

margin of over 4 to 1, respondents feel that this sentence is accurate.

"He’s like.., an old-line.., liberal democrat who likes to solve
problems through a long negotiating process, ~es to achieve
consensus and really wants to see this work to the fuU extent of
helping people in the region. For example, Caltrans officials talk
about him in positive ways, although they!re frustrated."

An example of a Caltrans attorney speaking "about him in positive ways":

"I think the judge has the welfare of the corridor at heart. It’s a personal
thing with him. The minority businesses, the apprentices, the displaced
people, he wants to do the right thing. He wants to do good social
engineering .... It’s probably a commendable desire on his part. However,
][ think in doing so lie’s overstepping his boundary. He’s not enforcing
]Law. I think he’s making law. And I think that to the extent that Calwans
poses a bureaucratic obstacle to that, he was inclined to just brush it away
by decree. And I would say he’s probably a little biased against Caltrans,
maybe a lot biased, probably from a very commendable perspective."

"In analyzing the impact of the consent decree, the role of the Judge is significant. ’q’he

inescapable fact is that--although a consent decree is an agreement between the parties--a

consent decree is consummated only by judicial approval. This order is accompanied by the

judge’s responsibility to be involved in the implementation of the agreement. The crucial

problem is to determine what should be the proper level of such involvement" (Anderson,

1986).

We recognize that there may be difficulties in getting accurate assessments of the role and

the co~Ltdbution of the court, because of the ongoing involvement of the judiciary in the present

case. Nonetheless, the interviews are quite consistent and ere, ate a composite of the judge,

whom virtually all see as central to the history of the 1-105 and to understanding the

implementation of the consent decree.

Judge Pregerson is viewed with deep respect and even admiration by all the respondents

who come before him. Respondents are virtually unanimous in their appreciation of his deep

personM commitment to the consent decree. Yet there is also a strong sense of frustration with
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what is perceived as his mic~o-management of the case and his approach to dispute resoluuon.

A Caltmns attorney summa.zeal:

"...there was a lot of jokes about how Pregerson liked to have everybody
with a glass of wine and a littIe bit of quiche and sitting in a hot tub in
Matin and trying to solve a problem. And he could never understand why
reasonable people couldn’t sit down and do that. And the problem with
his assumption is that he did not have reasonable people sitting in the
tub .... He wanted the parties to solve the problems themselves .... I thought
his approach in theory was correct."

The judge’s decisionmaidng style was seen as problematic especially ha the context of the

potenually open-ended nature of a consent decree. Concluded one senior C.altrans

administrator:.

"I guess I get back to the point where a consent decree enforced by an
impartial judge is one thing. I don’t think we ever had that. I think the
Century Freeway consent decree was a living document from the day it
was created until today. It means tomorrow what the judge is going to say
tomorrow or next we~k."

Frustration with the judicial style extends to the feeling of the plaintiffs as well who express

concern for implementation ha the face of the judge’s approach:

"I would say that my major criticism of him...is that he is too patient and
tolerant. He doesn’t crack the whip enough...some of my frustration with
the judge is his unwillingness to take a firm hand and put Calwans under
pressure to produce results or force us to somehow resolve these
outstanding issues, not simply go back and tell us to try and reach an
agreement again and again and again."

This evaluation is similar to that made of judges in other consent decree situations. Note

(1977) summarizes:

"As with dispute resolution, the judge can effectively perform the
enforcement function if he becomes sufficiently involved, but few have
chosen to devote the large zmount of time necessary for a thorough job.
Instead, judges often attempt to extend their efficacy by relying on
committees, panels, or special masters to aid them...These efforts...have
had minimal effect because the court’s delegates have had inadequate
resources and power. Moreover, their power has depended largely on
reinforcement by the judge, which entails long delays before orders arc
implemented by Defendants."

The judge in tiffs case is faulted for lacing I.~ involved and for his ineffective

enforcement. But Judge Pregerson’s approach has its defenders:
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"I think his approach was the only practical way to move along the consent
decree....If c~cumstances were changed whereby the judge made more
frequent rulings, I think it would be an open invitation to come before him
and to ignore the people they’ve got to work with .... I’m saying keep it out
of the lawyer aspect, keep it from trying to prevent other managerial
relationships. You’ve got to work with parties, and therefore, sooner or
Iater, you come to a compromise .... "

"Success in resolving bv agreement whatever dilutes arise det~ends essentially

upon keeping alive the ori~nal soirit of consent."

Respondents agreed to this statement by a margin of 3 to 1. Again, virtually all of

the rezpondents indicated that the statement is important in understanding the decree’s

implementation.

Some respondents, particularly those m Caltrans, agreed that the statement might be

true, but that in this case there never was a spirit of consent. According to an attorney for

the Center for Law, implementation has "been done over the dead bodies of the state and

federal government because they did not understand, sign on, project or agree to the costs

xnvolved with these programs." A Caltrans attorney explained the impact of this

perceplion on the decree’s implementation:

"Caltrans consented to this like the Germans consented to the Treaty of
Versailles. I mean, some big guys handed it to them and said, ’Sign here.’
~-td the resentment flowing from that imposed agreement has hampered
implementation ever since. Had it been truly an agreement achieved by
consent, it maght have worked out much better because Caltrans, Federal
Highways, etc., would have been limited in their complaints to saying,
’Why did we ever agree to this?’ As it is, they’re able to say, W~re never
did agree to this, and by god we’ll drag our feet forever to get even with
those who imposed it on us.’"

Non-Caltrans respondents were less likely to indicate that a spirit of consent never

existed: they trace changes in the spirit of consent to changes in pohtieai administration.

However, no one administration had a monopoly on the spirit of consent. Some described in-

fighting among Brown administration officials as a roadblock to necessary inter-agency

cooperation, while others, particularly plaintiffs’ attorneys, trace loss of the spirit of consent to

the transition from the Brown to the Deukmejian administrations.

Other respondents pointed to spirit of consent as an individual-level phenomenon

essential to smooth decree implementation:
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"If people had in mind, in their hearts and in their souls, the spirit of the
consent decree and less about the words, the project would have gone
very much smoother. There was a lot more people arguing about what
flus meant and that meant,...f’me-mning this and fine-tuning that. There
were a lot of folks that were counting numbers and saying, ’Well, ff all
we have to do is 35 percent then that’s all we’re going to do.’ In the spirit
of the consent degree, sometimes it might have been appropriate to do 55
percent employment goals, or 100 percent. It would bc less rime
consuming and less fuss."

The continuing involvement of attorneys as central figures in the 1-105, as opposed to

"irnplementors" is also cited as responsible for the demise of the spkit of consent.

.
The court served as a ~uardian of the rights of absent class members in approving the

By a 15 to 1 margin, respondents indicated that this statement was important in

understanding the decree’s implementation. Those agreeing that the statement is accurate

oumumbcred those disagreeing by about 3 to 1.

A typical response from a Caltrans attorney who agreed with the statement:

"Absolutely. It continues to serve in that function even when the
parties--even when neither party is concerned with the absent class
members. As for example, the current effort of the attorneys for
plaintiffs to eliminate the payment of prevailing wages to workers
on housing because if you pay them less, you can get more
housing."

Response from one of the plaintiffs’ attorneys was ambivalent:

"Only part of it was class action, most of it was not, so not really.
Not a typical kind of class action where you have got class members
who are themselves individuals."

Those who disagreed with the statement described a dynamic of consent decree

implementation. Stated a Caltxans engineer.

"I don’t think the court would view itseff that way. I thh-tk the court
would view, and probably most people would view, the Center for
Law as a guardian for the rights of the absent class members. They
were not a plaintiff, they’re just the legal firm representing
plaintiffs."
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Others from the Center for Law saw the Center as advocate for absent class

members, and perceived the judge’s role as that of a mediator. A respondent from HCD

had a sJmHar reading:

"I think that in fact the plaintiff, in establishing the Office of the Advocate
and m connnuing their role, continues to basically be the guardians of the
rights of absent class members. If the plaintiffs had fallen away or we
had not had any instimttonal representation before the court I would have
thought that perhaps the court should have. But in this case, I don’t think
the court does. Instead, what the court ends up doing is being sort of a
free for all. It essentially tries to be an ear or a voice and just listen to the
contests."

.
The decree vmvides for a monitor whose sole authority is to ~ather information, assess

Ihe degree to which defendants are complying with the decree, report to the court, and

offer assistance in resolving minor disputes.

Again, an overwhelming majority of respondents felt that the acctwacy or inaccuracy of

this statement was important in understanding how the Century Freeway consent decree has

been implemented. By a 2 to 1 margin, respondents felt that this statement was inaccurate.

Respondents mentioned a rather inclusive array of Century Freeway organizations and

individuals that might fit under the statement’s umbrella. In the words of one HCD interviewee,

"The: are an enormous amount of people who are looking and assisting." None of these is

thought to have been part/cularly effective. These organizations and individuals arc listed

below, along with some representative comments.

Murray Brown

"Murray Brown is supposed to do that now, sort of....That was
something that was created later by, I think by the judge. Use my buddy
to help keep things moving....Would probably be important if it’s
effective. If you’ve got someone who knows what to look for and deal
with and is offering assistance in resolving minor disputes. Murray
Brown apparently docsn’t have time to do that much."

"I think when Murray Brown got in the picture, I think for the first time
you had somebody who was in a position to (assess compliance) in 
objective lash/on. Up until then, there was nobody there to provide it to
the judge in any form of an objective fashion. He was necessarily getting
it in an adversarial situation."

"We hired Murray Brown way back when, but he hasn’t really worked
out....Certainly that was an intent--monitor, facilitator--weU, as it says
here, to gather haformation, make an assessment, report to the court.
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Yeah, this describes what he’s supposed to be doing. Nice guy. Maybe
a lit’de too passive."

Dick Johnson

"Dick Johnson, a special assistant to the court, tries to in fact serve part of
that role. However, clearly as clerk of the court he is not in an area that
he can in fact fully engage that role."

"I think (the sentence refers to) a separate entity entirely. Like a spedal
master. Someone like, for example, Dick Johnson functions like this."

Center for Law

"I think that probably this was the role that the Center was supposed
to be in."

"The monitor, and supposedly the eyes and ears of the court, is the
plaintiff."

’That’s certainly how Hall and Phillips would like to see
themselves."

George Crawford

"He’s a special counsel who’s been working with the judge. Kind of
like serving this function in the housing role...acmally he is not really
assessing compliance. He’s basically gathering information, reporting to
the COUrL"

"We had the same hopes (as we had for Murray Brown) for George
Crawford, and he too seems to be willing to make recommendations in a
rather timid fashion, but not willing to bite any buUets on hard issues."

"The appointment of Mr. Crawford...was a bit of shuffling papers
through to get l’am a rifle. In a sense he’s like a special master, just for
the housing portion of the program, but he doesn’t carry that
desi .gnation. He’s a special court counsel. But the legal authority for his
appointment to that position does fall under the provisions of the federal
rules of eivfl procedure for appointment of a special m~L¢tero He’s really
a special master but he’s not."

CFAAC

"That’s us .... I think everybody understands that."

"I think that probably this was the role...that CFAAC was supposed to
be in."
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The Advocate

"It could be accurate from the context of the 1Lrrnted role of the advocate."

The variety of organizauons and indlviduals mentioned reflects confuslon about the

intended and actual roles of these organizations and individuals. It also reflects the judge’s

allocation of at least some monitoring/reporting authority to ~l those mentioned, rather than

granting sole Master status to a single inchvidual or organization---as proposed by the Center for

Law and opposed by state and federal defendants and the court.

6
:rhere was a fact-findine sta~e in decree formulation which involved ~atherin~

jLnformation about the institutions which the consent decree would modify.

]For every twelve respondents who felt that the accuracy or inaccuracy of this statement

was important, only one felt it unimportant. Slightly more than half of those interviewed

concluded that the statement accurately described the formulation of the Century Freeway

consem decree.

"[’hose who felt the statement was accurate were somewhat equivocal, and not at all

specific regarding the scope and depth of any fact-finding effort. According to one Brown

administration official:

"Clearly there was some fact-finding. I don’t know that I could say that it
was at one point. I think fact-finding continued throughout...the bulk of
the fact-finding had to do with the transportation element, but there was
~dso some substantial fact-finding with regard to the housing and
employment action elements too. People didn’t just dream this up in a
x~om somewhere after a series of marathon negotiations. This was a long
process with a lot of input and a lot of give and take."

Others believe the "dream this up in a room" model of research was indeed how the decree was

crafted. One Caltrans interviewee called it "backroom consultation." Another said that "the

decree "was crafted by a srnall group of arrogant lawyers who believed that they needed no fact-

finding. They knew everything."

One of the main Caltrans attorneys who participated in the decree negotiations is unaware

of any fact-finding stage; another questions its adequacy:

"There was no fact-finding stage in the decree formulation that I’m
aware of....The parties pretty well knew what they were getting
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into. So whether you have to have a fact-finding area for that, no, I
don’t think it’s ~mportant."

"Sure there was. The issue is how intensively the fact-finding
stage, how formal was it? How valid were the studies and all the
sort of things that were made?...I think that people could be critical
as to the depth of some of the investigations that were made."

How might the decree have been improved had then" been a (better) fact-finding stage?

Interviewees offered these opinions:

"The advocate role would have been probably severely diminished because
the state and federal laws are so strict regarding relocation benefits that the
advocate (as being conceived for monitoring the way the state handled the
relocation benefits) was completely a waste of public resources."

"Finding out how funds would flow and under what regulations they
would be viewed and things of that sort."

"Fact-finding would have divulged HCD’s lack of project orientation. It
would have divulged FHWA’s expeetauons in the way of policies and
procedures."

o The judge tended to choose an aptrroach in dispute resolution on a case by case basis to

best achieve _m’omess in each ~artieular case.

Int..~riewees agreed by a margin of 12 to 1 that the accuracy or inaccuracy of this

statement is important in understanding the history of the decree’s implemented. Three

respondents agreed that the statement is accurate for every one who felt it was inaccurate.

Nonetheless, few assessed the judge’s approach to dispute resolution in a positive light.

The response of this Caltrans attorney is typical:

"The judge did tend to choose an approach in dispute resolution on a case
by case basis. And I know his goal was to best achieve progress in each
particular case. I don’t agree that he did that, but that’s what he tried to
do."

Critics within Calwans contended that the judge’s "consistent approach" to dispute resolution

was to "call nil of us in his chambers and ask why can’t we do something." This Caimans

attorney concluded that the approach "took too long...and fostered the animosity over

something that could have quickly been buried and everybody could have moved ahead. [It]

made the parties focus on what was otherwise a petty dispute, and they’d then do it over a long

period of time, so they’d hate each other at the end of the period."
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Interviewees from other orgamTafions concurred that this approach led to delays in the

decree’s implementanon Here, a CFAAC board member’s response:

"Well, I think that’s what he thought he was doing. But I think sometimes
his failure to act on a timely basts made many of the disputes moot by the
tune he got to them. So he was a bit slow on the trigger."

Besides delay, the informal approach was said to encourage ex parte communication and make

"the record a httle more difficult to even find."

Other Caltrans respondents percelved less a tireless, talk things out strategy than a

strategy prejudiced against Calwans:

"No, he just simply threatened us. We could either wait until he handed
down an order, or we’d do it voluntarily. And that was his plan of
action, you know, from the very beginning. Do it my way voluntarily or
I’ll order you to do it. Then I’ll hold you in contempt of court ff you
don’t do it."

"This suggests to me that he sat down on every issue and analyzed it and
figured out what was the best way to achieve what the decree said, and
that wasn’t the situation at all. It was, ’Judge, Caltrans is resisting
certain aspects of the set-aside or certain aspects of the housing. We
think that you should order them to...’ (The) Judge (would say) ’Fine,
so ordered.’"

o ~rhe consent decree describes in detail actions defendants have awreed to undertake as

ycell as deadlines for achieving the required changes.

Respondents agreed about 10 to 1 that the accuracy or inaccuracy of this statement was

impommt in understanding the history of the decree. Two out of three respondents said that the

statemc;nt was accurate.

lVlost Caltrans interviewees perceived that the decree contained an 8~l~luatc level of detail

concerning demands placed on them. [Some felt that the direction of more specific actions by

the decree would amount to inappropriate administration of state agencaes by the court.] The

only deadline they identify concerns the requirement, since excised from the decree, that

construction of the highway program be phased with construction of the housing program.

Caltrans officials acknowledge that the decree does not contain a level of detail to satisfy

pIaintiffs’ attorneys. According to one attorney, plaintiffs "would like further ref’mement and

restrictions written into it." The missing details mentioned by Caltrans respondents were a
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description of the procurement process for housing units and a beRcr overall description of how

responsibilities were to have been distributed among the parties.

FHWA respondents differed in the amount of detail they thought ideal in a consent

decree. Some found this decree too detailed, and would have favored a decree with "broad

general goals and broad general targets and (which) leaves the methodology on the attaining 

those targets to the...implementing agencies." Others fault the Century Freeway decree as

leaving substantive areas open to too much interpretation.

The decree failed to provide adequate levels of detail and specific enough deadlines,

according to CFAAC interviewees. CFAAC officials described the need for a deadline for

establishment and implementation of the employment plan. The decree says that such a plan

"shall be established," without spec~g exactly when: "So (Caltrans) waited for CFAAC 

put the pressure on them to try to establish it."

HCD officials felt that the decree established sufficient deadlines, but described how

working toward satisfying deadlines can have a detrimental effect on the overall implementation

effort:

"What happens is when you describe (deadlines), they become ends 
themselves and once those are done then nobody cares whether there’s a
house built as long as you turn that report in or you show that number on
a particular time. The phasing schedule, I think, dearly attempted to
establish some deadlines for accomplishing housing and so forth, but
then it became very strange with regard to whether there was any real
housing program° And you couldn’t really sit down and develop a real
housing program because you had to get off and start building houses,
start hammering nails, so you could set things up necessarily correctly."

PIaintiffs’ attorneys stated that the decree does not describe in detail the actions

defendants agreed to undertake; rather, the decree "outlines (them) in a general sense." They

acknowledge that no decree can anticipate all unforeseen circumstances that might come up

years later during implementation. But some plaintiffs’ attorneys thought it appropriate to n’y

"to spell out in sickening detail what they have to do. Human imagination cannot imagine every

contingency, but you have to try. I have enormous healthy skepticism of the bureaucracy."

Some plaintiffs’ attorneys disagreed, saying that what is needed is not necessarily detail

responsive to any and all such contingencies, but rather a statement of procedures that would

describe how unforeseen problems would be resolved should they arise.
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10. The decree provides for the creataon of new bodies o~ltslde the formal judicial system

which resolve disputes and lessen the need for court intervention.

About three out of five respondents disagreed with tlus statement as applied to the

Century Freeway consent decree. By a margin of about 8 to 1, respondents felt that the

accur~:y or inaccuracy of the statement was important in understanding how the Century

Freeway decree has been implemented.

Caltrans respondents again distinguished here between the intent of the decree and the

decree in practice. Most who agreed that the decree attempted to create bodies which resolved

disputes had severe reservations about their efficacy. Others flatly disagreed that the decree

created such bodies. One Caltrans attorney’s response was particularly pointed:

"That’s a laudable goal for a decree, but this one generated disputes where
,disputes would never have existed. And I’m sure the other side would
say, ’Yes, but then you would have aggrieved parties or aggrieved needs
that would have gone unmet.’ And I would challenge that .... No matter
whether you’re talking about big disputes or acquisition of property or
~relocation..., there were formal procedures available to appeal those
ultimately to a court. And the consent decree just provided a different
’vehicle in what I felt was an adversarial setting, which I don’t think a
consent decree should do. There was no resolution of anything here other
lthan the judge occasionally coming out and ordering."

.ha hindsight, some FHWA and Caltrans officials acknowledged the utility of an

independent mediator. According to another Caltrans attorney:

"I would have created an independent mediation body where all disputes
went in the first instance, and it would be free of the Center’s advocative
1x~dy, free of the Center’s control, free of Caltrans’ control. And they
would have the power to make a recommendation after we fought our
battles out .... So that a) we weren’t using the courtroom device all the time
~md this would become a speciahst kind of group, and b) we’d get sort of
independent of both Caltrans and the Center and have a deciding body that
presumably would see all sides."

Some CFAAC respondents see CFAAC itself as a dispute resolution body, but it is

unclear exactly what disputes CFAAC has played a role in resolving. Other CFAAC

respondents argue that the lack of such a body has been the biggest criticism of the decree:

"Like the meeting yesterday, HCD, Calwaas, the plaintiffs, CFAAC, and
the court, and a special counsel....I always thought that [special counsel]
could step in and resolve. But we’ve been talking about this issue on
Davis/Bacon. We’ve been talkang about whether or not rehab projects
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could be part of this new II0 Program....And John Phillips said, ’Well, I
thought that’s what you were supposed to do, George.’...George says,
’Well, evidently I’ve been doing a good job’ or words to that effect. But
his role...I guess he always thought he was just trying to get the parties to
agree. So he’s just like an extension of the judge."

Plaintiffs attorneys agree that such a body is needed. One a~rney for plaintiffs attributes

the judge’s reluctance to appoint a special master to the judge’s desire not "to cede what he

thought was his essential role."

11. The critical factor in aehievin~ the chances desired bv the decree is t~eoDle with the

vision, commitment, and courage to make the consent decree work.

Respondents felt by a 6 to 1 margin that this statement’s accuracy or inaccuracy was

important in understanding the history of the Century Freeway decree. Almost five out of six

interviewees described this sentence as accurate.

The degree of consensus on tiffs item was surprising, in tight of the large number of

respondents who found bureaucratic rivalries and inertia such powerful factors in explaining the

decree’s implementation. Respondents acknowledged severe structural flaws and organizational

constraints that impeded implementation. These might have been overcome "if only we had had

the right people." Some Caltrans respondents indicated that "the vision thing" was a necessary

but not sufficient ingredient to successful implementation. Said a Caltrans attorney:

"If you were going to have a consent decree and if you’re going to make it
work, it would require people with vision, commitment, and
courage .... This one might work under those conditions, but I don’t guess
we’ll ever find out. You know, I don’t mean to throw rocks at just the
plain~ffs, because for a long time the people administering the program
here had as great or greater antipathy for the plaintiffs as the plaintiffs had
for us. We’re not pure and holy, you know."

Caltrans respondents traced the lack of vision to the perception that the decree’s t~----ua

were dictated to them, rather than wholeheartedly embraced by the rank and file of the

department. According to one administrator:.

"The real vision of most people I’m acquainted with, and I certainly
include myself, is to allow us to get ahead and build the project in spite
of the consent decree, which is certainly not making it work°"

People in Caltrans who were somewhat sympathetic to the decree pointed to obstacles to decree

implementation within the department:
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values

°’I think it takes courage w~thin your orgamzation to say, ’Wmt a minute. Sure, we don’t
like it, but, by golly, we agreed to it.’ And that came up a lot of ume. ’What are you
doing? We agreed to it to get thxs thing going; we didn’t agree to implement it.’ That
’courage’ word is the key one."

Center for Law and CFAAC respondents faulted Caltrans for a failure to internalize the

furthered by the decree:

"I think that Caltrans was not interested in making the consent decree
work; they wanted to build thetr freeway .... Anything that wasn’t what
they usually do m builchng freeways, was just a pain that they couldn’t
see why they had to deal with."

12. The defendant organizations have more or less consistent interests.

Five respondents felt that the accuracy or inaccuracy of this statement was important for

every one who felt it was ummportant. Three out of four respondents indicated that it was an

accurate description of defendant organizations under the 1-105 consent decree.

Caltrans and FHWA respondents agreed that their interests arc more or less consistent.

The most frequently cited instances where those interests diverged was the dispute over the

provision of funding for the services of Special Counsel Crawford and disputes over

zcimb~able costs on the housing program..

Respondents offered various reasons why consistent interests are important:

"It’s important to understand that because a lot of times the Center for Law
thought that they were going to get federal highway support on something
and they didn’t get it because [FHWA] interests wcrc the same as Caltrans:
Build a freeway and damn everything clseo"

"EssentmlIy, the view has been ’I want to minimize, I want to step away
from anything that gives me a problem.’ Anything outside of ’business as
asual’ is really viewed antithetically and is viewed somewhat hostilely by
the organizations. Occasionally, there is an individual here and there who
overcomes the institutional biases, but not many."

13. Nom)arties to the decree who are involved in its implementation participated iv its

formulation.

An approximately equal number of respondents thought this statement accurate as

thought the statement inaccurate. About four out of five respondents thought that the amount of
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non-party involvement was important in explaining the Century Freeway dcc~e’s

implementation.

Within Caltrans, respondents take opposing views on whether non-parties should be

included in decree negotiations, and whether they were included. According to one Caltrans

attorney involved in the negotiations:

"Non-parries did not participate ha its formulation. I think it’s
important that they do not. If you’re going to start with the consent
decree, then you certainly don’t want people that are not involved in
the htiganon hammering the terms of the decree."

Other Caltrans officials disagreed for different rea~ns. An engineer and two attorneys

offered these perspectives:

"I think there were an awful lot of people...that were affected by the decree
that had no voice in it whatsoever, and that’s a crime. I really do believe
that."

"I think it was critical that they be involved because they didn’t
understand what was trying to be achieved...CFAAC, the Advocate, the
individuals in CFAAC, Clarence Broussard in pardcular...if you bad
decided with the parties present who you were going to use to run the
show, even Judge Pregerson would have had a hard time (approving the
settlement)."

"It probably would have been helpful for the cities that are in the corridor
(to) have representatives and know that the housing was something that
was going to be put in their areas, or that we would want to be able to put
into their areas°"

Caltrans respondents who felt that non-parties had participated cited the participation of HCD’s

Donald Temer and c~munity leader Ted Watkins ha formulating the housing program.

HCD officials charged with implementing the decree’s housing program would have

preferred to participate more meaningfully:

"No, HCD didn’t have any input in drafting the decree. They were
involved in the implementation program and putting that together, but not in
the actual formulation of the decree .... It seems to me logical that when
you’re talking about construction of housing you would have someone
there at the table who knows something about construcuon of housing and
that the wisdom of whether or not you’re under the Federal Highway
Adrmnistration structure would have been brought out, but it didn’t
happen."
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"I ttunk ifs extremely important that all of the people who are...charged
wath any responsibihty in terms of unplementang and carrying out the te~
of the decree have some ability to interface within the decree. And I think
lJaat to the extent we didn’t (we can attribute) some of the organizanonal
problems...with regard to...how the funds would flow, as well as some
just plain technical aspects of how construction of housing is financed, and
SO forth."

One Center for Law attorney had little sympathy for HCD’s desire in hindsight to have been

more involved: "Sure, people say, for example, that HCD was not a participant in the drafting,

and gol stuck with doing some of the stuff. But my view is that they’re the State of California,

and if they can’t get their act together..."

14. :I’he deqr~e provides for the free exchange of information upon rem_uest.

Slightly more than half of the respondents indicated that this statement was accurate.

Respondents who indicated that informaaon exchange was important in understanding the

decree outnumbered those who said the statement was tmimportant by about 2.5 to 1.

Here again, Caltrans respondents perceived a distinction in what the decree tried to do,

and what the decree was able to accomphsh. They almost unanimously agreed that the decree

does indeed specify this, but that information exchange has not been free. Here, a Caltrans

admir~trator:

"Yes, it does. But what it doesn’t provide for, and what’s a shame, is an
openness .... Our people--because of a lack of trust with some of
lhem...there was never a whole lot of trust ...because we felt ...
reformation [would be used] against us Our people tend to not be open
~md sit down and say, ’Hey...this is what we’re doing, this is why we’re
doing it. ’...We just don’t think we earl trust any of them. In fact, we
don’t trust many of our own employees for the exact same reason, which
maybe is bureaucratic paranoia. But it’s a shame because the main
purpose of CFAAC especially was to get information about what we were
doing out. Yet we turned into adversaries. So that’s the sad part of
that."

A sma£t minority of Caltrans interviewees alleged that some Caltrans employees

purposefully obstructed the flow of information to CFAAC, and described a practice of

providing only information that is explicitly asked for.

CFAAC respondents were split in their assessment of whether information exchange

with Caitrans was a problem and offered these perspectives:
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"We should have had it. There were few times they would give you
information on anything. It was a short, 20 minute honeymoon. It was
even trouble getting parking ff you were from CFAAC."

"Yes, that’s correct. And I think for the most part it’s worked okay.
Like I said, sometimes there are delays in getting that information.
’Oh, I don’t have it’ or ’I don’t know where it is’ or ’It will take a
long ~me’ or WCe’lI get right on it.’ But it does provide for the free
exchange, yes°"

Other respondents were also split. Some indicated that Caltrans has claimed

confidentiality as a reason for withholding certain information. Others cited the quarterly

reports and status conferences as decree-mandated means of promoting the free exchange of

information. One HCD respondent put a peculiar spin on the statement concerning the frcc

exchange of information:

"One of the galling thhags was that it became apparent that we were
sending our quartcrly and monthly progress reports to plaintiffs
who were then charging the...project time to read the information
we had provided. They would then attribute biUablc hours to
reading the information we provided. It’s true. (Laughter) It’s
true...I know that’s what you didn’t mean by ’free,’ but..."

This interviewee also suggested that frustration over exchange of information might have been

resulted less from intentional obstruction of information flow than from simple unwieldiness of

the data:

"I know that there’s a perception that somehow we have a whole bunch of
information that we probably don’t have. It’s probably a lot of facts
floating around but I doubt that it’s collected any way that makes sense to
anyone."

15. Defendants are officials of organizations with an identifiable and coherent structure.

About four out of five respondents agreed that defendant organizations had an identifiable

and coherent structure. About two out of three respondents felt that the statement was important

in understanding the history of the decree.

Caltrans and FHWA respondents generally agreed that the statement was true, but there

were some notable exceptions. One official described Caln’ans under Director Giantta’go as

having a structure and goals that were not internally cohereng her agenda was much broader

than that of the rank and file Caltrans engineer. Another Caltrans official explained that people

outslde the dcp~ent cannot figure out who does what. The fact that under the consent decree
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there were persons an roles that were chfficult even for Caltrans insiders to define (for example,

Jim Turk on the cwil rights side and Gene Mattocks on the housing side)---making the structure

that much less coherent to the outsider.

Other respondents were also in general agreement concerning defendant organizations’

struc~’es. One CFAAC executive director objected to the sentence’s use of the word "official":

"I mean, looking at it, yes they are officials, but the degree of officialdom
iCS often Umes very low. And I think it has probably been a nature of the
beast itself. You know, we’ve had so many meetings .... I tl~nk the only
15rae we’ll see officlals...(Is) when they know they have to be before the
’ludge. But in working meetings often times we’ll get people
who...don’t...have the proper capacity or role to contribute or carry back
reformation properly to the appropriate official."

16. plaintiff~ in the litigation have discernible, homogeneous interests.

Approximately three out of four interviewees disagreed with the statement in regard to the

Cenva~.¢ Freeway litigation. Shghfly more than half however, thought that degree of plaintiff

cohesiveness helps explain the consent decree’s implementation.

To Caltrans respondents, plaintiffs’ interests were discernible but not homogeneous.

The difficulty identifying plaintiffs’ interests was a cause of concern among some Caltrans

officials:

"(T)here is no process other than the corridor advocate for communicating
with...plaintiff individuals, and ascertaining what it is ff anything that
|hey wish to be done in pursuance of thetr interests. The organizational
plaintiffs, Sierra Club, NAACP, presumably supported the objectives of
I/le decree initially, lent their names to the suit....I’m not aware of any
communication to or from any of those organizations in the last 20 years.
]It’s a flaw that we’ve sought to address from time to time .... I sought to
make to Judge Pregerson the point that a certain right...was under debate
was a fight belonging to the plaintiffs. And his response was, "Don’t
distract yourself with that line of discussion. There are no p!zintiffs. The
]:~x~ple at large are the plaintiffs."’

Caltrans officials did not point out specific instances where the lack of homogeneity or

definition of plaintiffs’ interests caused problems in decree implementation° Center for Law

interviewees described plaintiffs’ interests as heterogeneous, and cite the reconciliation of those

interests as one of the successes of the consent decree. A Center for Law attorney provided a
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perspective on disparity between the interests of the original plamtLffs and the interests as they

evolved during litigation:

"At the beginning what you had is a public interest law fitm---ifs aa
active thing. You know, like somebody will go to the ACLU with a
school issue, their kid is not going to the school he should be. When it
becomes a school desegregation lssue...the issue becomes more global
and perfectly appropriate. And m this instance, plaintiffs counsel have
acted in somewhat ’the public interest’ and not necessarily the original
plaintiffs homogeneous interest. Which may not have existed at the time.
But I don’t have any problems with that."

Respondents affiliated with other organizations also express disappointment at the lack of

involvement in the project by the lawsuit’s named plaintiffs. A CFAAC perspective:

"I guess the court has...acknowledged that that law firm would represent
the plaintiffs .... I’m not aware of any mechanism he has in place for how
the plaintiffs can assure the court that they’re getting proper input and
making communication with the residents and the commumty groups."

An HCD official described how the project may have failed to fully reconcile

divergent interests of plaintiffs:

"There’s a built-in conflict. The area of providing housing is not
1130 percent homogeneous with providing business opportunkies
and training and developing opportunities. To the extent that the
two diverge, there is definitely a problem in terms of plaintiffs
looking to solve both, feeling that somehow you can have both
tfigh-level production of housing and at the same time
achieve...social goals in terms of...high wages [for] low
experienced, newly-started out people, and somehow you’re not
supposed to have failures with these folks?...Those two are jammed
together as if there was not going to be any problem."

E. LEGAL ISSUES RAISED BY THE CONSENT DECREE

Among the legal issues mentioned by respondents in their review of the consent decree

were:

Separation of powers;

Equal protection;

The use of highway trust funds for unauthorized purposes;

The proper bounds for judicial interpretation of the decree; and

Appropriateness of monitors or other dispute resolution bodies.
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However, while these issues were mentioned in response to a specific interview quesuon,

challenges to the legahty of the decree or to its implementation were not on the minds of most

interviewees. They seem not to have thought seriously about the criticisms m the legal htcrature

cited earlier in flus chapter (Section 2.c). Even leading legal experts who were involved in the

case viewed the consent decree with a very pragmatic attitude, evidently considering legal

challenges overly costly, irrelevant or unnecessary:

"If you want to look at it from a strictly academic point of view, I
suppose it does kind of fudge the line that is supposed to separate the
executive and the judicial branches of government. But in terms of
getting things done, from a very pragmatic point of view, it converts a
conflict from an adversarial one into a much more mediative process.
And I think that’s much better."

1 According to Percival (1987 @ 335), "Consent decrees have proven to be such a useful tool 
enforcement actions that the 1986 Amendments to the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act (’CERCLA’) expressly require that the government use them 
all but deminimus settlements of’imminent and substantial endangerment’ actions under Section
106 of that Act."

2 Citing U.S. vo ITT Continental Baking Co.. 420 U.S.. 223, 327-38 (1975). Resnik does
point out that while "there is a strand m the case law strongly committed to....party control",
’"parties cannot, by giving each other consideration, purchase from a court of equity a continuing
injunction. [At least insofar as consent decrees based upon statutory fights are concerned,]...the
court is free to reject agreed-upon terms as not in furtherance of statutory objectives, [and] ...to
modify the terms of a consent decree when a change in law brings those terms in conflict with
statutory objectives’" (quoting System Federation v, Wright, 364 U.S. 642, 651 { 1961 }).

3 Local Number 93 v. City of Cleveland, 106 S. Ct. 3063 (1986).

4 The perceived impact on agencies of"freewheeling" consent decrees may be the reason for
Attorney General Meese’s 1986 policy (Jost, 1987) directing staff not to tender consent decrees
or settlement agreements that significantly constrain discretion of agencies and departments of the
e×ecutive branch. His policy covered and specifically forbade decrees that mandated revision or
promulgation of regulations, required expenditures of funds that had not been appropriated; or
commatted a department for funding request or authorization; or divested discretion granted by the
Congre:~s of the Constitution where power granted to respond to changing circumstances, made
policy choices or protected third party fights.

5 Justice Department guidelines during the Reagan Administration stated: "It is constitutionally
impermissible for the courts to enter consent decrees eontaining...provisions where the courts
would not have had the power to order such relief had the matter been litigated" (Memorandum
from the Attorney General, Department Policy Concerning Consent Decrees and Settlement
Agreements, (March 13, 1986). Percival (1987) concludes that that premise was rejected by 
Supreme Court m Local Number 93 v. City of Cleveland, 106 S. Ct. 3063 (1986).
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6 Once the consent decree is amculatcd, courts often act is ff the goals of the decree arc within
reach. But much of organi~fion theory and experience counter fl~ds assumption. A host of
forces and interests, some not necessarily represented in litigation, come into play. And
sometimes the decree may be complied with, but its goals still unfulfilled. Mode of compliance is
dependent on the interplay of actions and groups--organizations whose behavior is orlon beyond
the reach of the court issuing the decree.

The literaune genera2Jy defines a successful decree as one whose formulation is fair and whose
implementation is efficicnL
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CHAPTER V

HOUSING: HISTORY, ANALYSIS, IMPACTS

This chapter summarizes the provisions of the consent decree which address housing

and assesses the impacts of these provisions on Calu~ns and on other organizations involved in

hnplementation. First we lay out some historical background on housing in the corridor.

Results sections begin with Section D.

HISTORY OF THE PROVISION OF HOUSING IN THE CENTURY FREEWAY

CORRIDOR

.
plaintiffs in Keith v. Volne charged that the California Division of Highways had not

.complied wi~h statutes desired to aid persons displaced by federal aid highway _m’oieets

As we elaborated in Chapter II, plaintiffs in the Century Freeway lawsuit contended that

defendant agencies had failed 1) to provide adequate relocation payments and assistance

programs; 2) to submit to the b’HWA specific relocation assurances for the Century Freeway

project; and 3) to insure that prior to right-of-way acquisition, sufficuent suitable replacement

housing would be available.

.At the time of the lawsuit, it was Federal Highway Administration policy to require that

relocation assistance include "personal contact" with all persons to be displaced and delivery of

a brochm’e which explains the general terms, available relocation services and payments, and

the means by which they may be obtained (23 CFR App. A). The California Division 

Highways reqah’ed the division to send a 30 day written notice and a list of three comparable

and available replacement homes (Kaiser et al., 1981). The State was not requirexl to undertake

extensive or individualized services for those with special needs. In Keith v. Volpe, the court

concluded that the Division of Highways had been adhering to the regulations and that any

failures were isolated and ~ (352 F. Supp. 1346)o The court did not address the

sufficiency of the existing regulations. However, it has been argued that even full compliance

with existing statutes and regulations may not have resulted in a relocation program which

offered effective assistance to those who were unable to help themselves (Armstrong, 1972).
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Addressing the a.llegation that the state failed to provide project specific assurances, the

court ordered that nght-of-way acquisition cease until the state provided project assurances on

the availability of replacement housing and the adequacy of the state’s relocation program as

required by the 1971 amendments to the Uniform Relocation Act. The 1968 regulation required

these project-specific assurances from the state on five points. The California Division of

Highways contended in a letter to the FHWA in October, 1968.that it had satisfied these

assurances. The court, however, found that the guarantees made by the Division had been

"general statewide assurances" instead of assurances specifically referring to the Century

Freeway. These five assurances are:

I) that relocation payments and services would be prowded;

2) that the public would be adequately informed about them;

3) that the state would provide a fall analysis of the extent of replacement housing
if such housing might not be available within a reasonable pe~od of time prior to
displacement;

4) that a 90-day written notice would be ptmrided all persons to be displaced; and

5) that the state’s relocauon program was realistic and adequate to provide "orderly,
timely, and efficient" relocation with minimum hardship on displacees
(Armstrong, 1972 and IM 80-I-68).

The defendants insisted that adequate replacement housing was available and had been

documented in the availability studies. These studies were extensive; they included detailed

information on the needs of those facing displacement and on replacement housing which was

available in the vicinity of the freeway c, onidoro The Division of Highways had also attempted

to include in the studies analyses of special problems: the effect of racial discrimination on the

availability of replacement housing for displaced blacks; the proximity to public u’ansportation

facilities; replacement housing for elderly people; and the impact of other public works projects

on the relevant housing manet.

Although the details of the housing market and the needs of the displacees must both be

considered by the state in its analysis of the relocation problem, FHWA regulations requited

only that the data on the displacecs’ needs actually bc recorded (Armstrong, 1972).

The court questioned the validity of the Division’s conclusions with respect to the availability

of housing in the corridor. Availability had been calculated on the basis of turnover. HUD had

rejected turnover as an indicator favoring instead the use of vacancy rates (Armstrong, 1972).

Furthermore, the accuracy of the data throughout the studies was questioned. Nevertheless, the
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court was unwilling to fred that adequate replacement housing would not bc available within a

reasonable period of Rmc prior to displacement. However, it was also unwilling to fred that

there would be adequate replacement housing (352 F. Supp. 1349). Judge Pregcrson wrote:

"The significance of these shortcomings is...not clcar....What these [relocation and
construction] programs suggest is that regardless of the shortcomings of the housing
availability studies, adequate replacement housing may well be available ’within a
reasonable period of time prior to displacement.’"

"Having observed the employees of the Division of Highways who testified at the
hearing on plaintiffs’ motion for a preliminary injunction, the Court believes that these
individuals arc working very hard to ensure that no one will bc displaced by the Centm’y
’,Yrecway unless suitable replacement housing is available to him. The Court also
l~lieves that the relocation payments and the construction or renovation of replacement
~housing authorized by thc Relocation Act do much to ensure that adequate housing will
be available to persons displaced by the Century Freeway."

tic stated that in a normal case the plaintiffs would not have bccn granted relief.

However, citing the findings of a Scarde court in Lathan v. Voh)c (455 F. 2d. 111 I), 

continued:

"No one can bc completely sum, on the basis of the studies heretofore conducted, that
’the available replacement housing is adcquatc....The time to determine whether the
shortcomings in the housing availability studies arc significant is now....The
shortcomings and uncertainties left by the existing housing availability studies should be
resolved (352 F. Supp. 1324 (1972))."

Those shortcomings were:

I)

2)

failure to consider that people other than those displaced by the C.cnmry
FTccway will seek homes and apartments in the relevant housing markets;

failure to consider that the construction of the freeway will necessitate the
demolition of housing; and

3) failure to gathcr data on the number of rooms in many of the available rental
units and the percentage of these units that are decent, safe and sanitary.

The availability studies had been completed before the amended Uniform Relocation Act

a) increased the maximum relocation payments available to displaced persons and b) authorized

the con.~;truction of new housing and the renovation of existing housing to maintain a sufficient

supply (Armsm)ng, 1972).

Later HUE) regnflations required that, ff needed relocation housing was not available and

could not be made available by other means, the only permissible alternatives were 1) to stop,
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reject or abandon the project; 2) to revise the project to reduce displacement; or 3) to use project

funds under section 206 to provide the alternative housing (37 Fed. Reg. 363, 1972).

The additional studies ordered by the court were to consider the ameliorative effect of

the increased relocation payments and the impact of the homes that would be added to the

housing supply through the construction and renovation of replacement housing (352 F. Supp.

1324 (1972)).

.
Calwans respondents contend that trrior to the lawsuit, ehan~ng housing re mdations had

allowed the Division of Highways to address some needs of the community

In retrospect, Caltrans interviewees argued that the specific needs of the majority of

the displacees were being met prior to the lawsuit However, many indicated that the increase

in funds available for home purchase may not have been accompanied by a simultaneous

increase in housing supply were it not for the provisions of the consent decree. Aeeording to a

senior Caltrans fight-of-way official:

"...although we eotdd put our displacees into replacement housing, we were taking out
of the stock a lot of affordable housing that was needed by the community at
large ....We were taking out seven to eight thousand affordable housing units and not ...
proposing to put one housing unit back in .... [We were] putting [people] in a higher
level of housing and wiping out seven thousand affordable housing units which were
needed by the commumty at large....With birds and other species, we replace their
habitat under environmental laws, but there was not a requirement under law to replace
the habitat of low and moderate income households. And it seems to me maybe we
need that type of law. But we didn’t have it."

An increase in relocation payments without an increase in housing supply arguably

serves to inflate the prices of available housing. Financially compensating those whose homes

are taken does not adequately assure them of replacement housing. When more people with

more money seek housing in a market in which the supply is static or decreases, short-run

inflation of rents and prices may result (Armstrong, 1972).

In response to this problem, the California Replacement Housing Act of 1968 provided

for the Department of Public Works to acquire property and in cooperation with other entities to

provide replacement housing for economically depressed areas (Division of Highways, 1969).

Apparently this act was passed to address the displacement on route 105 in the Watts-

Wfllowbrook area. It was estimated that the construction of routes 105, 47, and 90 would

displace 10,000 dwcUing units in the south-central area (Divlsion of Highways, 1969).
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"A substantial roajonty of those chsplaced are in the low income category frequently
nfferred to as chsadvantaged. The Replacement Housing Act was developed so that the
developroent of these haghways m Watts would not increase the social problems of that
c,crmmumty by the elimination of the extremely large volume of houses from the existing
housing supply (Division of Highways, 1969)."

In 1969 the State legislature passed the Ralph Act to promote mammum community

participa~aon in the development of housing projects in Watts. For the Century Freeway project,

this roeant that the Director of Public Works was allowed to forgo conventional contracting

procedures to assure eroployment of contractors who utilized community resources in

development of replacement housing (Division of Highways, 1969). (The director of right-of-

way from the Division of Highways had earlier written that the success of the right of way

acquisition resulted from its sensitivity to community interests and the inclusion of local

organizations in the replacement effort (Hill, S.L., June 1967)).

The Division had in fact constructed some replacement housing for displacements

caused by the Century Freeway. According to evidence presented to the court, the roost severe

shortage existed along the Watts-Willowbrook segment. In June, 1970 the state had moved

homes previously acquirezl by eminent domain in the area of the Los Angeles Airport to vacant

lots in Watts-Willowbrook and completely renovated them. By 1972, only 29 homes had been

made av~dlable but the state intended to provide more ff demand existed. In May, 1972, nine of

the 29 homes were still vacant. Testimony conflicted as to whether or not the cause of the

vacancies was small size of the houses; tmdcsirability of lots; or success by displaced persons

in finding suitable rcplacerocnt housing by other means (352 F.Supp. at 1349, 4 ERC at 1366,

and Armstrong, 1972).

o ]~nvironmental studies conducted during the injunction concltlded that the loss of

]Clousing resulting from the nroiect could be mitigated through the provisions of the,

~’.alifornia Replacement Housing Act and other California Let, islation
v

In 1972, Caltrans and FHWA began to re-study the effects of the 1-105 on housing

availability. (See Chapter 11) The environmental analysis found that there would be a 0.25

percent reduction of living units in the Los Angeles region as a result of the initial displacement

of people and businesses. Availability studies conducted by the state at that time nonetheless

indicated that "for the most part sufficient replacement housing was available in the rcplaceroent

areas for families who arc to bc displaced." Caltrans and FHWA determined that mitigation of

adverse impacts on housing would bc provided under the provisions of the Uniform Relocation

Asslstancc and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (HCD, August 1982).
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Caltrans and FH3~A interviewees bdieved that the needs of the actual dispLacees

were wall met und~ the Unifot~ Relocation Act and the Ralph Act. The generation of the 4200

unit figure in the 1979 consem decree was generally perceived as an arbitrary goal established to

replenish some of the housing stock in the corridor. The purpose of agreeing on this goal was

to allow the freeway to proceed.

"I think it’s acknowledged that there’s no real pretense that those units were needed to
house displacees or to accommodate corridor residents. It was a replenishment of the
housing stock in the commurdty rationalized as a mitigation of an adverse env~nmental
impacL It didn’t really key to the specific group of persons having defined housing
needs."

However, some respondents recognized the relafior, ship between community stock and

displace, need:

"I think the question was not so much whether the displacees were being treated weU as
...the loss of the housing stock itself. Because when those displacees got their bonuses
,..housing would have been available to others who weren’t being displaced .... There
was nothing there for them .... So looking at it from a regional standpoint ...your
resources are diminishing rapidly."

As discussed in the previous section, the larger issue was not the specific needs of the

displacees but the needs of the corridor. A 1973 Housing Availability Study conducted by the

State showed that of the 3600 families displaced before the injunction, 62.5% moved away

from any city affected by the project and 21% of the renters became homeowners.

In 1979, Calwans released a Community Housing Needs Stady which focused on the impact of

the loss of affordable housing on the community. This study was unique in that it took "the

view that, because of the frequency with which households normally move and the long life and

generally fixed location of housing, affordable housing is a community resource (Caluans,

1979)." The study confim’icd the need for affordable housing in the area, and the belief that the

impact of the I- 105 on the supply was significant and should be mitigated. It cited a nccd in

1970 for 3,600 affordable housing units increasing to 49,500 by 1977. This increase resulted

from a number of factors:

"general inflation, very little new construction in study area, influx of population in the
region, smaller households, acquisitions and displacements for public projects, etc.
However, it is not possible to separate the portion of the increase attributable to each
individual factor (Calwans, 1979)."
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By this time approximately 6,000 affordable housing units had been acquired for the 1-105

project. The study considered this a significant aggravation of an already insufficient supply of

housing. Those cities most affected were Lynwood, which lost 7 percent of their affordable

housing stock, and Paramount, which lost 3 percent.

The study recommended three mitigation measures to "replenish the study area’s supply

of low and moderate income housing and thereby lessen the transportation project’s impact on

the community housing stock:

2)

3)

Salvage the maximum number of housing units presently located within the LA-
105 project right of way for relocation and rehabilitation (to HUD standards)
within the affected corridor communities;

Rehabilitate-in-place (to HUD standards) existing housing units which lie
outside of the LA-105 project right of way and are presently uninhabitable or not
decent, safe, and sanitary;

Construct new housing units in the affected communities (Caltzam, 1979)."

The study cited California Health and Safety Code Section 33334.5 and Federal Law (42

U.S.C. ] 455) which provided for mitigation of the impacts of removal of low and moderate

income housing for public projects. Before the consent decree, State highway departments had

made limited use of the construction option. Presumably they were reluctant to enter what they

considered the province of urban renewal and redevelopment agencies. Furthermore, FHWA

regulaticms did not contain any standards to aid state highway departments in deciding when to

construc’t replacement housing. HUD, but not FHWA, had adopted a 5% vacancy rate as a

minimmn trigger for replacement on a 1-to-I basis (Armstrong, 1972).

DELAY CREATED BY THE INJUNCHON CAUSED HARDSHIP IN THE

COMMUNITY THAT CANNOT BE ATIRIBUTED TO THE CONSENT DECREE

]3uildings remained boarded tm for seven years, invitin~ vandalism and crime

In 1979, the number and disposition of dwelling units required for the project was

approximately:

-2,300 acquired and demolished

-I,000 acquired and relocated

-1,500 acquired and boarded-up

-1,000 acquired and presently rented
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-2,000 yet-to-be acquired (Caltrans, 1979)

When the injunction was issued, several cities, including Downey and Lynwood, requested that

state-bought properties not be re-rented in the period prior to freeway construction.

Furthermore, right-of-way acquisition could only proceed under court order. The court would

grant this order in two sets of circumstances: appraisal and acquisition might proceed ff it could

be shown that a businessperson or resident "freely and voluntarily decided to leave the freeway

corridor," or demolition or other work might be engaged ff the by-products of right of way

acquisition became threats to the public health and safety during the injunction (352 F. Supp.

1324 (1972)).

Historically, the period between route adoption and land ~equisition has resulted in

difficulties in finding buyers as well as neglect of residences and neighborhoods because of the

future acquisition by the Division of Highways (Division of Highways, 1969). We presume

that the delay linked to the injunction exacerbated this problem~ Wrote Norman Emerson:

"The vacant houses came increasingly to symbolize the freeway. The day the injunction
was put into effect ...a total of 18,200 people had been displaced. Judge Pregerson
authorized an inspector to make monthly checks to see which of the remaining structures
posed a community hazard. The plaintiffs...wanted to see as few of the remaining
structures torn down as possible, holding that ff land clearance were allowed to continue,
the freeway could become ’fair aecompli.’ They argued in favor of renovation of
substandard structures and rental of the units by the State. Consequently, the abandoned
neighborhoods became scenes of vandalism and occasional assaults and rapes, bringing
about decline in neighboring property values. Increasingly, local residents came to see
the only solution to the problem to be construction of the freeway." (Emerson, 1980)

C. EXHIBIT B

o Plaintiffs reauest housin~ as a term of a settlement

Despite the conclusions of the Availability Studies that Caltrans had sufficient means to

replace housing, negotiations continued. A November, 1978 Los Angeles Times article

reported that the plaintiffs demanded a housing program which was a "tightly kept secret among

top state officials and a few outsiders." A Caltrans internal memorandum dated February 15,

1979, described the plaintiffs’ consideration of housing as most "crucial." The two main areas

of concern were HCD control and number of units. Plaintiffs’ position was that they would not

"allow Cakrans to be in control because [Caltrans] would subvert the problem to [Caltrans]

pecuniary interests; that they had been advised HCD is the only agency which is independent,

autonomous and expert in the field." The number of units to be relocated and rehabilitated at

this time was undecideck Negotiations regarding the use of best effort or a bottom line number
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of replacement units were ongoing. [See Chapter II for ad&nonal analysis of the negotiations
surrounding the housing provisions of the Consent Decree.]

]En October, 1979, under the terms of the consent decree, the Califorma Department of
Housing: and Community Development (HCD) was given the responsibility to construct 4,200
housing units. Housing was to meet the housing replacement needs of households yet to be
displaced and to serve as replenishment housing. The consent decree established a series of

zones based on six-mile intervals from the route alignment as the successive priority area for
locating the 4,200 units of housing. The consent decree aim identified resu’ictions on the

cligibilily and affordability of the units provided (I-ICY), 1982).

Budgetary restrictions initiated by the secretary of the United States Deparuncnt of
Transportation led to an amended consent decxce signed in September, 1981; the housing
production goal was cut to 3,700 units and allowed recycling of a $110 million fund. Although
a substm~tial contribution by the Federal Highway Adminisu’ation, resulting in the construction
of housing on a community level rather than a case-by-ease basis, the resulting cost
commitraent was about half that of the 1979 decree.

~ICD and the Housin~ Advisory Committee be~n work on the Century Freeway

ltousing Replenishment Plan

The consent decree ordered that a housing plan bc prepared by HCD and approved by

the Hous;ing Advisory Committee, a group representing each of the corridor cities and housing

replacement zones. The decree specified the requirements of the plan. It set out the general

categories of persons and households who rr~_y purchase or rent housing units developed under
the Housing Plan. It delineated the financial responsibilities of Federal and State defendants,

and suggested some methods by which these responsibilities could be implemented. It also set

standard.,~ for the use of excess property acquired for freeway right-of-way but not used for that

purpose ,ff:inal Consent Decree, 1979). The following section describes the emergent plano

l~a April, 1981, HCD, the designated lead agency responsible for replacement and

rcplenisllanent housing, retained Gruen Associatcs/’rhe Planning Group to prepare the Century

Freeway Housing Plan and associated environmental documentation. Aaron Clemens, David

Crompton, Barrio Planners and Economic Research Associates also participated. The Housing

Plan was to provide reasonably detailed guiding principles (HCD, August 1982). HCD
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characterized it as a pol/ey plan, not site-specific, meant as a statement of intentions to guide

day-to-day decision making.

The 1981 consent decree amendments forced HCD to re-evaluate the housing plan.

Before this point, the team had developed four alternative sketch plans based on consideration

of HCD p/lot projects and other comm/tments, and on assumptions about the level of displacee

participation; income diswibufion of potential program participants; home ownership criteria;

interest rates; number of Cakrans units feasible for rehabil/tation; and land, construction and

administrative cost estimates (HCD, August 1982).

The sketch plan proposed four possible strategies:

1) One for one replacement. This alternative aimed to mitigate impacts in the
jurisdictions directly impacted by the Century Freeway. Replenishment houshug
would be located in corridor communities ha the same proportion as it was
removed.

2) Di~laeee _~reference and need. Households to be d~placed by the Century
Freeway had a priority status in the consent decree so replenislmaent housing
would be provided in locations that Caltrans’ surveys indicated displacees
preferred.

3) Land Acouisition StrateL, v Extended. This approach sought to maximize use of
the sites HCD identn~ed as suitable for replenishment housing. The
considerable public resources spent to date were not to be wasted.

4) ~ILXg,~;IgC&b This alternative saw replenishment housing as a stimulant to
rcinvestment in mzny communities within the primary zone (HCD, August
1982).

These strategies were re-evaluated when the consent decree was amended, and the

downscaled 3,700 unit program allocated units into three program elements:

1) New consu’uction or rehabilitation of 1,025 units of housing ptu’suant to
approvals given by FHWA prior to August 25, 1981.

2) The construction or rchabiliration of no fewer than 1,175 units to meet the "last
resort" housing needs of remaining RAP-eligible ddsplacees.

3) The provision of as many units as possible through a $110 Million Fund. A
1,500 unit estimate was ~zde but the opportun/ty existed to produce additional
units through recycling of the fund. One year inflation protection was
authorized (HCD, 1982).

Each of the three consent decree program elements contained relationships defined by the

housing plan. First, those units previously approved would be provided primarily through
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relocation and rehabilitauon of existing units as would have the Land Acquisluon Strategy

Extended Alternative. These units would be produced on sites approved for purchase by

FHWA as part of HCD’s land banking and Mot Project Program (HCD, 1982).

,(;econd, the last resort housing would be provided primarily through new construction

to meet the last resort housing needs of the remaining gAP-eligible displacces. These types of

units wc)uld have been provided through the Displaccc Preference and Needs Alternative. The

housing would meet comparability requirements of the Uniform Relocation Act. Displacees

would i~iclude those persons eligible for benefits under the Uniform Relocation Act, who were

displaced by the Century Freeway after the date of the Final Consent Decree (HCD, 1982).

Third, the $I I0 million fund would provide newly constructed units produced through

the private sector, units similar to the One-for-One Replacement Option and units targeted to

reinforce reinvestrnent objectives of Primary Zone communities. It was hypothesized that as

recently occupied housing units became available to the housing program, the reconstruction

bids would show a cost advantage of rehabilitation over new construction (HCD, 1982). This

later proved to be incorrect.

"[’he consent decree allowed the Century Freeway Housing Program (CFHP) Executive

Director to place housing in broader areas, secondary and tertiary zones, ff necessary. Because

it was expected that sufficient land for the replacement units would not be found within the

densely populated limits of the immediate corridor, the units would be located on six~n’file

north-south strips starting at the freeway. However, HCD’s land inventory activities and

solicitation of initial developer interest had indicated that sufficient sites would bc available in

the Primary Zone. Later, an expansion out of this zone was necessary, because community

rejection and prokibitive costs limited the availability of Primary Zone sltes.

The proposed 3,700 units were cquaUy divided between the corridor jurisdictions and

other jurisdictions within the primary zone. The number of units allocated to any corridor

jurisdiction was directly related to the number of units removed or to be removed from the

jurisdiction (as a percentage of the total units removed by the freeway); 1,130 for the west,

1,640 for central and 930 for cast. The housing units would represent a pool available to all

jurisdictions (HCD, 1982).
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The composite plan was flexible; it linked planning objectives with housing that could

actually be produced g~ven site availability, developer interests, local input and project level

environmental clearance.

The documents which were to govern contracting procedures were 23 CFR, FHP

Manual, State Contracts Act, State Administrative Manual, and the provisions of Exhibit C of

the consent decree. Two basic approaches were available under the 1982 structure of the plan.

HCD might utilize the Invitation for Bid Process (IFB), as was the case in the early pilot

projects. Here, the Department prepared a detailed specification package to which contractors

responded with competitive bids. This approach was required for sites and umts already

controlled by the state. The other approach followed the Request for Proposal (RFP) process

whereby HCD solicited development projects on sites controlled by the private sector. HCD

reserved the right to negotiate with successful respondents to deter--~aine final costs (HCD,

August 1982).

Under IFB the state acts as the developer of the housing and coordinates the relocation

and rehabilitation process. Through the RFP, the developer handles all construction and

subcontracting details. The preferred approach in 1982 was as fotlows: HCD would develop

all units ha the Prior Approval program element through the IFB process. These units would

include relocated and rehabilitated strueun’es and new construefion on sites controlled by HCD.

The Last Resort and $110 Million Fund categories would be developed primarily through the

RFP process, ha 1982, a waiver of the normal contraeting procedures, the IFB, had only been

granted for the $110 Million Fund and a waiver would be required for future RFP projects

(HCD, August 1982).

Both last resort and prior approval housing units were to be created in a cost-effective

manner, with no specific budget limit, and reimbursed by FHWA. b"HWA and Caltrans would

share any proceeds from the sale of these units on a 92%-8% basis. The $110 Million Fund

was allocated to HCD which was free to recycle sales proceeds into additional housing

production and assistance activities (HCD, August 1982).

Participants in the Century Freeway Housing Program are displaeees who are eligible

for benefits under the provisions of the Uniform Relocation Act; displacees ineligible for RAP

benefits who rent C.altrans-owned properties; persons on houskng authority waiting lists; and

persons ha the general population with incomes below 120% of the Los Angeles-Long Beach

SMSA median income.
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o Evaluation: Restmndents cridcxze the lack of ongoing community involvement in the

,housing program

Respondents evaluated the participation of the community-based Housing Advisory

Commi1~c (HAC) in the approval of the Housing Plan positively. Representatives from both

HCD aJ~ local officials unardmously cite the importance of continuing community input in

the imp]~ementation of the housing program. They note that the plan, as implemented, might

have reflected the needs of the communities better ff the HAC had pm’ticipated in its

implementation. The dasbanding of the HAC, seen as a forum for bringing conflicting interests

together, was a loss:

"’I don’t think you would have ever had a lawsuit on Hawthorne Terrace go to the U.S.
Supreme Court had we had the Housing Advisory Commi~e. That would have been
Ircsolved and settled."

The lack of community representation at the point of consideration of construction in

Tier H was a disappointment. Furthermore, local officials felt that their communities were

not well informed. Changes in implementation of the plan by the program were not overseen:

"Change in program design, upscaling or downscaling of a specific project, availability or
l~:k of availability of money for a plan....Somcone should have a list of...all the inner
players, the people, the court, and others in it. Somebody should have been there in the
situation saying, ’change your expectations communities’. If you are told that this is
going to be done on time you might have gotten ready...to coordinate other programs to
our agenda. When our agenda changed, we should have said something to you all to
bring you along...these state agencies don’t do that."

To date, the Housing Plan is perceived to have had limited utility. While satisfying the

terms of the consent decree, in that the process for providing housing was outlined, HCD did

not use the plan in day-to-day implementation of the program. One interviewee said:

"I thought it...was very good, but ]~ thought it only had a useful life of about two years...
because after it was fmalized...market conditions, environmental conditions, political
conditions, changed to a point where you almost need another one."

ak brief history_ of Century Freeway Housin~ Pro tram production

"the progress of the Century Freeway Housing Program is documented in that

organization’s Quarterly Reports. Here we summarize some of the milestones:

® By 1983 conditional commitment of $34 million for the construction of 412 units had
been given. Construction began on the first project of fifty units in January, 1983.
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D.

In the first quarter of 1983 HCD advanced its construction schedule in coordination with
Caltrans’ schedule. HCD cited problems in awarding a conn’act for 433 units given
conditional commitment in September, 1982 because of lack of staffin the Civil Rights
Branch and confusion and delay while Caltrans had been working out acceptable policies
and procedures.

During f’meal year 1982-1983 CFHP had awarded approximately $14 million for 176
units and anticipated awarding $57 million for 752 units in 1983-1984.

By early 1986 RFP-1 was encumbered. Ten out of 15 projects were completed (300 out
of 411 units).

A federal audit completed in 1986 concluded that the housing production schedule set
forth in the consent decree would not be met and the number of units planned would be
more than needed. In February 1986, only 536 units were completed and 339 were under
construction. Of the 536 completed units, only 215 were occupied. The 59.9% vacancy
was attributed to low d/splacee interest, inadequate marketing strategms, and the lack of
rental disposition instructions. The audit cited increased costs attributable to lack of
controls over land and dwelling costs, unnecessary restriction on housing locations, and
production schedules which had proven to be unnecess~q_ly restrictive.

By early 1987 thirteen of 15 RFP-1 projects were completed. Under RFP-4, two projects
were complete for $13.5 million, and ten were under construction ($30.2 million).

In late 1987, the status of the I025 program was 225 units complete, 96 encumbered, 16
obligated. Two more RFP-4 projects were complete and nine were under construction.

In late 1988, HCD reported that an RFP had not been issued since February, 1985, and
that there were 360 units to be completed from the inventory of existing RFPs and PS&Es
from that period. The lack of solicitations by the CFHP was said to be directly related to
ongoing discussions at the Federal District Court regarding proposals to restructure the
program. CFHP argued that, had it been allowed to proceed with the normal procurement
procedures,it would have had the balance of required housing units either under
construction or completed. ~ proposed Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA)
method of awarding projects.

In 1989, subsequent to the recommendations of Kenneth Leventhal & Company, the
housing program was re-structured. Under this program both the NOFA approach
suggested by HCD and a public/private parmership with the Local Initiatives Support
Corporation were to produce the housing.

EVALUATING THE IMPACTS OF THE CONSENT DECREE PROVISIONS FOR

HOUSING.

For convenience we first summarize here the results presented in Chapter ~I. The

Comparison Project features the following housing components:

construction of about 500 replacement units;
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no consn’uction of additional units would to replenish housing stock m affectai
commumties;

- Caltrans as lead agency in the implementation of the housing program;

- use of Federal Highway funds for replacement housing; and

¯ no separate agency to represent the interests of Century Freeway displacees,

The actual freeway being constructed today includes:

¯ |he construction of about 1000 replacement units;

¯ l]~e anticipated construction of about 2000 additional units to replenish the housing stock
m affected communities;

]Housing and Community Development as lead agency in the implementation of the
]aousing program.

- use of Federal Highway funds for both replacement and replenishment housing;, and

¯ estabhshment of the Office of the Advocate as a separate agency to represent the
interests of Centmy Freeway chsplaceeso

[n the following sections we undertake several evaluations of the housing program. We

first review the public policy assessment of the housing provisions. We then provide

information on direct and associated costs of housing. This is followed by art assessment of the

decision to assign housing implementation to HCD and of the overall HCD performance°

.
Rest3ondents in ~eneral evaluate m’ovisions for housin~ resultin~ from the consent

decree as good public policy. 1

;See Figures V-1 to V-6 for a graphic representation of the pereentage of respondents

who approved of Consent Decree Exhibit B elements and thought their implementation

promotexi the general welfare. This analysis is conducted by organization: Caltrans, FHWA,

and all others° We include the responses of only those individuals who knew of the element.

’While only 56% of Caltrans respondents approved of the inclusion of the 3700 units

of replacement and replenishment housing, 72% said it promoted the general welfare. (See

Figure V- 1) Comments made by this group reflect a perception that this package was forced on

the agency in order to allow conswaction to proceed. This group and respondents in FHWA

saw the housing program as part of a mitigation package. Other respondents also

recognmed that replacement housing was needed in the community. Interviewees confirmed that
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while Lhcrc may bca corridor-wide benefit 6"om Lhc housing pro~, the specific benefit to the

displacccs was questionable. They also c~tc insufficient dirccfon from the court in the

implcmcnmuon of ~c provislono

[ I i I I

Approved
Element

I

[] Others

Caltrans

II FHWA

"Construct~n and/or
Rehal~htat~on of 3700
housing umts to meet
replacement housing
needs and to replenish
housing for commun=ties"

Percentage

Figure V-1

hmrviewccs generally perceived the dm~¢ elements of the housing program to bc

beneficial. (See Figures V-2 to V-4) Some noted that people who wcrc actually displaced early

in the project did not benefit from d~cs¢ provisions. Housing o~cials ranked the $I 10 million

clement as the most productive because it allows for more flexibility in project delivery.

Approved
Element

,~ud Element
Prornomd
General
Welfaxe

........ _I_ ........! ........! ........! ......._! ......! ......! .......! ....I___ I [] Others

I FHWA

Percentage

Figure V-2

"Construction or
rehabilitation of no fewer
than 1175 units to meet
housing needs of corndor
res=dents ehgibie for URA
benefits"
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Figure V-4

! Others

Caltrans

In FHWA

"Prov=ston through
rehabilrtat=on or new
constructmon of 1,025 units
of housing pursuant to
approvals whch had been
guven prior to August 25,
1981 "

i Others

II Caltrans

IB FHWA

"The expenddure of $110
miflion zn federal funds for
the provtsion of the
maximum number of low
and moderate income
housing umts whch could
be obta=ned with these
funds."

’l~c majority of Caltrans officials did not approve of the phasing x~.quircmcnt in the

dccrcc; however, they concluded that its inclusion promoted the general welfare. (Scc Figurc

V=5) This discrepancy is explained as follows: plaintiffs allegedly did not trust Caltrans to

provide the housing. The phasing provisions assured that it would not bc circumvcnmd. One

Caltrans official commented on the origin of the clement:

";[ would guess, it’s because the only way in the plaintiffs’ mind they could get the
housing built is to force Caimans-- that Caltrans couldn’t build thc freeway unless the
housing got built. And I d~J¢ they wcrc right."
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Phasing was eHminateA as a requ~ment of the consent decree in 1989. One Caltrans officials

explained:

"Requiring housing to keep pace with highway cormtruction--that was an ...incentive in
the early days m keep the housing phase somewhat on tr~cL It might have floundered
completely without that requ~ment. That reqmrcment of course has now been
cllmiuated with the resn’ucturing deal. In fact, I think ~e specific reason ...[why]...the
plaintiffs were willing to relinquish that bit of leverage was that ...they hoped in
exchange to get rid of HCD."

Ca|trans officials concluded that this constraint did not hinder the progress of the freeway.

Other respondents evaluated both the implementation and the idea of the phasing as positive.

I I ! !!i ...... 40
S~d Element

Were "

Percentage

Figure V-5

I Others

m Caltrans

I FHWA

"Phassng of the treeway
project--a given percentag~
of un=ts available for
occupancy when a g~,en
percentage of freeway
construction contracts
awarded"

The majority of all respondents favored federal responsibility for 92% of the housing.

See (Figure V-6) The housing cost was perceived as cost ofbuilding a highway;

~ransportation agencies which take homes must bc responsible for their replacement. Some

respondents expressed a concern with using federal highway dollars for the construction of

housing because it constrained the manner in which the housing could bc built.

"We could have effectively created the housing units, created the rgplenishment
housing, done the rehabilitation through the use of non-profit housing development
corporations and in conjunction with private developers without creating a project office
and a bureaucracy to do it, but at would never happen as long as 92% of the money
came out of the federal highway trust fund."
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Figure V-6

B! Others

Caltrans

I FHWA

"Use of federal hsghway
trust funds to pay for 92
percent of housing program
costs"

2. Costs for Activities Associated with Housing

,Overall, respondents perceived the Comparison Project to be less expensive for Caltrans

than the actual scenario.2 The categories which we compared are right of way acquisition, right

of way property management, corridor maintenance, replenishment housing, replacement
housing, and relocation assistance. With the exception of the costs for replacement housing and

relocation assistance, Caltrans respondents reported a significantly larger cost difference than

the other respondents. (See Figure V-7)

ComparRson Project Housing Costs
much 3

- i1
than
8ctual [] Caltrans

[] Others

same O.
as actual

-2,
much -2.1 -20~ o2.0~
tess

o2.2r

than -3,
actual ROW Ac, qun~ FlOW Prop ROW Mamt. Corndor MmnL

Mgmt. Replen

Cost Category

Housing
Replace

Figure V-7
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We present hem some additional secondary dam on costs, but we have been unable to

independently validate the following numbers. Housing costs were estimated in a journalistic

series as 30-40% more fl~an comparable housing costs elsewhere° High administrative costs

were said to resutt from inexperience, bureaucratic bungling, and an agency top-heavy with

management. Vague project specifications, inconsistent inspections and slow payments

reportedly led to several company failures (Los Angeles Timez, December 28, 1987).3

Although HCD officials adrmtted to higher costs, they attributed uhem to higher than average

quality construction.

The journahstic series linked high vacancy rates to 1) construction of an excessive

numLe.x of condominiums and not enough rentals; 2) long escrows; 3) chsplacees accepting

Caltrans lump sum payments instead of waiting for replacement housing; and 4) buyers and

renters avoiding low-income, high-crime areas. Surveys found that 16% of the displaced

desired to live in the central zone, but by 1987, 33% of the housing built was built there (L~

Angeles Times, December 28, 1987).

All groups perceived the long term impact of the actual project on the housing supply

to be somewhat beneficial. The Comparison Project would have had a slightly negative impact.

The impact on both the general housing supply and affordable housing supply is illuslrated

below in Figures V-8 and V-9:

Very
Beneficial 2,

No effect

-1,

impact on Local Housing Supply

0.35

-0.37

0 45

-0.53

Caltrans Others
Orgamzat~on

ll Actual

][] Comparison

Figure V-8
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Impact on Local Affordable Housing Supply
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°0.27
-0 49

Caltrans Others
Organization

Figure V-9

3. Costs for HCD and the Office of the Advocate: AdminisWation

Data provided from the accounting office in Caltrans District 7 allow an estimate of the

operating costs for HCD exclusive of construction contracts. Between fiscal years 79/80 and

89/90 Caltrans paid HCD, m eight separate contracts, $40,751,918.41. Contract budgets for

the Office of the Advocate between fiscal year 80/81 and 90/91 sum to $2,822,295.

4. t-lousing C0n~trucuon Costs

Many at Caltrans saw housing construction costs as the major cost of the consent

decree. The following quote is typical of the opinions of many administrators who object to the

manner m which the housing program has progressed but acknowledge the value of replacing

housing in the corndor:

"...certainly the housing was a cost that was more expensive than it would have been
short term, but it may have had socaal benefits long term that perhaps Caltrans shouldn’t
have paid for, but the public benefited from. It’s hard to assess those variables."

Caltrans Civil Rights Branch reported that as of October, 1990, $13,569,569 had been paid to

prime contractors for major housing contracts and $I23,630,318 had been paid for RFP

contracts. An HCD report issued in June, 1990 showed a total of 2,003 affordable housing

units pr(xluced for $175 million. The average cost per unit is $87,369. The 1986 federal audat

conclud,~ that the producuon costs in the program were excessive.
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Figures V-10 and V-11 show that the actual producnon schedule m 1989 did not match

the production schedule anticipated in 1984. In its quarterly reports, HCD compares costs of

obligated units constructed under the four RFPs, but does not report the percentage of units

actually encumbered. In 1986, when a federal audit was conducted, HCD reported a total of

1690 units, reportedly obligated at $83,204 per unit and encumbered at $92,550 per unit.

However, according to the Federal audit, only 536 units were actually completed, merely 32%

of those obligated. HCD’s reports consistently overestimate the progress of the housing

program.

See Figures V-12 and V-13, which chart annual production and construction

expenditures per year as reported by the Century Freeway Housing Program.

E, EXCESSIVE ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIVrITES IN THE CENTURY FREEWAY

HOUSING PROGRAM ARE CRITICrZED

° Few respondents anticipated the diffi~tflty of constructing housing under the rules of

highway construction

One HCD official acknowledged a seemingly endless process of writing policies and

procedures. The finalization of Chapter XX which held up sale of rental units is a good

example of this:

"The Federal Highway Administranon inslsted on a full set of policies and procedures
which took us about two and one-half or three years worth of drafting and rcdrafting
and redoing and arguing. Some of the arguments, on our part; some, on thch"s, but
between the two of us...you couldn’t get them occupied."

We summarize these rules in Appendix E to illustrate the complexity of the process.
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Other agencies are no~ confident in HCD’s abili w to tmplement the housing pinto’am and

c.nnclze the decamon to award the pro m’am to HCD.

By 1983 there had been four executive du~ctors of the Century Freeway Housing

Program. Only forty units had been constructed. The housing plan had been recently

completed; however, the program was only staffed at 50% of its personnel allocation.

The majority of Caltrans respondents neither approved of HCD’s assignment as lead

agency in the housing program, nor thought that the assignment promoted the general welfare

(See Fagmre V-14). Caltrans officials generally concluded that they could have done a better job

themselves. They cited involvement by their own right-of-way branch in the process of

creating housing around the state. At the time of then" designation as lead agency, HCD was

perceiw~ as an agency that was not project-oriented and not equipped for the task. Caltrans

was familiar with the right-of-way situation and the corridor in general; HCD had to begin

anew."

"You know Caltrans had the great fortune of starting out building farm roads, farm and
market roads, and the first state highways, and worked their way up to freeways and
whatnot and they grew into it. And HCD, you know, there it was one day. And I don’t
think they knew what hit them."

Caltrans officials did recognize that any agency required to implement the housing program

maght have had a hard time, as the charge in the consent decree is a complicated one:

"On the one hand their charge appears to be the creation of the maximum number of
units from the funds available. On the other hand they are charged with the achievement
of various social objectives, specifically the employment of inexperienced subcontractor
firms to actually do the work."

FI-IWA officials stressed that HCD was a planning and policy oriented agency. They

suggest~ that, in hindsight, it would have been appropriate to explore other alternatives for

constructing the housing, such as county and city housing authorities. Although the rrmjority of

other respondents believed that the assignment to HCD was in the public’s interest, they

also stated that HCD was not prepared to take on a project of the magnitude required by the

decree.
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However, some obse~’vers atu~ibuted poor housing performance to interference wkh
HCD activity. In early 1983, a high level Cakrans &tidal indicated that the "single most
significant reason the housing program is behind schedule is dJzector Gianturco’s instruction of
Division of l~ghtoof-Way personnel to ’stay out’ of the housing program to the ’greatest extent
possible.’" On the other hand, in March of 1983, the ~ Executive Director wrote that the
"most serious threat to Consent ~ implementation is the blatant and undisguised attempt by
Caltrans to assume con~’oI of the housing program."

Executive level officials cited friction between the Housing Program and Caimans and
FHWA. Some felt that personnel in the transportation agencies actually hoped to see the

housing program fail in order to avoid the precedent of including housing as a component in
future federal projects.

Although two-t.rfirds of Caltrans respondents indicated that they view HCD as a

partner in the implementation of the Century Freeway Project, a full third viewed them as
opponents. Furthermore, conflict with HCD, housing authorities and corridor cities is perceived

to be greater in the actual project than it would have been in the Comparison Project (See Figure

V-15). Even respondents who saw HCD as a partner condition their opinions:

"Well, HCD is a sister state agency, and we are all under the Business and
Transportation Agency. We all go to the .~ame seeretaryo But I would say our
relationsbdps...have...been very difficult---quite frankly, HCD’s management has not
been all that it should have been over the years, certainly not in the early years."
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Struetttrally the two agencies were seen as partners not only because they are sister agencies but

because HCD utilizes Caltrans’ funds. However, interviewees within Caitrans felt that

Caltran:g should have been made the lead agency iniuaUy; they were disappointed in HCD’s

performance in the Century Freeway Housing Program.

Several respondents mentioned that the relationship has changed over time. Caltrans

official,,; recognized that the struenn~ of the housing progrmn was difficult for HCD to manage:

"I think HCD has suffered because a new Rdmirtistration comes in and you get a whole
new front office and youYe starting over. And there’s a lot of lost rime and people
sitting here [in Caltrans] saying ’yeah, look how crazy that is.’ It’s parmcrs and yet
there’s still this little undercurrent of feeling the other agency is incompetent."

CFAAC officials indicated they generally view HCD as a partner in the implementation of the

project, especially at the executive level.

in eonwast to the nature of the relationship in the consent decree negotiation period (see

Chaptez II), an adversarial relationship between plaintiffs and HCD was evidenced both in

our inte’rview responses and the call by the plaintiffs for a restructuring of the housing program:

"As a practical matter, very often HCD is most hostile because we are always challenging
their conduct and questioning their performance. We think they have been the least
effective. They have spent too much money and produced too little."

Other ttgencies involved in consent decree implementation could not characterize their

relationship with HCD as either partner or opponent.
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Respondents also specifically concluded that HCD lacks skills in adm/n/stering contracts
ha the manner required of FHWA. Furthermore things "just not working" at HCD was a
recurring theme. Some outside the CFHP organization attributed dif~culty to the application of
federal highway pt~.dures to housing development; others cited a more fundamental
organizational problem: failure by HCI) to adhere to its own procedares once in pIace.
Gen~lly, a lack of fm~liar/ty with req~ents was cited as the primary reason for the
dif~culties. Fh’mlly, many criticized the number of Governor’s appointees at the Executive
level. Four exempt positions in the program turn over with each a~ninistration; this was cited

as disrupting continudty.

HCD respondents also observed that the administration of the program was deficient
fl, om the start. HCD was tmf~ar with application of federal highway procedures to housing

development. ’%Ve were faced with having to deal with the bureaucracies at C~lu’ans and

Federal Highways, who have certain policies and procedures for building freeways that arc not

adaptable to housing development-" HCD offices regret the program’s performance and
recognized that greater effort might have been expended initially to set up appropriate and
professional standards for operation.
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,
Communhv benefits from the housin~ vrom’am are recomaized desvite criticism of

adrn~Jstmtlon of the programs.

Most Caltrans officials did not originally approve of the 60 member housing advisory

comrnilxee; yet they felt that it did promote the general welfare.(See Figure V-16) Other

respondents, (except FHWA) overwhelmingly approved of the committee. Both groups

suggested that Laput of community members was essential to the success of the housing

program; however, the size of the committee may have precluded it from making long-standing

substantive contributions.
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Figure V-16

Some Caltrans and FHWA officials admitted that there may have been a need for a

displacee advocate; however, a majority felt that the implementation of the element was counter

to the gcmeral welfare. (See Figure V- 17) These officials had more of a problem with the

personalities of the people in the Advocate role than the existence of the position itself. They

felt that the Advocate’s efforts duplicated their own. Furthermore they saw this office as

another adversarJal layer of bureaucracy in the project.
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Other respondents overwhelmingly approved of the Office of the Advocate and felt it

promoted the general welfare. They perceived the office as more accessible than other

resources in the commtu~ty.

Despite the criticism regarding the adequacy of the housing program and the people who

implement it, on balance, respondents from CFAAC, the Center for Law, and HCD who

have a high level of knowledge of the history of the decree and monetary costs of the housing

program concluded that the benefits of the housing program outweigh the costs. Caltrans,
local elected officials and local administrative officials tended to slightly disagree.

[Caimans officials average 2.58 and all others average 3°07, indicating that the group as a whole

is undecided].

F. THE HOUSING PROGRAM IS RESTRUCI3JRED

o The restructuring of the housing proeram fQllows from the recormncndations of sevcr~

consultants

In 1988, Kenneth Lcventhsi and Co. reviewed two proposals to restructure the housing

program° The Center for Law proposed the creation of the Century Community Housing

Corporation to work in coordination with the Local Initiatives Support Corporation. HCD

proposed a Notice of Funding AvailabiLity process. Citing each program’s advantages and

disadvantages, the consultants recommended a dual track program m which $30 million from
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the $126 million program would be allocated to each program. Each party would operate in a

cooperative framework where the remataing $66 ~on would be available for allocauon on an

as needed basis (Kenneth Leventhal & Company, 1988).

In June, 1989, 3udge Pregerson authorized two new programs, reflecting a desire to

maximize the impact of Exhibits C and B. These two programs are the NOFA and the

PubUc/Private Partnership Program. In ad&tion, the appointment of George Crawford as

special counsel was confirmed. His role was to recommend a second housing restructuring.

Forty million dollars was made available to HCD from the carryover of unexpended

funds in the $110 million program, This sum was split between two NOFA processes, $30

million for the owner builder and $10 million for the developer builder. The Public Private

Partnership program was to use $60 million to leverage funds to expand the number of dwelling

units that ean be provided for $126 million. The program is in its early stages.

A September 1990 minute order indicated that Judge Prcgcrson was dissatisfied with the

progress on the project. He addressed several problems including uncorrected construction

defects and repair problems in occupied Century Freeway units as well as a lack of security.

Frustration was evident in his suggestion that the implementors consider shutting down the

entire project until the major problems involving housing construction and maintenance and job

training were resolved.

1 Crosstabs analysis: To assess the relationship between approval of a consent decree element
and belief in its promoting the general welfare, erosstab analysis was conducted. The small size
of our sample precludes us from doing sophisticated tests of statistical significance. However,
the pr~:ess does allow us to see emerging trends in the responses.

The sample for this procedure consisted of those respondents indicating that they had known of
the element being tested. The population was broken into three samples: Caltrans, FHWA and
all others.

In a preliminary analysis, we report the percentage of people reporting that they approved of the
element being tested. This is compared with the percentage of people who report that they felt
the eleraent promoted the general welfare.

Because of the binary nature of the variables we used tests of Chi Square for dependence rather
than correlation or regression analyses. In the majority of tests, more than 40% of the ceils had
frequencies of less than five. It is inappropriate to run tests of significance in these eases.

If the variables arc dependent, knowledge of one helps predict the other. In a second analysis,
wc look for items where knowledge of one does not help predict the other° In these instances,
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respondents have changed their minds with respect to their assessment of the Rcm as it was
implemented.

Items which people:
1) Did not approve bm felt promoted the general welfare:

a) 6 lanes (21%)
b) 3,700 housing units (16%)
c) Housing Advisory Committee (15%)
d) Phasing (19%)

2) Did approve but feR countered the general welfare:
a) Office of the Advocate (13%)
b) HCD lead agency (8%)

2 In these analyses, results reflect views of those indicating that they have a high level of
knowledge with respect m the history of the freeway as well as the costs of the housing
program.

3 Throughout the course of this study we havc repeatedly found that the coverage by the Los
Angeles Times, and other publications has been sensational in naRn’c. Although the general
aUcgations arc based on real complaints, officials from both HCD and Caltrans indicate Rat the
stories misrcprcsente~l the project.
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CHAPTER VI

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: ORIGINS, CONTEXT, AND IMPACTS

This chapter briefly describes the origins of the affirmative action provisions of the consent

decree, locates them within a context of federal civil rights and affirmative action law, and

evaluates Exhibit C, the affirmative action program, and CFAAC. For the reader’s convenience,

we again summarize Exhibit C.

A. INTRODUCTION

Dozens of affirmative action consent decrees have been entered since the early 1970s for the

purpose of settling lawsuits alleging illegal race or sex discrimination. Most of the lawsuits settled

in this fashion have been based on Title VII claims. Title VII is the element of the Civil Rights Act

of 1964 that addresses discrimination in employment; thus the "Title VII consent decree" is

intended to provide remedies for a firm’s allegedly discriminatory employment practices, usually

relating, to hiring, promotions, or lay-offs.

~L addition to the ~ affirmative action consent decree, some affirmative action consent

decrees have been entered for the purpose of settling ~ lawsuits. Although they are

based on the equal protection clause of the Fotmeenth Amendment to the United States

Constit~ation, these also tend to involve allegations of employment discrimination. They differ

from Title VII consent decrees chiefly in that they are intended to settle discrimination suits against

governmental entities. Defendant parties to equal protection affimaafive action consent decrees are

typically police and fire departments and public school districts.

"I~tie affirmative action component of the Century Freeway consent decree, however, was not

a response to a clmm of illegal or unconstitutional employment discrimination against Caltrans; nor

was the dement of the Century Freeway affirmative action plan that establishes goals for MBE’s

and WBE’s a response to a claim alleging race and sex discrimination by Caltrans in the letting of

contracts. As Judge Pregerson wrote in his order (1-22-81) denying the Associated General

Contractors’ motion to intervene in the lawsuit after the consent decree was issued, "No allegations

of employment discrimination were made in the original complaint" ("Memorandum and Order

Denying Motion to Intervene", Civil No. 72-355-HP, @ 12). Likewise, the original complaint did
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not charge defendants with race or sex discrimination regarding contract-letting. Of the allegations

which were made, none would ordinarily induce a court to authorize an affirmative action program

as an appropriate remedy. In this respect the Century Freeway decree ts quite unique. A CFAAC

staff member offered the following response when asked to name a "major accomplishment" of the

decree’s affmmtive action program:

"I also think this is important--it has set a precedent. Its very existence. Even if it
wasn’t effective at all [...] Oh, the contract people will hare this, but it does lend
itself to being applied someplace else. I mean, maybe they’re going to do some
public works project, and one of the ways theyql look to mitigate it in their public
hearing stage before they get sued, is to be proactive and say ’we’ll do this and
we’ll set up this kind of plan and we’ll ask the contractors to do these kinds of
things."’

B. THE ORIGINS OF THE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION COMPONENT WERE

POLICY BASED, NOT LEGALLY REQUIRED

If it was far from inevitable that an affirmative action program would have been imposed ff

the case had gone to trial and Calwans had lost on the merits, what was the genesis of the idea to

include the program in the consent decree? And why did Caltmns accede to it? Inclusion of an af-

firmative action plan resulted from the Center’s strategy to craft a comprehensive consent decree

which would pull together and be responsive to all the plaintiff groups and reconcile their interests

(Center for Law, Notes on "History of Litigation", not dated).

Some have confidently asserted that the Center’s original objective in pursuing the litigation

was to force cancellation of the freeway. But as noted earlier, others, especially Center attorneys,

adamantly denied that this was their goal. [See Chapter IV.] Whatever motives one associates with

the Center, it is clear that at some point the plaintiffs and others saw the freeway as a potential

source of employment--especially if an affirmative action progam was put in place.

The Center for Law’s original interest in the freeway "was primarily environmental. Again

when I say environmental, I don’t mean the human environment. These people were talking about

the birds and the trees and air quality and energy consumption." After the Court responded to the

Center’s original complaint by halting construction on the freeway, the local groups developed a

perspective of theft own, As one Brown Administration official explained:

"And they were saying, ’Well, look, Center for Law, you know, we appreciate
the fact that you stopped this thing, but, you know...the so-called cure was
almost as bad as the original disease.’ I think something like 70 percent...of the
corridor had been cleared and of course the area was blighted by thaL...So the
community put pressure on the Center for Law to get something out of this. To
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negotiate some sort of a deal and again, I think, certainly from the standpoint of
the black community, they saw a freeway investment as potcntaal jobs for their
constituents and contracts for some local entrepreneurs. So they had a much
different view of it than the Center for Law did."

Thus, by the time the parties to the original lawsuit began the negotiations that led eventually

to the drafting of Exhibit C of the consent decree, affn’mativc action was on the plaintiffs agenda.

Defen&hnt lawyers agreed to include it in the decree, rcported/y for reasons that were not legally

driven:

"I think the governor [Edmond G. Brown, Jr.] and Giantm,’co, based on my
experience and knowing how they managed, were far more receptive to the
plaintiffs perspective than a Republican administration would have been. And as
a result it became awkward for the lawyers to defend the lawsuit when the chent
was that sympathetic to the plaintiffs’ perspective."

A senior" Caltrans administrator described the organization’s ~ operandi during the negotiating

sessions:

"It was fascinating as an exercise in negotiations .... Dick Rypinski had his
marching orders, and what he would do would be to go down and negotiate with
John Phillips on certain issues and a range of issues: the housing, the highway,
the light rail portion I guess, as well as Exhibit C. He would then come back and
send the applicable portions to the various players .... [T]he only comments
Rypinsk/wanted from us [on civil rights and Exhibit C] were ones that would
make it ...so bad it was not worth having a freeway for. So you would look at
Exhibit C ... I’m sure they looked at others-and say, well, this doesn’t make
sense, but it isn’t important enough to stop the whole project. And so it was his
style of putting pressure on us or getting an answer from us one way or another."

An attorney for the Center for Law provided a different perspective:

"We wanted an affn-mative action program that was going to guarantee, assure
that a substantial percentage of the dollars spent would go to the people most
affected by the project itself. We went up to Sacramento and presented
these...and said, ’Here is the outline of what we want.’"

This perspective is echoed in the decree itself, which states that one of the decree’s purposes is to

"ensure that employment oppommities generated by the project will benefit the communities

which have been economically impacted by the size and location of the project" (Final Consent

Decree,, 10-4-79, @ 3).

Another Caltrans official offered the following observation:

"The Brown administration I don’t think really wanted the freeway at all. I think
they saw the consent decree as something that was purportedly going to
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accomplish a lot of sodal gain: The area of helping the poor buy houses,
minorities fred jobs, those kinds of things."

Caltrans’ decision not to contest the inclusion of an affirmotive acuon plan is adumbrated in its

legal argument challenging the amount of attorneys’ fees awarded by the court to plaintiffs’

lawyers. Caltrans sought a reduction in the fee award on the grounds that "the consent decree was

a political setllement stimulated in part by the political milieu in Sacramento and Washington ...,,1

Not surprisingly, plalntkffs and defendants differed somewhat in their assessments of

Cakrans’ record on civil rights. With some exceptions, defendants tended to regard the agency’s

support for civil rights as adequate, while generally acknowledging that affirmative action was

never a Idgh priority. The following statement, made by a Caltrans official, is iUustrativc:

"...As I recoUcct, we weren’t out there promoting this until there was legislation
that said ’thou shalt do that.’ My feeling is that the average people -that those
of us who were responsible for implementing the...construction contracts, saw
that as not really our job. It was a social thing imposed upon the dcpartmenL
Here, we were sort of policemen and met the administrative thing. That...was
the attitude, at least as it started out...oI rmy be selling the department short
because I wasn’t that involved, but I just don’t think wc were out actively
promoting it.I don’t think wc took a leadcrsldp role. I think we tried probably
honestly to administer federal and state laws. And that’s probably about it."

Another Caltrans official felt that the department had increased its internal alTwnmtive action efforts

since the passage of the federal C/vil Rights Act in 1964.

"It’s increased. At the time that I started with the department, it was a very low
number of blacks, Hispanics, and other minorities in the maintenance area
especially. And from that 6me up until now wc have gotten minorities in every
classification within the maintenance function, and they’re doing the some in
other areas, engineering and other classifications, personnel, administration,
management, and all that.So I can see that C.altrans is almost totally committed to
acldeving parity, as you call it, for each of the classifications. They even look at
the level of ach/cvcment to spread it throughout all classifications within the
area."

Others in Caltrans were less charitable toward the department concerning its civil rights

record over the years. One senior Calwans official admitted that the affimmtive action provisions

for M/WBE’s in the 1982 Surface Transportation Act caught the department "fiat-footed": "There

was no system to make that come about. No program in place." This intendewee acknowledged

that during the years immediately following its establishment, the Civil Rights Office in

Sacramento was a "dumping ground...for incompetents or for people they didn’t want anywhere

else." And a small minority of Caltrans interviewees cited a lack of commitment in Caltrans upper
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echelon to civil rights programs. This factor was thought to be parually responsible for operational

probletns in Distract 7 Civil Rights Branch during consent decree implementation, such that

organiz2ttionai and personnel deficiencies could be traced to managers who were not held

accountable for work that the unit processes.

While the nexus between plaintiffs’ original complaint in the 1-105 lawsuit and the affhmmtive

acuon provisions in the consent decree is difficult to precisely identify, at the time the consent

decrees of 1979 and 198i were being negotiated, Caimans was involved in a minority contracting

dispute "regarding the Grove-Shafter Freeway in Oakland. In April, 1979, Secretary of Business

and Trmasportation Alan Stein suspended construction of the freeway because of complaints

concerning the minimal parucipation of minority subcontractors ("Minority Complaints Halt Work

on Oakland Freeway," San Francisco Chronicle, April 24, 1979)2. This controversy, while it

does no’t establish any agency-wide pattern of slow response to affirmative action mandates, does

indicate that the time of consent decree negotiation was one of increasing sensitivity to the costs of

new freeways on minority communities and a time when these communities demanded (and won)

economic benefits.

Interviewees not associated with Caltrans frequently took a much d, mmer view of the

department’s record on civil rights. For example, a CFAAC Board member said this in reference

to Calm, ms’ affmuative action efforts:

"Let’s face it. This is something I probably don’t want quoted by me, but the
substance is that civil engineers tend to be white males who want to get roads built.
So, ff it weren’t for the consent decree, there wouldn’t be any."

An HCD official was far less charitable: "Well, Caimans is a very racist organization."

C SOME FEATURES OF THE CENTURY FREEWAY AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

PLAN EXCEEDED THE THEN EXISTING FEDERAL AND STATE

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION MANDATES

Exhibit C Summarized

The affirmative action plan mandated by Exhibit C of the consent decree is comprised of three

parts: first, requirements for contractors to hire female and minority employees, referred to as

"emplo~maent goals"; second, requirements for contractors to utilize women and minority
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subcontractors, known as "minority and women-owned business enterprises (MBE’s and

WBE’s)"; and requirements that defendants utilize contractors and persons who reside or have

businesses in the corridor area, referred to as "regional business preferences." The exact

methodology for each of these programs is not specified in the decree, but the decree does list

goals and describe insmutions created to monitor and achieve goals.

To put the Century Freeway affirmative action goals into perspective, we first summaru:e

federal requirements for affirmative action of the kinds mandated in the decree. Regarding

employment goals: roughly seventy five percent (75%) of Caltrans projects receive federal funding

and are therefore subject to the Department of Labor guidelines that serve to implement Executive

Order 11246. These guidelines, however, do no establish fixed numerical employment goals for

the nation as a whole. Rather, they require that the specific goals for each federally funded project

be equivalent to the minority percentage of the experienced civil/an labor force in the Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) within which the project is to be located. Thus, as the report

prepared by Hamilton, Rabinovitz and Alschuler, points out::

"...what distinguishes the Century Freeway employment goals that were agreed to in the
Consent Decree was not their prohibition of discrimination, nor their requirement of
affirmative action, not their semng of numerical goals. Rather, the distinguishing features
were:

(1) The establishment of specific levels of employment attainment that were geared to
the demography of the Century Freeway Corridor and were apparently intended to
be met from residents of the Corridor;,

(2) The special efforts specifically required of Caimans to/rfform contractors of these
goals; and

(3) The creation of CFAAC to monitor the attairanent of these goals" (Hamilton,
Rabinovitz, and Alschuler, September 1988, @ I1)

With regard to minority business enterprise requirements: prior to 1987, states were

required to spend ten percent (10%) of FHWA funds on DBEs and two percent (2%) of 

funds on WBEs. Starting in 1987, states were required to spend at least ten per cent (10%) of their

fiscal year FHWA funds on all DBEs including women-owned business) We were unable to

ascertain any general federal standards with regard to regional business preference.

1. ~_ual Opporranity Employment Goals

The decree sets hiring goals for the work forces in each wade on all freeway and housing

construction projects during specified time periods. Corridor-specific data is to be used to

establish new hiring goals for the years foUowhng 1981. The decree also requires Calwans to
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estabhsh apprenticeship and training programs and sets standards for enrollment m these pro-

grams.

Contractors on 1-105 projects are to exercise "best efforts" to meet the goals, and to

document these efforts. The decree establishes as sufficient ground for f’mding a bid or proposal

non-responsive the failure to establish an affirmative action plan to meet the specified employment

goals.

The decree also establishes the Century Freeway Affirmative Action Committee (CFAAC).

CFAAC is responsible for six tasks: 1) overseeing activities and monitoring affirmative action

compliance; 2) participating in goal setting; 3) participating in bid conferences; 4) participating 

the contract award process; 5) momtoring contractors; and 6) recruiting MBE’s and women 

increase., minority participation on the project. Members of CFAAC are to include representauves

from Caltrans, FHWA, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, NAACP, NOW, the

Mexican-American Opportunity Foundation, and the Governor of California. CFAAC is re-

sponsible for reporting its fi-ndings to the Court°

o ]~d[inority Business Enterprise Pro m’am

The decree defines an M/WBE as a business which is at least 51 percent owned by one or

more minorities or women and whose management and daily business operations are controlled by

one or more such individuals. Caltrans is to set goals for M/WBE participation based on the

number of businesses in the community that have been identified as capable of working on specific

projects. Caltrans, with CFAAC’s assistance, is to develop outreach programs to eneourage, and

technical programs to assist, M/WBE’s.

Caltrans is responsible for certifying M/WBE’s eligible to participate in the program. The

decree describes the eligibility criteria, requires Caltrans to publish a list of certified M/WBE’s and

explains how an M/WBE subeontractor’s work counts toward contract goals.

The decree describes the process Caltrans must follow in awarding conwaets, and outlines

how M/W’BE participation is to influence the award process. In general, bidders that fail to meet

M/WBF! goals and fail to demonstrate reasonable efforts are ineligible to be awarded contracts.

Once a bid is awarded, the decree requires prime contractors to make good faith efforts to substi-

tute another M/WBE if an M/WBE subcontractor is to be replaced. The decree also describes
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duties of CFAAC and Caltrans regarding mandated pre-bid, pre-aw~’d, and pre-construcuon

conferences.

A C.almans official explained the subcontracting requirements under the decree:

"The beauty of the consent decree Exhibit C and the use of the Carter regulations
[for nnplementhag Executive Order 11246] ... was that we were able to lock in
conclusive presumption provisions that were currently in place. Those provisions
changed when Reagan came re...--if the low bidder didn’t meet the goal, he then
proved that he performed a good faith effort to meet the goal. And that’s the way
all the rest of the state’s projects were handled. However, on the Century, we are
in the old one of conclusive presumption. If the Iow bidder didn’t meet the goal,
fine. You look at the second low bidder, and the third and the fourth till you find
one that’s met the goalo If he meets the goal, you conclusively presume he has
made the maximum good faith effort, thereby, of course, conclusively presuming
that the lower bidders didn’t. It doesn’t make any chfference how many letters
they write [seeking participation from MBE/WBE subcontractors]. So you award
it to the low bidder--the fourth bidder as an example.

If none of the bidders on a Century Freeway project met the goals, the conclusive presumption

clause would operate as follows:

"If you set a goal on a project and you have just a few bidders and none of the
bidders meets the goal, you still don’t require ’good faith’ effort. What you do is
award the contract to the person with the highest minority business participation
because you conclusively presume that he must have made the maxnnum effort.
Therefore the lower bidders aren’t eligible for the award."

3. Remonal Business Preference Prom’am

The decree provides mechanisms to ensure that corridor residents and corridor businesses

have maxamum opportunity to participate in jobs created by the project. For example, contractors

are not only expected to hire corridor businesses as subcontractors, but are also expected to

patronize local eating establishments, supply houses, and caterers.

Goal Setting

As several of our interviewees pointed out, parts of Exhibit C were modeled after federal

legislation and regulations. The contract set-aside provision for MBE’s and WBE’s was modeled

after Section 103(0(2) of the Public Works Employment Act of 1977; It provided that "no grant

shall be made under this Act for any local public works project unless the applicant gives satis-

factory assurance to the Secretary that at least 10 percentum of the amount of each grant shall be

expended for minority business enterpnses." The rninonty and female employment provimon was
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patterned after regulauons developed duralg the 1970s by the federal Office of Contract

Compliance Programs (OFCCP) of the Department of Labor, parsuant to Executive Order 11246.

Exhibit C calls for Caltrans to conduct a study to determine the exact nttmbers that should

apply with respect to both the contract set-asides and the employment goals. Exhibit C also indi-

cates that certain variables should be considered which result in the establishment of goals that

would be considerably lugher than those that prevailed under both the MBE provision of the 1977

Public Works Act and the employment goals established under the Department of Labor

regulations. Initially, however, it appears that numbers were established in the absence of this

study. Caltrans later commissioned a study, winch was performed by a consulting firm that was

recommended to the court by the Century Freeway Affirmative Action Committee (CFAAC), and

which recommended the adoption of minority and female employment goals that were more

ambitious than those already in place. These goals for employment changed over trine, always

increasing, as the chronology ha Chapter II illustrates (Subcontracting goals were set on a project

by project basis.).

W]ITH FEW EXCEPTIONS RESPONDENTS IN ALL GROUPS APPROVED

OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM AND

FOUND THEM TO BE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST.

As the figures below illustrate, with few exceptions there was strong support for all of the

affLrmative action dements across all groups. Approval rates of 80 to 100% existed for the

employment action plan, outreach and technical assistance programs, training and apprenticeship

programs; and the "reasonable" and "best efforts" provisions.
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Figure Vl-2
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"The development of
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women-owned business
enterprises"
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committee to monitor
affirmative action
compliance and parhc=pats
in the contract award
process"

The significant exception to the general support of the affirmative action

provisions is in the Caltrans assessment of CFAAC. Before presendng detaiIed results

we lay out some background information on CFAAC. We consider this summary essential

because some of the results would suggest a stadc CFAAC whereas the organization’s history has
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been dynamic. Tlus report generally focuses on organizations as units of analysis; however, the

degree of consensus that the effectiveness of CFAAC was a funcuon of the effectiveness of its

Executive D~rector requa’es some perspective on the Executive Director role~

According to the December 1,1981 status report prepared by CFAAC for Judge Pregerson:

"The relationship between CFAAC and Caimans continues to be one of
full and complete cooperation on the part of both orga~zations. Problem
areas are worked through in a timely manner and a good working
relationship persists."

As any student of the history of the Century Freeway knows, this honeymoon period was short-

lived. A number of interviewees maced increasing hostility between CFAAC and Caltrans to the

aggressive style of CFAAC Executive Director Clarence Bmussard, who became Executive

Director on February 1, 1982.

A former Civil Rights Branch Chief at Caltrans District 7 recalled Mr. Broussard:

"I would say he was a real advocate for the affirmative action program and
for the MBE and WBE business enterprises---a very strong person who
seemed to be thwarting Caltrans’ efforts to get projects through, appeared
to be at least as far as Cal|rans was concerned. He was really a pare."

This recollection of Mr. Broussard is typical. It was very difficult for interviewees to separate the

style of Mr. Broussard and CFAAC under his leadership from the substance of the mission he and

CFAAC pursued4, Certainly those who either perceived CFAAC’s role as that of merely

providing Caltrans with advice and assistance with the affirmative action programs, or those who

would have wanted CFAAC to only provide advice, would have objected to any advocate as

"forceful", "confrontational", or"combative" as Mr. Broussard.

CFAAC/Calwans conflict became more heated in late 1982 and early 1983 (Not that there

were no earlier problems° CFAAC’s August 1, 1982 status report indicated that "D,ae to the

continued delay in arriving at budget approval, the board of directors at the July 7, 1982 board

meeting voted to withhold board concurrence on all Century Freeway activities."). In early 1983,

Caimans accelerated its Century Freeway construction schedule, and CFAAC fulfdled its

monitoring/oversight role starting with the first major highway construction project, known as

Willco II. Indeed, both Caltrans and CFAAC interviewees used similar words in identifying
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Willco II as a turmng point in decree implementation, the project in which "CFAAC fast flexed its

rnuscl¢’,S."

CFAAC’s advocacy in the early to middle 1980’s addressed most strongly MBE and WI3E

issues: a push for higher goals on projects, demands for more rigorous certification procedttres,

demands for regional business goals, and efforts to increase participatmn of minority financial

Lnstitutions.

According to the report prepared by Hamilton, Rabinovitz, and Alschuler, CFAAC did not

perceiw~ its role as that of operating any of the decree’s affLrmative action programs, "in order that

it migh| better focus on its monitoring role." CFAAC concentrated its monitoring efforts on the

MBE/WBE components of the affirmative action program, apparently on the theory that "if

MBE/WBE subcontractors were hired, they in turn would hire suffic/ent minority and female

employees to meet the employment goals. CFAAC thus set up an elaborate process to monitor

MBEfO/BE attainment, but hoped to monitor prime and subcontractor employment compliance

mainly through statistical information from a Management Information System (M/S) that was 

be developed by Caltrans" (I-Iamflton, Rabinovitz and Alschuler, @ p. 14-15). Concerted (and

largely successful) efforts on MBF_/WBE attainment, accompanied by minimal attention to

employment goal attainment, characterized CFAAC’s monitoring swategy until 1988 (Id., @ 14,

n.3). The Hamilton, Rabinovitz, Alschuler report was highly critical of this strategy:

"While not implausible on its face, th[e] assumed linkage [between MBE/WBE]
goal attainment and minority/female employment goal attainment] has clearly not
been effective with respect to ach/evement of the female and Corridor resident
employment goals, and it may not produce sustained future achievement of the
minority employment goals even ff the factor of residential location is ignored. A
solid prospect of achieving these goals in the future will very probably depend, in
our judgment, upon recognition of the employment goals as independent targets of
equal significance and perhaps an even greater order of difficulty than the M/WBE
goals."[@ 62]

Between the dismissal of Mr. Broussard in April, 1986 and the hiring of Andrew Delgado in

September, 1987, CFAAC lacked the leadership of a strong Executive Director. CFAAC was

without any director from April, 1986 until March, I987. Center for Law and CFAAC

interviewees described this period as one in which CFAAC "languished." In "Plaintiffs’ Report on

the Stalus of CFAAC and CFTAP" (June 9, 1987), the Center states that "in November 1986, the

CFAAC Acting Executive Director informed the CFAAC Board of staff inability to perform

complilmce functions." A November 21, 1986 "’Plaintiffs Response to the Court’s Minute Order

of November 20, 1986" alleged that "the lack of strong leadership at CFAAC has allowed Caltrans
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to bypass CFAAC and circumvent agreed-upon procedures." The Center attributed Caltrans delay

in advertising that the position was open for delay m hiring a successor to Mr. Broussard.

Homer Post became Executive Director of CFAAC on March 1, 1987. "Soon after he began

his tenure, there was further deterioration of CFAAC’s capacity to fulfdl its mandate" (Plaintiffs

Report on the Stares of CFAAC and CFTAP, June 9, 1987). After a number of key staff members

resigned, and annd allegations that CFAAC under Mr. Post was not performing its monitoring

function, the Board removed Mr. Post as Execuuve Director on July 1, 1987.

On September 28, 1987, Andrew Delgado became Executive Director of CFAAC.

Interviewees prmsed Mr. Delgado both for his effective leadership of CFAAC and, although

disputes remain between CFAAC and Caltrans (some of which have seemingly existed from the

day the amended consent decree was entered, e°g., dissatisfacnon with Caltrar~ M/WBE

certification procedures), respondents are unanimous that those disputes which do occur take place

in a climate free of much of the rancor and personal hostility that was evident earlier in decree

implementation. This Caltrans response was typical: "He is aggressive, yet very reasonable."

And under Mr° Delgado, CFAAC and District 7 Civil Rights Branch have begun cooperation on

"the 257 Form Process" which has finally enabled a reasonably reliable assessment of equal

employment and corridor residency participation in 1-105-related projects.

We present these descriptions of CFAAC Directors because in some ways they are a

metaphor of the whole history of the implementation of the Consent Decree. To understand the

CFAAC organization, as to understand the story of the Century Freeway is to take into account the

dramatically opposed understandings of roles, strengths, and weaknesses that observers and

Century 105 veterans have held and ddspIayed.

Only 42% of Caltrans respondents approved of the provision establishing CFAAC

and even fewer felt that the element promoted the general welfare (fewer than one in three). This

is striking since the percentage of all other respondents who thought CFAAC promoted the

public welfare was even higher that the three fourths of the respondents who approved of the

committee. On this item FHWA approval was 60% with only 40% of the federal agency

interwewees concluding that the committee promoted the public interest.

Interviewees displayed markedly different understandings of CFAAC’s proper role. Mem-

bers of the CFAAC board and staff disagreed fundamentally with Caltrans officials on the question

of what CFAAC ought to be doing.
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CFAAC would distinguish itself by behaving as an advocate. Said one CFAAC staff

member:

"Oh, to me it’s very clear, which is not in the decree. To me, our job, it is our
mission to advocate for and ensure the mayamurn participation of women and
minoriues from the comdor in business--I mean, we have it on the back of a T-
shirt--in the business and employment opportunities that were generated by the
treeway. That is our mission. That’s not really stated clearly in the decree."

Later tiffs individual offered the foUowing analysis of CFAAC’s objectives:

"I think we’ve had a positive impact if for no more reason than we’ve kept people
honest. And that is what advocates and watchdogs ave supposed to do. We’re not
necessarily supposed to be liked. So I don’t have any problem with that,
intellectually .... we are here to kind of work with people, we’re here to cajole,
push, pull, intimidate, we~’e here to try to get the fullest application of affirmative
action on this project the best way we can. In taking on whatever kind of role we
need tO."

A CFAAC board member summed up the agency’s role as follows:

’"Our interpretation is that our role is to maximize business and employment
opportunities for our constituents. And the constituents are M/WBE’s, who are
certified or want to be certified. They are residents of the Century Freeway
corridor, and then women and minorities. And we maximize that through two
roles. The first one is the monitoring of contract compliance, monitoring of Cal-
trans--primarily Caltrans because...FHWA...even though they’re a defendant,
they let Caltrans handle it all. But monitoring of Caltrans and monitoring of the
contractors. And then our advocacy or promotion of opportunities, business and
employment, to our constituents. So maximizing those opportunities, business
~xtd employment...through monitoring and advocacy. I guess that’s the
shorthand."

The "Executive Director’s Message" feature of a recent CFAAC newsletter justified why

CFAAC felt it needed to behave in a manner that might be perceived as aggressive. In response to

the question, "What is the importance of CFAAC’s role as monitor?", the Director responds:

"In addition to its functions in fostering opportunities, CFAAC is a monitor, a
rriomtor that closely revaews the AA and EEO activities and procedures
performed by Caltrans. To fulfill its obligation, a monitor must often augment
or perform tasks that have been, or should have been, performed by the
monitored party...

"CFAAC would not be able to fulfdl its obligation nor make regular,
accurate reports to the court of its progress ff we did not attempt to fully
research and substantiate the status of affirmative action on I-105 projects."
(The Bridge, May, 1990)
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The concepuon of CFAAC’s role that is sketched above is/n marked contrast to a Caltrans

assessment:

"Establishing the affirmative action corranittee? I knew about it. I was opposed
to it. I still think it was a terrible blunder. The whole idea stinks. It came from
the plaintiffs .... It creates a level of bureaucracy that has led to all kinds of
bmerness and dissension. It has generated turf wars. It has been abused. It has
been used as a device to slow down or impede construction. And it takes away
discretion. California has demonstrated on a statewide b~is that we not only are
able to enforce minority participation, but we do in fact enforce that. And to
create this bureaucracy to impose an unreasonably high tevel of goals just was
begging for trouble and trouble we got. It has been terr/bly expensive, a
duplication of effort, an impediment to success. It has just been a disaster. I
could probably wax on more."

But negauve assessments of CFAAC were not confined to Caltrans officials. An HCT)

official told the following story:

"I went to one of the fwst CFAAC board meetings down at 107 South Broadway,
before they got their Lynwood office. Caltr’,ms made a presentation. I was just
sitting there, we weren’t on the agenda. Cakrans was making a presentation
about their efforts to diwde the freeway into 52 separate sinai1 contracts as an
effort towards encouraging minorities and srnaUer women operators and I heard
the director or executive director of CFAAC at the time say, that’s all we11 and
good, but I don’t think that’s good enough. I don’t care, unless you meet my
particular agreement, my parucular, you know, dance to my tune, you’re not
going to build this freeway. I will stop you. And that has been the continuing
effort--the part of the Century freeway Affmnative Action Committee, has been to
basically look at ways to prevent or hold up contract awards and stop construc-
tion, which I felt was antithetical to the idea of trying to funnel dollars ... And
consequently, I just think they have clone a disservice to minority and business
enterprise activity. Because of the kind of, you know, we’re not going to
approve anything unless it’s in our form and format. It wasn’t, you know, Gee,
nice spirit, Could we try doing a httle better here? No positive direcuon; very
negauve."

CFAAC’s own representatives and some archival sources present a different picture,

however. In a "List of Achievements" prepared for the court m 1988, CFAAC presented the

following:

A high degree of participation in the establishment of minority and women business goals on
each I- 105 contract;

¯ Consistent monitoring of all contractors to ensure compliance with affmuative action goals;

- Provision of technical assistance to M/WBE’s on an ongoing basis;

- Provision of assistance with CaIwans 1-105 M/WBE certification program;.
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Service as an advocate and spokesperson for M/WBEs and all minority and women
employees;

Coor&nauon and conduct of In’e-bid, pre-aware, and pre-construction conferences; and

Aggressive parucipation in outreach activities to promote opportunities available on the I-105o

ALL RESPONDENTS RECOGNIZED THE COMPLEXITY OF THE

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM AS WELL AS ITS

BENEFITS. HOWEVER, CALTRANS RATED THE BENEFITS OF

THE COMPARISON PROJECT HIGHER THAN OTHERS DID.

AND THEY ATTRIBUTED HIGHER ADMINISTRATIVE AND

PROCEDURAL COSTS TO THE ACTUAL PROJECT THAN DID

THE NON-CALTRANS SAMPLE.

Beyond philosophical approval or disapproval of the affwmative action provisions, we also

tapped assessments of the procedm-al and administrative impacts of implementation of Exhibit C

elements. For this section we report results for Callrans and "all other" respondents (excluding

FHWA)5. As the table on the following page graphically portrays, as a general matter Ca]trans

assessments of impacts differed in degree but not direction from our other respondents. AII

respondents concluded that the Comparison Project would be less complex than the actual project

with C~ltrans people citing less complexity of the Comparison Project than their counterparts

outside of the agency. The complexity of the contract award process led the the list of concerns

expressed by Caltrans people, followed by complexity of the substitution process and compleraty

of the I~tWBE certificauon process. Caltrans respondents attributed to the comparison project

higher quality of subcontractors and of construction employees.

The greatest differences between the two groups were the following in order of increasing

degree of agreement:

¯ Quality of Caltrans contract compliance enforcement. All others saw the impact as
considerably more negative under the comparison project.

¯ Qutality of the M/WBE certification process.
¯ Intensity of Caltrans efforts t o momtor affirmative action requirements.
¯ Nttmber of certified M/WBEs.
¯ Number of M/WBE failures.
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TIIE EFFECTS OF THE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS ON

THEIR INTENDED BENEFICIARIES ARE GENERALLY VIEWED AS

BENEFICIAL° NON-CALTRANS INTERVIEWEES EVALUATE THE

SH ORT TERM EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS OF THE COMPARISON

PROJECT MORE NEGATIVELY THAN DOES CALTRANS.

PeIhaps more important than assessing procedural and administrative effects is how well the

intended recipients of the affn’mative action provisions have fared. We designed a series of

questions to tap perceplaons in regard to the employment and economic prosperity of minorities

and women in the corridor area. For this section we report results for Cala-ans and "all other"

respondents. 6

In general Caltrans and All Others tend toward agreement in both direction and magnitude

when rating the Actual Century Freeway impacts. However, Caltrans is more positive in its

assessment of the beneficial effects of freeways for every impact. Indeed, the highest scores on

these survey items were Caltrans assessments of the short term utilization of MBEs and the short

term employment of minority members for the actual project.

In the CFAAC "List of Achievements" referred to earlier in this chapter, CFAAC

acknowledged that "in fulffihng our monitoring role, we cannot technically take credit for such

accomp]~ishments" as the amount of dollars paid to M/WBEs and the dollars earned by minority

and women construction employees. Similarly, in the analysis of the relative impacts of the

Comparison Project and the actual Century Freeway it is difficult to isolate the factors which may

be responsible for different affm~aative action-related costs and benefits cited by questionnaire

respondents. We can only note here some of the features of the actual freeway which are absent

m the Comparison Project:

* Hagher than typical goals for M/WBE subcontractors and minority and women employees;

® Involvement of CFAAC;

o hwolvement of Caltrans District 7 Civil Rights Branch;

* Breaking the project down into smaller than usual construction projects;

Involvement of a Century Freeway Employment Center,

A separate outreach program for female construction workers; and
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* Ongokng oversight of the project by the court.

1. Short-term Impacts

When rating the utilization and prosperity of females and minorities under the

Comparison Project, perceptions of their economic well-being differed most dramatically

for short term impacts. Caltrans and All Others differed not only in degree but m

direction.
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All other respondents indicated that the largest disparity between the Actual Century

Freeway and the Comparison Project would occur during the short term employment of women.

This fi~,ding is congruent with the need ~ establish a special ¢mployment and outreach program.

Supporl for this finding is illustrated by the dramatic increase in the employment of women on

consuucfion-related projects following the establishment of the Women’s Employment Progr~_ m.

2. Long-term Impacts

Between the two groups there was more agreement on the long term impact primarily

regard to the actual Century Freeway scenario. Once again, Caltrans perceived that less

variation would occur between the two scenarios than all other respondents.
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[~ Comparison Project

Caltrans and All Others disagree most in regard m the impact of the Comparison Project

on minority and women employment and prosperity. While in general, all other respondents rate

the impact as positive, this dominant perception is perceived as far less beneficial than the view

expressed by Caltrans. The disparity is portrayed most graphically by the long term economic

prospects of WBEs which participated in construction-related projects.

1 Keith v. Volpe, 501 F.Supp 403,412 (1980)

2 Construction of Grove-Shafter was also stopped in 1972, when Cattrans was sued for failure to

provide ad ,~, uate replacement housing for predominantly black displacees. The interested reader is
directed to The West Oakland Community and How it was Affected by the Grove-Shafter
Freeway Project" prepared for Caltrans, Office of Civil Rights, by Lee Associates (1990) for
additional information on this freeway dispute.

3Under the 1987 Surface Transportation and Unifoma Relocation Act, a DBE is a business owned
and controlled by one or more socially and econotmcally disadvantaged individuals and meeting the
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Small Busmess Admimsu’ation’s definitaon of a small business. Individuals presumed to be
socially and economically disadvantages include black americans, hispanic americans, native
americans, asian-pacific americans, asian-indian americans and women.

4A letter from Caltrans attorney Orrin Finch to Judge Pregerson, dated Nowmber 9, 1984,
indicates how intertwined role and personality were: "During negouations for the consem decree
the concept of CFAAC, as a committee, was to provide assistance to Calwans as well as a
monitoring enuty. Over the past years CPAAC has developed only its oversight role. The attitude
exhibite~ and expressed by CFAAC staff and most of the board members is to ridicule Caltrans as
always wrong and never able to do anything correctly rather than exhibit a spirit designed to
develop the facts and attempt to work out a solution with Caltrans staff."

5 Respo’adents who reported that they had no knowledge of administrative impacts were removed
from this analysis.

6Resulu include data only from respondents to our second questionnaire who indicated they had
knowledge of the freeway’s impacts.
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CHAPTER VII

ECONOMIC IMPACTS

In flus chapter, we first summarize the differences between allocation of funds for the

Century Freeway and the allocation for a "generic project" in the Federal System. Next we

describe umque procedures and other characteristics of the project which have economic

implications. We address economic impacts on the corridor which may be related to the consent

decree. Then we analyze actual and percewed costs and benefits of the project associated with

the lawsuit and the consent decree. As elsewhere in this report, we caution that characterizing

an effecl as a cost or a benefit varies with the observer;, especially in the materia/covered in this

chapter, one observer may focus on the money costs in extra dollars required to implement an

element of the actual project, while another respondent will cite the benefits, both direct and

indirect, associated with that expenditure.

A. THE ECONOMICS OF HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION

~A brief summary sets the context for construction of the Century Freeway within the

Interstate system

The four major steps in financial procedures legislated by the Federal-Aid Highway Act

are 1) authorization by Congress to apportion funds to the federal highway program; 2)

apportionment among the states of the amount authorized whereby states are given new

authorit-y to incur additional obligations; 3) obligation by the federal government to reimburse

the states for the federal shares of the specific projects which the states submit for approval; and

4) Congressional appropriation which allows the states to be reimbursed for the projects from

the Highway Trust Fund. Because the Federal Highway Act operates under the concept of

contract authority as opposed to budget authority, funds can be obligated before appropriation

(Joyner., 1985).

When apportionments are made by the FHWA, states are informed of their allocations.

They them submit proposed projects for the approval of the Secretary of Transportation. All

parties contracting to construct a project that is financed by federal funds must be selected by

competitive bidding (23 USC 112 Co) 1982).
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Before the projects are adverdsed for b~d, an engineer’s estimate is made by the state

highway deparmaent. The engineer’s analysis approximates the cost to the average contractor

and adds a reasonable profit (3oyaer, 1985). At this point the project can be adverused and 

solicitation for bids is made. Bids must be "publicly opened and announced, either item by item

or by total amount" (Joyaer, 1985). The state must formally request that the FI-IWA sancuon

the state’s award of the contract as a necessary prerequisite to participation in the project by the

government.

After the contract is awarded by the state, the highway department prepares an

agreement estimate for submission to FHWA based on the qumuties and unit prices agreed to

by the state and the contractor. Unit prices may not exceed those presently obtained by

competitive bidding on simiIar highway construction in the same general locality. They

constitute a firm commitment as the basis for Federal participation in the cost of the project.

The Surface Transportation Act of 1982 created a Disadvantaged Business Enterprise

(DBE) Program with the goal that 10% of the Federal Highway funds states spend each year 

awarded to DBEs.1 For the Century Freeway project a program was established to help DBEs

develop so that they can compete effec~vely with other highway contractors. States must

comply with the DBE requirement in order to receive federal highway aid. Under the DBE

program, state responsibilities include determining the eligibility of the new program applicants

and issuing certificates to those who meet the eligibility criteria, reassessing annually the

eligibility of certified businesses, and publishing annually lists of certified businesses.

Additional responsibilities include establishing and obtah-~g FHWA approval of overall annual

program goals for the state, establishing DBE participation goals for individual projects,

monitoring contractors’ compliance with program requirements, and sanctioning those

contractors that do not comply (General AccomalLng Office, 1988).

.
Funding Considerations of the Centm’v Freeway befor~Ahe lawsuit

Although the Century Freeway was planned as early as 1958, it was not originally a part

of the California state application for federal highway assistance. It was substituted for an

unused allocation (previousIy assigned for the Embarcadero Freeway project in northern

California) in whach money was withdrawn and returned to a nauonal pool for reassignment on

a basis of competition with other projects throughout the country. The State’s application to

restore the funds was successful. The 1968 Howard-Crarner Amendment of the Federal
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Highway Act alIowed for the allocauon of funds to the Century Freeway wluch was in the final

stages of route selection at the time.

Generally, with the excepuon of relaxed contracting provisions for development of

replacement housing allowed under the Ralph Act, contract awards were to proceed in the same

manner tbr the Century Freeway as other Federal Interstate projects.

(;altrans officials indicate that the status of the Century Freeway as an Interstate

highway allowed its construction to go forward at a time when many links of the 1958 grid

were incomplete. Plaintiffs contend that the political pressures of higher income

neighborhoods prevented the progress of other roadways which resulted in the Century

Freeway ultimately having a high priority in the system. [Please see Chapter II for a discussion

of the im~luenee of community affluence on route selection.]

3. t~,n economic history_ of the Century Freeway during the injunction

Interviewees from Caitrans generally agree that, as an Interstate Highway, the Century

Freeway was not subject to the constraints of the State of California’s budgetary crisis in the

1970s and 1980s. From 1972 to 1979, however, the injunction prevented any work on the

project from going forward. During this time, the State looked to build other Interstate links

that have been described as "weird little interstate projects."

"So the constraint was not that we didn’t have enough money for the Century;
the problem was that we had this huge hunk of money that we were going to
lose ff we didn’t spend it, and we couldn’t spend it on the Century, we had to
find other places to put it."

More importantly though, once allowed to progress with the design and construction of the

freeway, as with other Interstate highways, the State was committed to match the Federal funds:

"(O)ur nttmber one use of money after maintenance and administration was to match federal

funds fc~" federal programs." Furthermore, the Interstate deadline for completion elevated the

Century to statewide priority so that the Century was generally spared the personnel cuts of the

late 1970s.

Some Caltrans respondents however indicated that the State was constrained in the

1970s, such that in that decade Caltrans "went broke." An organizational study of Caltrans in

this era described funding problems:
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"Between July of 1975 and 1976, Caltrans layed-off and attnted some 2,700
of its 17,000 employees. The intent was to achieve econarmes m personnel
and administration that would free funds for capital outlay and stabil/ze
manpower at a level propomonate to the reduced program of capita/
development." (Jones and Kinaga, 1977)

These layoffs were attributed to a 50 percent increase in the construction cost index; an absolute

decline in revenues due to the impact of the petroleum embargo on fuel availability; and the cost

impacts of increasingly rigorous design standards, environmental mitigations, and inflation

(Jones and Kinaga, 1977).

The reduced program of capital development was proposed in the "McKinsey Study"

(McKinsey and Company, I974), whose evaluation of the state’s baghway program

recqrnmended, among other things, downscoping a number of large projects and elimination of

others.

The result of all these constraints was a slowdown in planning and direction for the

state’s freeway system.

Interviewees believe that delays related to the litigation and to redesign were the primm-y

factors that slowed down the freeway. Nevertheless, extensive evidence exists that the Federal

Highway Administration was considering reducing funding to new highway construction at the

time and this change at the federal level may also have had an impact on Caltrans consideration

of its state priorities.

A 1982 Congressional Budget Office Report described the increasing financial pressures

on the federal Interstate system (CBO, 1982). After 1970, conslruction progress, measured 

miles opened per year, slowed nationwide because of:

* highway design changes to/reprove safety and increase traffic capacity;

* statutory social and environmental regulations;

® rising costs unmatched by increasing funding; and

more complex projects and public opposition as the system moved into metropolitan
areas.

The Interstate program was originally to be complete in 1972. A 1975 report suggests

that the scope and cost of the work required to complete the system should be evaluated in light

of the Nation’s energy conservation requirements and a national need to reduce fuel

consumption, improve mass transit facilities, and encourage car-pooling (Comptroller General
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of the Umted States, 1975). Federal highway officials described a push to put the Interstate

behind flaem and, at most, have only 1% uncompleted by 1980.

The Century Freeway, still in htigation at the time, was re~Mly the fourth most

expensive project left to complete. More expensive per mile were freeway segments traversing

Washington, D.C., Chicago, and Seattle. Federal Highway Admimswators acknowledge

funding cutbacks. FHWA closed its on-site Century office, in part because of a reduction in

funding. One high level FHWA official’s perception was that the agency was being asked to

"do more with less under the Reagan administration." Another FI-IWA interview offered a

different perspective on the closing of the office:

"Federal Highways decided to shut down their Inglewood office and pull
those positions back to Sacramento. They did it for one reason and one
reason only: to get rid of the people they had working in that office. (They)
had become too aligned with the minority community."

4. An econgmie history of the Century Freeway after the consent decree.

In the 1980s when funds became available, very few projects were in the California

pipeline and delays in project delivery existed:

"...during the mid 1980s the department was subjected to some severe criticisms
because they couldn’t deliver... [the agency] was constrained storYing-wise and it also
did not have an overall plan...we had to gear up in a hurry and when you do that it takes
a while to get through a process to be able to deliver projects, whether freeways or
whatever they are...The net result was that the department was subjected to severe
criticism."

The changing political climate had little influence on the availability of funding for the project.

Generally, the Deukmejian administration is perceived as being eager to see the project

completed but "there is not a great love for all the highway money being diverted and effort

being diverted into the social programs." A Caltrans official described how the Department

under Deukmejian sought to push the project forward:

"The word I had gotten in general, not necessarily just for the Century but in all
projects, was that the governor wanted to go full speed ahead and get some
10,rojects going wluch had been statled."

The Brown administration is generally perceived to have supported the consent dec’me and the

related programs it accomplished but to have been philosophically opposed to construction of

freeways~ [for additional detail on the BrowrdGianturco views, please see Chapter ILL

Although some interviewees indicated that under Gianturco the 1-105 was not efficiently
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incorporated in the Calwans orga.i~ation, neither admir~stranon is perceived to have fmancmUy

constrained the progress of the Century Freeway arid its related programs.

Caltrans interviewees were skeptical about the purported Federal budgetary constraints

in the early 1980s which allegedly caused the downscoping of the freeway:

"There were no budgetary constraints .... Budgetary constraints were just, in
my opimon, a normal Federal government line to keep from doing whatever it
is you want them to do."

Most Caltrans officials deny that the federal budget affected the Century Freeway. They state

that the downscoping may have resulted without the direction from the Federal Highway

Administration. Furthermore, they indicate that because the Century Freeway was in the

Interstate system it was of Statewide wiorky. Federal contributions only controlled the rate at

which the State’s eight percent [8%] contribution could be spent on the project.

B. ECONOMIC AND PROCEDURAL UNIQUENESS OF THE CENTURY

The failure to m’epare environmental documents delayed the _m’oiect and increased its

Segments of the Century Freeway project wc~ in the design approval stage at the time

NEPA was enacted. [Please see Chapter XI for a detailed treatment of the chronology

involving impact assessment requirements]. A significant delay on the project is attributed to

the fact that environmental review process was not yet integrated into the project development

process. It is generally acknowledged that inflation can increase the cost of delayed projects.

As the Auditor General summarized:

"Compliance with environnmntal laws and regulations caused delays on other
highway projects but did not cause construction fund losses because funds for
delayed projects were reallocated to other projects. The reqtfirement to conduct
the environmental impact study for the Century Freeway delayed this project
over five years and cost an additional $4.75 million. The original project cost
was estimated at $375 million; however, due to inflation and other factors, the
current estimate is over $800 million .... Changes in regulations [air and noise
standards] have contributed to the delay (Office of the Auditor General, 1978)".

In addressing overaiI economic impacts of delay, one view holds that an earlier

investment in the project might have returned benefits earlier. However, those federal dollars

that were not spent on the Century during the injunction were "s~ed to other approved
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projects (Office of the Auditor General, 1978)." In this view, there is no net cost but a re-

distribuuon of a benefit.2

o .Once freeway construction began. ~t encomoassed several project costs that would not

]lave been a part of the Comparison Proiect.

One Caltrans official summarized the elements of the actual project which were

associated with additional costs:

"The entire Civil Rights Branch in District 7 and all costs attended thereto. The
entire affirmative action committee and all costs. And all the other specialized
programs on the Century .... There would have been the same...number of
engineering personnel and the same construction personnel. A project that size
probably mxght have resulted in one or two people more at headquarters, ff
there hadn’t been a consent decree..."

In this section we address individual cost categories.

Project Specific Civil Rights procedures

One cited cost is the alleged duplication of effort in carrying out civil rights procedures,

including contract award and procedural hearings. Both the involvement of CFAAC and

demanding requnements for minority and women business involvement in the project are cited

as sources of increased cost on the Century Freeway. "CFAAC and its labor compliance

emplo3nnent activities is an absolute duplicate of what Caltrans does. So the public is paying

two people to do one person’s job." No specific explanation of how the demanding

requirements translates to increased costs was offered in the interviews. [FHWA’s DBE

program calls for the certification and monitoring of DBEs].

’We explain CFAAC’s position on the "duplication of efforts" question in Chapter VI.

Briefly, CFAAC believes that its close review of the affirmative action and equal employment

activities performed by Caltrans is part of its obligation to the court, and that CFAAC has to

augment tasks or perform tasks that were improperly performed by Caltrans.

A second perceived consequence of CFAAC involvement in the contract award process

is delay.

"The standard spec says contracts are awarded 30 days after bids are opened.
Century Freeway says 60 days. Frequently we run into problerns from CFAAC
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who questions contractors or subs .... We’ve had projects that went six months
before award. By that lame the prices are out of date, [and] subs are working on
other jobs. A large pomon of contracts are delayed longer than on a no~
project."

An analysis of closed projects undertaken in District 7 during the last ten years support the

view that contracts take longer to award on the Century: 30 days for non-Century projects and

83 days for Century projects. Between 1979 and 1988, 82 projects were completed, 46

Century and 36 non-Century. No non-Century project closed by 1990 was awarded after 1985;

no Century project, before 1982. Viewing the data longitudinally, we see the 6me to contract

award from bid opening increasing slightly for non-Century projects and decreasing slightly for

Century projects. However, it is not until 1988 that any yearly average for Century projects

falls below 60 days.3

Throughout the interviews the costs and problems of delay are noted. We need to point

out, in assessing the importance of this alleged factor, that the earliest I-I05 construction

schedule provided in the Caltrans quarterly status reports (dated 10-18-82) anticipated the final

Century Freeway construction project being completed in mid-1993. If there is a delay

associated with the consent decree, to some extent it is an anticipated delay.

Consu’uction costs

CaItrans officials indicate that engineering costs on the Cenau’y Freeway are higher

than on other projects because more design changes have been made on it over the years. Also

interviewees attribute a construction cost increase that is to the affirmative action program:

"There are costs of the consent decree in terms of construction projects. We
had split up the projects into a lot of smaller projects as best we could without
affecting the overall progress. Now in doing that it becomes more inefficient.
[This process] creates higher construction costs, engineering costs, because
iL..[requires]...separate sets of plans,...[and]...administration of...separate
sets of contracts. You set up the possibility of conflicts between adjacent
con~cts."

In CFAAC’s newsletter, the CFAAC Director recently answered the question, "Doesn’t

affirmative action increase contractors’ costs?"

"Contractors, like the public agencies involved, are weI1 aware of the
requirements involved in any 1-105 projecL As part of the process in
bidding, in fact, all are informed of the specific requirements and goals.
Indeed, contractors are required to submit an affirmative action plan that
clearly expIakns how the goals and requirements will be met. Therefore,
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lmowing the project’s reqmrements--including affirraative acuon~before a
bld is submitted, should prepare contractors for any unexpected project
COSts."

"At the same time, contractors are aware of the business and profit
opportunitaes on the 1-105. Their participation is high on the 1-105 and it
appears that future levels of interest and participation will remain high."
(~, May 1990)

~aile the majority of Caltrans officials cite administrative and procedural differences

between the Century and other freeways, many mention increases in cost attributed to three

other factors: inflation, the existence of housing, and the affirmative action provisions of the

decl"Ce.

Individuals outside of Caltrans also cite an increase in cost to Caltrans and the

Federal ~ghway Administration resulting from the consent decree. [See Chapter 11I

Section E.]

Analyzing the same closed projects noted above, the average Century project cost is

$3,294,874 and the average non-Century Freeway project cost is $2,667,880. Again: two

caveats: 1) if the Century Freeway projects are smaller, a larger cost differential would be

suggested; and 2) but by their very nature the projects are quite different making this type of

comparison highly speculative.

Housing;

The total cost of the housing program is predicted m be $300 million. The non-

traditional nature of funding the housing program [Please see Chapter V] is blamed for the

increas~:l cost of the project. In addition to the inflationary effects of delay while housing

construction policies were determined, some interviewees cite effects of incompatibility between

goals of the housing program and the affmmtive action program. This incompatibility is cited

by housing officials much more often than by highway officials, many of whom thought it

either mtpossible to determine whether the special affirmative action provisions increased costs

or that there were no cost increases that could be attributed to affirmative action. An HCD

Director described the perceived conflict:

"I think in this instance giving equal weight to the employment action plan was
detrimental to achieving the housing goals, and quite frankly it didn’t
work....That whole aspect of it was m eonflict with trying to achieve the
maximum number of housing units built as replacement and replenishment
housing."
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A CFHP Executive Director described how the conflict wanslated into higher costs:

"The difference between what it would cost to do the housing in the Century
Freeway corndor...if I had to do it on my own, probably would have been
25 or 30 percent less than what it cost us because of aU the extra stuff we
had todo°

"We often had folks that were for the first time (buying supplies)---by the
program’s very own interest we would be using folks that hadn’t done fins
before .... They were very often paying closer to the retail price than someone
else ....A contractor with long-standing experience and has done a hundred
of these projects, knows how to write up the subcontractors in order to pull
them through the process, how to do this, and how to do that. And can take
it through and have the construction finished with a fewer number of people,
they know just how many to employ .... Many of our subcontractors and
contractors weren’t sure the right number of people, often had more folks
than they needed, paid higher wages .... That’s a direct cost that gets related
to the project for what the consent decree wanted to do. And I think those
are all legitimate (costs), we were trying to do something to encourage
people to do....We wanted them to do that, we wanted those relationships to
start being established°"

Project Monitors

For most of the project’s history, payments to the Center for law were determined by

court order;, only recently has the Center negotiated a contract with Caltrans. Costs for

CFAAC, the Office of the Advocate, and HCD are line item budget costs.

Many Caltrans interviewees (53%) indicate that they knew and approved of the initial

payment to the Center for Law.

"There’s no question but that they deserve a lot of credit for the identification
of the community need and for the opportunity to address that need and have
served their constituency well by delivering genuine economic benefits.
They’ve also gotten rich out of it. For example, in the past year we paid
$395,000, notwithstanding the fact that all the legal work has really been
done. The level of controversy and confrontation has markedly
deciincd....Clearly they were entitled to compensation for all the years of
litigation starting in 1972. ~ their acnons there wouldn’t have been a
CFAAC; there wouldn’t have been a housing program;...I have the greatest
problem with the fact that it has become a meal ticket extending out into
perpetuity."

As depicted in Figure VII-l, a smaller proportion of Ca]tram respondents (40%)

indicated that the payment of attorney fees to the Center for Law promoted the general welfare.

Several interviewees stated that the continued involvement of the Center for Law (after the
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signing of the amended consent decree) was undesLrable. Caltrans officials felt that they had no

control over the amount of tmle the Center would spend on the project. Furthermore, Caltrans

officials were sensitive to the concept that was apphed m this case: "We were paying them to

spend ~me on the project to find problems that they could lay on us, that we then had to spend

time to resolve." The Center is perceived as an organization not judged for its acnons, and to

have had a "blank check" until agreement was reached on an an annual retainer fee.

Approved
Element

,5~¢1Eiemem
Promoted
General
Welfare

I I I i I

Iliil

Illillll

!1I FHWA

Caitrans

! Others

"Payment of attorney fees
to the Center for Law =n
the Pubhc Interest."

Percentage

Figure VII-1

"[’hose C..aln’ans officials who did not approve of any payment to the Center for Law

indicate the Center has not served the general welfare: ’"They have been a major contributor

toward the animosity and the difficult communications that have continued to plague this

project."

Although the Federal Highway Administration bears none of the Center for Law

expenses its respondents too are critical of the role the Center for Law continues to play during

the implementation of the consent decree° They are sympathetic to the State’s complaints and

indicate that attorney costs should be contained.

"I think the State is getting ripped-off....[At] least I have often had the
perception that the Center is contradicting itself about the complaints and
criticisms it is making and I guess I have to suspect that part of that is ’make
work’ activity."
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Interviewees from other organizations indicate that they approved of the payment to the

Center for Law, primarily because of the nature of the lawsuit. As a public interest law firm,

adequate compensation was due

Center for Law interviewees feel that their fees have been and axe justified. Two

typical perspectives:

"(Payment of fees to the Center) encourages lawyers and victims to seek
redress of these problems. It’s really a good flung. (It) encourages us 
help when we otherwise could not do it."

"They operated for like twelve years without a cent, with no income coming
in, sometimes having as many as two auomeys tak~g almost full time
working at something with no income. And you couldn’t ~ik about the big
awazds ff you divide it out by 18 years."

Fifty percent [50%] of Caltrans interviewees both approved of the funding of the

Office of the Advocate and CFAAC by Caltrans and thought it prornoted the general welfare. A

large majority of FHWA officials also approved of this funding mechanism and thought it

promoted the general welfare. Other respondents were mote positive in their initial approval of

the situation than they were in assessing the contribution to the general welfare.

Representatives from the agencies being funded concluded that negotiating a budget with the

agency one is charged with monitoring is difficult. One suggestion that several executives

make:

’They could have made the defendant deposit a certain amount of money in an
escrow account in the court, and let the court pay it. Rather than...havmg us
negotiate directly with Caltrans."
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C. "]~IE ACTUAL PROJECT COSTS MORE THAN THE COMPARISON PROJECT
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F=gure VII-3

Of those who indicate a high level of knowledge of construction costs for the freeway,

both Calltrans and other respondents concluded that the eornparison project would have been

less extxmsive than the actual project. The categories analyzed are project design cost, freeway

construction cost, project administration and legal support. (See Figure VII-3). The only
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category in which there is a significant difference between Calwans and other respondents is in

the costs for project design. Caltrans respondents indicate a sigr~c~fly lower cost for the

Comparison Project. Our interviews indicate that ~e project had to undergo redesign several

times, not only because of the amendments to the consent decree but because of changes in

design implemented during the injunction.

2. Affirmative Action related activities
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Figure VII4
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Freeway
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~J Others

Respondents from a|l groups with a self-reported high level of knowledge of

atTmnative action costs indicate that the Comparison Project would have cost less without the

consent decree mandated affirmative action program.

3. Housin~ related activides

As elaborated in Chapter V, respondents to the survey believe that the Comparison

Project would have cost less for right of way acquisition, maintenance and management,

corridor m~intenance, replenishment and replacement housing, and relocation assistance. (See

Figure V-7). Because only responses from individuals with a self-reported high level of

knowledge of housing costs are analyzed, the significant difference between Ca/trans and all

other groups could bc related to knowledge of the consent decree itself or to the degree of

involvement in the project. Wc tested for this possibility and found that these factors were not

responsible for the difference between Caltmns and non-Caltrans perceptions.
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Do ~I~IE ECONOMIC EFFECTS ON THE CORRIDOR OF THE CENTURY FREEWAY

LINDER THE CONSENT DECREE

"Iaae impact of the consent decree on the economic health of the corridor xs also

chscussed in Chapter XI. Here we review available (but limited) Century Freeway data and

literature on changes in employment in the corridor, property value effects; and influences on

business opportuniues.

/malyses of the economic impacts of the Century Freeway on corridor municipalities

would compare the effects of the actual freeway to those of the Comparison Project or to

another base project.4 One would control for numerous other factors which affected economic

development. One would measm’e over twenty years across a dozen very different

jurisdictSLons.

We recognize the complexity of quantifying impacts associated with the differences in

scenarios. We present here statistical information which is available and a set of considerations

winch can be quantified. Perhaps more important than quantification is recognition that the

scenarios have characteristics that differentially relate to major economic indicators in the

corridor,

We list l:~low how the Comparison Project differs from the actual project along characteristics

of the two scenarios which are most relevant to an analysis of economic impacts. The

Comparison Project would:

¯ ()pen for freeway traffic in 1987, as opposed to 1993 for the actual freeway;

¯ Feature 8 lanes for mixed traffic, versus 6 lanes for the actual freeway;

¯ Feature 16 local interchanges versus 10 in the actual project;

Involve creation of 500 replacement housing units, compared with I000 in the actual
l:~jecx

¯ Involve creation of no replenishment housing units, compared with about 2,000 in the
actual project;

¯ Not require contractors to utilize corridor residents and businesses; and
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Feature minority and women subcontracung and empIoyment goals that are higher than
standard federal goals.

2. Emplovm,nr/Net job creanon

Figures for corridor clties appmrdmately mid way in the project show higher

unemployment in the corridor cities than in the county as a whole with overall increases from

1980 to 1983 and then some decline to 1986:

Corridor Cities Unemployment5

1980 19Ak3 1986
Compton 12.4 19.1 13.7

Downey 4.9 8.0 5.5

El Segundo 2.2 3.6 2.5

Hawthorne 5.0 8.1 5.3

Inglewood 6.7 10.8 7.5

Lynwood 8.5 13.5 9.5

Norwalk 6.1 9.9 6.8

Paramount 8.2 12.9 9.1

South Gate 6.8 10.9 7.5

Average 6.7 10.7 7.5

Countywide 6.0 9.7 6.7

It is important to note that these data are still photographs of a dynamic phenomenon

[job creation and loss] which may have looked very different in other reporung years.

Furthermore, even considerable positive effects/inked to the freeway may not be reflected in

dramatic changes in the figures because of the immense size of the overaIl work force.

3. Change in m’operW value

Chapter 11 presents data on perceptions of the impact of the Consent Decree on property tax

base. Several factors are invotved in an analysis of actual impact of a freeway on property

values. Among these are:

Determination of the range or study area in which the analysis is undertaken. Hedonic

price models may fred that the enhanced property value around one interchange, for
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example, reflects a decrease m value somewhere else. On an individual unit basis

property values may be higher for some residents without freeway proxirmty and lower

tbr others because, for example, of the concomitant absence of proximate rail transit.

[As with the case of impact on economic development, the overall corridor-wide effect

may be positive even where locahzed effects are quite negative.]

Displacement of public facilities which reqmre local public expenditures for

~placemcnt.

]~nereases in property tax base associated with additions of housing to the tax base.

Decreases on overaI1 property tax base associated with temporary and long term removal

of parcels from the tax rolls.

Changes over time in tax revenues associated with properties being added to or removed

fimm the base.

Changes in value associated with proximity to a freeway due to negative spillover

effects or improved accessibility.

~aanges in net public expenditures reflecting the cost of providing additional public

facilities and services to accommodate growth generated by the freeway (United States

Department of Transportation, 1975).

° jExpansion of business opportunities

"[’here is some anecdotal hnformafion on impacts of the injunction-as opposed to the

Consent Decree-on the economic health of the corridor cities. 6 And there has been

considerable study of the concept of economic development in the corridor ["Century Freeway

Corridor Economic Development Strategy" (1984); minutes of the White House Interagency

Coordinating Council (1979); records of the Congressional Task Force on the Century

Freeway; Corridor studies conducted by the Los Angeles County Community Development

Commission and by the Los Angeles County Planning Commission; and reports by four

corridor cities for HCD and the Housing Advisory Council" (listed in Brown, 1989). Yet 

late as Jl~ly, 1989, a recommendation was made to review earlier studies and "to formulate a

strategy for attacking" the issue of "economic regeneration of the region" (Brown, 1989).
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We present some data on changes ha a surrogate comparison jm’is&ction (in one instance

the City of Los Angeles, and ha the other both Los Angeles City and County), and a composite

of corridor cities, again with the caveat that the m_cc,~,aadon is at most suggesuve in the absence

of a methodology which controls for other influences on these economic/nd/cators.
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Figures VII-5 and VII-6 show that business activity in corridor cities as reflected in

growth in business tax revenues and business permit activity lagged behind business acdvity in

the comparison jurisdictions° This lag is particularly marked between 1972 and 1976, when the

I-I05 injunction was in effect.
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2Ma ideal comparison of the Companson and actual projects would allow us to

disaggrcgate the factors which irdlucnce the above inchcators.

E. COST ANALYSIS: WHAT ARE THE COSTS OF THE ACTUAL PROJECT?.

What are the costs of administering Consent Decree related re’ore’ares?

Our best judgment of direct monetary costs associated with elements of implementauon

which derive from adoption of the consent decree is reflected in the following list.7

a. Amount prod to HCD for administration of office from October, 1979 to June,1990 =

$40,752,418o14

b. Amount paid to Murray Brown from November,1985 until June, 1989 =

$82,406.10 (FY). Amount authorized FY 1985/1986 to 1990/1991 = $191,000

c. Amount paid to CFAAC and Women’s Employment Center for administration -

$10,712,581.33

d. Amount paid to Joint Apprenticeship and Training Committee for training and

,construction costs = $18,023,577

e. Amount paid to the Office of the Advocate for administration = $2,822,295

f. Amount paid to Pacilica for Century Freeway Technical Assistance Program

(CFTAP) = $3,091,529 tT’Y 1983/1984 to 1988/1989)

g. Amount paid to Triaxial Management Services for CFTAP FY 1989/1990 and

1990/1991= $660,293.41

h. Amount paid to Century Freeway Advisory Committee = $53,000

i. Amount paid to George Crawford, special counsel = $522,710.13

j. Amount paid to the Center for Law = $3,876,810.81 (this figure is an

approximation).
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There may be some disagreement on whether the total amounts reflected should be linked to
consent decree administration. Some costs may have been incurred in some of these categories
of expense in an altemaUve [Comparison] scenario. [Please see comparison Table in Chapter
III.] Also, there are additional cost categories which could reasonably be assocmted with
implementation of the consent decree such as construction costs for housing above the "last
resort housing" of the alternative scenario and compensation costs for Caltrans personnel
beyond the period associated with the Comparison scenario. Furd~ermore, although there is no
contractual arrangement between Caltrans and its Civil Rights Branch, some interviewees
believed that the entire cost of administering the branch results from implementation of the

consent decree.

COST ANALYSIS: HOW MUCH WOULD THE FREEWAY HAVE COST
WITHOUT THE CONSENT DECREE?

Table X-1 (in the chapter on freeway design and service) which describes how the
freeway project evolved over time includes changing estimates of the cost for construction.

Several steps need to be undertaken in any complete analysis of a comparison of actual
and Comparison Project costs:

All comparative analyses should be done in real dollars requiring a need to discount and
use present value. Because of very different annual inflation rates during the long

period covered by our study, this reqttires an analysis with changing discount rates.

The escalator rate to be employed needs to be decided and applied in the appropriate
"extra years" associated with the Actual Scenario. This might be the Producer Price
index or another index used by Caltrans for pricing of road building materials.
Furthermore, appmpnate inflation rates by trade need to be utilized.

The costs of administration of contracts need to be haduded. There may be

diseconomies of scale associated with separating the project into more than eighty
contracts.

Both the number of lanes and the costper lane need to be part of a comparison: for the
Century project the two additional lanes [eight minus six] would likely cost less than

the f’u’st lane.
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Costs assoclated with acqutring tTght of way need to be included and these will depend

on the original take by Caltrans and the nature of land sales dunng the overall length of

flae project.

These data were not available. Furthermore, economic analysis of this kind is outside

of the expertise of the present authors. However, an August, 1975 Caltrans memorandum

provides some markers for a cost comparison with some comparison projects at the time

(not the "Comparison Project" used tlu’oughout this report) [O’Connell, April I 1, 1974]. That

report laid out a series of seven alternative concepts for cost analysis. "Concept No. 1" was the

only alternative which fell within the Howard-Cramer8 Imaitation and allowed the full length of

the project. But that configuration would have been: four lanes, severely downscoped or

would have omitted interchanges. Projected costs of alternative concepts at the time are as

follows:

Construction Costs
(Millions)

ROW Costs
(Millions)

Total Costs

1) 4 lanes; downscoped
interchanges

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

4 lanes; narrow median

$140 $61 $201

$158 $65 $223

Outer21anesof8-1ane
widemedian $165 $80 $245

4 lanes; complete inter-
chaages and connections

6 lanes; complete inter-
changes and connections

8 lanes; complete inter-
changes and connections

8 lanes with exclusive bus-
lane as in FEIS

$308 $106 $414

$322 $106 $428

$337 $106 $,443

$367 $106 $473

"the report states that, at that time in Caltrans, analysts would have used "a 5 percent

annual escalation factor for right of way and 8 percent for construction" [@ p. 2]; all figures

would be expressed in 1975 dollars [At the time "the present value of the $250 million to be

obhgated between 1976 and 1981...[was]...$200."
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A January 21, 1980 report also provides other markers of cost esumates:

"Indecision and delay escalated the project’s direct costs from an estimated
$447 million (1972) to $885 million. Indecision also wasted mJJhon 
dollars in trips that were taken in roundabout ways, in jobs that were not
provided, in housing that was destroyed or not built and Ln economic
development opportunities that wcrc not seined." (Emerson, 1980)

Another approach to cost comparison is relatively straightforward. Assume that

Concept 7 m the table above is the comparison project and that the figures represented in the

memorandum are accurate in 1975 dollars. Adjust this figure yearly to 1990 dollars. Compare

that figure with the 1990 cost estimate for construction of the actual freeway. An internal check

would include comparing the 1975 adjusted concept value plus additional costs associated in

this chapter with administratmn of the consent decree to the 1990 figure.

1 In 1987 the legislation was changed so that women were included in the group of DBEs,
ehrninating the separate goal of 2% for Women owned Business Enterprises (WBEs). Also see
the discussion in Chapter VI on affLrmative action.

2 Among economic effects of delayed opening of the project: opportunity costs of holding the
land; costs related to congestion which continues beyond a date by winch it could be reheved;
and increased administrative costs. Quantifying these impacts was not possible for the present
study: doing so also involves considerable speculation.

3 It was the goal of the research team to compare the final utilization reports for District 7’s
Century and non-Century projects completed over the last ten years. In this analysis we would
compare the dollar values of the contracts with the amounts actually spent, as opposed to
committed, on the contract. Unfortunately, these data were not available for the non-Century
projects for the time period.

It has been extremely difficult to obtain data on the costs of the Century project. As an
example, the following is a summary of the path we took to ascertmn actual DBE/WBE sub
contractor compensation, compared to non-Century projects:
- CFAAC was contacted. CFAAC files all of the Final Utilization Reports (HC-43) for the
Century Freeway. From these, CFAAC reports the percent of contract awards which minority
sub-contractors receive.
* We determined that the contractors first file a Second Friday Report and later file a Final
Report. Caltrans Hcadquartcr’s staff indicated that they do not always receive copies of both
reports, the values on which can change. It is unclear to us whether CFAAC consistently uses
either the Second Friday Report or the Final Report. We found that District 7 DBE/WBE data
on contract commitments were not often the same as CFAAC’s.
o We then contacted the Sacramento Civil Rights office, in order to obtain HC-43s for non-
Century projects. We were told that the HC-43s filed as Final Reports can be assumed to
provide correct information on total funds committed to the sub contractors because this form is
signed by the resident engineer. However, all funds committed are not necessarily paad ff the
Item Is found to be incomplete. We were not directed to a place where wc could ascertain
whether the amount committed to a DBE/WBE subcontractor was equal to the amount paid.
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¯ To complicate matters, the estmaated total payments to the contractors can change after the
Final Report is filed. We were &rected to the Project Status Report which is supposedly the
most ac=urate reformation source. Unfortunately, ~t does not contain any DBE/WBE
information.

Wlthoul complete, verifiable informauon the analyses we wished to conduct would be
misleading.

4 Freeway impact studies typically contain economic data assessed before and after the freeway
opens for traffic. Because the Century Freeway’s opening is still forthcoming, a traditional
"before and after" study is not yet practical.

5 Source: State of California, Economic Development Department, quoted in correspondence,
Smook.ler to McManus, August 7, 1986. The memorandum lists Compton as a corridor c~ty.
The freeway itself does not run through Cornpton.

6 An undated anonymous Caltrans memorandum entitled "Route 105 and Preliminary
Injunction "(probably fourth quarter, 1972) listed several predicted effects under the heading 
"Community Impact"; among those quantified: annual loss to the C~ty of Lynwood of
$100,1300 "should a proposed shopping center that is dependent upon the freeway fall to
materialize"; additional cost "to construct" because of a 2-year delay based on inflation: $20
million" (@ p. 7).

7 The sources of these figures were individuals in various branches of Caltrans District 7 and
Headqu~mers in Sacramento. Because there is no central accounting office for all contracts,
obtaining these data proved difficult. Reflected are cumulative, nominal dollars which do not
represent comparable present values.

8 At the time, "funding allowable under the Howard-Cramer limitation ...[was]...$456 million.
This includes the Federal and State contributions and all prehminary engineering, right of way,
and construction costs. Federal contribution is $417 of the total." At the time $180 million had
been spent. For survey responses regarding the short and long term effects of the Actual and
ComparLson pro3ects on the utilizauon of corridor business and the employment of corridor
residents, see Chapter XI.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE IMPACT OF THE CONSENT DECREE ON A COMPLEX ORGANIZATION:

CALTRANS

A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter assesses the impact of the lawsuit and consent decree on Cal~ans. Our

analysis addresses effects on organizational culture and structure, agency prestige and morale and

inwa-agency conflict. We base our review on an understanding of organizations which we briefly

summarize in the following section.

1. Caltrans as a Bureaucracy_

Aspects of the evaluation of the impact of the consent decree on Caltrans are tmique; we

acknowledge that uniqueness throughout this report. But the Century Freeway is also one of a

class of stories. Calwans is a large bureaucracy with a statutorily defined mission. The plaintiffs

and the Center for Law are outsiders trying to influence the behavior of this complex organization.

Historically, also, Caltrans has completed its work absent close working relationships with other

state agencies. Several insights about the Caltrans response to this consent decree--and, more

generally to the litigation~erive from research on intervention into bureaucracy.

The term "bureaucracy" often has a negative connotation in common usage, but in

organfimtion studies the bureaucratic organization form is one which derives its legitimacy on

rational, as opposed to traditional (such as a monarchy) or charismatic grounds (as with a religious

organization). The most widely recognized characteristics of this approach are the rules and

hierarchy which outline the relationships between (1) members of the organization, and (2) 

organization and its constituents. In the case of C..altrans a precise definition of roles and

procedures has allowed members of different districts and divisions to communicate easily with

one another and to design or develop small elements of larger tasks with the assurance that the

elements can be brought together to complete expeditiously a complex project. For consmuents or

"stakeholders" of Caltrans, for example, rules have routinized and memoriahzed the processes by

which contractors enter into consistent bidding procedures. Internally, rules governing personnel

decisiorts dictate hiring and promotion practices, help guide employees’ career expectations and

facihtate the smooth transition of employees between positions.
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The foundation of rationality rests on the proposition that decision makers have knowledge

of thr~ elements of a decision: (1) aI1 possible alternatives; (2) the consequences of 

alternative; and (3) the desirab~ty or utility of the outcomes of each altcmafive-conscciuence set.

Thus, to the extent that calculations of almrnatives, consequences, outcomes and utilities wcrc

correct, an organization could bc expected to have found the best way to accomplish a given task,

such as designing and constracting highways. The bureaucratic form is manifesmd not only in the

operation of depar~nents within a single organization, but in the swacturc of government: Calwans

was tasked with building highways, Housing and Community Development established housing

policies and facilitated consn’uction, the Air Resources Board set standards for California’s air

quality, with the legislative and higher executive branches of state govcmlment overseeing the

operafionalization of these broad mandates.

In Califomia~s pluralistic society during the last two decades, the ~tations of’rational’

approaches have become manifest: not only are alternatives vitlually infirfitc, but both internal and

external constiumnts of the organization often disagree on problems and the value of possible

outcomes. However, Caltrans is not an independent actor, but rather a member of the larger

bureaucratic network of sm~ government, so its legitimacy as aa organization has been dependent

on its ability to perform the tasks assigned to it. To s~ike off on a tangent outside its perceived

mandate could call legitimacy into question. In general mrms, hist~:n’ically the "perceived mandate"

of Caltrans was to design, build, maintain, and operate California’s highways. The system which

called upon Caltrans to develop efficient procedures for procuring land and building highways

removed the organization from primary consideration of the social and environmental impacts of

those processes; in fact, until the introduction of the interdisciplinary team described in Chapters

and XI, in-depth review of those impacts was beyond the array of legitimate activities of the

organization.

We hypothesized that the the consent dccrcc may reprc~nt a challenge to the rational,

bureaucratic approach. It can bc seen as utilizing a problem-driven approach to linking

organizations to accomplish a complex task, an approach referred to as an "open system" in some

organizational litcratm~. The consent decree in this view assigned a problem (building the Century

Freeway under numerous rigorous conditions) to a subunit and requited that appropriate subunits

create suitable linkages with other subunits; it thereby developed visible, negotiable procedures and

more fluid decision making structures than have been found in a more bureaucratic form of

organization and in periods when the influence of outside stakeholders was less. Problems can
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arise when the prionues of an organizataon undergo a dramatic shift, as occurred at Caltmns under

the consent decree.

"Many states’ bureaucracies lack the capacity to deal with the dynamics of
community adjustment to any kind of major systems impact on those communities.
It can be freeway, raft, any kind of systems. Bureaucracies are geared to build,
develop, redevelop and tend to put an emphasis on professionals and a leadership
structure that can do that efficiently... [The bureaucracies’ managers] are not
consensus builders... They are people who can deliver budgets on time and who
can deal with the apparatus of state laws.., but they are devoid of the skills
necessary to make a corridor vibrant... If they are going to be part of a process of
establishing community consensus.., those in the public must have skills to deal
with the community."

2. 3"he Cal~ns Organizational Culnne

Much as nations and regions develop &stinct patterns of thought and methods of

undersmading their environments, so to do organizations develop cultures. Schein (1987)

offers a definition of organizational eultme: "the pattern of basic assumptions that a given

group has invented, discovered, or developed in learning to cope with its problems of

external adaptation and internal integration, and that have worked well enough to be

considered valid, and therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to

perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems." Artifacts of a culture include

bureaucratic structure, functional departments, architecture, office layout, and the nature of

tts products.

I~ keeping with its mandate as a results-oriented and product-driven organization, Caltrans

had developed hiring and promotion systems that usually saw engineers rise to the highest levels

of the organization. [The exception has been on occasion the position of Director, a Governor’s

appointee.] To maintain congruence with the logical, scientific nature of production of its

products, the organization evolved into a rational, methodical form. The rise of technical

professionals to executive status is congruent with the mission of Caltrans and is similar to the

~endeney in private business for the chief executive officer to be selected based on expertise in

~Sisciplines emphasized as a result of the firm’s position in the product life cycle.

"[ Caltrans had] an engineering culture, which did not have to deal with the social
issues in the building of the ground transportation system. So it’s not that they’re
bad people, it’s not that they’re rednecks, it’s just training and cultural environment
.... In fact many of the people in Caltrans do care about the environment. [In their]
pe~sonal convictions, they are sensitive to social needs [but Caltrans] was very
rigid, very hierarchical."
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Using the notion of orgarfizational culture as a framework for understanding the behavior

of Caltrans and its employees one may assume (as the interviewee above does) that Caltrans

decision makers had rc~onably benign motivations in reacting to the changes in the operating

environment brought on by the consent decree. Caltrans members shared basic assumptions about

the contribution of freeways and had difficulty understanding the point of view of parties who

viewed freeways as problem--and not progress---and Caltrans as an enemy rather than an agency,

professional and effective, which applied technology to ach/evc the overall public good.

In this understanding, the clash of values, basic assumptions, and views that occun’ed as a

result of the lawsuit and subsequent decree (and took place with/n the context of the changing

regulatory environment we have described earlier), led some outsiders to view the agency in the

less favorable light illustrated by one of our interviewees:

"Caln’ans is dominated by older white males from the engineering discipline which
by nature is structured....They don’t have respect for outsiders because of that and
hiding behind Federalism they are offended by anyone taking a second look at what
they’re doing."

Closely ~cd to the Lssue of organizational culture m’e questions of organizational prestige

and organizational image. Keith v, Vol~ was filed in a transition period for Caltrans (1972). The

new regulations and major social movements described in Chapter II and elsewhere in this report

would begin to make themselves felt in many ways over the next two decades. But at the turn of

the decade (1960-1970), Caltrans still rode on the wave of a reputation that was generally positive

and world-wide. Its self/magc was a reflection of (if not also a contribution to) this reputation.

Promotional material of the period reflected a ’~Icave it to Calu’ans" attitude which gave little

indication of t.he brewing dissatisfaction with standard highway development procedures. Listen to

Calwans’ view of its employees:

"Division of Highways: the workhorse of the freeway planning team. Its
highly trained planners, enghaeers, traffic and right of way experts,
landscape architects, etc. are all career employees whose only objective is
the greatest public benefit. They make careful engineering, traffic and
economic studies for every freeway proposal. They work closely with city
or county officials, and hold public hearings at whieh local residents are
urged to give opinions or data" (California Division of Highways, undated,
received in University of C~Jifo~i~ Irvinc Government Publications
Office, Dec. 16, 1966).

While suggesting that the expanded responsibility of Calu’ans for the Century Freeway

project, could create serious inter-organ/zadonal tensions, the systems view also suggests that the

consent decree and the new regulation could create an opporranity for Callrans to take on an
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expando:l role in addressing the impact of the 1-105 project on the environment (air quahty,

housing, vitahty of cines, etc.). Pushes from groups outside the organizataon thus may be viewed

as threats by one observer and opportunities by other--in this case requiring coordination of

actiwttes with relevant organizations, such as AQMD, HCD, and governments of comdor cines.

’Dds brief background suggests that the organizational effect of ~lk._x,_V.l~1~_ and the

consent decree could have been dramatic. However, the foUowmg results sections indicate that

that has not been the case. While there have been identifiable impacts on morale and other

outcomes, in general organizational reaction has been modest.

B. STRUCq’URAL RESPONSES TO THE CONSENT DECREE

Most respondents, particularly those from Caltrans, observed changes in the

organizational structure of Caltrans in response to the consent decree. Most of the changes cited

involved the Civil Rights branch and its emergent relationship with CFAAC:

"We’re centralized in civil rights, except for the Century Freeway .... You
know, you’re negotiating with CFAAC on a day-to-day basis, and it’s pretty
difficult to deal with them [from Sacramento] .... I think the fact that CFAAC
had to participate in the development of the goals, accept the certifications, or
at least be provided an opportunity to challenge certifications, in just logistics
and communications [dictated that an office be maintained at District 7]."

While one Calwans interviewee described changes as "very, very minor" and went on to say

that "[t]he role and responsibility of the headqtmrters organization for the district are unchanged

basically for the Century Freeway," another suggested that, although the consent decree did not

require it, District 7 was given its own civil rights branch because "there had to be some people

down there to make things happen" and "people t,hen running it in headquarters weren’t doing a

very good job of it."

"There would probably have been an office of civil rights, but its role
would have been serving strictly the duties imposed on it by Caltrans
x~lther than its heavy involvement with CFAAC in transmitting
i~fformation."

’The statement above illustrates an underlying theme in several of our interviews. Many of the

tmprovements which ostensibly emerged from the consent decree would have evolved naturally as

the Calmms bureaucracy response to federal and civil rights policies. This view conflicted with
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those of groups which felt that they were responsible for moving C~u~ns toward what they

perceived to be more progressive civil fights policies. Some in~ewees, both Caltrans and

others, spoke of long-standing hostilities that emerged as a result of these difference in perception.

On the other hand, positive hufluences also existed. One key to facilitaung change in a large

bureaucratic orga~iTauon is the existence of "boundary spanners", individuals who can scan the

views and positions of several organizations, help diffuse personality issues, synthesize disparate

points of view, and in some cases harness the pressures of orgardzafional differences. An example

was described in our interviews:

"The best thing [Caltrans] did was to involve Jim Turk. Jim Turk was the
most progressive influence. The negative, I think they did everything they
could to avoid changing. They never espoused objections to the intent. I
think their biggest problem was they they resented [CFAAC’s] inu’usion
into the process."

"(Turk) was the most sensitive person in Caltrans...because he immediately
saw the dynsmic between what CFAAC was about to do and how Cakrans
had historically done business."

2. Other Structtn~l Innovations

The scope of the Century project gave Calwans the opportunity to create a separate design

department for the first time and to align many functions in a matrix structure. The relative

looseness of this organizational form facilitated shifts of personnel to probIem areas and created a

management development oppommity in that Caltrans engineers became exposed to more elements

of the project than would have been the case under the more traditional function based strucuwe.

In addition to the changes in the Civil Rights branch to (1) accommodate the relationship

with CFAAC and/or (2) respond to the size and complexity of the Century project, Caltrans

established a separate replenishment housing branch in Inglewood to facilitate interaction with

HCD’s Inglewood office. Calnans interviewees also cited the existence of an 1-105 Project

Director posiuon in District 7 (a position at the Deputy DisuSct Dkrector level) as a direct

consequence of the project’s size and complexity; the District 7 Special Programs group headed by

Maurice Kane to oversee the pre-apprenticeship and technical management programs; and the

Century Freeway Division in Sacramento which was set up in 1983 to review staff’mg and

managerial needs (the Division’s review is credited with establishing the I-I05 Project Director

position and with expanding the District 7 Civil Rights Branch).
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3. $1ruetur~ Irnpechments

"The cwil fights unit is, both at the local level and at Calu’ans, just a little
department over here. The people who have the final say on everything are
non-aa types. They’re engineering types, highway builder types."

Though the creation of a separate Civil Rights branch was seen by many people external to

Caltrans as a positive step, the interviewee above identified a problem typical of strucunal

innovations: the innovations may be well intended and well thought out, but the pervasiveness of

the existing culture into which they are introduced may lessen their effectiveness. Similarly:

’"I’he personnel function, in particular the affirmative action, [is] not
usually a high priority operationaI function...whether it’s IBM or
whether it’s Caltrans .... It’s very rare that, for example, the head of
General Motors would decide that this isn’t so important that we put
out a better car to beat the Japanese, it’s more important that we have
a really strong civil rights division, and we’ll put a lot of money in
r~mt unit and hire the best managers to achieve that. That doesn’t
happen."

hlterviewees both within and outside Caltrans are critical of overlapping funcuonal lines and

lines of accountability visa vis the Disu’iet 7 Civil Rights Branch and the Civil Rights Office in

Sacramento. Stated a Caltrans attorney:

"The reporting relationship of Diswict 7 and headquarters has not been really
ciearly defined, and headquarters has the functional responsibility for the
p’rograrn but doesn’t necessarily have line supervision or line responsibility
over managers in District 7 .... (F)irms that are unhappy with some decision
rrmde by the district will appeal to and approach Sacramento, and functionally
headquarters has that appeal authority, at the same time District 7 feels that
hq~dquarters’ intervention is unwarranted and undercuts their authority. It’s
not set up very well .... It’s resulted in screw-ups."

Interviewees offered various reasons why the problems related to the District 7 Civil Rights

Branch/Headquarters Civil Rights Office have persisted throughout the 1-105’s history.

Explanations proffered include the novelty of the consent decree/CFAAC approach to affirmative

a~on, bttreaueratic tuff battles among Callrans administrators, and lack of commitment to civil

~5ghts issues by some senior Caltmns administrators.

However, there were attempts to staff District 7 with people who were more understanding

tff the changes required by the consent decree:

"When they created the deputy director in District 7, that was a change to
s~ed the compliance along, but there were commensurate changes made
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at headquarters. We had a whole hiring with 105 concentrafion...We’ve
had individuals [who] believed [the consent decree] should be fought
every step of the way and they were impediments. We had people m
those potations that thought we better make the best of a bad thing...Pdght
now there’s a good balance."

Similarly, Caltrans’ policy of perioddc job rotation is usefuI for developing breadth of

understanding m managerial and professional workers, but the policy may be considered a

tradeoff with continuity:

"One of the problems that we have in Caltrans is that they rotate people .... So
you have some people that are just doing their job, and they’re doing what they
think they’re supposed to do. And they are not as progressive or aggressive;
they’re engineers and they’re m Civil Rights .... It seems like every two years
they rotate them. It takes about a year, a year and a half sometimes to really
know your job real weU. And then they ship them out someplace else when
they get good and then you start over."

4. Emergence of Informal Gmuos

One interviewee observed that an ad hoc group composed of the attorneys, the project

manager, an internal civil fights liaison and the director of District 7 met often in the early days of

project construction, but that meetings became less frequent as "a coher~t strategy for dealing with

the issues" developed. Another described a Steering Committee which met bi-weeldy to address

consent decree issues. But Caltrans interviewees were largely unable to identify specific s~’ategies

which the Department used to make implementation more smooth. Said one Caltrans respondent:

"There’s a learning process that went on across the board, with that in itself
smoothing things out. I don’t know whether we have done anything
exceptional to smooth things our."

C. EVIDENCE OF CONFUCT

Several sources of conflict were identified: some threats to Caltrans’ authority and

reputation and diminution of its prestige; confusion about role expectations in a changing

organizational environment; and minor erosion of morale in some parts of the organization.

"The consent decree [is] viewed as a threat. It’s allowing others to
take charge of our business, to be a part of decisions that should
really be made by Caltrans...rm not sure we’ve taken any steps in an
organized fashion. Different people have moved to protect their flank
in one way or another."

Both Caltrans and non Caln~ns interviewees held the view that many Caltrans employees perceived

the consent decree and its implementation as a direct attack on the organization and indirectly on
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themselves. The official act of entering into the decree did not lessen that view for some Caltrans

employees: "We perceived the judge’s order as taking away some of our power and we appealed
it...Maybe it wasn’t a good idea to appeal [but] at the time that was our rainclset. I think things at
this stage have calmed down enough that we aren’t concerned about that any more. But that was

the early method of deahng wath [the consent decree]."

1. .Organizational Reputation

Caltrans employees feared that the interorganizational changes required by the consent
decree would jeopardize the agency’s reputation. Because the disposition of the consent decree

created the need for a number of new or altered administrative roles within Caltrans, several
interviewees described feelings of uneasiness. These were based on concerns that the checks and
balances; of the "old" system were no longer in place and that the organization was facing the risk
of creating new inequities in the system, such as graft (though no instances were cited) 
inefficiency, which would violate Caltrans’ fiduciary responsibility to its funding sources. Others
felt that ’the "new" activities were simply wasteful replications of procedures already implemented
by Caimans.

2o t~ole Ext~ctafions

The decline in reputation was not uniformly attributed to the consent decree’s effects:

"in the early 1950’s they were an organization in the ascendancy. They
were recn~ting engineers from the best schools in the country and they were
building a freeway system. It was adventuresome. By the time that the
consent decree came along they were already in decline. They were not
building very many miles of freeway and they were recruiting their new
engineers from state colleges in California and not nationally and
iJaternationally and they were not getting the best students and so forth. You
can’t say the consent decree suddenly was a watershed and changed
everything." [Seminanst]

The impact of the consent decree on Caltrans’ employees perceptions of their proper roles in
providing housing and promoting affirmative action was measurable but small. We hypothesized
that changes effected by the consent decree would make members of Caltrans uncertain of what

was expected of the organization and, consequently, their proper role within Caltzans. One
possible source of conflict centered on whether Caltrans employees were confident as to what
public policy makers expected of the organization°
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As Figure VIII- 1 demonstrates, Caltrans respondents felt that understanding of

expectations would have been slightly less than occurred in the actual Century Freeway project.

Caltrans’ Understanding of What Policy Makers Expect
of the Organlzatlon~---Comparlson Project

[] HCD

BB Caltrans

" -045~

-2 42

-041 B

-2 69

-074~

-3 -2
much

actual

Regardang Replemshment Housing

Regarding Replacement Housing

-1 0 1 2 3
muct~
better

actmd

It is interesting to note that HCD and, most notably CFAAC respondents, felt that the impact of the

provisions of the consent decree was much greater on Caimans. This pattern repeats in several

subsexlucnt groups of questions.

Shifting our focus from external constituents to internal relationships, respondents were

asked their perceptions of how well Caimans employees tmdcrstood what the organization expected

of them. Somewhat surprisingly, respondents from alI three organizations felt that understanding

was not dramaticaUy different under the actual consent decree than under the Comparison Project.

Again, the disparity between CFAAC and non-CFAAC respondents is notable.
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3. _Organizational Prestige

As Figure VIII-3 illustrates, the outcome of the decree was perceived by Caimans, HCD,

and CF/~C to have had little impact on Caitrans’ image with other highway departments.

RegardiJag the impact of the consent decree on Caitrans’ prestige with other groups, almost all

respondent categories agreed that the organization’s image in the eyes of the legislature,

corridor cities, other district 7 cities, and civil rights and enviromental groups would have

suffered under the Comparison Project. Caltrans is an exception in its consideration of corridor

cities, other cities in District 7, state highway departments in other states, and state legislators, but

the differences for the most part are trivial. Prestige in the eyes of affirmative action/civil fights

groups, ]however, is an issue with some notable difference between Calwans and CFAAC; the

result is consonant with views (discussed earlier) within both organizations about the independent

addition~ effect on civil rights activity which the consent decree fostered.
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Figure Viii-3

4.

"I think they were demoralized. I~,e talked to people there who feel that
their self image was at stake. They believe that society needs highways.
They foresaw all kinds of congestion problems ff highways weren’t built. If
you talk to them about the environmental consequences of highway building
they say ’Oh no, ff they had let us finish the system, if they let us build all
those freeways on the 1958 map there would be no congest/on. Traffic
woald flow smootldy and ~r quality would be/reproved.’" [Seminarist]

The preced/ng comment led us to believe there could be significant morale problems at
Caltrans, particularly on the Century Freeway project. Figure VIII-4 summarizes results of survey

ztems tapping changes in morale, and, more importantly, the degree to which some hypothesized
effects of poor morale might affect commitment and performance.
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Again, while there are measurable benefits associated with the Comparison Project, they

are very small. Caltrans respondents in general did not report significant morale problems and

none of the respondent groups reported a meaningful decline in loyalty to Caltrans. Nonetheless,

some Caltrans interviewees did address the morale question:

"In the civil rights office, particularly in District 7, there were a lot of morale
problems and turnover because it was sort of viewed as a dead end, a black
hole_Jots of grief and no rewards."

Most who commented on morale, however, traced morale problems to the injunction rather

than the consent decree:

’"We were embarrassed to tell people that we work for [Caltrans] because they
thought we were bad people. And here all these years we thought doing these
great things, and now we’re told that weYe polluting the air and tearing down
cities and so on."

"There was a group of engineers who felt demoralized that they’d spent years
and years of their lives designing this project and then it didn’t go anyplace.
3here were other engineers who questioned whether or not the project made
sense, that it was a kind of a dinosaur, something fxorn an earlier era that maybe
had been good when it had first been conceived but it outlived its usefulness."

One final group of questions took a slightly different approach to the morale issues.

Students of organization suggest that ff employees are not comfortable with a work situation, they
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will w~thdmw, physically or psychologicaUy from that situation. One alternative for an employee

is to simply leave the organization. In the present study we hypothesized that this would not be a

viable response, because Caltrans is thought to represent one of the few employment alternatives

for highway engineers unwilling to leave southern Cal~ornia. The results below suggest tins view

was COITeCt.
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A more viable alternauve for an unhappy C.altrans employee would be to transfer to a

project that was not affiliated with the Century Freeway, though the data below suggest this

alternative was not pursued either.
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Finally, it was proposed that empIoyees who neither left Calu’ans nor the project might

simply reduce the amount of time spent on discretionary activities, such as taking classes or
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attending conferences.

consent decree did not occur.
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Do SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

"’It was a consensus throughout the organization that the consent decree was
a disaster. That it was unnecessary. It was cosily. It was a disaster."

The above is the view on the far negative end of the spectrum of analysis of orgarfizational

impacts of the consent decree. It does not represent what we discovered as a consensus. Our dam

present conflicting evidence on systemic change and perhaps change can only be judged in the

future, following conclusion of the project or the agency turning its attention to another major

urban c(m’idor. Some conclusions can be reached now, nonetheless. Clearly the decree had 

major impact on many procedural aspects of the Century Freeway project and created conditions

that led to the development of new interorganizational relationships, which will be discussed in the

following chapter. Survey results suggest that organizational impact was less than expected.

Further, analysis of interview data suggests that the relatively few stmcnaal changes brought about

by the consent decree will not become part of Caltrans’ standard operating procedures in the future.

The interview data do suggest, however that perhaps some affh’mative action procedures have

evolved to a higher status and a more permanent state as a result of increased understanding and

awareness brought about by the legal difficulties surrounding the project. [Once again, however,

we must point to the changing legal requirements that applied to all state agencies over the last two

decades.]

’The affinnativc action aspects taught them, gave thcm the experience,
l~owledge and skills base that can take them into the next decade where
demographics and population statistics show us [affLrmativc action] is going
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to continue .... Some of the recalcitrants have probably discovered okay, so
this can work."

The consent decree forced Caltrans to "take a more serious look", a "second look" at the

organization’s relationship to minorities and women, both in in the realms of employment and

promouon of businesses. But the impact is not one urdversaUy credited to the consent decree:

"Overall they would rather do business with us than having to go through CFAAC," one Caltrans

official explained. "We use CFAAC and the Century Freeway process as something not to do in

most cases .... The people involved in the consent decree, on all sides of it, have resulted in a

negative effect on the department’s program." And:

"I don’t feel in my own mind that there were that many more DBE or
minority business or minorities employed on the Century Freeway just
because of the consent decree. I feel that most of that would have happened
anyway."

There are also indications of more specific impacts. One interviewee summarized that

"Caltrans began to take very, very seriously the whole EIR process....The engineers know that it

wasn’t a pro forma document that would be turned out by engineers." Others saw an impact upon

the organization’s views of how highway building fits within a larger context, that of multi-modal

transportation development. But as with many of the impact categories in this study, there were

dissenting voices:

"I think it just made old engineers bitter at lawyers."
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CHAPTER IX

THE IMPACT ON INTERORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONS

This chapter addresses the nature of the interorganizational environment created through

implementation of the elements of the Consent Decree. We view C.altrans as the "hub" of an

organizational network, and we examine perceptions of roles and changes in roles witl~ several

key dyads which compose the "spokes" of the network. [We define dyads as two individuals or

enlaties maintaining a sociologically significant relationship, We expand the concept of dyads to

include relationships between organizations+]

The Consent ~e necessitated the creation of a complex interorganizational network that

initially involved a larger number of organizations but evolved to include six key participantsl:

Caltrans, Century Freeway AIYmnative Action Committee (CFAAC), the Office of the Advocate,

the Center for Law, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and Housing and Community

Development (HCD). Of the relationships Caltrans had to develop with these five key

organizations, only one would build upon previous approaches in highway construction: Caltrans

and FI-~VA. With HCD, Caltrans was tasked with establishing relationships with an existing

organLz~tion that was simultaneously creating new roles for its members, as it sought to fulfill its

Conscnt Decree mandate. The Office of the Advocate and CFAAC erncrged in response to the

perceived social impacts created by the Century 105 project. The Center for Law in the Public

Interest was a fledgling group with little interorganizational record with public agencies. Because

these organmataons and Caltrans had no experience with one another, reporting, coordination, and

oversight procedures had to bc developed "from scratch."

We hypothesized considerable difficulties in the realm of intcrorganizational behavior in

part bccanse of the awkward situation wherein production was split (housing to HCD and the

frecway/transitway to Cakrans); some oversight was delegated to three other new groups

(CFAAC, the Center for Law and the Office of the Advocate) and to a court; and yet another

organization (FHWA) provided most of the capital for the whole project.

Qverall Caltrans views of relationships. Before individual treatments of the dyads, we

present aaa overall summary of the interorganizational environment as perceived by Caltrans

respondents.
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® Our intcrmewccs suggest that among the groups analyzed in fins chapter most Caltraus

intcrv/cwees saw FHWA as a parmcr.

There is no consensus about relationships with the sister agency HCD.

The Advocate, the Cen~-r for Law and CFAAC wcrc all seen as "opponents."

A. DYAD I: CALTRANS ANDFHWA

"Except for FHWA’s participation on the board of directors of CFAAC,
there’s been no real change in the rule and/or responsibility of the Federal
Highway Administration on this project."

"Primarily our differences exist at the policy proccdu~ and developmental
stage and once in a while on the nuplemcntafion stage. You know, the
awarding of a key contract or the execution of a major change order or
something like that"

We expected results rcflcc~g the sentiments of the FHWA officials quoted above;

relatively little conflict between Calwans and the Federal Highway Administration because:

The two agenc%s had had a long relationship prior to the consent decree.

Caltrans would have developed procedures congruent with fedcral guidelines, given
the linkage between state and federal funding programs.

While the consent dccrcc had changed Cakrans’ specific charge, the federal
govcnunent had not altered the mission of FI-IWA.

Survey respondents prcdic~:l ]iRle difference in conflict levels between Cakrans

and FHWA under the comparison scenario.
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’The figure above illustrates that each organization perceived that FHWA conflict with

District 7 as less under the Comparison Project. [FHWA’s own assessment cannot be presented

here because of the low response m our survey to this particular item.]

Those who did recognize strains between the orgardzations cited different but compatible

reasons. One observer, not affiliated with either Caltrans or FHWA, suggested that FHWA felt

that the consent decree was forced on it and therefore "they [FHWA officials] don’t want to see it

happen again;...therefore they have an institutional interest in seeing it fail." The tension

manifested itself in a distancing from the project:

"’FederaI Highway Administration has succeeded in remaining quite aloof from
most of the day-to-day nitty-gritty issues that may arise and has a terrible
Itendency to issue edicts from Sacramento which tend to be arbitrary, ill-
reformed, and calculated to serve some political agenda not known to the rest of
us....Worse than that, power ultimately rests in their Washington office which is
inclined to intervene in decision making without understanding the issues"

A significant difference in FHWA’s participation in the 1-105 project involved its more

active role in housing, the details of which are presented in Chapter V.

"I think there’s been lots more oversight on the housing portion of the freeway
than wc normally have. And I tl~nk the quality of the oversight has been
excellenL"

Discussing the reasons for this heightened oversight another person speculated: "You know it’s a

humongous project, it’s been mentioned as the biggest project in the country .... The whole
wansportation industry, the whole country is aware of it."

The relationship needs to be viewed historically and a few different periods are

notable. [As summarized elsewhere, a number of phases of the quality of

intergovemmental relations are collapsed in the overall data we present here and perhaps

masked in the general presentation.]

Creation of a FHWA field office in Inglewood as a major accommodation to the project.

[discussed in Chapter VII].

Critical evaluations of District 7 Civil Rights Branch dtaSng the existence of the office. As

one FHWA interviewee summar/z~:

"Caltrans has no commitment to civil rights issues...never felt that Caltrans
ttad a deep commitment. Caltrans had...[a] paper program. The people that
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really run Calwans arc those civil servanLs. They are all engineers, white
males. Caltrans probably has the pcorest affn’mative action record in terms of
their management positions of any state agency. What we were really doing
[in Disnict 7] was setting up a dual progr~m. It was a program separate and
apart from the rest of Caltrans. It was never intcgratod into Caltrans
Sacramento operation or the rest of the state. Whatever we chd was strictly
for Century Freeway...other than some stuff they were doing up in Alameda
County because they had some real strong community opposition to the 3ol’m
p. Knox. lit needed to bc pointed out] to Federal Highway when...trying to
put together a program for the Centmy Freeway or for the District 7 that built
on the state program that in fact the state program was nonexistent."

Differences related to the two agencies’ understandings of how to respond to specific

provisions of the consent decree, especially the housing program and the relationship with

the Advocate.

Very positive associations with Regional Director Cannon.

A short period of different views [in FHWA and Calwans] as to the defendants’ ability to

influence the court:

"He [FHWA official] came down to straighten Judge Pregerson out.
That was sheer disaster. And he found out the hard way that no one
tells the judge how to run his show."

The nature of the relationship between these two wanspormtion agencies of course was felt

by other parties to the implementation of the Century Fr~way project. One of the plaintiffs’

attorneys concluded:

"Our relationship with the federal government has been sn’aincd....The feds
arc reticent to fund various prograrns....FHWA is really very careful with its
dollars and the consent decree could have bccn far more productive and could
have involved a greamr variety and depth of social programs had the federal
government been willing to fund. A prime example, of course, is the bonding
program. Due directly to federal and state reluctance to fund that program, the
bond fund has never been higher than $3 million. That is completely
insufficient [for] a billion dollar construction project."

B. DYAD 2: CALTRANS AND HCD

Despite formal and legal links between the two organizations, the relationship between

Calwans and HCD suffered from mutual disrespect and legally imposed linkages. Figure IX-2

presents the survey dam.
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Nonetheless.the tensions need to be addressed historically and they too varied with

personnel and administration. Identifiable phases include:

the early conflict over lead agency status of the housing program;

the strong differences between directors Gianmrco and Temer;

a period of "benign neglect" by Caltrans toward the implementation of the housing program

when it perceived the housing program floundering;,

changes in the worldng relationship between the two agencies under the Deukmejian

vlministration ["In the Deukmcjian administration...personality issues were neutralizezL"]

To be sure, some themes are more general: HCD was seen as a forced partner by

C~ltrans,, one given a special place in the implementation of the Consent Decree because of

perceived special personal relations between HCD personnel and people in the Brown

administration. Because of this coerced coming together,HCD personnel felt suspicious of

C_.altrans and Caltrans personnel often felt pressured to cooperate with less competent partners

because of a fiscal relationship that was not founded on respect. Several interviewees spoke to

these points:

"I always had the impression that HCD was given the role that it was given to keep
an eye on Caltrans and because the Center for Law knew they had some contacts in
HCD that they could go to for either information or to apply screws when they
needed to be applied. And I don’t think C.altrans at that time especially viewed
HCD as having any special knowledge, talents, what have you ,to deal with any of
fl~c consent decree or Century Freeway issues."
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"HC’D is reluctantly accepted--reluctantly and grudgingly accepted.°..It’s not an
opponent but it certainly is a millstone."

"Obviously we have to be partners because HCD is spending Caltrans’ money, as
well as federal participation [dollars]."

Some interviewees were more pointed in their assessments: "Certainly HCD was the

enemy. They had their own agenda, by the way, because they were building the size of their

office as it was supporting their operations. This was their big project." Or:

"HCD is essentially unconscious. The burden of moving forward is handed to a
succession of project managers in Inglewood. The current one is the best theyh:e
had, but he is severely hampered by a lack of support from within his own
organization."

And numerous Caltrans respondents spoke of a lack of experience with large scale projects in

HCD, personnel weaknesses, vague notions [not substantiareA in the interviews or in other

sources] of corruption and poorly understood and poorly followed policies and procedures.

"The Housing and Community Development Department has never operated in a
very strong policy or procedural framework. In general, its programs have been
operated by publishing what are called "regulations." It’s much more Federal -
publish regulations, and then accept things under the regulations, as opposed to
adopting policies and ~ures [which are] departmental."

The absence of fit between regulations oriented toward building highways and those more

geared to the construction of housing is a theme which occurs again and again in the interviews. It

was a view used both defensively and offensively. HCD, praised for having "a lot of talented

people", was criticized for not following as above but some HCD officials turned the procedural

argument against the highway agencies.

"Calwans wants all of these policies and procedures but we don’t have any
writers .... [Caltrans’] audit isn’t whether you did a good job, it’s did you
follow the rules .... The department was not very strong in the Rrst
place .... Most of our programs were implemented by regulations that were
crafted by our attorneys."

C. DYAD 3: CALTRANS AND THE ADVOCATE

Some of the history of Caltrans’ poor relationships with the Advocate can be attributed to

lack of clarity regarding role and interpersonal tensions. Other concerns evolved from the function

which the Advocate seemed to share with other non goverranental agencies:
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"We had a corridor advocate that was there to ensure that the rights of the
property owners were being taken care of by Caltrans. We had CFAAC,
which was an advocate, to make sure we were treating minority contractors
fairly .... (N)ot explicit in the consent decree but the judge allowed it, was the
,Center for Law in the Public Interest : there to oversee whatever they wanted
1to; that was fairly loose--- and bill us for it. You know, it was a blank
check, and ff you create a group---then" existence depends on them finding
problems, right?...They self perpetuate."

A more fundamental issue is also involved. The very existence of an Advocate suggests

that Caltrans’ procedures are deficient, its sensitivities to citizens whom its projects affect,

inadequate. The Caltrans evaluation of the Advocate is generally quite negative: the Advocate

was see a as oriented to finding problems where none existed. But some respondents saw the

office se~ng as a useful buffer for Caltrans, or as justified [See Chapter lI]. Still others

concluded that the office was at most a nuisance and that it lost whatever influence it had as its

prestage diminished with time.

Do DYAD 4: CALTRANS AND ~CENTER FOR LAW

We begin with overall assessments of how the Center itself views it relationship to Caltrans

and vice. versa. Again, there are some differences by period, although not as moderating as in

other dyads. Summarized an attorney for the Center in a formal communication responding to

Caltrans’ assertion that the Center had assumed responsibilities outside of the boundaries of the

consent decree:

"I was dismayed to receive your eorrespondence...primarily because it
revealed a fundamental misunderstandang on your part of our respective
~les in the implementataon of the Consent Decree and our obligations to
each other."

His colleague made the assessment explicit: "celtrans----we’re always fighting them over one thing

or another. It’s a lumbering, slow moving bureaucracy."

On the other hand, a th/rd Center for Law attorney, while recognizing difficulties of

worlch-ag with Caltrans, also found that the "working relationship with Caltrans has almost from

day one been very good....With very few exceptions, people are responsive, willing, very open,

give me what I need...are good people to work with. I find a majority of them are strongly

interested in the goals of the decree."
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And a slJmmary Caltrans perspective:

"Just...a lot of shouting sessions, and we had to work things om with them. I
think they saw themselves and maybe still do as being the big interpreter of the
consent decree. But they also saw a legitimate role they played. And it was set
up for theat...representLng the public. But I think once we settled certain
ground rules about how we would meet and what we would discuss and so on,
things started to improve."

Views of the effectiveness of the Center in negotiating the consent decree vary within

Caltrans. A number of interviewees felt that in acquiesdng to the settlement, the agency had

agreed to too many costIy and unnecessary provisions. Others think that the Center did not press

hard enough.

"Had, the Center had more backbone I think [the consent decree] could have
had a major mapact on [Calwans]. The reaction of the conservative engineering
staff in Caltrans to this settlement was, "They’ve given up, and we’re gonna
build oar project. An so we have to throw in a few housing units and a
transitway, big deal. We get to build oar project. They were ecstatic when the
thing was approved."

The potential for these bipolar attitudes to impact implementation of the decree exists: proponents

of the former view might be expected to adhere to the "letter" of the decree in an attempt to practice

damage control, while it might be expected that adherents to the latter view would press for a more

liberal operationalization of the decree’s mandate.

But evaluations of the early motivations of the public interest law firm do not by themselves

explain the acrimonious relationships between these two organ/zafions. A number of interviewees

expressed the view that the Center pressed unduly hard in fulfilling its role:

"CFAAC, the Advocate, and certainly the Center for Law almost created an
adversarial role in thdr relationships and there were times that we were
salving very heavily towards trying to develop the parmership to actually
share things with them."

"I think essentially the Center’s attitude is adversarial .... I don’t think they’re
genuinely trying to be fair, depicting where we’re at and what we’re trying to
do at times."

One explanation of the narare of the relationship transcends the orgamzations discussed

here. It goes to major differences in problem-solving styles of lawyers and engineers:
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"By definition, [the relationship between Caftans and the Center is]
adversanal. You can’t have it any other way. Attorneys can call each other
SOBs and then pat the other on the back. Others like engineers can’t take on
that role. Just dealing with any adversarial attorney Is difficuIL I will never
Like the attorney on the other side. The Center was not diffcrem than any
other bunch."

The C.¢nter’s status as a privately funded organization was another characteristic that led to

suspicicm of its motivations.

"’Structurally their dependence on gifts or donations or bequest or however
Idaey’re funded puts strain on their economics. And they, to supplement that,
need to make the private attorney general theory work in litigation so that they
;~_re reimbursed for the time they spend. Additionally, they tend to submit hours
"which are absolutely, positively every hour they work. In private practice that’s
not typically something you can do. It would be great ff they were totally
privately funded because they would be forced to aldocate their litigation
resources differently and more rationally....They are incredibly self-
~fighteous .... And it’s aggravated by the fact they are very impressed with how
lmight they are. They equate the civil rights movement with intelligence and
where you went to school with intelligence, which creates arrogance. And state
employees are the perfect whipping board for people like that, and I see them
’vith a great deal of contempt."

Other Calwans respondents also attributed motivations of revenue generation to the Center and the

strength of these negative assessments is notable within the agency.

There are some sympathetic officials in Calwans:

"If administering the decree means controlling and regulating the decree and
being able to make policy decisions weighing one goal against another,then
i CFAAC, the Center for Law and the Advocate] made Caltrans’ administration
of the decree much more difficult because they took power from it. But ff I were
[ Center for Law], I’d say that’s because Caltrans didn’t have ha mind the goals
of the decree .."

And a centrist point of view, which, though less common than the polar positions, appears to exist

in numbers sufficient to merit reporting:

"There was a fair amount of conflict...although less than I would have expected. [Cairns

seemed] to accept the Center’s entitlement to receive fees and it was more nitpicking about amounts

arm about time spent....It was hostile and cantankerous but, in fact on a theoretical level there was

less disagreement than I would have expected."
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E. DYAD 5: CALTRANS AND CFAAC

Conflict between Cahrans and CFAAC is perceived by many to be endemic. The

interwews repeatedly lay out Cahrans concerns with CFAAC functions, personalities, links with

groups perceived as opposed to Caltrans goals, and philosophical objectives.

"CFAAC, we’re generally at opposite ends of the philosophical spectrum.
They would view us as being partners with prime contractors to take
advantage of minority subcontractors. They don’t feel that we protect, assist,
or serve the interests of the minority subcontractors as well as we
should .... And I would think that our view of CFAAC is that they’re doing a
bit of overldll most of the time. They only have one perspective."

The result has been an interorganizational tension that is strong and persistent, ["if they’d

just get out of our way, we could do a decent job"] although, as we have described in Chapter VI,

there has been variation in outlook which tracks on the tenure of each of the four executive

directors of CFAAC: "(W)hether it be a bid of goals or contract compliance, it was a question 

who was involved. If the fight people were involved, there were no problems. If it was the

wrong people involved, you knowmit was very, very subjective."

Among other themes of conflict were those involving variation in organizational goals,

strong personality differences, and tensions related to race. As weU, the question of style arose

again and again:

"[CFAAC] came in with a chip on their shoulder. And that’s not a negotiating
technique I grew up with. And it was on both sides, but no one likes to be
attacked. Caltrans had been a professional organization. They didn’t have
watchdogs over their activities. So that was a very dLfficult thing for them to
accept."

While acknowledging that the relationship with Caltrans was often advcrsarial, some

CFAAC interviewees alluded to an evolving consensus as to what roles were and how they

were to be carried out.

"In an emotional day to day sense, I think they’re our partners. I think the
opposition comes from higher up .... I don’t think it was that way in the early days,
and there were different people in those positions who had a different perspective
on the decree."

"Caltrans and CFAAC were at odds during CFAAC’s more confrontational period.
The relationship is now cordially advcrsarial."
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Two specific interorgamzauonal concerns expressed by Caltrans interviewees were (1) that

Cala’an:~ &d not need to be overseen, and (2) that more complex interorganizational relationships

might create technical problems in construction of the 1-105 freeway.

"I felt that the way the consent decree was written created that adversarial
relationship because they were just like watchdogs over every step, regardless
of whether they were qualified or not."

"The more people you have involved, the more mistakes can be made, the more
people will be involved who aren’t really as qualified as if you get big
organizauons to do things who have been doing them."

Nevertheless, in this interorganizational realm we did identify some working relationships

between CFAAC and Caltrans in resolving disputes in the affirmative action program

’%Ve have differences of opinion on substitution of minority contractors, on
resolving disputes involving contractors not paying minority subcontractors.
Generally the way they get resolved is, sometimes the contractors will abide by
what we’re saying and sometimes Caltrans will just approve it despite our
objections....We argue about it, and then it comes to a point where Caltrans can
’make a final decision and they make it. Areas not covered by the Consent Decree,
fike a contractor comes to us complaining that the prime’s not paying them, we deal
with that with the minority contractor based on Exhibit B, we feel that it is our role
1to facilitate the success of minority contractors."

But here again, we should not overstate the success of dispute resolution attempts:

"’C.altrans will do just about everything up until honoring our request to sanction a
contractor. They’ll ask the contractor to come meet with us. They’ll call the
contractor up and [ask] why they haven’t paid. But...a month goes by, and that
prmae contractor who hasn’t paid that minority contractor is dragging their feet and
doesn’t have any reason to and then we’ll try to get all those ducks in a row and
identify the Consent Decree or law that would support the contractor’s right to be
paid."

C’FAAC relied on Caltrans for funding; it does not exclusively possess a cache of

information; and its legal status was not provided for outside of the terms of the consent decree. In

part because of these conditions and in part (we speculate) because CFAAC was a new member 

Caltrans’ interorganizational network and because of the frequently adversarial nature of their

relationship, CFAAC utilized informal interorganizational relationships and procedttral techniques

to influence its decision processes with C.altrans.

"[FHWA] is a defendant but, in the past we’ve looked at them as partners, and
we’ve looked at them as the place we can go to get a dispute resolved."
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F. RELATIONS WITH CONTRACTORS

Conflict between C.alt~ns employees and contractors was ~cn by an groups as higher

under the actual Century Freeway project.

muc~ 3

than actual
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-°°
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Organ~zation
Figure IX-3
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R ~q
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In addiuon m a stated concern involving costs, discussed in Chapter VII, the two

interorganizadonal themes just noted involving unnecessary oversight and unnecessary

complication of construction work were expressed in Ca]trans incrviews focusing on the

relationship with contractors. Furthermore, some conflict with contractors is related to perceived

payment problems in the Century project. The most basic concactor related complaint was that

payment was too slow and that procedures overly complicated payment activity; HCD is

kaplicated:

"I’m not sure [HCD] has any procedures or policies for some things and some
of the time they don’t follow what procedures and policies they do have and it
causes hardship to a lot of the minority and female subcontractors, and the HCD
does not have a pol/cy for dealing with those subcontractors .... One of the major
issues that has been going on for many years is that HCD paid some of the
developers money over several months without getting unconditional releases.
And the prime or developer did not pass the funds on to the subcontractor.
They’ve had a procedure and policy [and] they didn’t follow it."

While some subcontractors experience payment difficulties, some prime contractors,

reportedly as a result of the need to meet aff’muative action goals s~d they had to assume financial

responsibflhy for subcontractors who could not bc bondccL
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Nonetheless as pointed out elsewhere in tins report, CFAAC and HCD, unlike Caltrans,

felt that quahty of subcontractors would have been somewhat better in the Comparison Project

scenario.

Many interviewees expressed displeasure at the requirements that contractors be certified to

work on the Century Freeway project in addition to obtaining Calwans certification. Some

compl~aed that the procedures, which included background checks, verification of Financial

status, mad submission of a business plan, were eosfly and time eonsuming. Despite these

seemingly intricate procedures, we encountered accusations that monitoring and enforcement were

uneven and failed to take advantage of knowledge which competitors had of one another.

G. F.MERGENCE OF INFORMAL RELATIONSHIPS

"An organization [was created] with representatives from all the major ethnic
organizations that were in the southern California area, as well as representatives
from different Federal agencies, ~e the Department of Labor, from FHWA and
even brought in representatives of CFAAC arid the other parties to the consent
decree....We had representatives of labor that were here, AGC, contractors
organizations, actual labor unions, women in construction as an organization,
women in construction management, NOW."

Because many of the interorgar.izational relationships involving the Century Freeway were

either completely new or dramatically re.configured, we expected to learn of many more groups like

the one described above: diverse, interdisciplinary, created to reflect the sundry needs of Century

Freeway participants. Informal groups described to us have been problem-focused and not

necessmSLly specific to the Century project.

"We work with a group called EOCOA, which is a collection of equal
employment officers and affirmative action officers in southern C22dfornia. We
have created a roundtable of CFAAC and other groups where we get together on a
quarterly basis with [other] ~tive people....We talk about what their
programs are doing and what we’re doing, similar problems we’re having with

~e same prime contractors, the same subcontractors....We work with the
Nattonal Association of Minority Subcontractors....TheyYe probably the leading
a.,~sociation that lobbms for affi~nnafive action."

A Century Freeway Contractors Association did emerge because of the perception among

:some of the contractors that they were experiencing similar problems and "no one was listening."

"That was the reason it was formed. We went to the different agencies...to
the politicians as well. Everybody kept temng all the contractors that we all
had the same problem, so it was necessary for us to combine our efforts and
say: ’look, now we’ve got 50 to 100 people here that are saying it’s the same
thing, so it’s not unique to anybody.’"
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And for a period of time the Centmy Freeway Task Force was active and other interagency

groups met. These groups, two of which included a significant proportion of non-Century

members, were not the type of transorganizational, "let’s meet for coffee in the morning," types of

groups we expected; those are sometimes formed to expedite corr~mfication and implementation in

situations of considerable super;axIposed complexity such as that fostered by the lawsuit and

consent decree. Perhaps the formrd relationships in the dyads (except for Caltrans with FHWA)

were so new and ill-defined that no foundation existed on which to build informal

relationships.and the intraorganizational bureaucracies arid personnel of the members of the

network were not well known to other members.

1 Other relationships include that between Caltrans and CFTAP and Caltrans and the Pre-
apprenticeship Training Progrmn. Our data set did not allow meaningful analysis of these
relationships nor are the links central to understanding the subject of this report. For an academic
analysis of the inL~’organizational networks involved in the consent decree see MandeU, 1984.
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THE IMPACTS ON

CHAPTER X

FREEWAY DESIGN AND SERVICE

This chapter summarizes the changes in design and construction of the Century Freeway

associate, d with the lawsuit and the consent decree, assesses impacts on a variety of indicators

of design and highway service and presents evaluations of the public policy value of elements

of the change.

A* SPECIFICATION OF THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE FREEWAY

CHANGED SEVERAL TIMES IN THE HISTORY OF THE FREEWAY.

1. ]~rovisions of the design and construction elements of the consent decree summarized.

In 1978, FHWA approved the state’s final EIS for the Century Freeway. At the same

time, plaAntiffs announced their willingness to negotiate a settlement which included many

element.,; from the 1977 EIS; the transportation related terms of the settlement included:

eight lanes for general traffic and two High Occupancy Vehicle lanes.

,,;ix or more transit stations with park and ride lots.

~amp metering and HOV bypass lanes.

bus or raft transit on the Harbor Freeway, connected with the 105.

landscaping and noise attenuation.

before opening to traffic, consideration to provide two of the eight lanes for additional
HOV use.

priority access into Los Angeles International Airport for buses and HOVs.

In early 1981, federal budgetary developments raised questions about the adequacy of

funds m complete the freeway. A 1982 Congressional Budget Office report (CBO, 1982)

described the financial pressures on the Interstate program related to mounting repair needs,

escalathlg completion costs, and declining financial resottrees. It noted that the dual national

and loczd emphasis of the highway program allowed many locally important but nationally non-

essential gaps to remain in the system. 15.7 miles of the 1-105 was designated neither an

essential gap by the Department of Transportation nor a Gap of Defense Importance by the
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DeparuTuent of Defense. As such, the Century Freeway’s high cost was considered a chversion

of funds that might otherwise be devoted to essential repah’s. A potential solution was to "shift

program emphasis to trim spending on new construction and increase funding for needed

repair" (FI-IWA, 1982).

A proposal to reduce the scale of the freeway was agreed upon. In September, 1981, a

downscoped project was incorporated into the amended consent decree. The main

transportation related feattn’cs of the agreement include:

¯ six lanes for general traffic and two High Occupancy Vehicle lanes.

¯ ten transit stations and park and fide lots.

¯ ten interchanges from the cast to west ends of the project.

¯ ramp metering and HOV bypass lanes.

¯ landscaping and noise attenuation (Caltrans, History of the 1-105 Glenn M. Anderson
(Century) Freeway-Transitway, 1990).

Perceptions of the origin of the direction to downscopc arc not uniform. Although formal

direction came from the Federal level, some interviewees blame the Caltrans director while

others blame the Center for Law. One city official said:

"That part of the Center’s work in my estimation was totally against the public interest.
I’ve never seen anything more against the public interest and such a limited view of
things than the reduction of that thing in size. That was a terrible mistake in my
estimation."

o The actual Century Freeway project differs from the _m’ojects assessed in the

environmental reviews and the Comparison Proieet in several areas of design and

Some Caltrans officials mention that even before construction began there was a sense

of fiscal as well as environmental sensitivity surrounding the project against a backdrop of the

"freeway revolt" throughout the United States (See Chapter 11). A static Century Freeway

design outcome based on the original freeway plans was unlikely independent of the outcome of

the legal action. We illustrate the evolution of the project over time in Table X-I. These

changes reflect Caltrans’ responses to changing community and environmental values.
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Table X-1

Evolution of Century Freeway Project Over Time

1974 EIR Comparison I977 EIR Actual

Year of Groundbreaking 1975 1979 1978 1982

Number of Consu-uction -20 >80
Projecls

Year Route Open 1980 1987 1985 1993

Bell Shape in Hawthorne No Yes Yes Yes

Number of Mixed Flow 10 8 8 6
Lanes

Number of HOV Lanes 0 2 2 2

Mass Transit Yes (future Yes (future Yes (furore Yes (con-
busway) rail/busway mil/busway) current rail)

Number of Interchanges >20 16 , 10

Median Width 64’ 84’ 40’ 64’

Cost !-$579 million $611 million $2.04 billion

* Indicates this issue was not addressed.

Figures X-1 and X-2 illustrate how the alignment changed between 1974 and 1979. Figures X-
3 and X-4 illustrate the cross-sectional characteristics of the 1974 version of the freeway while
Figures :(-5 and X-6 show the 1977 version. Figure X-7 is an example of the cross-section of
the project as it is actually being constructed.

Design and construction differences in the project are related m several factors
independent of the consent decree. The Interstate Withdrawal and Substitution Provision of the
1973 Federal Aid Highway Act allowed for the transfer of federal funds to non-highway
projects :such as mass transit. This option was rejected by local communities, but, as noted

elsewhere in flus report, Mayor Bradley attempted to utilize it.
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The decision to build rail in the transltway was local, made after the amended consent

decree was signed. However, since 1973 the Federal Highway Trust Fund allowed

participation m practically all of the Freeway/Transitway construction costs, including the basic

busway and park and ride lots. Buses, passenger stations and maintenance facilities associated

with the busway were to be funded locally with some federal participation from the Urban Mass

Transit Administration funds.

Although a small number of rail advocates existed, the accepted projection regarding rail
was distlml. A 1974 ballot measure for transit development in Los Angeles had failed. The

DEIS concluded that a busway in the corridor (more financially feasible because it was the less

capital intensive program) would have low patronagc. Buses wcrc thought to be more

compatiblc with the existing system and more flexible than rail. In 1977, the State discussed

the inclusion of rail in the project, indicating that mode selection would be determined based

upon consideration of patronage, system flexibility and compatibility, and convertibility. The

EIS concluded that if the voters decide to develop a region-wide fixed rail system, it may be

more realistic to implement rail even in a low patronage corridor such as the I-105.

Indeed, Los Angeles voters in 1980 approved as part of a rail system what was once a

median which would permit the future operation of a busway or railway. The passage of

propositzton A provided a one-half cent sales tax to be used partly for rail construction (Stanger,

RoM., arm Darche, 1984). Passage prompted a decision about whether the railway would be

built at a later time or concurrent with the Century Freeway. LACTC decided that the

conversion cost from Bus to Rail would be too great to delay the minimum commitment

necessary to construct a light rail line; it would be completed at the same time the freeway

begins operation. Although the provision for rail was included in the consent decree, the

consent decree cannot be considered responsible for its construction.

Two views of the appropriateness of rail in this corridor were offered by the

seminarists:

"It [fixed raft] gives definition to your community like nothing else will. People will
kxiow where it is; it will give structure to the way people think about it. It’s like a river
running through, and what it does is give definiuon. If you want to build image and
build structure that’s something very important." [Seminarist]
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But:

As I look at Metro-rail and the other...rail lines to Long Beach...we’ve had in each of
those cases years and years of careful analysis of patronage forecasts and cost
estimation and discussion about where the stations should go....They’re rail lines that
stand up on their own, there’s been...competition for funds. There’s been a series of
public hearings and meetings and reports and revisions. With the Century Freeway, it’s
primarily a lughway project and sudderdy at one point, in order to build a consensus and
move on with the project, there was a raft line added to it without that whole process of
study and argument and debate. It was part of a political process. It was added in a
month .... That to me ks really significant .... All of these questions about where will all
the passengers come from, what’s the demand and so on---those weren’t addressed in
the same depth that they normally are in transit projects. That’s because the transit
decision was an adjunct to a highway decision and it’s because it was to get on with the
project years after the tiring had been stopped by delay and everybody wanted a
consensus." [Seminar/st]

The freeway design itself changed several times during the drafuug of the EIR. Early

visions of the freeway included ten lanes dotted by over twenty interchanges. In a 1975

Department of Transportation memo, the downseoping from ten to eight lanes is discussed "in

response to the Regional Transportation Plan which seeks a 20% reduction in VMT (vehicle

miles travelled), to public comments, and recognizing lowered growth projections." This eight

lane version was incorporated into the Final Environmental Impact Statement.

After the consent decree was signed in 1981, we continue to see changes in other design

elements:

Median width. In third quarter 1984, Caltrans recommended a minimum median width

change from 64 to 82 feet, to accommodate light rail and a HOV lane in each direction for

safety and operational purposes. However, in the fourth quarter of 1984, while FHWA

approved the median, funding for the median and the light raft was still not approved.

HOV lanes. In the third quarter, 1985, FITWA responded to the justification report

submitted by Caltmns and LACTC; it would only pay for the HOV lanes. Caltrans

formally asked for a reconsideration of the position. In the second quarter, 1986 Callrans

submitted a conceptual proposal to FHWA for establishing participation limits. Later in

1986 Caltrans accepted FHWA approval of the elig/bility concept regarding the reed/an.

FHWA agreed to participate with interstate funds in the highway related items: two HOV

lanes, justified park and ride lots and construction of the median area to accommodate

future use by others for a light rail facility (Caltrans Quarterly Reports).
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Changing priorities of successive city council members and natural shifts in the

demographics of an area dictate acceptance or rejection of design elements of a freeway.

The perception among some Caltrans stakeholders is that the freeway/tmnsitway is

subject to continuous design and redesign. For example, some neighborhood groups in

Norwalk, where the freeway will terminate, were adamant about design changes because

of the perception of the changing nature of gang activity in nearby communities.

Residents feared that, if the original design were implemented, it would allow for easy

movement of gang members into their communities. Reportedly, Caltrans actually

considered removing portions of the freeway that had been constructed in order to address

these concerns.

® :While administrative and twocedural differences are acknowledged, desi_ma and

construction differences in the comparison and actual freeway scenarios were not

considered simaifieant.

Surprisingly, in Caltrans’ analyses of the I-I05, we found virtually no analyses on the

transportation outcomes related to the consent decree. Obviously the litigation and

enviror,:nental assessment, in conjunction with changing political priorities, caused the design

changes mentioned above. However the impacts on actual freeway service specifically

amibumblc to the consent decree are minimal.

The inclusion of light rail concurrent with construction is one of the few transportation

elements that Caltrans officials perceive to be unique to the Century. It is generally recognized

that Los Angeles needs to develop a multi-modal system: the inelusion of light rail and the

HOV lane expands the Iirnited capacity of the freeway. Some highway officials indicate that the

inclusion of light rail is "revolutionary" and "the most positive part of the project." Local

officials, cite the benefits to the community that the light rail will confer. However, we

emphasJ~ze that concurrent ~ construction was not a condition for the construction of the 1-105

under the terms of the consent decree.

Interviewees commented that differences in the Century Freeway are procedural and

administrative, seen by some respondents as a duplication of Celtrans’ efforts, resulting in an

increased cost for the project. Respondents indicated nothing extraordinary in construction: the

Century Freeway is a project of standard design, geometric and aesthetic standards.
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FHWA officials perceive theh: role in implementation of a Fedcral project as different

for the Century Freeway because of "unusual mitigauon efforts" including housing and

af~-m~dve action provisions. They had to remain revolved after completion of the

environmental document because standard oversight policies and procedures were not in place.

They see themselves as having been more involved than usual.

Other non.Caltrans respondents saw Caltrans subjected to a higher administrative

overhead, with more external agencies involved, but they mention no construction or design

differences.

PROJECT DESIGN AND FREEWAY CONSTRUCTION COSTS ASSOCIATED

"¢VITH THE CONSENT DECREE ARE PERCEIVED TO BE HIGHER.

Respondents with a high level of knowledge of construction costs and the history of the

freeway generally perceive the costs of the actual project to bc l~gher than the costs of the

comparison project (See Figure X-8). Caltrarts officials rank the project design cost

difference to be greater than r.hat for construction, while non-Ca|trans respondents perceive

the construction costs to have increased more. Several Caltrans interviewees indicate that the

early design work became obsolete as a result of the consent decree.1 A June 1983 memo

between two Caltrans executives discusses the impact of the Amended Consent Decree:

"The original Consent ~ and lifting of the court injunction enabled us to start design
of the 8 lane freeway in October, 1979. Our first construction contract was scheduled for
late 1981. The 1982-83 FY was to start the concentrated construction schedule. Funding
would be the constraint on the scheduling of construction° After 2 years, the design had
progressed to the stage of proceeding with the R/W acquisition and clearance process and
implementation of consmactiOno Downscoping to 6 lanes has resulted in roughly a 2 year
redesign period. We are still renegotiating Freeway Agreements. Rather than funding
controlling the construction schedule, redesign, R/W definition and cleazance now
control."
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Caltrans and non-Caitrans respondents h~:Iicate that the magnitude of
design/engineering and construction logistics challenges would have been less on the
comparison project than is seen on the actual projecL Caltrans officials believe that there would
have bee’,n a greater difference than others. The primary reason they cite is the increased number
of individual contracts on the project which make logistics and coordination more challenging.
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Caltrans respondents arc undecided about whether the benefits of the actual Century
Freeway design and construction process wiI1 outweigh the costs of the process. HCD,

CFAAC., FHWA and Local Elected Officials agree that the benefits will outweigh the
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costs while Local Administrative Officials and Contractors do not. See Figure X-102

for a graphic representation of tl~ information. Respondents include only those individuals

who perceive themselves to have a high 1evel of knowledge of the monetary costs of

construction and the history of the Century Freeway.
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F~gure X-IO

C® THE TRANSPORTATION COMPONENTS OF THE COMPARISON PROJECT ARE

PERCEIVED TO BE MORE BENEFICIAL THAN THOSE OF THE ACTUAL

PROJECT°

o The decision to t)roceed with the freeway and the 1981 downscope ~n number of

interchanges and lanes was controversial.

Most respondents indicate that even though they did not approve of the interchange and

lane changes they still perceive the actual construction of the freeway to be in the public interest;

as such, these concessions were also in the public interest because they allowed the state to

proceed with construction. And defendants recount that they were not concerned about whether

the Century Freeway under the consent decree would meet ~ts transportation objectives. They

acknowledge that at the time when the consent decree was being negotiated, the freeway had

already been scaled to a smaller size than transportation studies recommended:

"I think it became clear as growth continued in Southern California and as
people did not enlighten themselves or even foster the oppo~t~mz~ for
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alwgmauves in tetras of transit and so on that no amount of capacity on the
Centur5, Freeway was going to be adequate."

Caltrans officials indicate that both the Comparison Project and the actual project will

be beneficial. (See Figure X-11 to X-16) However, the Comparison Project would have been

more beaeficial in decreasing congestion on parallel artefials and other surface streets;

movement of people and goods through the corridor;, and regional freeway congestion. Mass

transit availability and freeway aesthetics are perceived to be slightly greater in the actual

project.

Non-Caltrans officials’ responses suggest that the actual project will increase

congestion on parallel arter/als and surface streets as compared to the Comparison Project which

they believe would improve service on the local roads. They agree that mass transit and

freeway aesthetics are more beneficial on the actual project. Regional freeway congestion and

movement through the corridor would benefit slightly more under the Comparison Project.
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La order to analyze the effect of a decrease in the number of lanes on the project it is

necessaEy to make some assumptions about travel in the corridor. We conducted basic FHWA

Highway Capacity Manual analyses. Unfommately, sufficient data were not available. We

planned ’to conduct capacity analyses for the 1972, 1979, and actual freeway. We requested

from the District 7 Project Development unit the necessary data regarding basic freeway

segments, weaving areas, and on/off ramps. Although basic volume projections were

available, specific configurations of the ramps and weaving section lengths were not.

Furthermore, several professionals in the branch indicated that such an analysis might not be

rmeaningful because when they were directed to downscope the number of lanes, LARTS, the

Los Angeles Regional Transportation Study, was asked to modify its traffic projections so that

the smaller freeway could be justified.
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We proceeded with one planning analysis utilizing the estumated projecuons of Average
Daily Traffic Volumes on the I-105. This information was provided by LARTS. No

information regarding the likely truck percentage was available. For this, and other adjustments

such as lane width, and distance from the pavement’s edge to the first lane, Highway Capacity

Manual (HCM) defaults were used (Transportation Research Board, 1985).

LARTS esnmates that HOV traffic will account for from 18 to 24% of the traffic on the

roadway. In this analysis, the HOV lane is ignored. We assess the relative levels of service

over several segments of the freeway, in the mLxed flow lanes only. Average Daily Traffic

Volumes are converted to Dh~ectional Design Hour Volumes using HeM approximations for the

percentage of traffic occurrmg in the peak hour on an urban freeway of K=.08, and the percent

of peak hour traffic in the heaviest direction, D=.55.

We fred that projected volume of the freeway is in excess of the capacity of the freeway

over m,ny segments. The Actual project is expected to carry over 6,000 vehicles per hour

dm’ing the peak hour on the segment from the San Diego Freeway to the San Gabriel Freeway.

At this volume, a three-lane freeway will operate at Level of Service F. Speed and flow

characteristics will be unpredictable. A four-lane freeway will operate at Level of Service C

here with average speeds during the peak hour of 54 mph° At g,000 vehicles per hour, a four-

lane freeway would operate at Level of Service F. Such volumes arc predicted for segments of

the freeway between the Long Beach Freeway and the San Gabriel Freeway.

Some weaving area design changes and waffle system management mchniques can

alleviate congestion. However, generally, a roadway with fewer interchanges and more lanes

will operate with the same level of service at a higher volume because there will be fewer areas

of turbulence due to concentrations of merging and diverging vehicles (Transportation Research

Board, 1985). We also note that the bell-shaped curve through Hawthorne will probably be

responsible for some curve resistance which will impede the forward motion of vehicles

travelling on the roadway (Garber and Hoel, 1988).

In our analysis we did not incorporate the following features of the roadway which will

improve flow and Level of Service:

* High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes in the median for buses and carpools;

. Buffer strips to separate the HOV lanes from the remaining traffic;
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Ramp-metenng with preferential bypass lanes for buses and carpools; and

Auxihary lanes in the weaving sections.

The three-lane facility being constructed might meet the projccted demand ff these features

which we were unable to analyze, wcrc included. Nonetheless, respondents indicated that the

six lanes of mixed flow traffic will be inadequate for the volumes expected to be traversing the

corridor. Arbitrary reduction without regard to projected demand is criticizcck Some indicated

that they would not have advocated building the freeway ff it meant the reduction in size that has

occurre~i One official concluded:

’"]~e day we open tl~s project we are going to induce damn near gridlock in Los
Angeles .... It will not provide any traffic relief. And I think ...not spending the
money would have been better use of public funds than spending it for
somethmg that doesn’t do nearly what the public has a fight to expect."

On the other hand, many Caltrans officials state.~l that six lanes is better than nothing. As

before, ,it is generally believed that changing political and environmental climates were

responsible for the downscoping. As such, the consent decree is but one factor affecting

performance of the roadway.

The reduction of local interchanges is a contested issue. Sornc Caltrans interviewees

concluded that ten interchanges is a positive clement simply because the existence of the clement

allowed the freeway to procce~ However, most others describe ten interchanges as unable to

provide the desired economic or transportation servicc benefits to the community. Opinion here

is chvided about how the operational characteristics of the freeway will be affected. However,

several respondents menuon that the surface streets around these interchanges will become more

congeswxl--therc will be aa increase in dcmand on them because of the limited number of

ramps. [Schwar~ (1976) suggests that even in urban areas, the purpose of the interstate system

has been to accommodate intercity traffic and that the Interstate can be rendered unattractive to

local trmCfic by limiting the number or frequency of entrance/exit exchanges as was done here.]

In the Century Freeway case, the negative effect on the local system could be related to a

positive impact on service on the freeway itself.
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2. ]~bli¢ Policy values of each of the transportation elements are presented.3

See Figures X-17 to X-22 for a graphic representation of the following information.

Here we present subjective evaluations of the pubhc policy values of each of the design and

construction changes tlmt were discussed earlier.
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Most design elements of the freeway arc perceived by all groups to promote the

general wdfarc. Among those arc the inclusion of High Occupancy Vehicle lanes, light rail,

linkage with the Harbor Freeway/Tramitway. Although as a group, all respondents believed

the freeway as a whole would promote the general welfare, fewer believed that ten local

interchanges and six lanes for general traffic would. The paradox here is that although many do

not approve of the structure of the freeway, they do approve of its existence. Intex~ew

~sponses elaborate on the smdstical analyses.

Within Caltrans there is no unified perception as to how the project design should have

proceeded. On the very decision to have any C.cnmry Freeway, unqualified "yes" answers

wcrc balanced by ~sponses that the freeway should not have been built at aU. Some see both

the roadway itself and the wansitway as having questionable transportation utility. Many

respondents, however, perceive the freeway’s construction as stabilizing corridor communities.

Federal Highway Administrators’ responses do not necessarily mirror those of

Caltrans. These officials see the freeway as serving important n’ansportation and community

needs in the corridor by promoting economic development in general. They also state that the

small size of the freeway can bc countered by technological advances in ramp metering. They

are generally confident of the ab~ty of both the freeway and the arterial system to perform with

ten local interchanges.

Other views of the desirability of the freeway itself arc mixed. CFAAC officials

rccogniz~ a need to serve the Los Angeles International Airport ar~a in particular but comment

extensively on the negative impact of muting the freeway through minority communities. A
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pointed opinion reflects the tenor of many others: "it was created to get whxte people through

black commurafies to the airport." On the other hand, although the transportation benefits are

quesnone, d by this group ("it may be obsolete by the time it is opened") it Is recognized 

having provxded job oppomlmnes and the potential for long term economic development. Local

officials express the opinion that the small number of exchanges limits opportunities for

economic growth associated with the business "nucleation" found around interchanges.

Howeve:, they are eager to see the freeway/transitway completed.

1 In fact, upon our request to see early des:gn plans, a Caltrans professional told us that all of
the early design work had been thrown away. He indicated that when the consent decree was
s:gned project development had to begin anew.

2 The small size of the samples of the contractors, plaintiffs, Local Elected Officials, FHWA,
and CFAAC must be noted. With a larger sample, the results may change significantly.

3 See foomote 1, Chapter V for explanation of these statistical analyses,
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CHAPTER XI

THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND THE IMPACT

ON ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS

A. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS

This chapter presents comparisons of the early environmental review process in Caltrans

with that mandated by ]~..x...V_9.~ and environmental laws. We then describe both short term

and long term environmental and social impacts predicted for the actual project and for the

Comparison Project° We discuss differences that may be attributable to the lawsuit and the

consent dccrce.

1. .’the Si~ificance of Environmental Impact Analysis for the Century Freeway

With the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act in 1969, the federal

government required environmental impact assessments of major federal actions which might

signific,tnfly affect the environment. Although not clearly understood in 1970, NEPA

represented a major change in the manner in which public works would be carried out. Of

relevance here, a comprehensive analysis of the environmental aru5 social impacts which might

result from transportation projects was now mandated. Citizens were to have increased access to

the information gathered in making a transportation decision and more input into transportation

decasions which would impact their cities and neighborhoods.

]aa California, the Division of Highways had already incorporated a multi-disciplinary

approach into the analysis of transportation public works projects. The changes necessary to

meet the requirements of NEPA could be expected to be less ~cult to implement than in some

other states. Nonetheless, in Jfd~SZY_Q.I~, the court required further environmental assessment

before rtght-of-way acquisition and construction could proceed on the Century Freeway.

2. ]$nvirol~’nental Impact Analysis Requirements of NEPA

Section 102 of the National Environmental Policy Act set forth the procedure to be

followed in the preparation of the environmental impact statement. The statement must discuss:

the environmental impact of the proposed action; any unavoidable adverse effects; alternatives to



the proposed action; the relanonship of short term uses and long mrrn producuvi~; and any

/n’cvcrsible and irretrievable commnmcnts of resources.

Statements must be prepared early enough in the agency review process to pea.fit

meaningful consideration of the environmental issues involved. A draft statement is first

prepared by the sponsoring agency. The draft is then circulated for comment by other agencies

which have expertise related to the project. The sponsoring agency uses these comments to

modify the EIS and prepare a final statement (Ditton and Gcxxtale, 1972).

In the ease of federal highways, FHWA is required to hold public hearings to inform the

public about u’ansportation options and to obtain feedback and suggestions. The draft statement

must also be made available to the pub?tic. Any individual or organ/zation may then comment on

the draft. Support, opposition, or alternatives may be suggested.

® Armlicafion of NEPA Reouirements to the Century Freeway

As Chapter II summarizes in the case studies, very soon after passage of environmental

impact assessment requirements, attempts were made to apply them to freeway development

throughout the country. NEPA and CEQA were not enacted until a great deal of the design and

planning of the Century Freeway had been completed and approval had been granted by the

Secretary of Transportation° NEPA became effective on January 1, 1970; CEQA, November 23,

1970. Plaintiffs argued that only three out of eight Century Freeway segments had received

design approval prior to January 1, 1970. This factor is discussed in more detail below.

Therefore, the court needed to address the issue of the "retroactive" application of specific

adm/nistrative and statutory requirements to all or part of the extended planning process involved

in the 1-105 project (Armstrong, 1972).

"As plaintiffs will demonstrate, the language of the Act, the CEQ Guidelines and the best
reasoned cases all compel the conclusion that the requirements of NEPA apply to the
proposed Century Freeway project and that federal defendants must comply with them
even though the project was initiated prior to the enactment of NEPA on January 1, I970.
.... In the instant case, many of the rights-of-way must still be acquired, and, although
clearance has begun in certain areas, the majority of the proposed route remains to be
cleared. Plaintiffs submit that the Momin~side - Lenox Park case is daspositive of the
issue as to whether NEPA applies in the histant case. The Court should enjoin any
actions in fmnherance of the Century Freeway until federal defendants comply with the
requirements of NEPA.’(Keith v Volpe, Memorandum of Points and Authorities ha
Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Prelirninarv In~unetion Civil No. 72-355-HP, p. 37 and
43).
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Division of Highway and FHWA officials conceded that the 1-105 was a major federal

acnon significantly affectang the quality of the human environment. But they felt that they were

not requ:[red to prepare an EIS under section 102(2)(C) of NEPA; defendants argued that the 

was not applicable to the Century Freeway because of the advanced state of completion of the 1-

105 on the date that NEPA took effect.

’]’he defendants argued that based on the guidelines issued by b’HWA in November,

1970, they were, not subject to the requirements of NEPA. The interim guidelines on section

102(2)(C) designated the date on which a freeway had received design approval from 

Secretary of Transportataon as the determinative milestone for applicability of NEPA. That is, a

freeway which had received design approval after February 1, 1971 (thirteen months after the

effective date of NEPA) would be subject to NEPA. If design approval was received prior to this

date, compliance was not necessarily required. When a project in the latter category still involved

the acqutsition of substantial amounts of land, state highway authorities, in consultation with the

FI-I A division engineer, must reassess the project to determine whether it had been "developed

m such ~L manner as to minimize adverse environmental consequences" (Armstrong, 1972).

’]’he Divsion of Highways had dhdded the Century Freeway into eight segments for the

purpose of holding public hearings and preparing design proposals. Three of these segments

received design approval from the Secretary prior to January 1, 1970, the date NEPA became

effeclave. The remaining segments were approved between January 1, 1970 and February 1,

1971. Therefore, the Division of Highways argued that FI-IWA guidelines only required

reassessment of the project. The reassessment, completed March 15, 1971, concluded that for

the C.enrtn-y Freeway, detailed consideration had been given to the potential impact upon the

quality o.f the human environment. The F’I-IWA division engineer concurred with this decision;

he did not request an EIS. The Court, however, upon reviewing the lack of air pollution

evaluation performed by the defendants, disagreed with this claim. It observed: "the failure to

closely examine the effect of the proposed freeway on air pollution was an egregious omission.

It flew irL the face of the Council’s guidelines: the omission also undermines the state defendants’

conclusion...that the Century Freeway was planned in such a manner as to give detailed

consid~ation to the potential impact upon the quality of the human environment"

~@ 1334).

The Division of Highways interpreted NEPA as containing a built-in grace period during

which time agencies were to develop procedures which would make environmental

considerations part of the agency decision-malang process, in consultation with the Council on
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Environmental Quality. [RecaU that FHWA issued its guidelines in November, 1970.] The

Division of Highways felt it had complied "to the maximum extent possible." CEQ guidelines

issued in May 1970, and finaLized April 1971, stated that projects initiated prior to January 1,

1970, were subject to the section 102(2)(c) procedure "to the maximum extent practicable." 

The Center for Law argued that the legislative history of NEPA and its subsequent case law

rendered compliance "to the fullest extent possible" raandatory. An opportunity remained for

environment~l factors to be taken into account because only 55.8% of the parcels had been

acquired for the 1-105, and construction had not yet begun. The Center for Law also contended

that FHWA regulations could not legally postpone application of NEPA for thirteen months nor

give to the FHWA division engineer the complete discretion on whether to require an impact

statement (Armstrong, 1972). The Court stated that "FHWA’s Interim Guidelines in actuality

postponed the effective date of NEPA for th~en months .... NEPA does not authorize such

flexibility, and the provision emasculates both NEPA and the Council’s guidelines."

The court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs: since five of the eight segments of the Century

Freeway had not been granted design approval when NEPA took effect, final planning for the

project was unfinished; it was still practicable to file an EIS:

’q’he defendants have failed to satisfy NEPA’s comm~dments .... The Court believes that
the application of NEPA to a federal-aid highway should not be considered impracticable
until, as the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit recently held, the highway has
reached the state of completion where the costs of abandoning or altering the proposed
route would clearly outweigh the benefits thcrcfrom:..the Century Freeway has not yet
reached that state .... Although the planning stage of the Century Freeway had commenced
before ffanum’y 1, 1970, it had not been completed by that dat~--i.e., no design approval
had yet been received for five of the eight segments of the highway. The agency decision
making process; in other words was still open when NEPA went into effect. The
freeway, as a result, was still at that stage of its development in which ’a careful
consideration of the environmental aspects’ would have been most ’appropriate.’ .... Since
five of the freeway’s eight segments were still in their planning stage, moreover, the
general judicial policy against the remaacrlve application of stamtes...was inapplicable."
(Keith v.VoIDe 352 F. Supp. 1332-I333)
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B. THE CONSENT DECREE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS

KEQUIREMENTS FOR THE I- 105

® ~F _vpe of Environmental Analysis Performed bv Calwans Prior to Defined Phases of the

Environmental Analysis Prior to the Lawsmt (pre-NEPA)---The Design Team Approach

l~’ior to the passage of NEPA, the Division of Highways carried out the "design team"

approach which it believed to be the most advanced environmental analysis technique in the

nation. The Division of Highways employed a multichsciplinary design team to identify, analyze,

and make recommendations on opportunities to increase benefits and minimize disruptive effects

on communities, neighborhoods, and specific facilities adjacent to the proposed Century

Freeway. A final report, known as the "Gruen report", was compiled by several consulting

firms--in planning, architecture and engineeFmg; socioeconomics; environmental acoustics;

systems analysis; and urban redevelopment law.

Caltr~s respondents offered a variety of viewpoints on the purpose and usefulness of

the Gruen report. Generally positive, the comments identified the value of the activity as one of

public r¢flations, as one forging consideration of factors which design engineers would not

normally have addressed, of increasing sensitivity to local concerns and as bringing about certain

substantive results, including strategies for addressing the problems of noise. A minority

opinion in the agency summarized: ’~Fhey presented three volumes of bafflegab and bullshit that

added process time and expense without changing the result one iota."

By their use of the multi-disciplinary team approach, Division of Highway officials

believed that they had met or exceeded all state and federal review requirements. During the

second major phase of the freeway development process (route study), the Division was required

to consider environmental and social factors, including community values, aesthetics, property

values, state and local public facilities, road traffic, noise impact, and local and regional plans

(Ca. Street and Highway Code, Section 75.7). Additionally, the Division met all public

informalion and design hearing requirements under Federal Regulations, Title 23, (two hearings,

a corridor or location hearing and a design hearing). Division of Highways also established 

field office at the center of the route in the Watts area which provided public information services
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arid right-of-way and rclocanon assistance. Calu’ans officials whom we interviewed indicated

that the Green report was an adegluate substitute for an EIS. One interviewee stated:

"It’s sort of boasting, but we had anticipated NEPA unknowingly. It’s not that we were
clever, but we did those things just as an experiment to show that a freeway could be
sociologzcaUy and environmenmUy done well. And we had done all of the things that
NEPA had mandated, but not under then" terminologies and not under their guise. But we
couldn’t convince the judge to buy that argument either."

Another interviewee stated:

"Form over substance, and I say that because we had used e×actly the process def’med by
NEPA. The multi-disciplinary team approach, with the effect of providing the same
kinds of information and analyses required by NEPA."

Nevertheless, the Division of Highways was required to develop a formal envh’onmental

impact statement and to carry out addi’tional public hearings. The Court disagreed with the

defendants’ argument that no additional corridor public hearings were necessary. Although the

Court acknowledged that the regulations prepared by FHWA to comply with the amended public

hearing requirements of the Federal-Aid Highway Act (PPM20-8) did not exist when the corridor

hearings on the Century Freeway wcre held, the Court reasoned that, in order to prepare the

environmental impact statement in good faith, defendants must reconsider the entire Century

Freeway project. Congress had passed NEPA with the principle in mind that "experts,

regardless of their gaining, experience, and good faith, do no enjoy a monopoly on

wisdom....PPM20-8 establishes a mechanism for securing public participation in the decision

making process, and defendants should use that mechanism in evaluating the advisability of

continuing with the Century Freeway" (@ 1338-1339).

"Both NEPA and CEQA require the defendants to prepare environmental statements. In
doing so, the defendants must actually reevaluate the Century Freeway. They must
consider...’the environmental impact of the proposed action,’ especially its effect on air
and noise pollution; ’alternatives to the proposed action’ including other modes of rrmss
transportation; and abandonment of the project versus continuation...NEPA itself
contains no requh’ement of a public hearing. Under Section 128 (a) and PPM 20-8,
however, smtc highway authorities may not make decisions on basic issues such as ’the
need for’ a highway until members of the public have had the opportunity to express their
views at corridor public hearings...NEPA and Section 128 (a) arc not independent 
each other, they are both part of a strucuwe of federal law designed to protect the
environment...members of the pubhc have the right to be consulted---to obtain pertinent
information and to express thdr views----on the important decisions that affect the
construction of fedcral-aid highways. This is why addmonal con’idor hearings are
required." (@ 1354)
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The Court had a far easier time justifying the need for new design hearings: "Since the apphcable

statutory and administrative provisions were not complied wxth insofar as they rcqmr~

considerauon of the effects of the highway on mr and noise pollution, new design hearings

clearly are necessary" (@ 1340).

Enviromnental Analysis During the Injuncnon: The Draft EIS

"]’he draft environmental impact report identified both beneficial and adverse mipacts of

the Ccntary Freeway project:

Beneficial

].

2°
"~.

Zl.

6.

7.

8.

9.

JO.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Impacts:

Improves the efficiency and service of the Interstate System of freeways.

Improves the regional f~ecway system.

Provides additional access to Los Angeles International airporL

Provides a facility for the movement of goods and people.

Provides an additional traffic arterial.

Provides improved access to areas of employment.

Provides right-of-way for future public transit facilities.

Provides a basis for improved long-range land use planning.

Provides an opportunity for increased local tax base.

Provides opportunity for railroad relocations.

Provides opportunity for school relocation and improvement.

Improves air quality in the corridor.

Reduces noise levels in the corridor.

Provides opportunities for joint use of project right-of-way.

Provides opportunities for development of additional parks.

Adverse Impacts:

1. Acquisition of property results in inconvenience to displaced people and

.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

businesses.

Slight reduction in housing inventory in the Los Angeles area.

Initial loss of local tax base.

Concentration of CO immediately adjacent to the facility.

Increased noise levels

Temporary inconvenience to public traffic.

Acquisition of park land.
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8~

9.
10.

11.

12.

Increase in regional fuel consumption.

Possibihty of damage from seismic activity.

Loss of community cohesion at some locanons.

Temporary disruption of some public and community facilities.

Permanent commitment of the land to a transportation use.

The Gruen report included a similar analysis of beneficial and adverse impacts although in

a different format. The report contained, however, no real air quality impact assessment. In the

Environmental Impact Statement Caltrans/Division of Highways was required to undertake

extensive analyses of the possible an" pollution impacts. The Court had taken the unusual step of

describing the type of air quality analysis which Calwans should perform. The Court rejected the

argument that, when NEPA took effect, little data was available comparing the impacts of

freeways and city streets on air pollution: "As long as some irdora-,ation on air pollution was

available, NEPA and the Council’s guidelincs obligated the federal defendants to prepare a

section I002(2)(C) statement examining, with as much prccisions as was possible at the time, 

impact of the proposed freeway on air quality in the Los Angeles basis. Having failed to do so in

1970, the federal defendants must do so now" (@ 1335). The Court then directed the defendants

to review the EPA standard on primary and secondary ambient air quality, to consider the effect

of wind and weather conditions, and to review a possible increase in automobiles in the southern

Los Angeles basin.

A second major difference between the Gruen report and the EIS was the examination in

the latter of transportation alternatives to the construction of the Century Freeway. The five

alternatives were: the 1-105 project alternative; the no project alternative; the exclusive busway

alternative; the street improvements alternative; and the combined exclusive busway and street

improvement alternative. Each alternative assumed a regional transportation context of:

planned arterial street improvements, existing and South Coast Rapid Transit District bus service,

and a low- level future regional freeway system. Caltrans had been directed to hold additional

public hearings in part to present alternatives to the public and to discuss the air pollution

impacts.

Judge Prcgerson wrote in his September, 1 I, 1972 order refusing to amend the

preliminary injunction:

"The Court realizes that the delay caused by the injunction will increase the cost of the
Century Freeway if it is ever completed, temporarily inconvenience many individuals,
and hinder the planning programs of several of the cities along the route of the freeway.
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II~ is necessary, however, to look to the ulnmate benefit which hopefully will accrue to
everyone hying in the Los Angeles area from comphance with our federal and state
envaronmental protection laws." (@ 1357)

Nothing in the project arcbaves suggests that the Court, plahntiffs, or defendants expected the

EIR/EIS process, nor the injunction, to last from mid-1972 until late-1979. According to one

Caltrans attorney involved with the case during the injunction:

"I stood up in open court in aI1 my naiveness and told the court that I was afraid that I
would have to ask for six months to complete the EIS. They told me that was
outrageous, and I said, ’I know it is, judge, and we’ll probably do it ha less time."

Reasons cited by Caltrans interviewees for the extended period necessary to complete the

environmental process include:

Cakrans inexperience at preparing NEPAJCEQA documents;

The complexity of identifying and evaluamag project alternatives;

The difficulty of coordinating the evaluation of project alternatives with a changing fiscal
environment;

q~e difficulty of keeping pace with advances ha the science of air quality impact
~alysis and changes in air quality regulations; and

"]~e need to develop documents able to withstand predicted legal challenges and scrutiny
abt various levels of government.

Center fi:~r Law respondents and local officials, ha addition to the factors cited above, attributed

bureaucxatic inertia and organizational incompetence as sources of perceived delays in EIR/EIS

certificalion.

Several haterviewees reported that, ha retrospect, EIR/EIS preparation only seemed to

have cortsumed an inordinate amount of time; even with almost twenty years of environmental

document preparation experience, processing documents for a project as complicated as an urban

freeway is still bound to be a multi-year undertaking. One attorney for the Center for Law stated:

’"They always say, ’Well, we’ll do this ha a year.’ Well, I call that federal time. A year in
federal time is usually three years and maybe then some .... (1)t just takes forever. I mean,
you’ve got to get a million people to sign off on things .... (l)t’s not unusual. We have
had other projects stopped and had similar experiences."

FHWA amd Caltrans interviewees shared the perception that the "delay" caused by environmental

processing was not an anomaly.
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Environmental Analysis and Mifieafion Measures After the Consent Decree

Plaintiffs’ counsd conceived of and justified many of the requirements of the Consent

Decree as means to mitigate some of the adverse impacts attributed to the construction of the

Century Freeway. In addition, several interviewees who favored the requirements of the consent

decree justified the increased cost related to these requirements as parnally compensating for the

negative impact of the Century Freeway on the corridor neighborhoods and businesses:

"Ca.ltrans had already displaced thousands of people in a mostly Black and Hispanic
community; it was a way, one of many ways, to put back to the community .... Their
attitude was, you take the land, you pay somebody some money, they go away and then
you move forward - without looking at the overall economic impact that it [the freeway]
had on the weakest link in the economic chain of L.A. County."

In assessing the impact of the consent decree on implementation of the Century Freeway,

it is necessary to analyze whe~er characteristics of our Comparison Project were realistic or

whether the Comparison Project would have been insufficient under evolving environmental,

transportation, and housing laWo While this exercise involves some speculation, wc can identify

several changes in the Century Freeway which, independent of the decree, can be understood as

mitigation measures which wcrc proposed in the final EISo Although there is considerable

disagreement as to how many of these measures would have been implemented without the

influence of the Consent Deciw, the Center for Law stated that before the signing of the Consent

Decree, there was no guarantee that these mitigation measures would be incoqx)mted into the

final project (No. CJv. 72-355-HP, Declaration of John R. Phillips and ffan G. Lcvine Re.

Benefits Established by the Final Consent Decree, 11-13-79).

Freeway Design

The air quality mitigation measures proposed in the final EIS included ramp metering to

improve free-flow conditions and a public wansitway in the freeway median. This transitway

would bc designed for bus or rail mass transit; however the EIS stated that the transit agencies

involved had not yet made the necessRry funding and implen~nmtion commitments.

A primary difference between the two scenarios involves the construction of mass transit

fa~ties. The actual I-I05 includes a rail system built concurrent with the freeway, whereas the

Comparison Project would only have required that the median permit the future construction of a
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rafl/busway system. While this represents a significant short-term difference in matigauon

measures, internal C~Itrans memos and statements by the Calfforrfia Air Resources Board suggest

that a mass transit system would eventually need to be installed. For example, ha 1978 a series of

letters and memoranda among ARB, EPA, DOT, FI-rWA, and Caimans discussed ARB

requirements that Caltrans commit to the n’nugauon of air poUution effects of the I-I05 by

building HOV lanes before ARB would sign off on the EIS. The theme of the initial ARB letters

was that the air quality impact assessment of the EIS was deficient. The initial response by

Caltrans was that the agency would probably put in HOV lanes but it would not guarantee this

action. ~Lfter a number of meelings among the involved agencies, Caltrans received a sign-off

from the ARB for the EIS. And, in a letter to ARB (4-6-78), Caltrans stated that it was firmly

committed to incorporating high-occupancy lane features into the initial construction. A final

letter to FrIWA from EPA acknowledged that FI-IWA’s specific requirement to incorporate the

HOV lanes and ramp metering elements into the proposed project represents a firm commitment.

In contrast to the letters between ARB and Caltrans, the Center for Law observed in its

Declaratton of Benefits (11-13-79) that the settlement terms of the Consent Decree are largely

responsible for the construction of mass transit eapabilifies. For example, Center for Law

representatives stated that following a tentative agreement reached with Caltrans in September,

1978, they traveled to Washington, D.C. with Caltrans counsel Joseph Montoya and J. Anthony

Kline, ~e Governor’s Legal Affairs Secretary, to meet with DOT officials. Plaintiffs’ counsel

believes that as a direct result of settlement negotiations, the Surface Transportation Act of 1978

designated the Harbor Freeway as an interstate freeway. This designation made construction of

the Harbor busway financially feasible, thus allowing a direct mass transit link with the Century

Freeway transitway and with other mass transit projects (Declaration of Benefits, 11-13-79).

Housing

One of the more striking differences between the actual Century Freeway and the

Compafi son Project is the number of replacement and replenishment housing units. The actual

Century Freeway involves construction of approximately 1000 replacement units, whereas the

Comp~son Project would require half this amount. It is also estimated that 2000 replenishment

units wi]J be constructed under the actual Century Freeway, while none would have been

constructed under the Comparison Project.

Both the Center for Law and Caltrans appear to be in agreement that the replenishment

units are a result of the Consent Decree settlement terms. To be sure, some in Caltrans had



already recognized the need to mitigats the loss of housing stock: "Aggravation of the

communities; already insufficient supply of affordable housing stock is significant and should be

mitigatsd" (Freewayfrransir~vay Commuraty Housing Needs Study, 1979). However,

statements made in the Calw~ns Comments on the Declaration of Benefits (12-5-79) credit the

Consent Decree: "the only major benefit that can indisputably be ascribed to the Consent Decree

is the 4,200 living units in housing replenishment."

The Center for Law justified the need to build replenishment housing:

"Los Angeles County currently has a severe shortage of
low-and moderate-income housing. Had the Century
Freeway been built as originally planned, the housing stock
would have been further depleted in areas such as
WattsAVillowbrook where it is already desperately needed.
Plaintiffs urged that both stats and federal defendants should
interpret the appl/cable statutory and state constitutional
provisions more broadly to requite the replenishment of the
housing stock in the communities rather than foUow the normal
practice of merely providing compensation for displacees.
We argued that under the ’mitigation’ responsibilities set forth
in both stats and federal laws and the ’last resort housing’ concepts
of federal law, that defendants had an obligation not to decrease
the available housing stock" (Declaration of Bcncfius, 11-13-79)

Norman Emerson, the DOT Regiona/Representative for Region IX during the period, provided

additional evidence that the housing program was pcreeived as a mitigation measure: "the

Secretary agreed in concept to a housing program that would mitigate the freeway’s impact on the

region’s housing stock. An important factor in the Secretary’s decision was the issuance of new

guidelines by the Council on Environmental Quality for implementing NEPA, which provided

DOT with clear authority for mitigation action of the magnitude required to address the housing

issue" (Emerson, 1980).

Training/Employment

The actual Century Project required that contractors utilize corridor businesses and

residents, and that a center for Century Freeway Employment be established. The Comparison

Project would not have required either of these measures. In discussing the need for the

employment action plan, plaintiffs’ counsel observed: "Our goal was to ensure that these people,

who live in communities which have been bisected by the freeway’s path and which will endure

the disruption caused by its construction for the next decade, secure some of the bcncqits from the
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freeway as well as its most negative impacts; and "without this plan it is likely that the

participation of MBE’s, minorities and women in the Century Freeway project would not be as

great is il will be under the plan" (11-13-79).

Both the EIS and the Gruen report discuss the adverse mapact that the construction of the

freeway would have on both businesses and residents, and the resultant sbort-term loss of tax

’revenue. Although some Caimans officials stated that the freeway would contribute to the

employalent of residents by increasing their access to job opportunities, a study commissioned

by Caltrans (Oakes, 1981) determined that the Century Freeway would bring little benefit 

terms of improved access for those who reside in the corridor area because of the location of the

most likely employment opportunities for these residents. Most employment opportunities were

found to be either significantly north or south of the east-west Century Freeway, which thereby

limited any meaningful decrease in travel times. However, some increase in access to the west-

side employment centers from the eastern end of the Freeway would occur, but this was negated

by a poo’r job skill match. Most of these oppormuities required specific job skills or professional

gaming, lacking among the majority of corridor residents. According to the report the majority

of freeway corridor residents had little or no training and therefore needed entry level unskilled

employment to enter the job market. The report concluded that with the implementation of mass

transit faciliues connected to other freeways, some increase in access to entry level employment

west and south of the corridor would occur, but travel times would still remain high (Oakes,

1981). [Please see Chapter VII for an analysis of the economic impacts on the corridor which

may be attributed to the Consent Decree.]

~H-IE IMPACT OF THE FREEWAY ON THE QUALITY OF THE SURROUNDING

NT-/GHBORHOODS AND COMMUNITIES

Most of the residents and public officials of the corridor cities commented on the

appearance of the corridor during the injunction period. Although the long delay cannot be

attributed to the consent decree, for many respondents the impacts of the injunction and that of

the consent decree were inseparable. Interviewees mentioned "blight", "chaos", "detrimental

impacts", "mess", "shock" and "devastation" as effects of the termination of the implementation

processes for the Century Freeway.

"The vacant houses and the neglect of maintenance and security created the ’blight’
which quickly pervaded the corridor. The blight--the use of these houses by
vagrants and petty criminals-generated the political firestorm which forced the
judicial process to its conclusion: the consent decree."
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"...the effect was devastating...you know a big mound of dirt right Ln front of
you...and jobs, they were gone, and people didn’t know what to do. You get
squatters, and these are poor communities to begLn with."

The narrative and pictorial results presented in the remainder of this chapter refer to

results of Questionnaire Two (see description in Chapter I), in which respondents reported

perceived environmental and social impacts associated with the actual Century Freeway and the

Comparison Project. 1

1. ~rm Impacts

Economic Impacts

Utilization of corridor businesses Caltrans respondents indicated that both the Ccnttn’y

Freeway and the Comparison Project would have a net beneficial short-term effect on the

utilization of corridor businesses in project-related construction activities. However, non-

Caltrans respondents indicated that the Century Freeway would have a positive impact on the

utilization of corridor business, but the Comparison Project would have a somewhat harmful

effect on the utilization of corridor business.

Short-Term
1 o ss 1 o.75 Utilization of

Corridor Businesses

-1
Very
HAul -2

-0 45

Overall Caltmns All Others
Respondent Group

Figure XI-I

[] Actual Century Freeway

[] Comparison Project

Employrnent of corridor residents_ The employment of corridor residents in project°

related construction activities was rated positively by Caltram for both the Century Freeway

and the Comparison Project. However, non.Caltrans respondents felt that the Comparison

Project would have a slightly harmful impact on the employment of corridor residents in

construction work.
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Displacee relocation assistance The perception of Caltrans respondents was that both

the Century Freeway and the Comparison project wo~d have a positive impact on relocation

assistance provided to residents; however, the actual 1-105 would have a much greater positive

impact. Non-Caltrans respondents indicated a positive impact for the actual Century Freeway,

but a negative impact for the Comparison. Some interviewees from Caltrans reported extra

efforts had been taken on the 1-105 to provide for the nee.A.~ of displacees (such as the

establishment of an outreach office in the Watts area). However, other respondents evaluated the

steps taken by Caltrans as inadequate to meet the needs of the displacees. Our archives include a

number of letters written by residents thanking the Advocate for intervening on their behalf in

dispute:s with Caltrans. For example:

"They [the Advocate] have always been a great help to mc financially and emotionally. I
was very depressed [many] times, and they were my only hope. Thank you for having
this kind of help for people who are forced to be in a situation like mine’.

1. 0 85 0 85 0 82

.

Very
-I 1

Harmful-2
Overall

-01

Caltrans All Others
Respondent Group

[]

[]

Displacee
Relocation
Assistance
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Figure XI-3
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Community Cohesion and Wen-being

Residential Di~_ lacern~nt Overall, respondents indicated that there would be a negative

impact on residential displacement from both the actual Ccnun~ Freeway and the Comparison

Project, with the comparison project rated as slightly more harmful. Non-CaRrans

respondents were more negative than was Caltrans in their perception of the impact on displaced

residents. The small gap between the actual Century Freeway and the Comparison Project is

understandable as there was no difference in the number of residents displaced under the

scenarios. Nine percent (9%) of Caimans respondents live in the freeway corridor area compared

to half of all other respondents (51%). Corridor residents may have a unique sensitivity to the

adverse social impacts that residents incur when they are displaced. As one respondent

commented:

"You don’t know what it means ff you live out by the section that’s next to the 605 or up
near the 405, and the only thing comparable they offer you is back over in South Central
L.A., and you have two male sons, 12 and 13 years old, they may not live to see 14."

Very
Beneflcml 2-

1

1

-1
Very
H=’mful -2

Overa, Caltrans AU Others
Respondent Group

Figure XI-4

[]

Residential
Displacement

Actual Century Freeway

Compadson Project

(2rime Rate Overall, respondents perceived a greater increase in the crime rate under the

Actual Century Freeway scenario than would have oeeurred under the Comparison Project. In

addition, overall respondents indicated that both the actual Century Freeway and the Comparison

Project would have a slightly negative effect on the crime rate. In fact, in comparison to all other

groups, Caltrans perceived the greatest negative impact from crime oecunSng from the actual

Century Freeway. Some Caimans officials expressed the belief that the most significant impact

from crime resuhed from the long delay created by the injunct/on:
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"You had about slxtcen n’files of boarded-up housh’Ig. Those became havens for
squatters, and for people who were abandoning pets .... So there was a problem with
squatters, thcrc was a problem with wild dogs."

Members of other organizations also expressed frustrauon over the increase m crime rate

in the corridor. Tlns sztuation was mentioned in several interviews as one of the most serious

adverse impacts created by the Century Freeway construction. Again:

"Those houses were boarded up, Caltrans did not provide adequate security, they
became just havens for crime and drug activity."

Very
Harmful

lq

0,

-1, -0 88 -0 94 -0 85

Overall Caltrans All Others
Respondent Group

Crime Rate

[] Actual Century Freeway

r~ Comparison ProJect

F,gure Xl-5

However, interviews with C_.al~ans officials described attempts to control the area:

"It was an extremely difficult situation. Wc tried to maintain that
right of way... { undertook } all kinds of special efforts to maintain it.
It became very difficult. We would fence it, fences would get torn
down .... It was a great spot just to get rid of all your rubbish....We
initiated a lot of special programs...I think we did a reasonable job;
but I don’t think by any stretch of the imagination we did an adequate
job. There [wcrc]...situanons where houses would get tom
down...and we couldn’t go down and remove them. We had to go
to court, on a case by case basis, to get approval to remove a house."

"We spent untold thousands, millions probably, trying to protect the
right of way, keep it clcan, keep it liveable, keep it usablc by the
people."

~ccess to police and fn’e protection Caltrans and non-Caltrans respondents

pccceivcd the actual Century Freeway as having a greater negative impact on access to police and
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fire protection. Tiffs perception is congruent with the Comparison Project’s earlier completion

date. The avcrage non-Caltrans respondent also indicated that access would be much worse

undcr thc actual Century Freeway scenario. Once again, this may reflect the higber percentage of

respondents in this group who live in the corridor area, and therefore, have a unique

understanding of the effects of the Century Freeway on their community.
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Property Maimenanc¢ Both Caitrans and non-Caltrans respondents rated the impact

of freeway construction on property maintenance much worse under the actual Century Freeway

scenario as compared to the Comparison Project. This response may also reflect the lamr

predicted date of fi’eeway completion for the actual Century Freeway (1993) than for the

Comparison Project (1987). Once again, the negative impact on property maintenance is rated

worse by non-Caltrans respondents than Calwans respondents.
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Property
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Figure XI-7
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Community Planning Efforts The difference in response between Caltrans and non-

Caltrans respondents is quite distinct. Several Caitrans respondents mchcated that there would

be a negative mapact on planmng efforts under the actual Century Freeway scenario and a positive

impact ,an planrdng efforts under the Comparison scenario° The longer completion period for the

actual Century Freeway may be the reason for this response. However, the opposite result was

indieate£1 by non-Caltram respondents; there would be a positive effect under the actual

Centm3~ Freeway scenario, but a negative effect under the Comparison Project. This perception

may reflect the greater amount of oversight of Caltrans required by the consent decree. We

speculate that respondents may associate tins form of citizen participation with better commuraty

plann/ng.
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2. Long-Term Impacts

Impacts presented below are discussed within broad categories. We review data on

whether differences between the actual Centm’y Freeway and the Comparison Project would exist

after completion of the freeway.

Economic Impacts

Survey results describe considerable disparity between Caltrans and others in

assessments of the economic impacts of the freeway. Caitrans respondents indicated that, in

general, both the prosperity of corridor businesses and residents would be greater under the

Comp~a’ison project than the actual Century Freeway, but for those who participated in project-

related construction activities, the benefits would be greater for the actual Century Freeway.

Non-Caltrans respondents indicated that the greater economic benefits would occur under the
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actual C.entm3, Freeway scenario for aII residents and businesses, regardless of their parficipa~on

in project-relare,,d activities. Overall, respondents felt that the greatest long-term economic benefit

would be to those residents and businesses who participated in corridor related activities during

the construction of the actual Century Freeway.

Gaps here are s~11er tlmn for short-term economic impacts: In the long run, differences

between the two scenarios evidently arc perceived as less important. As one Caltrans interviewee

commented on the unccr~nry crc~tccl during the injunction:

"I know cases where shopping centers were proposed and the developers or the
financiers would withdraw from the project.o..and the message that we kept getting was
’At least tell us what you’re going to do. Are you going to leave this scar across this
commumty?’o..In the case of the commercial investors, it was kind of a wait-and-see."
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Extensive addiuonal analysis of economic impacts is presented in Chapter VII.

Comml~LRity Cohesion and Well-Being

The actual Century Freeway and the Comparison Project did not differ significantly in

their long-term impacts on community cohesion and well-being. Overall, respondents indacated

that the actual Century Freeway would have a slightly more beneficial impact than the

Compm’ison Project However, respondent groups differed in their perceptions of the degree of

impact. This difference is most notable for community redevelopment. C..altrans respondents

have a much higher perception of the beneficial impact of the freeway on long-term community

redevelopment efforts. As one respondent commented: "[Caltrans had] an engineering culture,

which cad not have to deal with the social issues in building of the ground transportation

system." Another respondent noted: "It [the freeway] was an engineering decision. It was not a

social decision at all."
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In contrast, other respondents, especially those who reside in the corridor area, tended

to report a more personal awareness of possible negative impacts of the freeway on their

commtmities:

"Freeway access and visibility may be tempting for commercializing fringes which have
been residential for 50 years. Economic development oppormmties versus neighborhood
feeling?"

’Wde are victitm of an automobile/freeway system forced upon us by a cabal of
developers, bureaucratic highway engineers and self-seeking political leaders. Caltrans is
a loose CalmOn."
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Aesthetics

In general, our sample perceived the aesthetic quality of the freeway system as improving

under the actual Century Freeway. Caltrans perceived fi’eeway aesthetics as more beneficial

than did all other respondents. When we examine the impact of the freeway on corridor city

aesthetics, non-Caltrans respondents rated the freeway as h~ under both scenarios, while

the dom~ant perception of Calwans officials was positive. The perception of the aesthetic impact

of the fzeeway was not lira/ted purely to the impact of the freeway itself. Concerns about

housing were aLso expressed. As one non-Caltrans respondent stated: "Replacement housing is

good and bad. Early ’affordable’ homes looked stripped down, cheap and boxlike. Or houses

moved i~ were left vacant and no aesthetics."
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Overall, respondents under both scenarios perceived the impacts on air pollution to bc

somewhat ncgat/vc. In addition, overall respondents ind/catcd a slightly grcatcr dcgrcc of

hm’mful impacts under the Comparison Project. The most notable diffcrcncc between the groups

concerned the noise lcvcI adjaccnt to the freeway. Caltrans officials predicted a positive impact

on noise lcvcls under both sccnar/os. However, non-Ca|trans respondents indicated a negative

impact on noise for both the actual Century Freeway and the Compm’ison Project.
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Noise Levels
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Traffic Congestion and Movement

Overall, respondents felt that freeway congestion would be less under the Comparison

Project than under the actual Century Freeway. (Recall the reduction from eight lanes for the

Compartson Project to six lanes for the actual Century Freeway.) When we examine mass transzt

availability, the above finding is reversed. Overall, respondents now perceive a much more

benefic1~d impact on mass wansit under the actual Century Freeway. (For a comparative analysis

of the mmsportation effects of the aetual and Comparison Project scenarios, see Chapter X.)
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Housing

Overall, respondents rated the actual Century Freeway as having a beneficial impact, and

the Comparison Project as have a harmful impact on the housing supply. The greatest difference

bcrwccn the actual Century F-recway and the Comparison Project for all long-term impacts was

reported m response to ~c question on the affordable housing supply. OvcraU, respondents fch

that the actual Century F-recway would have a large beneficial impact on the availability of

affordable housing. In contrast, overall respondents rated the Comparison Project as having a

negative impact on affordable housing. However, one problem consistently mcntione, d by

interviewees was that, because of the long delay, those incTfividuals who wcrc originally displaced

by the Irccway were not beneficiaries of the increased housing supply:

"I know a few people who have stayed in the corridor, and I gucss they eventually will
get something bcttcr....Although most of the displacccs had left, especially the early
displacccs."
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Extensive additional analysis of m~pacts on housing is presented in Chapter Vo

Overall Impac~

Overall, the actual Century Freeway was rated as having a more positive mapact on

overall environmental and soc~I indicators than the Comparison Project. The dominant

perception of Caltrans respondents was that the freeway had positive social and environmental

impacts in both scenarios. This finding is congruent with the views expressed by Caltrans

anterviewees that the overall benefits restflthag from a freeway wilt outweigh any negative

consequences (See Chapter IlI). However, non-Ca|trans respondents rated the freeway 

slightly beneficial regarding overall social and environmental impacts of the actual Century

Freeway, and harmful regarding overall environmental impacts for the Comparison Project.

Local officials have a more negative perceptions of impacts generally as the summary graphs in

Chapter rrl illustrate.
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Relauon,s w~th Cahrans

Caltrans respondents saw damage to community relations under the actual Century

Freeway. Others, while concluding that the presage of Cahrans m the eyes of the pubhc was

slightly more negative under the Comparison Project, actually rated community relations as

somewhat less negative under the actual Century Freeway. However, these respondents still

rated co~"aunity relations overall as negative in both conditions.
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Extensive additional analysis of organizational impacts is presented in Chapters VIII and IX.

1Result.c; presented in flus chapter include data only from respondents to our second questionnaire
who hadlcated they had knowledge of the freeway’s impacts. And for graphs presented in this
chapter, "Overall" refers to all respondents; "Cahrans" to Caltrans respondents; and "All Others"
to all respondents except Caltrans and FHWA respondents.
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~,TATE OF CALIFORNIA

:iESEARCH TECHNICAL AGREEMENT
)OTP 191 {REV ~186)

No Federal Funds
Involved

NUMBERF89CN62
RTA-54J273

tHIS AGREEMENT is entered =nto this 1st day of December .1988 ,r

~y and between the Cahforma Deparlment of Transportat,on and The Regents of the Umvers=ty of Califorma. 7
:~egents of the University of Cahforn,a and the D,rector of Transportat{on agree that the research study here,r, d
"nbed shall be performed =n accordance wIth the prows~ons of the Transportation Research Master Agreem~
Standard Agreement No. 74E344), and the following-

o,~

_e

n-

Federal particzpatzng portzons of the Transportatlon Master Agreement shall apply:

I. Pro3ect Name: "Court Interventlon, the Consent Decree, and the Century ~y
Freeway"

2. Contractor e s Prlnclpal Investzgator: Professor Joseph F. DIMento
Unlversity of Callforniat Irvzne

3o State’s Contract Monitor: James E. ~Jrk
Dlstrzct 7 - II05 L1alson
Caltrans

4. This research will be performed zn accordance wlth the contracto~ proposal
12 85 1 "(UCI - 6 ) t’tled, Court Interventzon~ the Consent Decree, and Century 

Freeway" hereln attached and made a part of thzs agreement.

5. The contractor shall update and provldecopzes of reports as specified in
Article I-B of the Transportatzon Research Master Agreement.

o

’N WITNESS

STATE OF CALl FORN IA CONTRACTOR

The performance period shall begzn on January 1, 1989, contingent upon approval
by the State, and terminate on December 31, 1990, unless extended by an amendment
to this agreement° This agreement zs sub3ect to immediate termination in the

- (cont’d)-
WHEREOF, this agreement has been executed by the parlses hereto, upon the date first above writte

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
~ereatte¢ trolled the faFe or C411tr’4n,¢

DICK MEADOWS
DEPARTMENffAi CONTRACTS OFF|CER

fCont~nued on ~ sheets which a~e I~uret~ r atlact~d m~@ m~de I ~art t~ereof)

DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES A~OUNT ENCUMBERED

THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
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event that Federal Highway Admlnlstratlon or State fundlng is not provlded
for in the 1988/89 flscal year or any subsequent flscal year or portion
thereof, which is included in the performance period of thls agreement.

The ~nding for any fiscal year shall not be considered approved until the
Gove~nor signs the State budget for that year.

The total amount payable by the State under this agreement shall not exceed
the ~m of : $100,000 through June 30, 1989;

$I00,000 thrcugh June 30, 1990;
$ 50,000 through December 31, 1990;

Totalling: $250,000 through December 31, 1990.

Tnese total amounts shall include reimbursement to the contractor for travel
expenses or per dlem !n compliance with the contractor’s travel policy
where travel is necessary to perform the research.

Unexpended funds obligated for each flscal year may be carried over for pay-
m~nt for ~ork performed in the next two flscal years withln the performance
period.of the contract.
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UNiVERSiTY OF CALIFORNIA, |RVINE

CENTURY 105 PROJECT

ALTERNATIVE CENTURY FREEWAY SCENARIOS
SURVEY

Introduction: One of the issues that the Century 105 Project Team is addressing concerns what we are
calhng "basehne alternative scenarios" for freeway development derrved from different plausible, but not
e×penenced, litigation h=stoneso In order to analyze the impacts of the consent decree there must be
"baseline alternat=ve scenarios" against which to compare the existing situation We would lake your help in
constructing those baselines

This survey briefly sketches two possible alternative htlgatlon histories In the one scer~do, you are asked
to consider freeway development under conditions in which the K eith v VoIDe lawsuit and injunction
occurred but there was no consent decree, in the other scenario, you are asked to assume that the
v Volpe lawsu~ and all litigation actually flied after February 17, 1972 never occurred. Your insights are
required to "fill m the blanks" of these h,stones wch descriptions of vanous aspects of the freeway project,
g~ven the general assumpt=ons we provide.

All the items in the survey can be answered by simply circling answers or filhng in the blanks, but we have
allowed space for comments on most of the items We encourage your comments on the items
themselves and/or your responses. We w=il ensure that your responses are kept anonymous and that they
appear only in summarized reports, without reference to individuals.

Thank you for your time and participation. Your input will be very helpful in providing the baseline data for
our research. Should you have any questions regarding the survey or any other aspect of our study,
please feel free to call our project office at (714) 856-4254 We would appreciate it if you could complete
the questionnaire within the next two weeks.



~cenario One
Century Fr~ewey With Keith v, V01pe B~t .W. ithout A Consent Decre~

SCENARIO ONE: CENTURY FREEWAY WITH KEITH v VOLPE, BUT WITHOUT A CONSENT
DECREE

This scenario descnbes freeway development g=ven the Kelth ~ lawsu=t and the resulting mjunct=on,
but ass, umes that parties to the I~tlgatlon, for whatever reasons, were not able to reach a mutually
acceptable settlement m court and the consent decree At the same t~me, you should assume that the
same legal, technological, polst~cal, soc=al, and econom=c cond=tlons wh¢ch actually affected Caltrans and
freeway development between 1972 and the present st~ll occurred Please answer the following
questlons g~ven these assumpt=ons We have prowded space between each question for any add=t~onal
comments you may have regarding each ,ssue we present

How might the lawsuit ultimately have been resolved =f piamttffs and defendants had not negot=ated a
consent decree"~ (Please czrcle only one number 

Independent mediators would have been used
to design a mutually acceptable freeway
without arguing the case ................................... 1

independent mediators would have been used
to design a mutually acceptable freeway
after arguing the case ............................................. 2

The defendants would have won the lawsuit .......................... 3
The plaintiffs would have won the lawsuEt ............................ 4
Other (please specify) .................. 5

2 U;r~der th~s scenario, would there have been add=tsonai pubhc heanngs’~

yes (please describe below) ... 
no .............................. 2

Would a formal environmental impact statement have been prepared for the projectO

yes .............. 1
no ............................... 2

2



~¢enario One
Century Freeway With Keith v. Volpe But Without A Consent Decree

4 Would a Century Freeway have been constructed under this scenarzo’~

yes ..................... 1
nO ............................ 2

if you answer "yes" to this questEon, please complete the remainder of the survey If you answer "no"
to th=s question, please e×plam your answer m the space below and skip to page 10 where the
Scenano Two survey questions beg~n

Would the ultimate route of the freeway through the c~y of Hawthorne have been the same as the
route destgnated by the Cahfomla H~ghway Comm=ss=on an 1965") (Please circle onty one number 

Yes, but w=thout a freeway agreement signed by Hawthorne ............ 1
Yes, wrth a freeway agreement s~gned by Hawthorne .......................... 2
No, the western terminus of the freeway would have been

east of Hawthorne ..................................................................... 3
No, the "Northern Route" through Inglewood would

have been selected ......................................................... 4
No, a bel~.shaped curve stm¢lar to the current freeway

alignment would have been negot=ated ........................... 5
None of the above/other (please explain below) .................... 6

6 Under thzs scenario, groundbreakmg for the Century Freeway would have occurred in 19 __

7 The construction of the freeway would have been broken down into separate projects

The freeway would have been opened to traffic (Please cJrcle one number only)

As md=vsdual segments were completed ................... 1
Only after the ent=re route was completed ........... 2



Scenario One
Century Freeway With Keith v Volpe But Without A Ccnsent Decree

9 Under this scenarto, the entire route of the freeway would have been open to traffic =n 19

10 The freeway would have included lanes in each direction for mixed flow traffic

11 The freeway would have included (Please circle one number only 

No HOV lanes ........................ 1
A single HOV lane for buses and carpools ....... 2
One HOV lane in each direction for buses and carpools ....... 3
Two HOV lanes in each d~rectlon for buses and carpools ......... 4

I2 Please indicate which of the following the freeway would have included under this scenano (Circle
one number In each row )

Yes No

A. A mednan which would permit future construction of HOV lanes 1 2

B A median which would permit future busway use 1 2

C A median which would permit future construction of
addit~onal mixed flow traffic lanes 1 2

D A median which would permit future light rail use 1 2

E A busway constructed concurrent wnth freeway construction 1 2

F A hght rad line constructed concurrent w~h freeway construction 1 2

G Metered ramps 1 2

H Linkage of Century Freeway Transcway to Harbor
Freeway Transltway 1 2

I Transit stations 1 2

13 The freeway would have included interchanges wxth local streets

14 The federal government would have been responsible for % of h~ghway program costs



Scenario One
~et~tury Freeway With Keith v. VOr ~pe But WithOut A Consent Decree

Under this scenario, would a separate agency have represented the interests of Century Freeway
dlsplacees"~

Yes .................... 1
No .......................... 2

ff yes, please indicate which agency"

16 Caltrans would have been required to (Circle one number in each row 
Yes No

A Meet the relocatzon needs of fam=hes displaced by the project,
w~thout prowdmg for the construction of add=tlonal housing units 1 2

Meet the relocation needs of famGhes dtsplaced by the project,
wh=ch would entail construct¢on of some replacement housing
umts according to the "last resort" proviszon of the Umform
Relocation Act 1 2

C Replen=sh houstng for communst=es whtch had lost housing
due to the project 1 2

if you indicated that a "last resort" housing program (16B) would exist, please answer questions 17,
18, and 19. if you circled ’no’ for question 16B, p~ease skip to the next page.

17, If a "last resort" hou~mq Pr0qram Approxlmately~
provided

"last resort" housing units would have been

18 if a "last resort" housma Droaram Would a government agency have taken respons=bil=ty for
implementation of the "last resort" hous=ng program9

Yes (indicate agency 
No (descnbe how program woufd be Bmplemented below)

19 !f a "last resort" hou$inq proqram Would federal highway trust funds have been used for the "Jest
resort" housing program’~

Yes ....................... 1
No .............................. 2

if no, please md=cate how a "last resort" program would have been funded



~cenario One
P..-entury__FFreeway With Keith v. V01Pe But Without A Consent Decree

If you indmated that a "replen=shment" housing program (16C) would exist, please answer
quest=ons 20, 21, and 22 and 23. If you c=rcied "no" for quest=on 16C, please skip to the next page.

20 Ifa "replenishment" h0usinq proqram Approxlmately~
have been provided

"replen=shment" housing units would

21 If ~t "replemshment" housmq proqram Would a government agency have taken respons~bElity for
Implementation of the "replemshment" housing program~

Yes (indicate agency ) .......... 
No (describe how program would have been implemented below) 

22 If ~t "repfemshment" housmq proqram
"replemshment" housing program~

Would federat hmghway trust funds have been used for the

Yes ............ 1
No ............. 2

If no, please =ndlcate how a "replenishment" program would have been funded

23 ff a "replemshment" housmq proqram Please ind=cate which of the following md=v=duals would have
been et=g=ble to purchase or rent "replenfshment" dwelhng umts (Carcte one number m each row 

Yes No

A D=splacees 1 2

B Any corr=dor residents 1 2

C Any indlwduals on Housing AuthorJty wa[tsng Itsts 1 2

D Other(s) Please specify below 1 2
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Scenario One
Century Freew=y With Keith v, VoIpe But Without A Consen~

25 Under this scenario, how would aff=rmatrve action for freeway ~ul~contractor.s have been handled by
Caltrans"~ (Please czrcle one number in each row 

Yes No

A The same as any other Caltrans project during the
t~me of construction 1 2

B In accordance w~th all relevant federal and state laws 1 2

C By a special affirmative act=on program whose goaJs for
minority and women subcontractors exceeded existing
federal goals 1 2

D By a special affErmat~/e action program whose goals for rnmonty
and women subcontractors exceeded existing state goals 1 2

E By a clvd rights office in District 7 1 2

F In cooperation wtth an affarmat=ve act=on committee outsade of
Caltrans responsible for monrtormg affirmative action comphance 1 2

G Other (Please specify beEow 1 2

26 Who would have been responsible for momtonng comphance with affirmative action procedures for
subcontractors’~ (Please circle one number in each row )

Yes No

A Caltrans Headquarters civil rights 1 2

B D=stnct 7 ¢rvil rights 1 2

C Federal Highway Admlmstratlon 1 2

D A separate agency funded by Caltrans 1 2

E A separate agency not funded by Cattrans 1 2

F Contractors 1 2

G Other (Please specify below) 1 2



Scenario One
Century Freeway With Keith v. Volpe But Without A Consent Decree

27 Under thas scer~no, how wouJd affirmative actaon for freeway construction employees have been
handled by Caltrans? (Please czrcle one number in each row )

Yes No

A The same as any other Caltrans project during the
t~me of construction 1 2

B In accordance w~th all relevant federal and state Jaws 1 2

C By a speczal aff~rmatAve action program whose goa~s for
mmorrty and women subcontractors exceeded ex=stmg
federal goals 1 2

D By a special afflrmatBve action program whose goals for minority
and women subcontractors exceeded existing state goals 1 2

E By a cNil nghts office m D~stnct 7 1 2

F in cooperation w=th an affirmative action committee outscde of
Caltrans responsible for monrtonng affirmative action comphance1 2

G Other (Please specify below 1 2

28 Who would have been responsible for momtonng compliance with afflrmat=ve action procedures for
construction employees? (Ptease circle one number m each row 

Yes No

A. Caltrans Headquarters czv~l rights 1 2

B Distnct 7 crvil rights 1 2

C Federal Htghway Admmistrat=on 1 2

D A separate agency funded by Caltrans 1 2

E A separate agency net funded by Caltrans 1 2

F Contractors 1 2

G Other, please specify below 1 2
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Scenario Two
Century Freeway Without Keith v. Volpe

SCENARIO TWO: CENTURY FREEWAY WITHOUT KEITH v. VOLPE

In th=s .,;cenano we would hke you to assume that the K.etth v Volpe lawsuEt and all htigatlon actualty filed
after February 17, 1972 (the date Kelth v Volpe was filed) never occurred At the same time, you should
assume, that the same legal, technolog=cal, pohttcal, socsal, and economic conditions whJch actually
affected Caltrans and freeway development between 1972 and the present stLil occurred Please answer
the following questions grven these assumpt=ons We have prov=ded space between each question for
any additional comments you may have regarding each Issue we present

Would a Century Freeway have been constructed under this scenano’~

yes ................. 1
no ............. 2

if you answer "yes" to th=s question, please complete the rest of the Scenario Two survey questions
If you answer "no" to th{s quest=on, please explain your answer =n the space below and skip to page
18

Under th~s scenario, would there have been additional public heanngs’~

yes (please descnbe below) .... 1
no .................................. 2

Would a formal environmental Impact statement have been prepared for the project’~

yes ...................... 1
no ....................... 2

10



Scenario Two
Century Freeway Without

Would the ultimate route of the freeway through the city of Hawthorne have been the same as the
route designated by the Cahforma Highway Commlssson in 1985"~ (Please turtle only one number 

Yes, but without a freeway agreement s~gned by Hawthorne . 1
Yes, w~h a freeway agreement s~gned by Hawthorne ............ 2
No, the western terminus of the freeway would have been

east of Hawthorne ....................................... 3
No, the "Northern Route" through Inglewood would

have been selected ................................... 4
No, a bell-shaped curve s~mllar to the current freeway

ahgnment would have been negotiated .................................... 5
None of the above/other (please explain below) ..................... 6

5 Under thes scenario, groundbreaking for the Century Freeway would have occurred in 19

6 The construction of the freeway would have been broken down into separate projects

7. The freeway would have been opened to traffic (Please circle one number only)

As indlvzdual segments were completed ........................................... 1
Only after the entire route was completed ....................................... 2

8 The entIre route of the freeway would have been open to traffic in lg

Under thIs scenario, the freeway would have Included
traffic

fanes in each direction for mixed flow

10 The freeway would have included (Please c~rcle one number only 

No HOV lanes ................................... 1
A single HOV lane for buses and carpools ............................. 2
One HOV lane tn each dtrectton for buses and carpoois ........... 3
Two HOV tanes in each dzrect~on for buses and carpools ........ 4

11



Scenario "Two
Century Freeway Without Keith v~ V._~D~

11 Piease indicate which of the following the freeway would have included under this scenario (Circle
one number m each row )

Yes No

A A median which would permit future construction of HOV lanes 1 2

B A median which would permit future busway use 1 2

C A median which would permit future constructIon of
additional m~xed flow traffic lanes 1 2

D A median which would perm~ future light ratt use 1 2

E A busway constructed concurrent with freeway construction 1 2

F A light rail line constructed concurrent with freeway construction 1 2

G Metered ramps 1 2

H Linkage of Century Freeway Transit-way to Harbor
Freeway Trans~tway 1 2

I Transit stations 1 2

12 The freeway would have included interchanges with local streets

13 The federal government would have been responsible for% of h{ghway program costs

14 Under th~s scenario, would a separate agency have represented the interests of Century Freeway
dr, splacees?

Yes ..................... 1
No ........................ 2

if ’yes, please indicate which agency:

15 Caltrans would have been required to (C=rcle one number in each row 
Yes No

A Meet the relocat=on needs of farnd~es dEsplaced by the prolect,
without providing for the construction of additional housing units 1 2

B Meet the relocation needs of famJhes d~splaced by the project,
wh=ch would entail constructEon of some replacement housing
un=ts according to the "last resort" prowsion of the Umform
Relocation Act 1 2

C Replenesh housing for commumt~es which had lost housing
due to the prolect 1 2

12



Scenario Two
Centu~ Freeway Witho~ Keith v VIo/pe

If you indicated that a "last resort" housing program (question 15B above) would exist, please
answer questions 16, 17, and 18. if you mrcled "no" to question 15B, pfease skip to the next page°

16 If .a "last resort" hous~nq proqram Approxlrnately~
provided

"tast resort" housing umts would have been

17 If a "last resort" housma oroaram Would a government agency have taken responslbdsty for
implementation of the "last resort" housing program’~

Yes (indicate agency .)
No (describe how program would be implemented betow)

18 if a "last resort" housmq proqrarn Would federal highway trust funds have been used for the "Bast
resort" housing prograrn~

Yes °. .............. ° .............. ~°o 1

No ................................... 2

if no, please indicate how a "last resort" program would have been funded

13



Scenario Two
Century Freeway Without Keith v Volpe

if you indicated that a "replemshment’° housing program (question 15C above) would exist, please
answer questions 19, 20, and 21 and 22. If you czrcled "no" for questLon 15C, please skip to the next
page.

19 Lfa "replemshment" housmq proqram Approximatety~"replemshment" housing units would
h~ve been provided

2O If j~ "replensshment" housmq proqram Would a government agency have taken respons~b~hty for
~mplementat~on of the "replemshment" housing program’~

Yes (indicate agency ) ............ 
No (describe how program would have been ~mplemented below) 

21 lfa "replemshment" housmq proqram
rt~plenEshment" housing program’~

Would federal h~ghway trust funds have been used for the

Yes ........................ 1
No ..................................... 2

If no, please mdacate how a "replenishment" program would have been funded

22 Ifa "reDlemshment" housina Dr0qr~m Ptease indIcate which of the following indMduals would have
been ehgzble to purchase or rent "replemshment" dwelhng units (Circle one number m each row 

Yes No

A D~splacees 1 2

B Any corridor resCdents 1 2

C Any mdrviduals on Housing Authority waiting hsts 1 2

D Other(s) Please specify below 1 2

14
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Scenario Two
Century Freeway Without

24 Under thEs scenario, how would aff~rmatrve action for freeway ~ub¢0ntracto,rs have been handled by
Caltrans~’ (Please carcle one number m each row )

Yes No

A The same as any other Caltrans prolect during the
t~me of construction 1 2

B In accordance with al~ relevant federal and s~ate laws 1 2

C By a spec~a~ affsrmat~ve action program whose goals for
mmonty and women subcontractors exceeded existing
federal goals 1 2

D By a special afflrmatwve action program whose goals for minority
and women subcontractors exceeded existing state goals 1 2

E By a cIvil rights office m District 7 1 2

F In cooperatzon with an affirmatJve action committee outssde of
Caltrans responsible for momtonng affirmative action compliance 1 2

G Other (Please specify below 1 2

25 Who would have been responsible for monitoring compliance with affirmative action procedures for
subcontractors~ (Please circle one number in each row 

Yes No

A Caltrans Headquarters civil rights 1 2

B District 7 cN=l rights 1 2

C Federal HJghway Administration 1 2

D A separate agency funded by Cattrans 1 2

E A separate agency not funded by Caltrans 1 2

F Contractors 1 2

G Other (Please specify below) 1 2

16



Scenario Two
Century Freeway Without Keith v. Vol~

26 Under this scenano, how would affirmatn,,e action for freeway construct{on employees have been
handled by Caitrans’~ (Please circle one number in each row 

Yes No

A The same as any other Caltrans project during the
time of construction 1 2

B In accordance with all relevant federal and state laws 1 2

C By a spec=al aft=treat=re action program whose goals for
m~nonty and women subcontractors exceeded e×Jstmg
federal goals. 1 2

D By a special affirmative action program whose goals for mmonty
and women subcontractors exceeded existing state goals 1 2

E By a civil nghts office in DistrIct 7. 1 2

F In cooperation wtth an affJrmat=ve act=on committee outs=de of
Caltrans responssble for monitoring affirmative action compliance 1 2

G Other (Please specify below 1 2

27 Who would have been responsible for momtoring compliance with afflrmatNe action procedures for
construct=on empEoyees’~ (Please c~rcle one number In each row.)

Yes No

A. Caltrans Headquarters civil rights 1 2

E3 Distract 7 cavil rights 1 2

C Federal Htghway Administration 1 2

D A separate agency funded by Caltrans 1 2

E A separate agency not funded by Caltrans 1 2

F Contractors 1 2

G Other (Please specify below) 1 2

17



Altem~ttive Scenario Plausibility

Given your knovAedge of the history of the Century Freeway and the changmg regulatory, fiscal and
political environments affectmg Caltrans and other relevant parties, whlch of the two scenarios is the
more p~aussble alternative scenario for the development of the Century Freewayq (If you feel that both
scenarios are ~mplaus~ble, we would hke you to select the less implausible of the two scenarios for the
development of the Century Freeway )(Carcle one number only 

Scenano One (Ke~th v VoJpe, but without
a consent decree) ........................................................................ 1

Scenario Two (w~hout Ke.ith v VoIDe) ............................................... 2

Background Information

1 For how many years have you been involved m any capac~y on the Century Freeway P.~iect9

Number of years involved =

2 For each of the following, please indicate the degree to which you percerve yourself to be or have
been

Not at all Extremely
A Involved m the plannmg of the Century Freeway

in the early 1970’s 1 2 3 4 5

B, involved m the Century Freeway
lawsuit in the early 1970’s 1 2 3 4 5

C lnvc~ved Jn the negotIations leadmg to the 1979
consent decree 1 2 3 4 5

D involved in the negotiations leadmg to the 1981
consent decree 1 2 3 4 5

E Influential on the development of the
Century Freeway 1 2 3 4 5

F influential on the outcome of the Century Freeway
lawsust 1 2 3 4 5

G Knowledgeable with regard to the history of the
Century Freeway 1 2 3 4 5

H Emotionally involved with the Century
Freeway project 1 2 3 4 5

f Satisfied with the history of the Century Freeway 1 2 3 4 5

18



Thank you for completing the questtonna=re if there are any comments you would hke to make, please use
the space provided below Please check for any unanswered questions, place m the return envelope, and
mad as soon as convemently poss=ble to

Century 105 Project
Pubhc Pohcy Research Orgamzat~on
310 Social Ecology
Umverslty of Cahforma, ~rvme
Irv~ne, CA 92717

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
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REPRESENTATIVE INTERVIEW GUIDE
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file=WORK\INTERVWSoI05\hcd.gen

Interview #

Interviewers: JD DH

Name

Address

PL DVH

Present Position

Position relevant to I05

Organization Code:

Period of Involvement with 105

Date

Length of Interview

INTRODUCTION As our letter of introduction explained, we are
undertaking an in depth study of the Glenn Anderson Century 105
Freeway-Transitway.

The project aims:

0 to chronicle the history of the development of the freeway

and

0 to identify the impact of the consent decree on the project.

0 This type of project can be endlessly fascinating and
unlimited: We, however, have to limit. So we have designed

a structured interview which, of course, cannot cover all of
the interesting aspects of the project but which, we think,
will contribute to a valuable public policy study.

The handout describes some of the factors we will address.
OF A BRIEF, OFFICIAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH TASK.

COPY

This is a mammoth task, and we wish to do the most objective,
comprehensive, job possible--and one useful to policy formation.

We have a structured interview guide whuch we would like to make



our way through, but, we are interested in any substantive insights
you may wish to offer°

In order to produce the most complete and objective study.possible,
all interview information will be reported anonymously_=.

However, if you wish to be quoted and identified we can accommodate
that request. If so, we will send you pages reflecting our summary
of your quotation before the final report is completed and allow
you a few days to suggest changes or corrections.

Check here if interviewee wishes to see non anonymous responses
attributed to her or him.

Some administrative questions and then, if time allows, some
substantive inquiries.

DO YOU MIND IF I USE A TAPE RECORDER?



One feature of the Century Freeway Consent Decree which
immediately struck us was the size of the Housing Program.
As you know, the scope of the Century Freeway Housing Program
is mammoth° Are you aware of any other housing
relocation/replenishment programs that are comparable in size?

0 We have been told that HCD had not constructed a single unit
of housing prior to its being selected as lead agency for the
Century Freeway Housing Project. What, historically, had been
HCD’s mission and what were its strengths as an organization?

An article in the Los Angeles Times asserted that HCD was
selected as lead agency for the Century Freeway Housing
Program because it was "small, innovative, and not highway
oriented or in the Caltrans bureaucracy." What are your
impressions on the reasons why HCD was assigned responsibility
for the CF Housing Program?

0 What proportion of HCD’s total workload was Century Freeway-
related during your tenure with the Department?

0 Could you briefly describe the status of the Century Freeway
Housing Program when you became HCD Director? What sort of
program did you inherit? PROBE as to number of units
constructed, staffing in key positions, any funding or
staffing problems, interorganizational relationships, etc.



0 I would like you now to take a moment to describe in a drawing
or picture the organizations and people that are responsible
for implementation of the Century Freeway Housing Program°
Indicate through arrows and lines who reports to whom. We’d
like to know who’s doing what, and who is in charge.
Obviously, there is no right answer to this question. We are
simply trying to get a map of what peoples’ perceptions are
concerning how this project is organized.



0 For the next several minutes I’d like to pursue a different
line of questioning. I’d like you to look at this series of
cards, each card describing a different part of the 1981
consent decree. We’re interested in your knowledqe of the
decree itself. Would you please tell us whether you knew each
was a requirement of the decreep and if so, whether you
originally approved of the requirement. Here are your choices
for this set of questions. HAND OVER SECOND CARD LISTING
POSSIBLE ANSWERS. Any questions before we begin? Feel free
to comment on the items as you go through them.

3700 units total
Knew of existence:
Approved then:
COMMENTS:

yes no not sure
yes no not sure

i0. 1,175 Element
Knew of existence:
Approved then:
COMMENTS:

yes no not sure
yes no not sure

II. 1,025 Element
Knew of existence:
Approved then:
COMMENTS:

yes no not sure
yes no not sure

12. $Ii0 million Element
Knew of existence:
Approved then:
COMMENTS:

yes no not sure
yes no not sure

13. HCD lead agency for housing
Knew of existence: yes
Approved then: yes
COMMENTS:

no not sure
no not sure

14o Housing Advisory Committee
Knew of existence: yes
Approved then: yes
COMMENTS:

no not sure
no not sure



15. Phasing fwy, hous. constr.
Knew of existence: yes
Approved then: yes
COMMENTS:

no
no

not sure
not sure

16. Advocate
Knew of existence:
Approved then:
COMMENTS:

yes no
yes no

not sure
not sure

17. Adv. serves pleasure of plaintiffs
Knew of existence: yes no
Approved then: yes no
COMMENTS:

not sure
not sure

18. reds pay 92% housing
Knew of existence:
Approved then:
COMMENTS:

yes no
yes no

not sure
not sure

19o emp. action, plan general
Knew of existence: yes
Approved then: yes
COMMENTS:

no
no

not sure
not sure

28. orgs° funded by ct + FHWA
Knew of existence: yes
Approved then: yes
COMMENTS:

no
no

not sure
not sure



We would also like to know whether the inclusion of each element
into the project has been good public policy. In other words, we
would like to know whether the element has promoted or countered
the general welfare. I’d like you to choose one of the responses
on this card for each part of the project described on the colored
cards. HAND RESPONDENT CARD WITH ANSWERS. In addition to
selecting one of the responses on the gray card~ I encourage your
comments on the implementation and/or impacts of any of these
elements. Do you have any questions before we begin?

HAND RESPONDENT SET OF CARDS

9. 3700 units total P C DK
COMMENTS:

i0. 1,175 Element P C DK
COMMENTS:

I!. 1,025 Element P C DK
COMMENTS:

12. $II0 million Element P C DK
COMMENTS:

13. HCD lead agency for housing P C DK
COMMENTS:

14. Housing Advisory Committee P C DK
COMMENTS:

15. Phasing fwy, hous. constr. P C DK
COMMENTS:

16. Advocate P C DK
COMMENTS:



17. Adv. pleas, of plaint. P C DK
COMMENTS:

18. feds pay 92% housing P C DK

COMMENTS:

19. emp. action, plan general P C DK
COMMENTS:

28. orgs. fund ct + FHWA P C DK
COMMENTS:

Would you like to add any additional comment on the
implications of these or any other aspects of the consent
decree?

I would now like to present a series of statements describing a
hypothetical consent decree’s formulation and implementation. I’d
like you to indicate whether each statement is an accurate or
inaccurate descriptor of the Century Freeway Consent Decree’s
formulation and implementation. PROBE: How important to
understanding what’s happened to Century is accuracy or inaccuracy
of these statements.

I. Nonparties to the litigation who are involved in
implementing the decree participated in its formulation.

. The writers of the decree anticipated how difficult it
would be to get reliable information on compliance.

¯ The writers of the decree recognized bureaucratic
rivalries and inertia which would prove obstacles to
implementation.



o

.

o

o

Q

o

10.

Ii.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

There was a ’~fact-finding" stage in decree formulation
which involved gathering information about the
institutions which the consent decree would modify.

The court served as a guardian of the rights of absent
class members in approving the consent decree.

The consent decree describes in detail the actions
defendants have agreed to undertake as well as deadlines
for achieving the required changes.

The decree contains reporting requirements that produce
reliable information to determine whether defendants are
meeting their obligations.

The decree provides for the free exchange of information
among parties upon request.

The decree provides for a monitor whose sole authority
is to gather information, assess the extent to which
defendants are complying with the decree, report to the
court, and offer assistance in resolving minor disputes.

The decree provides for the creation of new bodies
outside the formal judicial system which resolve disputes
and lessen the need for the court to intervene.

Plaintiffs in the litigation resulting in the decree have
discernibler homogeneous interests°

Defendants in the litigation are officials of
organizations with an identifiable and coherent
structure.

The defendant organizations have more or less consistent
interests°

The decree allows agencies to evade accountability by
securing judicial blessing for disputable policy choices.

The court was willing to assume a central role in
implementing the decree and demonstrated a commitment to
effective enforcement.

The judge tended to choose its approach in dispute
resolution on a case-by-case basis to best achieve
progress in each particular case°



~.7o Success in resolving by agreement whatever disputes arise
depends essentially upon keeping alive the original
spirit of consent.

The critical factor in achieving the changes desired by
the decree is people with the vision, commitment, and
courage to make the consent decree work.

0 %~at were the major difficulties HCD faced in administering
the housing program?

follow-up: How did you try to overcome those difficulties?
Are difficulties related to complexity of task, organizations,
etc.

0 On a more personal level, would you describe for us some
E~peci~ic decisions you faced as an administrator which you
~ound particularly difficult or challenging?

0 Press accounts of the housing program have been critical of
the quality of construction of Century Freeway units and a
high vacancy rate. To what extent do you feel these
criticisms are justified?

0 Eow has the Century Freeway project been integrated into HCD’s
organizational structure? We’re interested in the creation
of new divisions, branches, offices, and/or committees.
PROBE: What necessitated the creation of these groups?
What’s the function of the groups? When were the groups
formed; do they still exist?



What informal working groups or associations have been formed
within HCD to deal with Century Freeway Consent Decree issues?
PROBE AS ABOVE

0 Could you comment on the relationship between HCD headquarters
in Sacramento and the Century Freeway Housing Program visa
vis responsibility for day to day project administration and
project oversight?

0 Can you cite any specific features of HCDSs structure,
personnel, or disposition regarding the housing program which
have acted either as impediments to implementation of the
program or which have promoted implementation of the program?

The consent decree requires interaction between agencies which
traditionally had not interacted (for example, Caltrans and HCD),
as well as creates new agencies (for example, the Office of the
Advocate and the Century Freeway Affirmative Action Committee) with
which HCD must interact. I would like to focus for the next few
questions on interorganizational relationships.

0 Would you agree that Caltrans, HCD, FHWA, the Office of the
Advocate, CFAAC, and the Center for Law are the organizations
with the biggest impacts on implementation of the consent
decree? If not, what other organizations are central to
implementation?



0 To what extent does HCD perceive these other organizations as
partners in the implementation of the housing program, and to
what extent as HCD’s opponents in implementation of the
housing program? How have these roles changed over time?
PROBE: GET COMMENTS ON EACH OF THE ORGANIZATIONS.

CT :

"FHWA:

CFAAC:

.Advocate:

Center for Law:

0 Can you identify any structural, procedural, or dispositional
characteristics of these organizations which, from HCD’s
perspective, have made implementation of the Consent Decree
difficult? Let’s start with Caltrans. (ALSO DO CFAAC, CENTER
FOR LAW, FHWA, ADVOCATE, OTHER ORGS. WHICH INTERVIEWEE
MENTIONS. TRY TO GET CONCRETE EXAMPLES)

0 Did HCD staff participate in any informal interorganizational
working groups to deal with housing program implementation?
PROBE as necessary



0 One document whose preparation required great
interorganizational cooperation is the Century Freeway Housing
Plan. How would you assess the utility of the Housing Plan
prepared for the Housing Program? What were its strengths and
weaknesses, and how was the Plan used by HCD?

I would like to focus a bit more closely on the relationship
between Caltrans and HCD.

In general, how did the roles of Ca!trans and HOD differ with
respect to implementation of the housing program?

0 How were the roles and responsibilities of HCD and Caltrans
visa vis the CF Housing Program officially defined? Are you
aware of any difference in interpretations of the various
roles of Caltrans and HCD under the Brown administration
versus under the Duekmejian administration?

A former Century Freeway Housing Program Executive Director
wrote that ’~the most serious threat to Consent Decree
implementation is the blatant and undisguised attempt by
Ca!trans to assume control of the housing program. ’~ Do you
feel this assertion is accurate? While you were at HCD, what
strategies did Caltrans use to ’~get control" of the project?

follow-up: What strategies did HCD use to retain control?



0 ;Some have identified personality conflicts as a source of
tension between HCD and Caltrans. Would you comment on the
extent to which perceived tensions are based on individual or
interpersonal factors as opposed to organizational factors?

How important to the success of the housing program was local
community support? Did resistance to the program change over
time? Why?

follow-up: What strategies were used to try to overcome or
otherwise deal with local community opposition?

0 In your view are there any other problems with the design or
implementation of the CD which we have not touched on?

0 Do you feel that the Center for Law in the Public Interest
has acted to further the public interest in the story of the
Century 105?



0 What would you cite as the major cost [financial or otherwise]
of the Consent Decree?

0 What would you cite as a major benefit of the consent decree?

If there is one lesson the world should learn from the story
of the Century Freeway and the Consent Decree, what would that
lesson be?

We’ve just about reached the end of the structured interview.
However, we do have a few more items wetd like to cover with you.

0 Are there archival materials (correspondence, memos, reports)
available through (yous your office) that can be made
available to us?

Probe as to the nature of the archival material.

0

Name

Could you please name two of the major figures in the 105
story whom you think we should interview? Why?

address or contact phone

0 If you were designing the study, what issues would you like
to see us explore?
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Public Poi|cy Research Organization
University of California, Irvine

ALTERNATIVE CENTURY 105 FREEWAY PROJECT COMPARISONS

As part of our research on the Century 105 Freeway, Caitrans offictals, plaintiffs’ attorneys, and others have ass=steal
us m developing an alternative scenario for freeway constructlon had the lit=gataon regarding the freeway not
resulted in the present consent decree We are calhng th+s altematrve scenario the "Companson Project." The table
below and on the next page dep=cts the similarities and dnfferences between the "Companson Project= and the
"Actual Century Freeway."

Given this descnption of an alternative freeway project, we would like you to compare the impacts of it relative to
the =mpacts of the actual Century Freeway under the consent decree. Although the "Comparison Project" may not
perfectly reflect your wew of how the Century Freeway might have been constructed if a different legal history had
occurred, this is a consensus version to which we wdi make all future compartsons For your convenience, we
have included an addrtional copy of the table below, pnnted on the enclosed yellow card.

Thank you for your time and participation We will ensure that your responses are kept confidential and that they
appear only in summarized reports, w~thout reference to indwidu~s Shoutd you have any questions regarding the
survey or any other aspect of our study, please feel free to contact our project office at (714) 856-4254 We would
apprecxate it ~ you could complete the questionnatre w~h=n the next two weeks.

SUMMARY OF SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE COMPARISON PROJECT AND THE
ACTUAL CENTURY FREEWAY

ACTUAL
CENTURY COMPARISON
FREEWAY PROJECT

FREEWAY CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

a Additional pubhc heanngs would have been held after
issuance of the 1972 injunction yes yes

b. Formal Environmental impact Statement (EIS) wouM
be prepared yes yes

c. Groundbreakmg would have occurred in 1982 197g

d. Ongoing oversight of project by the court yes no
~ ~ n r

e Number of separate construction projects more than 80 iabout 20

only after entire as segments
f. Freeway opened to traffic route completed are completed

g Entire route opens in 1993 1987

FREEWAY DESIGN

a. Route features bell-shaped curve around Hawthorne yes yes

b. Number of lanes for mixed flow traffic 6 lanes 8 lanes



ACTUAL
CENTURY COMPARISON
FREEWAY iPROJECT

w

F REEWAY DESIGN (continued)

c Number of high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes 2 HOV lanes 2 HOV lanes

rail built con- medIan permits
current with future

d Mass ’transit ! freeway rail/busway

e Number of local interchanges 10 16

HOUSING

a Number of replacement un=ts constructed about 1,000 about 500

Number of additional units constructed to replenish
housing stock tn affected communities i about 2,000 none

Dept of Housing
c Lead agency for Implementatzon of housing program & Comm Dev Caltrans

d Feder,~l highway trust funds used for replacement housing yes yes

e Federal h=ghway trust funds used for replenishment housing yes not applicable

f Estabhshment of a separate agency to represent the interests of
Century Freeway dzsplacees yes no

TRAINING/EMPLOYMENT/AFF|RMATIVE ACTION ISSUES

a Estabhshment of pre-apprenticeship training programs for
potent=al construction workers yes yes

b Project requires contractors to utilize corridor businesses
and residents yes no

c Establlishment of a center for Century Freeway employment yes no

d Estabhshment of technical assistance programs for minority and
women-owned businesses yes yes

e Estab,l=shment ~ a separate agency to prov=de an outreach
program for potential female construction workers yes no

f Establishment of a separate agency to monitor and enforce
compliance with affirmative action procedures for Century
Freeway construction and employment yes no

g Goals for women and minority subcontracting and employment
would exceed existing federal goals yes no

h Establishment of a local Caltrans Civil Rights office to
monitor affirmative action compliance yes no
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A. MONETARY COST COMPARISON

Please evaluate the monetary costs of the Comparison Project (as descnbed m the table} relatwe to the actual
costs of the Century Freeway Project In this quest,on we are refemng to the actual cost to State Department of
Transportat=on only. Use as your reference constant dollars spent (i e, ignore the effects of inflation) and mdzcate
the rnagmtude of the cost differences for each of the actr,,itles hsted below. For example, circling "-3" on rtem A
below would indicate that the cost of nght of way acqulsit~on for the Companson Project would have been much
less than the cost of right of way acquisition for the actual Century Freeway (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER iN EACH
ROW.)

Much The Much
Less Same More
Than As Than

Comparison Project would be ... Actuai Actual Actual

A. R=ght of way acquisition -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 + 3

B R,ght of way property management -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

C. Maintenance of right of way
rental properties -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

D. Project design -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

E. Freeway construction -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

F. Project administration -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

G. Legal support -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 + 3

H Corndor maintenance -3 -2 -t 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

I. Affirmative action monitoring
and enforcement -3 =2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

J. Other training and employment programs -3 -2 =1 0 + 1 +2 +3

K. Replenishment houslng -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

L. Replacement housing -,3 =2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

M Relocation assistance -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

!f you have any additional comments on the cost ¢omparisons, p~ease use the space provided here"



B. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACTS

in this sectton, we are interested in both the short-term and long-term environmental and social impacts of both the
Comparison Proiect and the Actual Century Freeway Project First, using the scale shown below, we would like
ycu to evaJuate the likely Sh0rt-term env|ronmental and soc=at impacts of the "Actual Century Freeway Project," and
thc;n the =Comparison Project" By ’short-term’ we mean the penod of time before and during the construction of
thu Century Freeway For example, rf you believe that the Actual Century Freeway Project would have been
"somewhat harmful" for community pfannmg efforts and the Companson Project would be "very benetimal," you
would clrcle "-1" m the box under Actual Century Freeway and "+2" in the box under Companson Project Please
turtle the number which best represents your evaJuataon for all items hsted below for both the Actual Century
Freeway Project and the Companson Project

Very. Somewhat No Somewhat _ Ve.ry..
Harmful Harmful Effect Beneficial uenet~c,al

-2 -1 0 +1 +2

ACTUAL
CENTURY COMPARISON

;hort-Term impact Category FREEWAY PROJECT

Utdiz~ttlon of corridor businesses m
project-related construction actrv~aes -2 -1 0 +1 +2 o2 -’l 0 + I +2

Employment of corrzdor residents in project°
relat~:l constructton actNities -2 -1 0 +I +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

Utihzation of mmorny-owned businesses m
proje¢’t-related constructaon act+vrties -2 ol 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2

Utihzataon of women-owned busanesses m
project-related construction activities -2 ~1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

Employment of rninor~/members in project-
related construction actNities -2 -1 0 +1 +2 ;2 -1 0 + 1 +2

Employrnent of women in project-related
construction activities -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 =1 0 + 1 +2

Residential displacement -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -I 0 +1 +2

Dispia cee relocation assistance .2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

Cnrne rate -2 -1 0 +1 +2 =2 -1 0 +1 +2

Access to police, and fare protection o2 =1 0 + 1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

Residential and neighborhood property maintenance
by homeowners near corridor -2 -~ 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

Community planning efforts -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

D

E

Fo

G

H

K.



Now, using the scale shown below, we would like you to evaluate the tlkely ~ environmental and soc~.l
impacts of the Actual Century Freeway Project and then the Comparison Project° Please circle the number wh=ch
best represents your evaluation for aJJ Items listed beJow for both the Actual Century Freeway Project and the
Comparison Project.

Ve Somewhat No Somewhat Ve
Narmr~ul Harmful Effect Beneficial Benefr~cia]

-2 -1 0 + 1 +2

ACTUAL
CENTURY COMPARISON

Long-Term impact Category FREEWAY PROJECT

A Local air quality -2 -1 0 +I +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

B Regional air quality -2 -1 0 +~ ÷2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

C. Noise levels adjacent to the freeway o2 -1 0 + 1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

D Congest=on on parallel artenals -2 -1 0 +1 +21 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

E Congestion on other surface streets -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 =1 0 +1 +2

F Movement of goods and people through the corridor o2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

G Regional freeway congestion -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

H Mass transrt availability -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

l Freeway aesthetics -2 =1 0 + 1 +2 -2 -I 0 + 1 +2

J. Corridor c~ies aesthetics .2 .1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

K Prosperrty of corridor businesses generally -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

Prosperity of corridor businesses who had
participated in project.related construction activities -2 -1 0 ÷1 +2 -2 ol 0 +1 +2

M Economic well-being of corridor residents generally -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 -2 -1 (} + 1 +2

N. Economic well-being of comdor residents who had
partzcipated in project-related construction activities

i
I -2 -1 0 ÷1 +2:-2 -I 0 +1 +2

O. Prosperity of minority-owned businesses generally J-2 -I 0 +I +2 -2 .1 0 + 1 +2

P. Prosperity of minority-owned businesses who had
participated in proJect-rsJated construction activities -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 ~-1 +2

Q Prospenty of women-owned businesses generally o2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

R Prosperity of women-owned businesses who had
partictpated in project-related construction activities -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2

S Economic well-being of minority members generally -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2

T Economic well-being of minority members who had
participated In project-related construct=on actiwtles -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2

U. Economic well-being of women generally -2 -1 0 +I +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2



Ve.=rv Somewhat No Somewhat Very
Harm’fu| Harmful Effect Beneficial Beneficisl

-2 -1 0 + 1 +2

ACTUAL
CENTURY COMPARISON

Long-Term Impact Category FREEWAY PROJECT

V Economic well-being of women who had
partlcq3ated in project-related construction act~vrtles -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2

W impact on sales tax revenues -2 ol 0 +1 +2 -2 -’J 0 + 1 +2

X Local property tax base -2 -’~ 0 + 1 +2 -2 -I 0 +1 +2

Y Local housing supply -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

Z Affordable housing supply -2 -I 0 +1 +2 -2 °I 0 +1 +2

AA Residential and neighborhood isolation -2 .1 0 + I +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

BE; Quah~! of iocaJ school system -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2

CC Community redevelopment efforts -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2

DD Community relatsons with Caltrans -2 -1 0 +I +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

EE Prestige of Caltrans in the eyes of the public -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2

FF Overall environmental impacts -2 -1 0 +1 +2 -2 -1 0 +1 +2,

GG OveraLl social impacts -2 -I 0 +1 +2 -2 -’~ 0 + I +2

ff~,~u have any additional comments on short-term and Ionq-term environmental and social impa(;:ts, please use the_
s_p_ace provided here:
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C. PROCEDURAL AND ADMiNiSTRATiVE IMPACT COMPARISON

Another area of our research concerns how the process of buIlding the Cornpanson Project may have been
d=fferent from the process of budding the actual Century Freeway Using the actua~ Century Freeway as a basehne,
please evaluate the Companson Project according to the rtems listed below For example, rf you c,rcle "+ 3= for
*average length of t=me to award construction contracts" you would be indicating that the average t=me to contract
award would be much longer were the Companson Project constructed than has been the case for the actual
Century Freeway (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER iN EACH ROW 

Much The Much
Less Same More
Than As Than

Comparison Project would be ..o Actual Actual Actual

A Average length of tEme to award
construction contracts -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

B. Average length of time between contract
award and project compJetion -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

C Magnitude of design/engineering
challenges -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

D Magmtude of construction Jog=st=cs
challenges -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

E Project overszght by FHWA -3 -2 -1 O + 1 + 2 + 3

F Involvement of Caltrans off=c=als
based in Sacramento -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

G Overall number of Caltrans employees
working on the project -3 =2 -1 (3 + 1 + 2 + 3

H. Number of Caltrans employees "loaned"
to other agencies revolved with project -3 -2 ol 0 + 1 + 2 ÷ 3

I. Number of new offices/branches created
w~th,n Caltrans due to project -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

J Complexrty of contract award process -3 o2 =1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

K Complexity of M/WBE certification process -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

L. Issuance of change orders on
construction contracts -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

M Complexity of subcontractor
substitution process -3 -2 -I 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

N Percentage of subcontractors substituted -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

O Number of injuries to construction workers -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

P Number of certified M/WBEs -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3
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Much The Much
Less Same More
Than As Than

Comparison Project would be .o. Actua! Actual Actual

C~ Number of M/WBE failures -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

R Public scrutiny of contract award process -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

S Caltrans’ autonomy with regard
to project lmplementatson -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

T intensity of Caitrans efforts to mon~or and
enforce affirmative action requirements -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 + 3

U Caltrans’ sensitfvity to potential env=ronmental
costs of freeway construction -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

V Caltrans’ sensitivity to potential soctal costs
of freeway construction -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

W Degree to wh=ch project implementation affected
by star e and federal politIcal changes -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

X Degree to which project Implementat=on
affected by changes In state and federal
economies -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

Much The Much
Worse Same Better
Than As Than

Comparison Project would be ,.. Actual Actual Actual

Y Subcontractor quality -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

Z Construction employee quality -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

A,~. Quality of M/WBE cert=ficatzon process -3 -2 =1 0 + 1 +2 + 3

BB QualIty of Caltrans contract comphance
enforcement -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

If you have an.y addltlona} comments on the admmistratrv(p and proc~lural issues, please use the space provided
here_



ORGANIZATIONAL ATMOSPHERE COMPARISON

Now, using the actuaJ Century Freeway as a basehne, please evaluate the Comparison Project w~th respect to
organ=zatsonal atmosphere =n Caltrans along the dimens=ons listed below For example, ff you turtle "-3" for
"employee loyalty to Caltrans= you would be indicating that there would be much less loyalty to Cattrans were the
Companson Project to have been constructed than has been the case for the actual Century Freeway (CIRCLE
ONE NUMBER IN EACH ROW )

9

Much The Much
Less Same Mote
Than As Than

Comparison Project would be ..= Actual Actual Actual

A Willingness of Caltrans employees to put
~n a great deal of effort beyond that
normally expected -3 -2 -4 0 + 1 + 2 ÷ 3

B Employee loyalty to Caltrans -3 -2 +1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

C. Loyalty to Caltrans departments to which
employees were assigned -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

D. Caitrans’ prestige in the eyes of:

1. Environmental advocates -3 -2 -1 O + 1 + 2 + 3

2 Affirmative actlon/c=vll nghts
advocacy groups -3 -2 -1 O + 1 + 2 + 3

3 Corridor cttzes -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

4+ Other cities in District 7 -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

5. State legislators -3 -2 =I 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

6 Highway departments in other states -3 -2 =! 0 + 1 +2 + 3

E. Conflict among Caltrans departments -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

F. Conflict between Caltrans employees
and contractors -3 +2 -I 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

G Conflict between Caitrans Distnct 7 and ..°

1 Caltrans headquarters -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

2 local/regional housing authorities -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

3 Housing and Community
Development (HCD) -3 =2 -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

4. Federal Highway
Admtnlstratson (FHWA) -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

5. corridor ctttes -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3
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Much The Much
Less Same More
Than As Than

Comparison Project would be .°. Actual Actual Actual

H Confl=ct among Caltrans employees -3 -2. -1 0 + 1 +2 +3

I Caltrans employee efforts to secure
transfers to non-Century 105 projects -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

J Caltrat~s employee efforts to secure employment
w~th organLzations other than Cattrans -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

K T=me spent on professional development
actIvities by Caltrans employees -3 -2 -1 0 + 1 + 2 + 3

Comparison Project would be ..

Much The Much
Worse Same Better
Than As Than

Actual Actual Actual

Understanding by Caltrans employees
of what the public policy makers
expected of the organizatIon w~th regard to"

1 atf=rmative action -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

2 p,rovlc~lng replacement housing
on new projects -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

providing replenishment housing
on new projects -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

M Understanding by Caltrans employees
of what Caltrans expected from them -3 ~ -1 0 +1 +2 +3

N Overall morale among Caltrans employees
asssgned to the Century 105 project =3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

if you have anv addit=onal comments on the oroaniz~ttonal atmosphere issues, Dlease use the sP~Ce provided here"



E. BACKGROUND QUESTIONS

11

1, Since we expect that not all areas covered in this questionna=re are known by all Ind~viduals that we are
surveying, we would appreciate ~ if you would prowde us wrth your assessment of your knov~edge about the
following aspects of the Century Freeway Project. (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER iN EACH ROW.)

How much knowledge do Quite A A Great
you have with respect to None A Little Some Bit Deal

A. History of the Century Freeway Project 1 2 3 4 5

B Monetary costs of construction of the
Century Freeway Project 1 2 3 4 5

C Monetary costs of affirmative action
in the Century Freeway Project 1 2 3 4 5

D Monetary costs of housing m the
Century Freeway Project 1 2 3 4 5

Eo Environmental impacts of the Century
Freeway Project 1 2 3 4 5

F° Social impacts of the Century Freeway
Project 1 2 3 4 5

G. Administrative impacts of the Century
Freeway Project 1 2 3 4 5

H Transportation components of the
consent decree itself 1 2 3 4 5

Affirmative action components of the
consent decree itself 1 2 3 4 5

J. Housing components of the consent
decree itself 1 2 3 4 5

2. Please circle the one number in each row which best describes your level of Involvement in the following"

Quite A A Great
None A Litt|e Some Bit Deal

A° Professional involvement with
the implementation of the
consent decree 1 2 3 4 5

Emotional involvement with
the Century Freeway Project 1 2 3 4 5
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Please circle the one number in each row which best descnbes your agreement or disagreement with each
of the following statements

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Agree

A The benef,ts of the actual Century
Freeway des=gn and construction
~roce~=,s will outweigh the costs of
the process. 1 2 3 4 5

B The benefits of the actual Century
Freeway Housina Proaram will
outweigh the costs of the program 1 2 3 4 5

C The benefits of the actual efffrmat=ve
action ro.g.Eo__q£~_ w=[I outweigh the
costs of the program 1 2 3 4 5

J am ~tisfied with the history of
the Century Freeway. 1 2 3 4 5

For how many years have you been involved with the Century Freeway ProjectO

Number of years involved =

In what department or funct=onal area do you work?.

Deparlment or functional area

Which of the following best describes your functional level within the organization in which you work~
(CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ONLY 

Professional level ................................................ 1
Manager=al level ................................................... 2
Executrve level ......................................................3
Other ................................... 4

Do you work In or near the Century Freeway corridor?.

Yes .........................................................................1
NO.,°.o°~.~o,® .o°~o*~°o°o... ..... °o°®-=oo=ooo°°.-o°o°° .oo®o.®.°oo®,=o.®°oo2

Do your live In or near the Century Freeway corridor?.

Yes .......................................................................1
No ......................................................................2



Thank you for completing the quest=onnalre, if there are any addrtlonal comments you would like to make, please
use the space provided below. Or, if you would prefer to speak directly with us, please call (714) 856.4254 Please
check for any unsnswered questions, place in the self-addressed envelope and re~um to us as soon as
conven=ently poss=ble.

Additional Comment~

For reference, our address is"

Century 105 Project
Public Pohcy Research Organization

310 Socmi Ecology
University of Cahfornia

lrvine, CA 92717
(714) 856-4254



APPENDIX E

RULES AND PROCEDURES FOR IMPLEMENTING THE HOUSING PROGRAM



Appendix E: Summary of Rules and Procedures for Implementing the Housing Program

Project delivery is separated into subsidiary processes. First is the development of the semi-annuM

Housing Implementation Schedule which matches CFHP housing needs and the Century Freeway

construction schedule with specific housing construction processes. Parallel to the construction-

related processes are the Participant Pool, Ownership Disposition and Tenant Selection Processes.

Ownership disposition and Tenant Selection Processes are to be completed by the time the

construction is finished and units are ready for occupancy (Caltrans Office of Management

Analysis, 1984).

RFP and IFB time for construction are estimated at 9 months and 6 months respectively (Caltrans

Office of Management Analysis, 1984)o However, the average number of weeks required for each

process is estimated at 179 and 97. This time allows for preparation, proposal selection and

construction in the RFP process and land acquisition, project design, IFB preparation, bid

selection and construction in the IFB process.

Land for the CFHP is obtained in one of three ways: I) buying a parcel expressly for

replenishment housing 2) transferring it from akeady owned excess land or 3) requinng the

contractor to supply it cornpletc with housing.

The Invitation for Bids process begins after the development of the Plans, Specifications and

Estimates (PS&E) by HCD/CFHPo These are sent to Caltrans Dismct 7 Right-of-Way

Replenishment Housing Branch. Then follows drafting the contract language and special

requirements, including setting M/nonty Business Enterprise goals; certifying the parcel for

construction, advertising for and evaluating bids; contract award and the development~s

construction. The contract preparation phase ends when the final Invitation for Bid (Green Book)

is published. Contract Award is complete when a bidder is selected based on cost and civil rights



criteria. The contractor is notified to began work.

The RFP process is used when the State desn’es a developer to build on privately held land. The

process includes preparing the RFP, advertising for and selecting proposals, and the construction

of the development. The Housing Implementation Schedule determines the size and nature of the

RFP as well as the critical dates throughout the RFP process. The RFP Preparation Phase includes

drafting and approval of the RFP, setting Affn’matJve Action Goals, and publishing the RFP. The

selection phase includes receiving developer proposals and several sequential reviews to determine

if the proposals are responmve to the terms and conditions of the RFP. These reviews include

completeness, minority and female business involvement, land appraisal, and technical evaluation.

Those proposals deemed responsive are then ranked and conditional commitments made. After

the conclitional commitment, the developer presents working drawings, minority and female

business subcontractor lists, and related documents for review. After these are reviewed and

approved, State and Federal funds are encumbered. The proposal selection phase ends after the

tontine1 closing when the pre-construction conference is held. The technical pre-construetion

meeting is the fin’st step in the RFP construction phase. The acceptance of the project by the

HCD/CFHP Housing Production Unit and payment in full terminate the phase.

Ideally in both processes, concurrent Ownership and Rental Property Disposition and termnt

selection are ongoing so that the completion of construction, property disposition and occupancy

are completed at the same time. The participant pool includes all corridor displacees, housing

authority referrals, and members of the general pubhc who have submitted applications for CFHP

participation and have been accepted by the Finance and Disposition Unit.

The Ovmership Disposition Process matches potential buyers to specific housing projects. It

begins 180 days before project completion with the selection of at least three participants from the



pool for each umt in the project. The Ownership Disposition Process includes m m’keting

meetings, lotteries, loan qualification, homeowner training, and escrow. The process ends when

escrow closes and the homeowner moves ham the umt.

When rental properties arc built as part of the Century Freeway Housing Program; they must be

sold to private property management companies or public agencies with jurisdiction over rental

properties. Neither HCD nor Caltrans has authority to permanently operate CFI--IP rental units.

The Sources Sought Phase of the rental property ddsposiuon process is an optional part of this sale.

It is designed to identify the potential market for RFP plus give the Cb-HP staff feedback from the

industry. The properties are sold through the RFP process. The RFP is developed by CFHP staff

and reviewed and approved by HCD Headquarters, FHWA, Caltrans and CFAAC. A proposal is

selected and the rental property is sold.

In addition to scUing the rental properties developed by the CFHP, tenants must bc found.

Prospective tenants come from the parucipant pool. The process includes screening the applicants

and ends when the rental property owner accepts the tenant and notifies CFHP.
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process. Additionally, Caltrans itself experienced modest structural changes and Its

relationships with other agencies and organizations have been influenced, in some cases

seriously.
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